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ISO 9002
REGISTERED FIRM

FREE -PHONE ORDER LINE

waters & Stanton 0500 73-73-88
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S
Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Part Exchange Welcome

4Ponitor
NEW Ham Radio Electronic Magazine

Provides the latest news of our
products, prices and topical fea-
tures. Log on now and read about
ham radio plus much morel

http://www.monitor.co.uk

ICOM IC -706 MK II

160.00
M4 u0X C.OM

Internet

Ilor
w&S
£999

£1097 inc 5yr Wtty.

160-6m 100W 2m 25W + + +
We are pleased to endorse the performance and design of
the IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf mobile
bar none. It out performs and out specifies any other
model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy it from!
We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeatable back-
up service plus optional extended 5 year warranty for an
extra £98!

Yaesu FT -8100R W&S
£429

Yaesu's new dual band mobile makes the competition
look old and out -dated, Now you can buy a rig ready
equipped with 12.5kHz and 25kHz filtering. You get a
detachable head. 300 memories. true dual same band
rx, CTCSS encode and the best display in the business.

WIkarn
W&S
£279

ADItg. AT -600

£314 inc 3yr Wtty.

PW says: "an incredibly
well priced radio - amaz-
ingly sensitive - excellent
audio - worked very well
with 12.5kHz channel
spacing
 CTCSS encode/decode

Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
Alphanumeric memories

 Full duplex
 CTCSS tone reader
' 29 programmable features
' AM airband receiver
 Rx up to 990MHz
 Nicads and charger

110
ADI
With cress

Mobile FM Rigs

Our best selling 2m Mobile

AR -146 2m 50W

W&S
£249

Both rigs feature:
- 3 Power levels - Wideband receive
' 40 Memories plus call channel
" 7 Programmable steps
' Channel or frequency display
" The best sensitivity in the business

Keypad mic and mounting kit

YAR-446 70cm 35W
4111-

W&S
£269

ADI AT -200 2m FM Handy

Lowest
UK Price!

w&S
£129

2m FM Handy
2.5W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
Illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses AA cells

This has proved to be our
mosr reliable handheld. It has
a very sensitive receiver and is
built to professional standards.

M°AOl AT -400 70cm FM Handy

w&S
£169

70cm FM Handy
2W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
Illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses M cells

This has become the standard
radio for Novice hams. Its sensi-
tive. cost effective and was fea-
tured on Anglia.

Orders:

Enquiries

FAX

0500 73 73 88
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

WS -1000 Amazing Scanner

Aug. Special_i V2935
World's smallest scanner

 FM, WFM, & AM
 500kHz - 1300MHz
" Fast scanning speed
" Clear LCD readout

400 Memories
' Super sensitivity
 Good strong signal handling

Runs from just 2 x AA cells
Battery saving mode

Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cms

Lowest
UK Price

Wideband Rx (AM Airband)
FM Broadcast receive

CTCSS & 1750Hz
 112 Alphanumeric Memories
 Dual Watch - Military rated
 5W from 12v DC input
' Ni-cads and AC Charger
" One of our top 5 sellers!

CT -30 Mic Adaptor £9.00
CSC -69 Case (FNB-40 ball) - -515.00

Yaesu All -Mode Portables

FM - SSB - CW The most cost effective way onto the
bands. Now with our new low prices you can enjoy
6m, 2m and 70cm DX. More Power? Add a linear!

FT -690R2 6m All mode
FT -290R2 2m All mode
FT -790R2 70cm All mode

GARMIN GPS

GPS-II

Ideal for dashboard or
handheld us. The display
rotates to suit. Has flip -up
detachable BNC antenna,
24 hours bait life itixANi, and stores up to 250 waypoints.

£399
£389
£499

W&S
£189

GPS-I2XL
The best specified handheld that is an
absolute bargain at our price. 500 way -
points an an unlimited speed up to 999
knots makes it ideal for air and car
use. It has ultra fast aquasition and a
mini coax socket for external antenna
connection.

GPS-150 Ant.
Active magnetic antenna, 5m of
coax cable, BNC plug. Matches
all GPS with BNC socket.

drat _Ii_L'JJTJ r_) :fir lJJ'lJJ



EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

VHF & UHF Band Pass Filters

2m & 70cm Digital Communications

NO MORE PAGER PROBLEMS
We guarantee this will kill alt
caused by strong our 01 band signals -
- - or your money back?

Mkt* E82.95 =AN 019.95
Passband: 144 -146MHz Passband: 430 - 4404thtz
Loss Less than 1 dB Loss: Loss than 1 dB
Sefectivrty. -68d8 at 1313MI-tz Sefactritly: -47d6 at 415FARz

- 55dB at 155041-tz - 50dB at 455141-tz
Power. 200 Waits Power 200 Watt

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

' 2m & 70cm
' 50W 30W
" Detachable head

W&S
£389.95

' Packet 9600 bps ready
' 180 Memory channels
" CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

NEW KENWOOD RIG

144 & 430MHz 50/35W  Detachable front head
' Dual Rx on same band! " CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 280 Memories  Large clear display

Kenwood 2m All Mode

Mirage Amplifier B-5016

 144 - 148MHz FM & SSB
160W output for AO - 50W input
GaAsFET switchable pre -amp

* RF sensing with adjustable SSA delay
VSWR and temperature protected

' 13.8v of 25 Amps peak

W&S
£329

160W

Mirage Amplifier B-2516

' 144 - 148MHz FM & SSA
160W output for 10 - 25W input

' GaAsFET switchable pre -amp
* RF sensing with adjustable SSA delay
 VSWR and temperature protected
' 13.8v at 25 Amps peak

W&S
£329

160W

Mirage Amplifier B-5030

W&S
£749

300W
' 144 - 148MHz FM & SSA
" 300W output for 40 - 50W input
" GaAsFET switchabie pre -amp
RF sensing with adjustable 558 delay

 VSWR and temperature protected
13.Bv at 48 Amps peak

Wt)(97

i; 0
n j.3GVG411

9042
1

ISC) 9002
REGISTERED FIRM

At Waters and Stanton we are always ti

k working towards improving our service to ;1
customers. This means running an effi-

cient and well organised company with a
professional service department. We are

the first UK amateur radio retailer to
achieve ISO 9002. So when our competi-
tors refer to themselves as `UK's number

one" or Europe's leading dealer;" ask
yourself. who's kidding who?

LaZRWA7'.

W-MM1 Multimode Modem
W&S
£69.95

 Packet. AMTOR, CW ' Needs PC 286 or better
' SSW. Fax, RTTY ' Includes software

NAVTEX, SYNOP ' No external power required
' Transmit and receive ' Connects to RS -232

Radio Works Baluns
131-2K 1:1 Etalun
Rugged 1.5kVV covering 3.5-30MHz at 50
Ohms. Fitted 50-239 and eye bolt fasten-
ers. £25.95
Line isolator
Isolates rf on the coax line. preventing it
from travelling beyond isolator and into the
shack. 3klW 3.5-30MHz £25,95

84-2K 1:4 Balun

Ideal for Delta Loops,
folded dipoles etc. Rated
at 1.5kW 3.5-30MHz
£32.95

Remote 1:4 Balun

Bafun designed for out-
side use such as ladder
line to coax applications.
£49.95

Radio Works Carolina Windoms
WARNING
One of our competitors has been advertising these anten-
nas suggesting that an ATU is not necessary. THIS IS
WRONG. Had they read the dale sheet issued by the
manufacturers they would have known! The antennas do.
however, give significant DX gain - trust us to get it right!

CW-160
CW-80
CW-40

160-10m 264ft long
80-10m 132ft long
40 - 10m 66ft long

£109.95
£84 95
£82.95

TONNA Antennas - Perform!
Aaiun matched excellent gain and
VSWR. The favourate of the contest
groups. Mount horizontal or vertical.

August Offer:
20505 5 El 50MHz
£86.% £79 carr. £4
Just a small selection!

2 Metres
20804 4 El. 8dB £44.95
20669 9 Ei. 1348 £52.95
20611 11 El. 14dB £79.95
20817 17 a 15dB £97.95
70cms
20909 9 El. 845 £45.95
20919 t9 El. 16de £53.95

20921 21 El. 18de £69.96
23 ems
20623 23 El. 18de £51.95
20635 35 El. 20de £61.95
20655 55 El. 21.5cle £65.95
20696 4 x 23 El. kit £319.95
20666 4 x 55 El. kit £419.95
Full range of splitters etc. Phone

NEW Yaes FT -920
W&S
£1449

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features ate great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz
plus wideband receive, 33 MPS Digital signal
processor Digital IF shift Auto notch fitter, Dual
VFOs, 100 Memories, Band Stacking VFO system.
Break-in CW with electronic keyer, TNC interfacing,
Digital voice recorder, 13.8v DC operation.

Yaesu FT-1000MP
W&S
£1979

5 Year Warranty on FT-1000MPs £115

FT-1000MP £28'19
FT-1000MPDC £2599

ICOM IC -756 HF Rig

' 100W of pure Magic
' 160-6M
 SSB CW - AM -FM
' Spectrum display
 Auto ATU

22129
£1979

" Superb LISP built-in
' GW Memory keyer
' 100% duly cycle
' Keypad entry option

DXers choice in the USA

W&S
£1289

Kenwoods new transceiver that is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business. If
you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean!). send for brochure.

ICOM IC -821H 2m/70cm

2m/70cm All Mode
' 45/40W adjustable
 Full duplex

Satellite features

Vtif&S

£134,.

160 Memories
9600bps capability

' Electronic keyer
" IF shift, noise blanker

Yaesu FT-736DC 2m/70cm

EW

A-xxtei (a) I

* r. "
Requires 10 Amp supply.

W&S
£1199*

Offers even
better value.

' Pnce subject to confirmation



MFJ
ORDERS
ONLY ON:

FHam Radio FREEPHONE

Accessories 0500 73 73 88
MFJ-784B Filter
Price ,,,

Down!

b'pre 1.'av es,

Works with any rx. or tcvr.
DSP filter, fully programmable
16 Factory pre-sets
Plugs directly into audio out
Drives speaker or headset
Requires 12v at approx 500mA

MFJ-948 HF ATU

t, -**45
300 Watts PEP 150W CW
1.8 - 30MHz - with ease!
Wire, coax or balanced line
Balun included for best match
30/300W power meter - PEP RMS
Antenna selector, by-pass etc.

MFJ- 949 HF ATU

160 to 10m 300W PEP 150W CW
' Wire, coax or balanced teed

Built-in Dummy Load
' 30 / 300W power meter - PEP / RMS
' Antenna selector, by-pass etc.

MFJ-9406 6M Trancvr.
I Price
Down!

Off

-ww
err. ..ssawk [Pr

' 50 - 50.3MHz 10W SSB
RF speech processing

' 10MHz xtal filter
' Super performance

Ideal way to 6M DXing

MFJ-259 HF Analyser
Price

Down!

 

£239

£229
1.8MHz - 170MHz
Digital Readout
Resonance
VSWR
Impedance
AA batteries or
12v external

Connect to aerial or
coax and adjust it in

seconds. Turns hours into minutes and
ideas into antennas!

MFJ-1278DSPX Data Unit

£399

:iii':
' Multi -mode

Packet
Amtor
Pactor
Colour SSTV

10 Modes total
DSP filtering
Tuning scope
Simple to us
Software

Windows Software

Just arrived. the latest Windows Software
for MFJ TNCS and Multimode modems.
Now you can operate in a familiar environ-
ment with much improved software.

MFJ-1286W TNC software £36.95
MFJ-1289W Multimode software £63.95
All supplied on 3.5" size discs.

 Digital Audio Filter
CW 50, 100, 200. 500Hz

' Amtor, fax, GTOR, PACTOR
' RTTY, SSTV, We -FAX

MFJ-914 Auto Match

4101 Mbar%Ayndr- -
£59.95

Your Auto ATV
will now match
any aerial when
used with this.

Auto -Tuner Extender
Connect between auto tuner and transceiver
- no more problems with G5RVs and all
those difficult antennas - 160 to 10 metres

MFJ-906 VSWR I ATU

£79.95
;

SW- V*
' 50MHz - 54MHz
 ATU and VSWR power meter

Matches all coax systems
' 100W CW/FM 200W SSB
' Tuner by-pass - SO -239 sockets
' Size 203 x 63 x 76cm

Ameritron 811 1kW
Price

Down!

The only currently available HF linear to

have passed a hill lab, CE test

- 1 kW linear 9d8 Gain
Like a 5 element Monobander!
Uses low cost 811A tubes
Built-in rugged AC Supply
Instant by-pass switch
PA VIA meter + Grid meter
Over rated variable capacitors
Fan cooled for long life
Very efficient - 600W output
Easy to tune and connect
Size 16" x x 8"

160 to 10M of DX -Getting Power
Perfectly matches all 100W rigs

MFJ-441 Keyer

NEW

 2 - 65 WPM - suits all transceivers
 Adjustable tone, volume and weight

Semi -auto, auto and Iambic
' 37 character memory

Use AA cells or external 12v
' 105 x 88 x 35mm approx

MFJ- 941E Atu
Price

Down!
11. 1,11014 swear ro

MOTt. ,  -  
160m to 10m ATU - 300W
Wires, Coax and Balanced Feed
Cross Needle VSWR & Power
3 -Way antenna selector
By-pass position - Dummy load socket
Internal Balun - 30 or 300W position
260 x 180 x 70mm

MFJ- 250X 1 kW load

Down!Price

Imo
£34.95

1kW Dummy Load
' Oil cooled design
' SO -239 socket
* Ideal for linears

1MHz to 400MHz
' Oil not supplied

MFJ- 260C 300W

Dummy Load
50 Ohm
300W
OK to 450MHz
Air cooled
SO -239
Totally enclosed
Essential item

MO VAT'S
MOONY UM.

-

Price
Down!

MFJ-702 LPF Filter

£29.95

' Low pass filter 1.8MHz - 30MHz
 200 W pep - 50dB down at 54MHz
' Loss less than 0.5dB
 SO -239 size 150 x 25 x 38cm approx

MFJ-840 Handy Meter

Waters & Stanton

144 - 146MHz
0 - 5 Watts
ANC ;Handheld fitting

' Reads power out

MFJ-418 CW Tutor

"It's an Amazing Idea!"
The Morse Tutor that has taken America by
storm. Listen to carefully structured code
practice or listen to actual OSOs - and they
never seem to be the same - GREAPII

 Displays words, fetters and numbers
' 3 to 35WPM with natural CW note
' Various modes including Farnsworth
 Enormous vocabulary of words
" Actually sends OSOs as well!

Individual characters or groups
' Headphone socket; Power from PP3
 Sends text just like an actual test.
' A tutor that displays what it sends.

Mirage 100W 2m Amp

Fan Cooled

' 144 - 148MHz 100W Out FM & SSB
' Input 1W - 8W - ideal for handhelds

GaAsFET switchable pre -amp
RF sensing with 1 sec delay on SSB

 Supply - 13 BV at 15Amps approx

Mirage 160W 2m Amp

' 144 - 148MHz FM & SSB 160W out
 40-50W input - ideal for modern FM rigs!
 GaAsFET switchabte pre -amp + lo -high

RF sensing - Adjustable SSB delay
' VSWR & temp. protected
' Supply - 13.8v at 25 Amps approx

MFJ-219 70cm Meter
" NEW £99.95

 420 - 450MHz Ant Analyser
 "N" or SO -239 version
 Measure VSWR & Resonance
 Uses AA cells
 Ext. socket for freq. counter
' Adjust ant. on site quickly
* 188 x 60 x 54mm

!Form

Enquiries: Tel. 01702 206835 / 204965
Fax. 01702 205843

22, Main Road. Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
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operating 'togetherness'.
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A huge range of new and secondhand equipment from loom, Yaesu, Kenwood
and many more. Antennas, Rotators, Power Supplies and a wide range of
accessories.
The South Midlands Communications Group are authorised dealers for many
major manufacturers including the following:-
* Kenwood * Yaesu * Icom * AOR * Cushcraft * Comet * Taiwan Serene
* Telex Hygain * And many more.

Call our sales teams now for advice and prices on any equipment from these
manufacturers.
We will match any authorised dealers price.

AVAWAVAVAVAVAVATATAWATA
DATA PRODUCTS

L.Ve new have the widest range of data products in the WC and with
our specialist knowledge Of the products we most be by far the

number one choice for packet equipment.

PacComm
Tiny 2 1200 baud TNC £139
PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC £119
Spirit 2 9600 baud TNC £219
Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £139
KPC9612 1200+9600 dual port INC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modem £395

AEA
PK12 1200 baud TNC £129
PK9 6 9600 baud TNC £2 1 9

PK232IMBX Multimode data modem £319
.DSP232 Multimode data modem £479
*PK900 Multimode data modem £479

Free Pack - Win software
Symek
TNC2H 9600 baud TNC £179
BayCom Modems
USCC 4 port plug in card W/O Modems £107

Modems
1200 baud Plug in for USCC £39

\I \
COMET STATION ACCESSORIES
CF -706

CF-30MR
CF-50MR
CF -30H

CF -30S

CF -50S

CF-BPF2

1.3-56 MHz/75-320MHz duplexer
for CA-HV or similar £39.00
HF Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP £43.95
6M Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP £43.95
HF Low Pass Filter 2kW PEP --------------------£69.00
HF Law Pass Filter 150W PEP £25.00
6M Low Pass Filter 150W PEP £25.00
2M Band Pass Filter 150W PEP £49.95

COMET ANTENNAS
CA-Fiv

HR -7

CA-14HR
HR -21

HF-VHF Mobile Whip 7-14-21-28-50144
 IDEAL FOR IC -70611 ....... ............. ......£89.00
7MHZ Mobile Whip ..... .......... ............. ........£46.00
14MHZ Mobile Whip ----------------------------------£46.00
21 MHZ Mobile Whip ....... .............. .....£46.00

CA-28HR
HH.50
CA-50HR
B-10
B -22M
CA -258

CA -350d0
ABC23
GF'9N

GP15N
GP95

\/ / A
28MHz Mobile Whip. ..£46.00
6M MOBILE Whip.......................................£46.00
50MHz Mobile Whip. £46.00
2M/70CM Mobile Whip .............................£21.50
2m/70CM Mobile Whip..............£44.95
2m/6m Mobile Whip. .. .......... £29.00
6M/10M Base Collinear...........................£149.00
3 x% Base Collinear . £55.00
2M/70CM Base Collinear 035.00
6M/2M/70CM Base Collinear £99.00
2M/70CM/23CM Base Collinear. £119.00

COMET DUPLEXERS
CF -305

CF -306A
CFX-514

HF.iVHF Duplexer ......... ............ ............. .......£25.00
HFNHF/UHF Duplexer................................£37.00
6M/2M170CM Triplex e r ........... . . ... . ..... . ...... ..£49.00

MA L WW1" ATAVAVAVATA
Call Rodney at Reg Ward & Co

1 Western Parade, West Street
Axminster, Devon EX13 SNY

Tel: 01297 34918

Call Jez or Andy at ARE
Communications, 6 Royal Parade,

Hanger Lane, Ealing, London
W5A lET

Tel: 0181-997 4476

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Special monthly payment

facilities available.
Written quotations

available on request

E-mail:-
amateur@smc-comms.com

r



Come and join us on our SMC Fun Day on August 16th.
There will be a wide range of stands and demonstrations including:

AMATEUR - Amateur radio bargain clearance sale at very special
prices. DATA - Packet, Computer Interfaces including: Siskin Multicat at
only £69. The SMC 545UHF 10 waft radio, 9600 ready, crystalled on
432.650 or 432.675. Just £99.

Package deal 1 (including cables and softwarel) Symek 9600 baud
TNC plus SMC545, list price £278, package price £249.

Package deal 2 lincluding cables and softwarel) AEA PK-96 0200 and
9600 baud TNC) plus SMC545, list price £318. Package price 279!1!

FUN DAY BARGAIN
Minipak - complete with licenced software and ready made cables. List
price £69.95. Special price £59.95.

TALK -IN ON 522

REFRESHMENT STAND - We will have refreshments on sale in aid of
various charities.

EXAMS - We will be taking the American Radio Amateur Exams on the
day - call us for details. We will also be running the RSGB morse tests.

CAR BOOT SALE - If you would like to book a space for this, please
call Ailsa on (01703) 251549.

cushcraft
COfiPORATIUM

HF Antennas

015/1TdriAlERMII. A elw el

the Nu rap ryrnmlo
avidzbk. rm. offcr superb

pgrfurionnir. mom inivc

ivelientliundqualiiy ird
outmoding qlui

R5 10/12115117l20 vertical £295.00

10 thru to 40m vertical £369.00

Radial latter 87000 £129.00

14-21-28Mliz vertical 4.3m long £99.00

3-5.7.14.21-28MHz vertical1.4rn long [169.00

T4-21-28MHz Yagi 389.00

12/17m 3-ele Yagi £299.00

4 ale 20m Yagi £499.00

4 ele 15m Yagi [2:89.00

Dipole 10/15120/40m [259.00

R7000

RBO

AV -3

AV -5

A35

A3W5

204CD

154CD

D4

03W kola 12/17130m £199.00

MS 3-4 ale Yagi I0/15120m f449.00

VHF Antennas
AR -270 280 Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long
AF1.2706 2173 Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long

AR2 2m Vertical 1.2m long

486 6m Vertical 3.1m long

144,165N 2m 16-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

4144-20T 2m 10 -ale Cross Yagi 12.2 did

1382N 13.ele 2m Yagi

17132 17.ele 2m Yagi

A5D-35 3 -ale 6m Yogi

A50.55 5-ele 6m Yagi

A50-65 6 -ale 6m Yogi

22X13 2m 22 -ale Yagi Ow polarization switching f229110

VA "MA MVAr
f 69.00

. f95.00

f39.00

. £59.00

18.9.00

£105.00

[135.00

[199.00

[89.00

£149.03

[249.95

Bargain
American

exa

Morse test

Cable
Sc Wirele

Comets
vehicl

Refreshments
Car boot sale

Manufacturers
Magazines
flilomast
AEI.

Siskin
Demonstrations

ANTENNA
BARGAINS

TELEX HY-GAIN
HF ANTENNAS

88F 2m 8/8 mobile whip £13.50 12AVOS 10-15-20m vertical, 4.1m £109 C
12SE 12m mobile whip £12.50 14AVOMBS 10-15-20-40m vertical, 5.5m £159 C
15SE 15m mobile whip £12.50 DX88 10-80m vertical £315 C

17SE 17m mobile whip £12.50 DX77 10.40m vertical £369 C

GP23 2m base colinear £35.00 ROTATORS

S0144 2m Swiss Quad £35.00 CD45 Medium duty meter controller £315 D
R5 Cushcraft save £60 £239 HAM IV Medium duty with break £449 0
R7 Cushcraft save £70 £319 HAM V HAM IV with digital controller £749 D



SRP TRADING
SALE SALE SALE SALE

SKY SCAN KENWOOD

AKD
ROBERTS

YAE SU
SONY
RADIO
SHACK

YUPITERU

1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal
Birmingham B45 9TZ

Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788
Fax: 0121-457 9009

UNIDEN GLOBAL
Yes

we are having a

SALE
We would like to give you the best prices

and service in the UK.
So, if you are thinking of purchasing any

amateur short wave or scanning equipment call
either: -

ROD, RICHARD OR MARY ON

0121-460 1581 OF
0121-457 7788

or please call into our retail shop. We are
open six days a week - 9.30-5.30 Monday

to Saturday
Free advice always available From

our expert staff.
PLEASE PHONE

WATSON SANGEAN

OPTO

MFJ

ALINCO

LOWE 0
ICOM

A.11

SALE SALE

SALE SALE

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England -
fact not fiction! Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

OPEN Tue-Sat
1Clam-5pm

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -706

HURRY WHIST
STOCKS LAST!

This is your last chance to buy the best
selling HF mobile ever. RRP f995.

ARC PRICE £Phone now
ITS ARRIVED... THE ICOM IC -700111k11
New enhanced version incorporating many
additional features, if you're looking for a rig
you can't live without. your search has ended.
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS. £1195 RRP.

ARC PRICE £1049 cash/cheque.

KENWOOD TS -570D
Kenwood have produced a superior

replacement to the
TS -450 using 15 bit

OSP technology to cut
out interference and
produce excellent

signal processing.

£1499.95 RRP. AVAILABLE ory
INTEREST FREE FINANCE. Deposit £499.95,
12 11 £53.33 monthly repayments, ZERO APR.

ICOM IC -756
The perfect HF-6m all
mode transceiver for

hams who enjoy
chasing rare OX's. Full -a11RRP
of functions designed to give you the edgeI It

is an impressive looking radio, sure to be
another from winner.

PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PRICE!

VHF/UHF MOBILES
ALINCO DR -605

Compact
dualband
receiver.

* 2m & 70cm 50W/35W
* 100 memories
* Full duplex It CTSS encoder fitted.

£399.95 RRP

KENWOOD TM-V7E
The appearance of this new

dualband mobile from
Kenwood tells you it is

different from the rest, as
Leighton Smart said in his £51910 RRP

review in the March PIN ARC price £584
"Kenwood have yet again come up with

another 'gem' in the shape of the TM-V7E".

NEW ON THE MARKET

ICOM IC -207H
Dualband features at a
tingle band privet 9500

packet operation.
PHONE FOR MORE

INFORMATION. £439 REP

ARC PRICE £389 cavnicheque

USE YOU IT CARD
FOR SA PATCH

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS

ICOM T -7E
Superb dualband handle plus

CTCSS. Complete with nicads and
charger.

RRP £329.00.

CASH PRICE £299.00

AUNCO DJ -191
Slimline 2 meter handle complete

with nicad & charger free!
£169.95 RRP

AUNCO DJ -G5
A superb twin band handle that
comes complete with nicads and
charger. Just take a look at its

features:-  Up to SW RF output
 100 memories  Over air cloning

 Cross band repeater function
 Spectrum channel display

 Extended receive.

£299.95 RRP

HP AVAI UP TO 3
YEARS R PERIOD

E-mail us on: arcoms4globalnet.co.uk

EE PARKING

ACCESSORIES
POWER SUPPLIES
Watson
W5A £29.95
W -10A £49.96
W -20A £29.95
Manson
EP -925 30 amp £99.96
DRAE
24emp PSU 5119.96
Masts
Extends to 36'6' £51.00
Extends to 27'6" £45.00
Extends to 17'6' £54.00
Mend mobile antennas from £21.95
DrEand verticals from £39.95
Magmounts £16.95
Ou plexers 426.96
HF mobile antenna £49.95

(WHAT YOU WANT WE NAVE co caw orril
Paoltat terminals
PK-232MSK
TNC-20( 9K6 boxed
KAM plus

£319.95
£179.00
£395.0(1

DSP '"-

lncluding FREE Windows software worth
£79.00. The latest all mode DSP driven TNC
from AEA.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
£465.00 ...1s1:cneg

F:31 = Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882 NI
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I'm starting off this month's
'Keylines' with a request to a
Welsh reader to get in contact

with me. I'm hoping that he or
someone who recognises the
following description will pass the
message on so I can re-establish
contact with him?

The reader involved lives in
South Wales and we have met on
many occasions at the major
shows and rallies. Knowing of the
technical problems involved with
our (extremely unfortunate)
published errors (not the
author's) with the 'Locking The
Robin To Droitwich' project (a
Further extension of facilities for
the deservedly popular Robin
Frequency Counter designed by
Mike Rowe G8IVE) I've asked
him to write on his own
experiences for the benefit of
readers.

Unfortunately though....I have
lost contact with the reader who is
I believe a GW8. Can you help?
Do you know the keen home
constructor in the Cardiff/Swansea
area who may have chatted to you
about sorting out the problems on
the Robin? If you do know him I
would be extremely grateful if you
could ask the gentleman
concerned to write or to telephone
me at the PW office.

Home -Brewing
Alive!
While on the subject of building
your own radio equipment I'm
very pleased to say that 'home -
brewing' is apparently very much
alive and well! I can say this with
some authority because I've found
out that my name is really 'Mudd'
at a certain Engineering
establishment in Lancashire!

I found out just how unpopular
my name is at the R. A. Kent
Engineering factory (the home of
Kent Keys) when I met Bob Kent
at the Dayton HamVention in
May. There, much to my chagrin
(and hidden delight at the
response) I found out that the
mentioning of the availability of
large quantities of very cheap and
reasonable components from Kent
Keys had resulted in a deluge of
orders.

Bob told me that following the
mention of the 'bargain bags' of

EDITOR'Slit
Rob Mansion's viewpoint on the World of Amateur Radio

resistors or capacitors in
'Radio....Discover The Basics'
they were absolutely inundated
with mail orders, telephone
enquiries and readers making their
way direct to the factory near
Preston.

Keen home -brewers drove
from East Yorkshire to the factory
to collect bags of components.
only to return a few days later
with more friends to take
advantage of the offer. Extra staff
had to be taken on and they were
working at weekends to cope with
the demand. And one reader in
Greece sent a money order and
just said "I know the post and
packing will he expensive, but just
please send me as many bags as
you can for the amount enclosed"!

In reality, along with being
slightly embarrassed at the effect
my mention has had on the Kent
Keys team, I'm also feeling very
pleased. I'm pleased because it's
obvious there are very many keen
constructors (and readers planning
to have a go for themselves)
waiting for opportunities such as
the 'Kent Goody Bags'. I'm sure
there's a very great future for our
hobby and the episode has proved
it!

Smaller & Smaller
Over the years, the number of
specialist advertisers selling the
necessary 'bits & pieces' required

for our hobby has become smaller
and smaller. They have either
closed down or concentrated on
other items. Most of the names I
remember from 25 to 30 years ago
have gone, or only attend rallies
and shows and long term regular
'bits & pieces' advertisers like
John Birkett (trading from
Lincoln) are now very rare!

And I'm afraid to say that I
think that 'standard' sized
components are going to become
more difficult to find in the future.
So. with that in mind the legion of
home -brewers requires your help!
Turn yourself into a 'spy' on
behalf of the hobby and let me
know when you find a good
supply of components or odds and
ends that other readers will find
useful.

I ask for your support because
I know I cannot possibly manage
to build anything using surface
mount components. It was had
enough using a magnifying lens to
identify the markings on a 4.7pF
tantalum bead capacitor when I
was assembling an electronic
keyer kit I bought at the Dayton
HamVention recently! (I'm
pleased to say the kit worked first
time).

If we're to keep home -brewing
alive everyone needs to work
together. So keep your eyes open
(even if like me you're at the bi-
focal stage with the occasional use
of a magnifying lens!). If you do
find good sources, write and let us

know and we can publicise the
news to the benefit of everyone.

I also encourage traders and
surplus dealers selling
components and electronic
hardware to let us know what
they've got on offer. We can
always mention it on the news
pages and I have no doubt that
once they've been inundated with
a response from our keen readers
and the (no obligation news item)
they will seriously consider
advertising in PW to the benefit of
all concerned!

One Valved
Challenge

I enjoy QRP working with simple
equipment and recently I've been
playing around with a single
valved regenerative receiver
(EF91) working on 7MHz and E'd
like to issue a challenge to
readers. Would you like to join me
in seeing just what you can do
using a single valved receiver on
the bands? If so, let me know and
we'd be delighted to publish a
letter and photograph in
'Receiving You'.

The tremendous interest
shown by readers of our sister
publication Short Wave Magazine
with their recent one -valved
design tells me a similar idea is
likely to bring a response from
PW readers too. So, if you
(whether a listener or transmitting
amateur) want to have a go. let me
know. 1 can even let you have a
copy of the EF9I circuit and ideas
E'm using, re -discovering my early
days in radio, if you send me an
s.a.e.

I look forward to working you,
or sharing the fun via your reports,
both on 7MHz (my preferred 'one
valve' band) or on 3.5MHz. Good
DX!

gag Weina4IA°4131 7
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The Star Letter
will receive a voucher

worth £10 to spend on

items from our Book

or other services.

offered by Practical

Wireless. All other

letters will receive a

£5 voucher.

PW's Postbal. If our letter is r ublished you'll win a i axe.

This Month's Star Letter

HAC Receivers
Dear Sir
I recently advertised in your 'Bargain Basement' readers' free advertisement section
for information on HAC short wave receivers and I wish to thank the many people
who telephoned me from all around the country. And I hope I don't offend anyone if
I mention a special thank you to Mr C. M. Lindars (Chief engineer of HAC) who
telephoned me personally and sent inc copies of the original circuits.

Thank you very much again and I will get in touch very soon with you all.
Aped Lewis
West Wales

Editor's reply: Our sister publication Short Wave Magazine has proved beyond
all doubt there's still a tremendous interest in one valved receivers when the
Editor. Dick Ganderton GtIVEH, published a project. Remembering the success
of the PW `Millenium' 7MHz vintage valved style transceiver (to celebrate PW's
1000th issue) I'm considering offering a challenge to readers to build and use
one -valved receivers in conjunction with simple transmitters. Please see
'Keylines' for further information if you want to join me and re -discover 'basic
fun'.

December
1997 RAE
Di,, Sir
With reference to the article
in the June 1997 issue about
the December 1996 exam, 1

have to agree with your
writer that I also found the
exam papers difficult and I
unfortunately did not pass.
1, along with nine others
from our class, have just sat
the May exam and on
discussing paper two
amongst ourselves after the
event, came to the
conclusion that it was not
for the faint hearted. in a
nutshell. very hard.

Do the powers to be who
set the papers really want to
encourage new members

from all walks of life or is it
design for a few. I myself
am a retired chef with no
previous knowledge of
electronics and even though
I have attended three terms
at college with an excellent
tutor and sat through many
hours of videos, still find it
very hard to grasp.

There must be lots of
others in the same boat as

myself. I only hope they
will also write to you with

their views.
1 hope that there will be

good news for myself and
others when the results are
sent in June. but if not. then
its back to more studying
ready for December.
Phil Gormley
Gloucestershire

Editor's encouragement:
Keep at it Phil. YOU
WILL PASS. 1 ask you to
keep trying because I've
recently worked (June
3rd) Geoff MOAYK in
Worcester on 3.511112.

Geoll was 88 years old
when he passed the RAE
and during the QSO he
told us he was the oldest
known candidate to pass.
You can imagine the
chorus orwell done
Geoff' that came from
everyone in the QS°
(these included EIRIV.
G4E0W. G4AUX and
GW4CEP/P and myself).
The news raised all our
spirits - even Brian
El5HV who works in the
distillery at Midleton in
County Cork!

Gets Up His Nose!

Morse
Magician?
Dear Sir
I have only just read the
April issue of PW and
enjoyed it very much. In
particular. the comments
about learning Morse rang a
bell with me. I taught
myself back in 1974 and
then after only a brief
period on the air went QRT
until April 1995.

I had enjoyed c.w. and
was determined to get the
speed hack up. So, I bought
a cheap half inch thick
scribble pad and started
copying the c.w, on the
bands again. I found it a
struggle at first but the
speed did improve.

Eventually, I got to the
point where I could not
write fast enough - maybe
because 1 was using a

pencil? Anyway. 1 had used
up the scribble pad!

1 met someone on

Packet who advised
abandoning the pencil

altogether in favour of copy
the c.w. in my head. This
was a nightmare at first and
1 scented to lose my speed.
It soon came hack though
and quite soon I was
building the speed past the
point where ] had been.
Now I find that provided
the code is nicely sent. I can

Dear Sir
Every time I open toy P14. someone is writing about what Class B licensees should be
doing about the Morse test. It really gets up my nose!

I am 61 years of age and I have been in the electronics industry since I wa.s 15, an avid
s.w.l. since the age of ten and a Class B licence holder for the last 18 years. My memory is
bad, I have arthritis and I am not particularly interested in pounding a key for hours on
end, although I can manage to use a keyboard to type this letter.

As you can imagine. when it comes to the practical side of Amateur Radio. I have built
it all. thrown it away. come back and built it all again in 46 years. There are very likely
quite a few people out there in my position and I feel that we are being persecuted by an
elitist group of people who very likely acquired their skills during the Second World War
in the forces when they had very little choice.

I strongly feel that anyone who has held a B licence for 15 years should be able to
apply for an A licence automatically, without any restrictions. God willing. I hope I will be
around to see that day. but I will not hold my breath!

W. H. Hilton GW6JXR

Letters Received
via The 'Internet'

mffs irptended for %cowingYo now
arrive via the 'Internet'

rod enough there's
no problem in

general with E -Mail, many
correspondents are forgetting to
provide their pestle

address. I have
remind readers that

although we

(anises
not publish a foil postal address

we are asked to do so) werequire rt if the Feller is to be
considered- So, please don't forgetto include your

full postal address
and celfsigrt eking

with Vow E -Moirhieroglyphics;
Editor

copy up to about 35w.p.rn,
but mostly I find about
18w.p,m. or so most
comfortable.

For sending, I use a
Bencher twin paddle which
I have got quite used to.
However. ] do have an
MF.1-451 as mentioned in
your article. 1 have it
connected to the rig at the
same time as the Bencher.

The '451 is most useful
when I need to send
accurately under pressure!
Most of the time I am fine
with the Bencher but
occasionally I get 'all
thumbs' then 1 resort to the
keyboard.

1 also must confess to

occasionally using the
keyboard for a fast c.w.
Q50. I have one in the log
somewhere at 35w.p.m. and
I agree. it could have been
RTTY.

It is nice though to get
your own back on the
'clever clogs' who increases
the speed during the QS0. I
can copy them on the
computer and send hack
even faster!

Thanks also for the
antenna article by Dick
Pascoe. 1 suffer from a
garden which is only 36ft
long by 24ft wide and
usually use a vertical
although a delta loop is very
good.

Many good antenna
articles start off by
saying...'Many of us have
small gardens these days,

but provided we can erect a
40ft pole at the bottom of
the garden, it is usually
possible to squeeze in a
G5RV....'

As regards wire, I have
bought several clothes lines
from the local supermarket.
This stuff is multi -strand.
brass plated steel wire. In
addition, it is plastic
covered. You can solder it
and it does not stretch. I
have made several very
successful dipoles and
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verticals using the material.
Peter Halls G4CRY
Yorkshire

Morse ....
Can't Be
Bothered?
Dear Sir
With reference to R. G.
Johnson GW7RDV in his
letter Morse/No Morse in
last month's issue, l think
he may belong to the 'Can't
be bothered, anything for
nothing fraternity' who
wants hi. Amateur Radio
but without the Morse test.

Using his thinking. why
not scrap the RAF. and put
an extra £5 on the licence
tee as well, this would
cover the additional work
the licence issuing
contractors SSL would have
to do to deal with the rush
of other 'Can't be bothered
brigade' numbers. awaiting
licences.

Come on Mr Johnson,

you knew that a
fundamental requirement of
a Class A licence meant a
Morse test pass before you
came into the hobby. so
don't moan about it now.
My advice to you is to net
stuck in to some Morse
practice and when you've
learned, you never know.
you might just enjoy the
'Magic Mode',
Mick Fletcher GONVS
Nottingham

Amateur
Radio
Expensive?
Dear Sir
I read the Star Letter in the
May issue of PW, regarding
the apparent expense of
amateur radio. When I was
first licensed as GSYJI back
in 1980, I too felt radio was
very expensive and then all
I aspired to was a 12 -

channel. rock-bound Trio
22000X!

The synthesised Trio
2300 was so far beyond my
grasp it hurt! Nevertheless,
I did manage to scrimp and
save and acquire the Biddy
FT -290R (wow s.s.b. on

144MHz!) Still, I had a few
countries on that with the
bare 2W or whatever it was
then.

The basic point is this -
radio gear has always been
expensive because it is
always 'high-tech'. As

basic technology becomes
mundane the manufacturers
provide newer, higher -tech
'gizmos' to keep the prices
high tit's why they go to
work every day so you can't
blame them).

Always though, the
more basic radios become
cheaper to buy. An I think
frankly. the cost of today's
rigs is astonishingly low for
what you get if what you
want is radio. If you want to
buy computerised gadgets
be aware that it's they. not
the wireless part. that will
dictate the price.

Work out what you
want. then separate that
from what you need. You'll
probably discover that what
you need is affordable -
what you want can come

David Perry G4YVM
Salisbury

Editor's comment:
Fascinating observation
David. I only ever aspired
to wanting a 'Liner 2' for
144MHz s.s.b. operation
but never managed to get
one (they seemed to be
'state of the art' then!).

Wind
Damaged
Antennas
Dear Sir
Some months ago. and not
for the first time. my 8 -
element 144MHz Yagi was
blown around by the high
winds we experienced at
700ft ti.s.1, and the cables to
the rotator were damaged,
then decided that the time
had come to make a more
compact antenna and, after
browsing through several
books. made up the
144MHz 'ring beam'
described in your excellent
publication Wires and
Wine's.

The antenna proved to
work remarkably well. but I
thought I might NlleeLC
few more dB out of it with
the addition of directors and
so constructed a miniature
version, tuned to about
500MHz for the television
band. The idea being to try
to improve reception from
some of the distant TV
stations available at 700ft.

However, evaluating
performance proved
difficult since measuring by
eye the variation in grain on
the picture was almost

Hot Under The Collar?
Dear Sir
For several years now I have watched the 'Abolish Morse' versus the 'Keep The
Code' argument swing back and forth like a political pendulum. Never have I seen my
fellow amateurs get so hot under the collar, so passionate. over a subject.

I am aware of all the arguments, the pros and cons, the fears of each side for what
the future may hold. May I offer the perfect solution, the ideal answer, the 'coup de
grace' on this emotive subject?

Reduce the test speed requirement to five or eight words per minute. Before
anyone contemplates lambasting me on my idea, let me hasten to add I am
comfortable up to 35w.p,m, here, so the suggestion is not for my own benefit.
Brian GOFER @ GB7SDN
Wiltshire

impossible. And delving
into the works of the TV to
access the a.g.c. line would
have been too time
consuming (and unpopular
in certain quarters! I.

It was then that I
remembered seeing the
article by Kevin James
G6VNT in PW for
September 1995 on the
construction of a 'ring
Quagi' and set about
constructing my own
version with wind resistant
variations built-in

The ring is made of
6mni copper pipe supported
by 20min plastic conduit in
turn strengthened with
wooden dowel. This dowel
being impregnated with a
mix of water repellent and
wood preserver.

The boom is of 20inin
square aluminium tube as is
the support for the reflector
elements, this support being
strengthened by triangular
aluminium plates. I have
long been a gamma match
fan and used this method
achieving an excellent
v.s,w.r. with virtually no
movement of the meter
from zero over the whole of
the 144MHz band.

The perfomiance of the
antenna is very good indeed
and shows a noticeable
improvement over the
original 8 -clement Yagi.
Good old PW comes to the
rescue again!

May I. whilst writing to
you. add a brief comment
on the letter from R. G.
Johnson GW7RDV, in your
June issue. The general idea
in his letter is good and
deserves further
consideration by the
'powers that be'. hut l feel
that he sees himself as a B
licensee. to be inferior to
those with an A licence.

May I remind hint that,
having passed exactly the
same RA exam as an A
licensee. with sections on

technical knowledge and
operating procedures, he is
of equal standard and is
therefore equally qualified
to operate on any hand
above and below 30MHz in
any mode except Morse.

Why then. does he
suggest limitations on
power and (except for those
segments reserved for c,w.)
band space? The present

limitations preventing his
use of h.f. have nothing to
do with his technical
knowledge and operating
skill, Indeed. I have yet to
understand the reason

myself!
Keep up the good work Mr
Editor, you and your team
are doing a grand job in
catering for the growing
range of interests in
amateur radio,
Roy C. Perry G7CQD
Herefordshire

Editor's reply: Delighted
to hear from you Roy.
And I feel sure other
readers would like to see
your Quagi' special
modification project
Published. How about
sending it in for
'Antennas in Action'?

Surprise At
Dayton
Dear Sir
It was a pleasant surprise
to see that Practical
Wireless had a booth at the
Dayton HamVention. I left
the UK over 30 years ago
and always enjoyed
reading your magazine.

I was pleased to see
the magazine is now
devoted exclusively to
Amateur Radio and will
therefore keep my eyes
open for a copy in the
bookstores - not that easy
here in Western Canada. I
noticed many references to
people that I knew back in
the 1960s and whom 1

have long since lost touch
with. If you publish this
letter I hope that sortie of
them will see it and drop
me a line.

came away from
your booth with a pile of
magazines (who could
resist the temptation!) one
even signed by the Editor
himself. which l will keep
forever! Don't know if I
can make it to Dayton next
year, but I will keep my
fingers crossed.

Please feel tree to
publish my address. I can
also be reached on the
Internet at:
frank.meredith@canada.
cdev.com
Frank Meredith
(VE6CB, ex GW3NAM)
#8 Edgebrook Point
N.W.
Calgary AB T3A 5J5
Canada

Editor's comment: It
was good to meet you
Frank. And apart from
meeting at Dayton I'd
certainly 'Stampede'
towards Calgary again if
1 was invited to come
and provide a talk at
your club! It's a long
while since I passed
through Calgary on the
trans -Canadian train!

Reader's letters
intended for publication
in 'Receiving You' must
be original and not be
duplicated. Letters am
accepted on the
understanding that they
have only been
submitted to Practical
Wireless. Please ensure
that your letter is clearly
marked 'for publication
in Receiving You' and
that it has not been
submitted to other
magazines. We reserve
the right to edit or
shorten any letter. The
views expressed in
letters are not
necessarily those of
Practical Wireless.
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E S
Com  iled b Donna Vincent G7T211

Can You help?

Ken Evans is looking
for operating
information on the
RadiVet Type 211
pictured here. Ken
was given the radio
by the XYL of a
Silent Key and is now
seeking information
on how to get it up and running. If you can help please contact Ken direct
at 5 Garswood Avenue, Rainford, Nr, St. Helens, Merseyside WAll
8,1W.

Royal Tournament Station

An h.f. and v.h.f./u.h.f. Special
Event station will be operational
during this year's Royal
Tournament, which is being held at
Earls Court from 15 - 27 July. The
station, operated by members of the
Air Training Corps (ATC). will be
on air each day between 1200 and
2100 hours local time with the
callsigns GB4ATC, G3ATC and
GSRT.

During the 'on -air' sessions
Air Cadets will be on -hand to pass

and receive greetings messages.
They will also be operating a
demonstration station and
communicating with aircraft using
their allocated Air Cadet
frequencies. Novice cailsign
operators will have a chance to
work the Tournament station each
day between 1930 and 2030 hours
using the 430MHz band.

For more information on the
Royal Tournament Special Event
Station or the ATC contact
Malcom Wood on 0171-438 6053.

PLEASE SEND YOUR NEWS TO DONNA VINCENT G7TZB

AT THE EDITORIAL ADDRESS

Quality Service

Waters & Stanton Electronics of
Essex. having met with the terms of
the Quality Administration System
had have been accredited with the
ISO 9002 certification for the supply
and servicing of radio communication
equipment and electronic products.
Jeff Stanton told the Newsdesk that
the company feel this accreditation is
a sign of their determination to provide high standards of service to the
customers.

The latest new products on offer from W&S include two compact
cross needle power and s.w.r. meters which are manufactured by the
Diamond Corporation. The SX-20C covers 3.5 - 30, 50 - 54 and 130 -

I 50MHz with a power range of 30 or 300W and a retail price of £66.95.
Whereas the SX-40C has a power range of 15 or 150W and covers 144 -

470MHz and retails for £59.95,
Both meters are of the large cross needle variety, require no

calibration for s.w.r. measurement and feature S0239 connectors. For more
information on the SX-20C and SX-40C contact Waters & Stanton on
(01702) 206835.

Radio 4t The Touch Of R Sutton

Sir Clive Sinclair has recently returned
to the world of radio with the launch of
his Sinclair X1 Button Radio. The X 1
is the size of ten -pence piece and is
being billed as the 'world's smallest
radio'.

The Sinclair X1 fits in the ear,
weighs just half an ounce, has it's own
built-in antenna and covers 88

It uses the same type of
autoscan tuning that is found on many car radios, you simply push a button
and the X I automatically re -tunes to next station

Power for the X1 is derived from a small lithium cell which should give
up to 12 months use. The X 1 is made from a robust ABS plastic and features
a special 'sure grip' ear fixing.

The Sinclair X I Button Radio is available direct from Sinclair Research
Limited, Vector Services Division, 13 Denington Road, Wellingborough,
Northants NN8 2R1,. Tel: (01252) 727313 at a cost of £10 including P&P.

Shed key - Mr Manchester' 03104

The Manchester & District Amateur Radio Society M&DARS)
has recently lost one of its stalwarts when Barrie 'Mr Manchester'
Langfield G3IOA died in May 1997 aged 68.

Born in Middlesborough, he moved on to Nottinghamshire and
eventually Lancashire. Barrie joined the M&DARS in the 1950s.
Working as an Electronics Engineer for Ferranti in Manchester. he
soon became G3IOA.

Barry was one of the founder members of the Northern Amateur
Radio Societies Association. helping with the promotion of the Bell
Vue Kings Hall Exhibition in Manchester. the event now of course
held in Blackpool.

Teaching was Barnes' main
interest and during many years of
instructing at Openshaw Technical
College and later the M&DARS's
headquarters some 500 students
successfully passed through his
classes. And in recognition of his
devotion to the Society and the
Amateur Radio hobby he was made
Honary Life President, a post he
was exceedingly proud of, carrying
out his duties with great enthusiasm.

Barrie passed away suddenly
on the afternoon of 19th May 1997
and his many friends say that he
will be greatly missed. Tex Swann
GITEX and I last met him when we
provided a Practical Wireless 'club
talk' at the Society in October 1996.
He was a Gentleman and we join
his friends at the M&DARS in
extending our deepest sympathies
to his family.

Always a friendly greeting,
and always willing to help
others during 45 years in the
Amateur Radio hobby:

G3XFD Barrie Langfield G31OA
1929-1997.
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Free Licences New liandHeld Brand

The Radiocommunications
Agency (RA) have recently
announced that with effect from
July I 1997 Amateur Radio licences
will be free to all licence holders
under the age of 21. The move has
been welcomed by Technology
minister John Battle who is quoted
as saying that:

-The Agency has taken this step
to encourage more young people
into amateur radio. Radio in its
many forms, has made a massive
impact this century on all aspects of
our life - business. leisure and
communications generally. We
should do all we can to help young
people develop an interest in one of
the key technological areas for the
next century."

All new licence applications
which are registered on after July l
will be issued free. Existing licence
holders will not be charged.
providing their expiry date is on or
after the July 1 date. For more
information on this or any of the
RA's services telephone 0171-211
0158.

Vintage Fair

If you are an avid enthusiast of
vintage communications make sure
you visit the National Vintage
Communications Fair which is
taking place on Sunday 26 October
1997 at the National Exhibition
Centre in Birmingham. The fair
will feature vintage radio and
broadcasting, classic valve audio
and hi -ti together with all kinds of
electrical and mechanical antiques
and collectables.

So, whether you're a seasoned
collector or just fascinated by
classic radios and all things vintage.
this well established fair (now held
twice a year in May and October) is
well worth a look. The fair runs
from 10,30am to 4pm and tickets
cost £5 on the door.

More information can be
obtained from Sunrise Press, Spice
House 13 Belmont Road. Exeter,
Devon EX1 2HF (please enclose an
s.a.e.) Tel: (01392) 411565.

Exclusive Distributor

The Palstar KH6 is the latest hand-
held transceiver to be launched by
Nevada. This 50MHz hand-held is
the first of several radios to be
launched under Nevada's very own
Palstar brand name.

The Palstar KH6 has an
operating range of 50 - 54MHz and
features a dual frequency watch
function, call frequency selector,
key locking system. lMHz
frequency shift and a memory/recall
function for up to five channels.
Nevada state the KH-6 offers
advanced performance in a practical
multi -function and convenient slim
size radio.

First deliveries of the KH6
should have arrived by the time
you're reading this, so why not
contact Nevada on (01705) 662145
for more information? The cost of
the Palstar KH-6 is just £149 and at
that price we think you'll agree it's
bound to have wide appeal.

Nevada of Portsmouth have been appointed exclusive
distributor for the range of AEA data products from the USA.
This appointment follows the purchase of AEA by Timewave
Technology Inc.

During the coming year Timewave intend to improve and
develop the AEA range. as well as streamlining the production
techniques. The first benefit of these changes is that customers
buying from Nevada will be able to purchase the PK12 TNC
for just £99.

For a full list of AEA products available from Nevada
contact them at 189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth
Hants P02 9AE. Tel: (01705) 662145.

Hightailing It
To Hadley!

All Amateur
Radio routes
seemed to point
towards

Hockley in
Essex, home of
Waters &
Stanton
Electronics on
Sunday 1 June.

The reason? - it
was time once
again for Peter
Waters G30.1V
and Jeff
Stanton
G6XYU and
their large team
of helpers to
welcome
visitors to their
7th annual 'Open Day'.

Visitors came from as far afield
as Northamptonshire, Derbyshire
and the East Midlands and were
rewarded with a very hot but
extremely windy day and the chance
to find a bargain.

Supported by Yaesu's Barry
Cooper G4RKO. Icom's Dennis
Goodwin G4SOT and Kenwood's
Dave Wilkins G5HY visitors could
see the latest equipment on offer.
Also present were the RSGB.
promoting the Society and selling
publications. Practical WirelexN and
Short Wave Magazine were
represented by Tex Swann G1TEX
and Rob Mannion G3XFD and both
were kept busy chatting to readers!

The large covered marquee area
was busy throughout the morning
and into the afternoon and the
numbers of visitors only seemed to
drop after the plentiful supply of
food was consumed! Four free
raffles took place during the day and
the event ended with an auction
masterminded by Mark Francis
GOGBY.

Next year's event - coinciding with Waters & Stanton's 25th
anniversary year - is already being planned. And the W&S 'Crew' told
PW that they are looking forward to seeing you there after recovering
from this year's busy event!

Well 1 think it's a bargain and if you don't buy it I will!
Keen bargain hunters at work during the Waters &

Stanton 'Open' Day No. 7 on 1st of June.

Phil Jeffery Commercial Manager of Nevada (left)
with Randy Gawtry President of Timewave
Technology at this year's Dayton HamVention

Organising refreshments, her
Dad and keeping a happy face!

Tracy Stanton, the 14 yearold
daughter of Jeff Stanton G6XYU

busily adding a smile and

youthful charm during the day -
leasing onlookers to wonder

where the energy comes from!

Licence Revocation Number Two

The Radiocommunications Agency
have informed PW that the Amateur
Radio Licence issued to Mr D. Randles
MOAUT has been revoked. In her Press
Release dated 28th May the RAs Mrs
Karen Scott, Head of Amateur Radio
& Citizens' Band Unit stated "1 ant not
able to provide any further information
on this case".

A previous licence revocation made
against Mr D. Randles, then holding the
cailsign GOWNG, was made public in a
RA Press Release dated 5th November

1996 and published in the January 1997

issue of PW.
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WIMPY

If you are serious about HF

+ 6 metres these are the
transceivers for you - they

do not cover 2 metres - hut

instead offer optimised
performance with narrow

receive filters fitted as
standard. In the words of

Rob Amnion G3XFD, Editor

of Pnwtical Wireless 'Alinco

have got themselves an
award winner in the DX70':

011.701111W If + 11116 mil' iraosceiver

Alinctis 10\V on 6mtrs version of the DX -70

TH above. Narrow receive filters and CTCSS

fitted as standard.

Unbeatable NW for money!

11R -MOB T1 Mir Ode
614FM mobile - 50-54MHz.
Willi the new 0 0101.rti :kW up

and running, this is the ideal radio for the
Band. With an optimised receive front

end, CTCSS arid easy to use controls

will he amazed at the range achievable

 Speech compressor
 MI mentors channels
 All modes: USW LSB. CW,

AM, FM

 All mode squelch
 Noise blanker
 St -an facilities
 Quick offset for DX pile-

ups

 [F shift control
 Separate antenna sockets

for I rf + fi

1115.00

1695.10

DX-TOTII

HE 'ransomer with 6 mfrs

 All HF &ands 100W output
 50MHz 100W output
 General coverage receiver
 Reinotahle front panel
 Receiver pre -amp
 Filters fitted as Standard
 Superb TX autlic and RX
 Good RX sensitists.
 Full break in on CW

Antenna Tuners

EDX-2 Automatic Random Wire Antenna Tuner
r.;11Licnti r, ire .101(11:4%,..

mobile whips, venicals, inverted

Wired for DX -0 - but can he used

with most FIF Transceivers

FREQUENCY RANGE 3.5MHz - 3[1M Ha
(with over 3m
element)
1.6MHz - 30MHz
(with rarer 12m element

INPUT POWER (Masi 200V P.E.P.

1E Mess Steel Haile

1219.95

-110v 0I

27 meters. covers 3.5 - 30 -MHz its hen used with the EDX-2 auto ATU.

EMS -14 Micropkine

rornoressor Base

Mic for all Alinco models.

119.05

ALIN

£59.95

E0X.1 Hi Antenna Timer
to,.

with roil[ w Pow er sill SWR
milers. The AT[: is rated at
120W and covers 160-10 meters

including MARL

Brought to you by telephone:

NEVADA 01705 662145
facsimile:

01705 690626

BMA

 IOW FM

 Repeater shifts

 IOC memories

 CTCSS encoder

 Time -out -timer

 Output IOW

6240.15

Distribution Division
 189 London Road  North End  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE

1111-701 HE SSD fraocceiver

A new thanneliscil
only HF Transceiver at

an affordable price.
Easy to use mobile on

your favourite Net

channels. With RIT
control ± 1.5kHz..

 Ex, 55 -mot K7

 TX: Prig Hun hands 1.6 - 30MH7

1111 memon. channels

 100W output
 SSFS. AM and optional CM

inst. Hanker squelch

MBA

 HF Transceivers

AMC() Star dealers * * * * * Guaranteed Prices* * Full Back -Up * * Expert Advice* *

HAIEN Cismication A.R.C. Liverpool he Shortwave Shop
Linvdroy Branch

 132 High St  Edgware
 Middlesex  FLA8 7EL

0111 151 U11/2

Wart Midlands Branch

11114 411181

 38 Bridge street le, Fairmiie Rd

 Earlestown  Christchurch
 Newton le Willows  Dorset  BH23 2Li

 mer5e.,,irle WA 12911A

1119252 71E1 01202 190099

SRP RADIO Centre

i DOS Bristol Road

south  Retinal
 Birmingham

 B45 917

1121 410 1581

JAYCEE fleotruies Ltd

 20 Wootiside
 Glenrothes

 Fife  Scotland
 07 5DF

111502 756612

MARTIN LYNCH

and SON
lit) -1-i2

Northfield Avenue

 Ealing  London
 W13 9SB

11161 566 1120

MUM RADIO SUNRISE Electronics

 101/103 Derby St

 Bolton
 Lancashire

 1313 6HH

 129 Tottenham
Court Road

 London
 WIP 9AE

01201 520818 8111 837 3728

The dealers listed in the advert have the full support and backup of the Alinco factory for spares and after sales service



new
DJ -C1 144MH1

0J -C4 430Mli1

trartsccocrs that slip
into a shin or ma top
pocket.

DJ -C1 features Airband

receive coverage.

 300inW RF output
 Extended receive

toverage
 Supplied c/w

earphone
 Repeater offsets

1119.15

 144MHz mobiles

new
Micro sized

handhelds
_

 3,0.0. output
option

 Repeater shift
 Scan function

0J-S41C

Moms UHf Handheld

DJ -511C

144MHz VHf Handheld

features optional Vildeband Ho to cover !liquid, PMH, Marine sic

DR -140 2 Meter Mobile

118- 13i.995MHz {AN.b
130- 173.99iMilz (FMK

i-ease rugged !.11-1z mobile transceiver that's
easy w asi: on the move and (times with CTCSS as standard

 51 memories
 50W FM output
 CTCSS encoder

DR -150 2 Meter Mobile

E249.95

I mobile radio Mats crammed full
tit extras. 'die DR -150 lakes mobile radios into the 21st century!

 Optional extended receive
AM/FM 135MH7-950MHz
with gaps

 Channel Scope
 CTCSS encoder

 100 memories
 On air cloning

£210.95

new antennas from 4LINCO
High (Pieritll ..lathinemt iq in et,

VH5Jr ;
11FM-1

GP -150

HFM-1 Hf stainless steel mobile

V1(5Jr Hf multi band vertical

VC -6 6 metre V Dipole

199.95

DJ-G5EY Dual Band Handheld
A hnlitant twin band handheld that
does everything including spectrum
display of adjacent channels. The
receiver has a superb front end that
does not suffer with breakthrough like
other handhelds and has CICSSI/TMF
built in as standard.

 Spectrum channel display
 Optional extended receive

including Airband

108-173.995MHz

410-511.995MHz

800-999.990MHz

 Full VHF Duplex
 Over air diming
 Cross fraud repeat
 Up to 5W RF output
 100 memories

1129.95

DR -430 10cms Mobile

1110111ifICS

eXparldahiC to 11101
 35W FM output

hove. 35W RF output.

 CTCSS encoder
 Electronic squelch

NI Dual Bad mobiles

DR -MO NM Ind Mobile

9209.95

£259.95

 Range  N1 IF 511W 111F 3',\1"

130 - v20 - FM  Ill) mem( .ho,

 Channel Scope
 Full duplex
 CTCSS encoder standard
 AM Airband RX

DR -G05 MI hid Mobile

1525.00

Easy to use twin band mobile transceiver that delivers both hieli
pi wet and performance with user friendly features

 5OW l 2m t 35W (-0cms
 100 memories
 Full Duplex

I it ss encoder fitted

"9296: Accessories

£69.95

GP -150 144MHz lase Mena
r. p,4 Auld plane.. i li e,

EMS -41

£319.95

EME12

I headset and single
headphone fora

£59.95
handhelds
141.1

jj2)'

DJ -190E

[ow Cost Handheld

2mtr
luridliod HI: huge easy to
read display.
 Up to 5W RF output ( with

optional EBP-3(iN
batten pack I

 40 memory channels
 CTCSS tone encoder fined
 Batten' save furicnon
 Scan function
 Time timvr-

1149.95

DJ -191

2 Meter Handheld
Lik! 2 wager

hats easy lo use
and has an enormous clear

t !it to 5W output
( with 9.1N NiCad pals)

 40 memories channels
 Clotting capahle
 CTCSS encoder
 DINE fitted
 Battery save facility
 Scan functions
 T111142 (H.11th11(.1"

1109.95

MOM
11111111

MEM'

IN=

111111

EINE
NEM

ALINCO Star dealers* * * * * Latest Models* * Direct support from Alinco Japan* *

REG WARD k Co ARE Communications PHOTO ACOUSTICS

 1 Western Parade
 West Street

 Axminster  Devon
 EX13 5NY

01291 34910

 6 Royal Parade
 Hanger lane

 Ealing  London
 W5A IRT

01111 997 4418

 58 High Street
 Newport Pagnell
 Buckinghamshire

 MX16 8AQ

ASK Electronics

 248 Tottenham
Court Road

 London
 WIP 9AD

01911 810025 0171 637 0353

fOTIl VIDEO

 15 Edirware Rued
 London
 W2P 2JE

0171 724 2183

The Northern TYRONE Amateur

SHORPNAV1 Ceotre Electronics

 BlackdOce Raid . 44 High Street
 Kingstown Industrial . Omagh  Co Tyrone

EstateiCaoprilisle  N Ireland Brs

01228 590011 11882 242043 01400 401171

MOUICOMM 2000

86 Cambridge Street
 St Nents

 Cambridgeshire
 PE19 1PJ

If in doubt call NEVADA for details of your nearest ALINCO AUTHORISED DEALER



Zoe says:

"keep the News and

those Club

magazines coming!"

"1"

Coin a lied by Zoe Crabb

These are your pages and I want to hear about your stories! Have you moved into a new club room,
won a contest, got a funny story or news of a special event station? Then send it into me, I want to
hear all about it. If you have pictures to accompany the story too, then even better! So, get writing

and who knows, you might even recruit new members at the same time!

Samuel Morse's Birthday Party
Back on the 27 April. the Morse Enthusiasts Group
Scotland (MEGS) celebrated Samuel Morse's birthday
aboard RRS Discovery in Dundee. A total of 120 contacts
were made with Japan, Canada, USA and all over Europe.

Lord Provost Mervyn Rolfe cut the cake and toasted
Samuel F. B. Morse. Jack Nicholson GMOMFE, MEGS
chairman, proposed the toast 'Dundee - City Of Discovery'
and Stewart GM3YCG presented a MEGS plaque to RRS
Discovery by way of thanks for hosting the party.

The Stirling & District Amateur Radio Society have
kindly agreed to host the party on April 27th next year, in
their shack at Menstrie, mid -Scotland. All c.w. operators are
made welcome to the MEGS annual get-together.

Lord Provost Mervyn Rolfe and MEGS members
celebrate the anniversary of Samuel Morse aboard RRS
Discovery.

Demonstration &

Exhibition
'Club Spotlight' has recently
heard from Peter Brindley
GOHEV. Secretary of the
Bury St Edmunds
Amateur Radio Society,
who have news that they are
repeating last year's
successful event, an
Amateur Radio
Demonstration &
Exhibition. and are once
again being supported by the
National Trust. The event is
to he held on August 9/10th
1997 at Ickworth House,
Bury St Edmunds.

The National Trust
have offered them the use of
their Lecture Theatre to set-

up a working demonstration
of modem Amateur Radio
and exhibit many items of
radio history. Last year's
event attracted a large
number of visitors without
specific advertising, so this
year, the club are circulating
their plans as widely as
possible.

The public are. of
course. welcome to visit. as
well as any amateurs, both
local and distant on the day.
More information can be
obtained front David Riches
GOXEG, 92 Barons Road,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk
IP33 2LY, Tel: (01284)
701034.

Chichester's Election
The following were elected
to the 1997-8 Executive
Committee of the
Chichester & District
Amateur Radio Club, at
the AGM held back on the
1st April 1997.

Chairman:
Mr John Robertson GOKJU
Deputy Chairperson:
Mrs Yvonne Robertson
2E1CHI
Treasurer:
Mr John Francis G8Z.TD
Secretary:
Mr John Stratfull G31J5
Members:
Mr Dave Burtenshaw
GOAYV
Mr John Chappell G4ZTQ
Mr Dave Clear GOKNU
Mr Hugh Duncombe
G3XJN
Mr Dave Gilbey G I ITL
Mr Henry Kaminski
G I NBX
Mr Ted Turner G1VMG
Mr Graham Swann
GOWSD continues in the
post of President.

The club meet at
7.30pm on the 1st and 3rd
Tuesday of each month at
the St. Pancras Hall, St.
Pancras, Chichester.

Summer Fair
The Ynys \loo Radio
Users Group will be
holding a Summer Fair on
the August Bank Holiday at
their venue at the Liangelni
Scout Hall, Llangefni, from
9am onwards, both outside
and inside the hall. There
will be stalls. a Bring & Buy.
refreshments and
entertainment.

This venue is the
continuation of the old
Holyhead Eyeball 0 past
years and is hoped to be held

every year from now on.
Any persons wishing to set-
up any stalls for the day or
want more information,
please contact Bill on
(01407) 760175 or Ken on
(01407) 810006 or at PO
Box 17, Bangor, N. Wales
LI.57 3ZB.

Loughborough

& DARC
Members of the
Loughborough & District
Amateur Radio Club meet
from 1930hrs on a Monday
evening for construction,

Novice Results

computers, operating and
general chat, etc. and on a
Tuesday evening for
different events. Just a Few
up and coming events are:
July 15 - On the air evening.
22nd - 'Car Rally' - bring
the family. 29th - Golf
competition, 7.30pm start
and on August 5 - On the air
evening. 12th - 5th OF (band
to be decided).

If you like the sound of
the events and would like to
join, meetings are held in the
Science Lab. at the Hind
Levis Community College,
Forest Street, Shepsbed,

The Mid -Glamorgan Amateur Radio Group have
recently received the Novice results and have had a 100%
pass rate! The age of the students are between 9 and 59.
From the Mid -Glamorgan club. 11 people entered the
exam.

The Radio Group was formed two and a half years ago
to teach people of all ages about Amateur Radio and to
help the students pass the Novice exam. In that time. a
total of 32 students have passed the Novice exam, 10
people have passed the full RAE and 20 people have
passed the Morse test, which is taught by Howard
GWOBOJ and John GWOWHU.

Meetings take place at the Sports & Athletics Club,
Aherkenfig, near Bridgend on a Thursday night at
7.30pm. For further information, contact Roger Luke on
(01656) 733729.

The Novice Group and the Instructors. Roger
Luke GW3XJC is on the left (the one with the tie
on) and on the right (also with a tie on!) is Tom
Beadle GWOTOM.
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The Spotlight's On Again!  Last Reminder!

Yes, it's true, this is the 2nd year of the Spotlight Trophy, awarded to the Radio Club magazine of the year by Practical Wireless and Kenwood
(UK). Last year, the Hoddesdon Club won, but who will have their club name engraved on the cup this year?

How did it all start I hear you ask? Well, David Barlow G3PLE, a retired Marketing professional and former member of the Birmingham
Press Club. who now lives in Cornwall, wrote to Rob Manakin G3XFD, Editor of PW, and myself, suggesting a special trophy for the best radio
club magazine or newsletter.

Both Rob and 1 thought David's idea was an excellent way of encouraging the often (hard-pressed) magazine and newsletter editors. David
Wilkins G5HY of Kenwinul (UK) thought so too! So, a new competition was borne!

So. Iet's see your magazine, whether it be weekly, fortnightly or monthly, glossy, duplicated A4, PC produced or whatever. They're all of
interest and yours could win!

To enter your club magazine for the award, all you have to di) is to send in two of your most recent club magazines and details of how they're
published to the PW Editorial Offices. Most importantly. remember to mark your envelope 'Spotlight Club Magazine Competition'.

The panel of judges (as last year) are: Dave Wilkins G5HY. myself, (Zoe Crabb), Jim Bacon G3YLA, David Barlow G3PLE and last, but
certainly not least. Rob Mannion G3XFD. We're all looking forward to receiving and reading your club magazines, and as we want to receive
more than last year's ten entries, you'd best get busy, the spotlight's now on!

The closing date for entries is Friday 25 July 1997 - SO SEND YOUR ENTRY IN TODAY!
20z

new members are always
welcome!

More information
about the club can be
obtained from lan G8SNF
on (01509) 218259.

Annual Junk Night

The Cockenzie & Port
Scion Amateur Radio
Club are holding their 4th
Annual Junk Night on
Friday 15 August, between
1830 and 2130 in the

Coekenzie & Port Seton
Community Centre. South
Seaton Park, Port Seton.
Tables will be provided free
of charge to be used on a
first come, first served basis.
to allow anyone attending to
sell their 'radio junk'.

The real reason,

however. for this night is to
raise money list the radio
club's adopted charity, the
British Heart Foundation.
The club's target this year is
to raise £1000, hearing in
mind that the club takes no
annual or monthly
subscriptions and thus all the
money has to be raised by
running various find raising
events!

Even if you have
nothing to sell, why not go
along and have a cup of tea.
taste some home baking.

Special Event Station

whilst supporting a
worthwhile cause!

Another event in which
the club are taking part in is
the Northern Lighthouse's
Event which runs over the
weekend of 23124th August
front Barns Ness
Lighthouse. Dunbar, E.
Lothian. The club will be
operating on 3.5.7 and
14M1 -1z using the callsign

GB2LBN.
The whole event is

being organised by the Ayr
Amateur Radio Club. of
which the Cockenzie club is
one al the ten stations
operating around the coast
of Scotland, so, look out for
all GE121,xx stations!

Polling Day Talk At

Colchester

The Editor Rob Mannion
G3XFD and! work closely
together organising the
various PW club talks he
undertakes. But we were
overtaken by events when
the planned talk for the
Colchester Amateur Radio
Club ended up coinciding
with the General Election!

However, despite the
'other attractions' Rob tells
me that there was a very

good turn out and extremely
friendly welcome waiting at

Donegal's Update
The Donegal (Tir Conaill) Amateur Radio Society (DTCARS), who hosted the Irish
Radio Transmitter Society's 65th AGM (there was also an Amateur Radio Computer &
CB Rally held at the same location) back in April, now have news of how well both the
events went.

Gerry Dykes EISHO. Secretary. has written in with news that both the events
went very well in indeed. Gerry says it was the biggest trade show ever held in Donegal
with a record turn out of traders from Ireland, N. Ireland and even some from England.

The AGM was successful too, with tributes being paid to the outgoing President
Jim Ryan EI3DP who, after completing his three years. handed over the chain of office
to Paul O'Kane EI5DI - good luck Paul in your new job!

The Donegal Society will hold their Annual Radio, CB & Computer Rally over the
weekend of the 8/9th November 1997.

Pic I: Jim Ryan EI3DP (Right), outgoing President of the 1RTS, presenting
the Arup Cup to Danny Bonner EI6GS for his outstanding work in
promoting Amateur Radio through the Irish language.
Pie 2: (Ito r) Ian Kyle GI8AYZ President RSGB, Paul O'Kane EI5D1 incoming
President, 1RTS Horst Engering DL9MH President DARC (the German National
Society).

the Colchester Institute for
his talk on the Dayton
HamVention. which he was
due to attend the following
week.

It was Rob's second visit
to Colchester and this very

The callsign GB21111 B t as run on 11 May 1997 by members of
the Bedford & District Amateur Radio Club as part of the
National Mills Day 1997 celebrations organised by Denby Dale
ARC. The station was located at one end of a barn next to the
mill building where visitors to the mill passed by on their way
from the car park.

Strong winds and heavy rain affected much of the country for
most of the day. Several times during the day the wind rattled the
roof tiles so much that the club feared for their safety!

During the period 0900 - 1700hrs, I38 contacts, including 15
mills, were made. Station equipment was a TS- l30 with about
20dBW into a home-brew W3DZZ type dipole trapped at 7MHz
and oriented east -west at about 40ft.

active and friendly group
have just added some new
Novice call signs to their
membership. Two of these
include Father and son team

Jason Mageehan 2E1FRL
and Dad David 2E1FRO.

(I. to RI Ray GOEYM, catering manager,
Richard GORNM, station manager and
Glenn GOGBI.

Rob tells me he was
delighted to receive the
news and although David
Mageehan has been

interested in radio for many
years...it was teamwork with
his son that brought them
both onto the air. David will
now also have more time to
get working on his ideas for
producing simple valved
receiver kits. So watch out in
PW for more news on this
interesting idea.

Incidentally, as I've
mentioned Rob's Club visits
it's perhaps a good time to
mention that he's fully
hooked for PW 'Club
Talks' right through until
the end of 1998. So,
although we'll be delighted
to hear from you requesting
a club visit...you'll have to
wait until 1999 I'm afraid!
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Ian Poole G3YWX sets out to answer the question What Is 4 ...

Schottky Diode?

The Schottky barrier diode is an
important device which is widely
used in radio Frequency
applications. Sometimes called
the surface barrier or hot carrier

diode it possesses many similarities to the
point contact diode. In fact many of the early
devices were made in the same way as a
point contact diode. although today's devices
are made in a totally different way.

Unlike conventional semiconductor
diodes which consist of a PN junction. the
Schottky diode is made from a metal
semiconductor junction. This offers a number
of advantages in sonic circumstances as the
diode has a very low forward voltage drop,
and secondly it has a very fast switching
speed. Both of these properties make them
ideal for many radio frequency applications
as well as giving them uses in many other
areas of electomics as we shall see.

Simple Construction

En comparison with many of today's
semiconductor devices the Schottky diode is
very simple in its construction. In its most
basic firm, a metal and is simply deposited
onto the semiconductor as shown in Fig. 1.

On some diodes an oxide layer is
deposited onto the silicon around the area for
the metallisation as shown in Fig. 2. This
'guard ring is often used to avoid problems
with leakage and breakdown effects
associated with high electric fields.

Characteristics
The Schottky diode is what is called a
majority carrier device. This gives it
tremendous advantages in terms of speed
because it does not rely on holes or electrons
recombining when they enter the opposite
type of region as in the case of a
conventional diode.

Metal layer

N type
semiconductor
material

I WT0066.

Fig. 1: Basic construction of a Schottky diode.

Metal layer

I WT06661

Protective oxide
layer {ringl

P+ type
semiconductor
material

Fig. 2: Construction of a Schottky diode with an
oxide guard ring.

By making the devices small, the normal
RC (Resistance Capacitance) type time
constants can be reduced. making the
Schottky diodes an order of magnitude faster
than the conventional PN diodes. This factor
is the prime reason why they are so popular
in radio frequency applications.

The Schottky diode also has a much
higher current density than an ordinary PN
junction. This means that forward voltage
drops are lower making the diode ideal for
use in power rectification applications.

The main drawback of the diode is found
in the level of its reverse
current which is relatively
high. For many uses this
may not be a problem. hut
it is a factor which is
worth watching when
using Schottky Diodes in
more exacting
applications.

Variety Of
Applications
The Schottky Lli.Ide is used in a wide variety
of applications. It can naturally be used as a
general purpose rectifier. However, in terms
of radio frequency applications. it is
particularly useful because of its high
switching speed and high frequency
capability.

As a result. high performance diode ring
mixers almost exclusively use the Schottky
diodes to enable their performance
requirements to be met. They are similarly
very good as r.f. detectors as their low
capacitance and forward voltage drop enable
them to detect signals which an ordinary PN
junction would not see.

It has already been mentioned that it has

a high current density and low forward
voltage drop. As a result. Schottky diodes are
widely used in power supplies. By using
these diodes less power is wasted, making
the supply more efficient. Also this increase
in efficiency means that less heat has to be
dissipated. and smaller heat sinks may be
able to be incorporated in the design.

The Schottky diode is used in logic
circuits. Although not as common these days,
the 74LS {low power Schottky) and 745
(Schottky) families of logic circuits use
Schottky diodes as a core component.

The Schottky is inserted between the
collector and base of the driver transistor to
act as a clamp. To produce a low or logic '0'
output the transistor is driven hard on, and in
this situation the base collector junction in
the diode is forward biassed. When the
Schottky diode is present this takes most of
the current and allows the turn off time of the
transistor to be greatly reduced, thereby
improving the speed of the circuit.

The Schottky diode is also used as a
fundamental building block in a number of
other devices front photodiodes to
MESFETs. Not only does it find widespread
use in many applications in its own right, but
it's an essential part of many other
components as well.

Fig. 3: A diode ring mixer.

PW

Fig. 4: Schottky clamp diode used fur improved
transistor switching speed.

Next Time
Next Time I'll be looking at voltage reference and the Zeiler diode.
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LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:

0 1 8 1 9 5 1 5781/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL

SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
SERENE. Ors Na L Serene ore Km one of die largest
manufacturers of VHF/UHF hose antennas mode specifically

for the UK end Europe. These superbly constructed, easy to

assemble antennas ore pre -tuned & require no adjustment.

rP&P filiti) OUR PRICE

TSB -3002 AL 144MHz/6.5dB (2.8m) £42.95
TSB -3301 GF 144/70,6.5/9dB (3rn)..... .169.95
TSB -3302 GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)... ...£54.95
TSB -3303 GF 144/70, 3/6d8 11.1ml £39.95
TSB -3315 GF 144/70, 8.5/11d8 (5.4m) £149.95
T58-3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/8.4dRi gain £89.95
V-2000 Diamond 6m/2m/70cm, 2.1/6.2/8.4d0 (2.50£99.95

GP15N Cornet 6m/2m/710cm 3/6 2/13.6dIli (2.40E124.95

ACCESSORIES P&P aoo on the following
T5A-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 (N/N259) 4124.95

11 T5A-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (11/259's) V9.95
CFX-514 Triplexer (6/2/70) (Coax)......... £56.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS P&P f4.30
DB-7900 144/70 curs, (5/7 6a13) 1.5m £49.99
DB-7 70M 144/70 cms,13/5.5481 lm. £24.95
DB-1304 144/70 cats, (2.15 /3.8dB) .41cms £19.95
DB-EL2E 144MHz. 'Ark, 4.5dB (1.8m). £29.95
DB-285 144MHz, fifths, 3.4c111 (1.3m). £15.95

MT -1301 H/Duly Mug Mrit + Coax. ---.Tap Quality £24.95

MT -3302 H/Duty Hatch/Fronk Mnt .. Tap Quality £24.95

r CF-BPF2 2m bond pass filter...............................£49.95

NEW HIGH QUALITY LOW COST
ANTENNAS FROM 0-TEK 'Del 8)
Q-TEK lL SPECIALS
2m 5ele (boom 45"/9c1Rd) £36.00
2m 7ele (boom 6W11d0d) £45.00

2m 12ele (boom 126713.8d8d) £69.00

1Orm lee (boom 28711 did) £24.00
700 12ele (boom 48''/13 lidBd) £44.00

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m
2m 5ele (boom 6379d3d) £36.00
2m Bele (boom 175"/11dBd) £46.00
2m llele (boom 186712.7d8d) £65.00

2m Sale crossed (boom 6479dBd) £69.00

2m Bele crossed (boom 126711dBd) £85.00

4m 3ele (boom 4577dBd) £39.00

4m 5ele (boom 12879d0d) £59.00

firn Dole (boom 7277d0d) £49.00

6m Sole (boom 142"/9d8d) £69.00

0-TEK HB9-CV

70cm HB9C1/ (boom 12') £16.95
2mtr h1B9CV (boom 20") £19.95

4mtr 1-E89CV (boom 22.5") £29.00

6inir H119CV (boom 32.5") £36.00

10mtr 11119CV (boom 57) £65.00

= E21
***** - STAR BUY - *****

MILITARY SPEC RG-214

*

*
*

Att'n ©450MHz - 51dB/100ft
Special offer £30 per lour (del 13)

£300 per 150rn (del 001

* Send n sae for your free so e. HURRY - LIMITED STOCK! *********************

* Must be seen to be believed"

* Some size as RG-213 but centreplated.gunilluctor has 7 strands x

,i, 0.7mm which are silver plat

solder

reened outer -

again silver plated. A joy to use and soe

; normal plugs. Imp 50c/ -cap 96pF/m.

and will lit

Max (DC) 5Kv.

Max working volts 1.25Kv (RMS.

Att'n 150MHz - 3.2dB/100ft

DELUXE G5RVS Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna

wire. All parts reusable.

Stainless steel and galvanised

fittings. Full sine -102f1.

Only -2,0 7i o

Half size 51b. Only Carting £6.00.

CAROLINA WINDOM (CARR £101

A superb reedy to go antenna than does not require an ATU at it's
reasonant frequency. 'X' or end fed for ease of use.

Carolina Windom 80-10m (132ft long).............£88.95
Carolina Windom 7 40-10m (66ft long)... .... ......£84.95

COPPER WIRE (ALL 50MTR ROLLS)
Enamelled £9.95 P&P £5

Hard drawn £12.00 P&P £5
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC) £6.00 P&P £5

Extra H/duty (Clear coated) £20.00 P&P £5

Flexweave (H/duty) £30.00 P&P £5

Flexweave H/duty (20 mfrs) £12.00 P&P £5

MFJ-259
HF digital SWR analyser 1.8-170MHz

counter/resistance ruler.

RRP Z4 dj, P&P i5

SP -350V
Be protected this summer! In -line

lightning surge protector.

INTRO PRICE c/101:2;1) P&P £1

COAX SWITCHES IMP f2-001
(X-401 4 way (50-239) 044.95
0X-401 'N' 4 way (11 TYPE) £49.95

(X-201 2 way (50-239) £18.95
(X-201 'N' 2 way (N -type) £24.95

CREDIT CHARGE

NISSEI METERS
NEW LOW PRICE

Nissei are now one of the lorgesi

international manufacturers of SWR meters. Their meters are also

sold under seperate brand names such as Watson at far higher

prices. Buy direct from the manufacturer and save pounds.

R5-102 1.8.150MHz (200W) .. £59.95 p&p £5

RS -402 125-525MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p £5

R5.101 1.8-60MHz (3kW) £79.95 p&p £5

RS -502 1.8-525MHz (MOW) £99.95 p&p £5

ISA-6601 144 44MHz
. (60W) pocket PWR/SWR meter

(PO 11.001

T5A-6602 VHF/UHF oat matcher (P&P El 001

DL -60
* Dummy load

- * DC-500MHz * 60W max
* P1-259 filling

V'-9) P&P £1

THE IDEAL 511Ath

AKFSSORY

PATCH LEAD
PL -1M (1 meter PL -254 patch lead £4.99 nr, 01

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Easy to mount HF mobile whips ready to go with PL -259 fitting.

PL -B0 80m whip (approx 1.5m long) £21.95
PL -40 40m whip (opprox 1.5m long) .... ....£19.95

PL -20 20m whip (approx 1.5m long) .--......£19.95

4.

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starling at 2K' in diameter

and finishing with a top section of 11/i'' diameter we

offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is

supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for

locking the sections when erected. The dosed height

of the 8 metre mast is lust 5 feet and the 12 metre

version al 10 feel. All sections ore extruded

aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

B ors 12 intrs

(orfioge £I0.00.

SECTIONAL MASTS Carriage £8.00

Aluminium most sets available in 4 x 5 foot sections. Each

section is swaged on its end so that they slide into each other.

The final section is left plain lo allow for a mast cap or pulley

assembly. Each mast totals 20 feet in height and is available in

the following sizes:

1W' dia

1 e din

lr dia

2" die

£19.95

£29.95

£36.95

£45.95

GET THE ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
Send El in stomps to receive your free ropy.

Full with masts, brackets, aerials and accessories. EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
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HAYD ON COM
HF TRANSCEIVERS

YAESU

FT-1000MP AC
The most commonly used full

DSP transceiver on the market. Hundreds of customers can't

be wrong. RRP1..M9".

OUR PRICE

FT 1000MP DC OUR PRICE tl 8 99.95

YAESU FT -920
HF transceiver + 6m

transceiver (100W on balk/.

RRPS...109. OUR PRICE , .1,
i

ICOM IC -706
HF + 6 + 2m transceiver. The

UK's best selling iransceiver.

OUR PRICE

IC 706 MO OUR PRICE £999.95

11.756 RRP MOO OUR PRICE £1895.95

ALINCO DX -70
100W HE + lOW 6m

transceiver with delachaEile

head for mobile or base operation. Includes wide and

narrow filtering, OSK, 100 memories, reverse ON, speech

processor and pass -band tuning.

RRP

(Six months interest free available).

DX -70TH 100W hff  6m transceiver £775

HF ACCESSORIES

P-2512 'M'
25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-15).

Dual meters (Volts + amps) The

UKs best selling power supply.

Most of our competitors are

selling the 20A versions for the same price.

RRP19-941- OUR PRICE

'DY/

MFJ-949
HF ATU with built-in dummy load.

OUR PRICE r- Sgo(n

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS
YAESU FT -50R
New ultra compact dual band transceiver with

widebond Re.

76-990MHz (AM, FM, FM -N).

RRP 5339

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE .'1J.oC)/.

ALINCO DJ -G5
Dualband handheld transceiver. Incudes:- twin

band Rx (wideband Re) - full duplex + band
scope and much more.

RRP

Re available 108-999MHz with gaps

kNissei EP -300T
,-.4Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic & PIT Fits

UKenwood, Alinro, Yaesu or Icom

P &P £1 /Pm e 4oechryfrenr1
radio awn orrierm.

This Ecsi/Alic tomes with an "over the ear' earpiece as EP300

1 1.7 Alinco DJ + (4it
.,,,

a
Wafer thin transceivers That slip into your

pocket. Supplied with battery/charger/case.

RRP _,,-)ro-L, CiZ
(each)

Cl
G 'llo

2m version

C4 70cms version

NB -30W 2M FM handheld
amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output (for

SW ipI. Turn your handheld into a

mobile for under £50

RRP P&P £2

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand hells. (C111 be worn on the bell

or attached to the quick release body holster.

C2)00 +P&P £1

1-2602
2m/70cm/23cm

(2/3/5.5d8) flexible
antenna with wideband

receive (14" long BNC).

OUR PRICE

it2-20())5
P&P £1

DB-770H
High gain 2m + 70cm

telescopic antenna with

wideband receive.

OUR PRICE

P&P £1

ALL MODE TRANSCEIVERS
YAESU FT -736R
Here is your chance to buy a

'Quad' bond base station al a

giveaway price. We have a small

quantity available with 2+70 filled as standard. Includes

internal PSU. }moral °"-)
SPECIAL OFFER

'Harry limited stocks' Interest tree available. Please phone.

Optional 6m board £299.00

ICOM
IC -821H
The very latest all mode dual

band base. RRP5.1-51P-5-19fr

SALE PRICE .)U7)

Limited stork available

YAESU FT-290RII
multimode includes FREE

FL -2025 25W matching linear.

RRP

=113 OUR PRICE CO (6)(.

interest free credit now available. Send us four post doted

cheques of £140.00 (lad P&P UK mainland)

ALINCO
DR-M06SX

6m FM transceiver 100 memories. 10W output.

ALL ALNICO MOBILES IN STOCK.

PHONE FOR MORE DETAILS

YAESU

FT -81 OOR
2m + 70cm FM mobile transceiver with detachable head.

Widebend Re: 110-550/750-1300MHz. True dual receive.

SOW on VHF, 35W on UHF. 4600 pocket capability via

dedicated rear jack panel. RIP-H91.

SALE PRICE

ILL'2,17/.'7/o Zit))

PL -6M 6m 1/4 wave mobile

whip with PL -259 fitting. length approx Sprung base.

"P Optional" Magmount E1 2.9 9

NEW DC -1 DC lead to fit any mobile

transceiver. RRP P&P £1

o li '7/

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- TEL: 0181-951 5181/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL. FAX:- 0181-9515782
Open Mon -Fri .930-5,30pm Sat 9.30-2pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

NEXT IL:),ATAIi?.,FALNTE,R,Y0 rWEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681
ECE33

Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 310
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VIUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

ICOM-1(8500
Icom "Next generation" technology

brings you super wide bond, all

mode coverage from HF to 26Hz, including shortwave and

VHF/UHF, while maintaining a constant receive sensitivity.

The IC -R8500 is not simply a scanner - it's a professional

quality communications receiver with versatile features

from high speed scanning to computer control. RRP5,1415.

SALE PRICE
(-Merest free credit available_ Send us four post doled cheques far £362.50

ind POP IN mainland.)

J__
The AR -5000 advances the

frontiers of performance providing

excellent strong signal handling,

high sensitivity and wide frequency coverage with

microprocessor facilities to match including five independent

VFOs, 1000 memory channels, 20 search banks, "(yber

Scan' fast scan and search rates, alpha -tag memory and

search banks, frequency offset, step adjust and auto -mode

tuning to name just a few. AOR have been synonymous

with pioneering receiver design for many years and this

tradition continues with the all new AR -5000 "Cyber Scan"

10kHz-2600MHz. RRP S-141tef

COCO rj? jjE"

SALE PRICE 1_10)V IJo1/..)

AOR AR -5000

AOR

AR -3000A
This highly acclaimed

receiver has set its own place

in today's demanding

market. Your listening

horizons ore truly extended by its Rx range of 100kHz to

over 2Ghlz, and high level performance is achieved by its

electronically switched 15 band pass filler system.

RRP.PiCrSALE PRICE (.6-)C°2_,Jo(uPul

BEARCAT

BC-9000XLT
An amazing receiver with

coverage from 25-1300MHz. 500 memories give ample

storage along with auto store, selectable mode, turbo scan

(100 channels per sec) alpha numeric facility and much

more.

RRP i.3 -21 -OUR PRICE

receiver.

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

AOR AR -7030
rBrilliant new all mode short wave

s P`- receiver with synchronous AM r

remote control. RRPS,,IJK,

SALE PRICE (0I0

YAESU FRG -100
UK's best selling SW receiver. It

outperforms any other receiver

below £600.

OUR PRICE njk

TARGET HF-3
Communication receiver covers

30kHz,30MHz. Complete with

power supply and long wire aerial.

RRP

ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE P&P.

,.... - SONY SW -100E
4",44 .- Award winning miniature portable SW

receiver. Its performance is brilliant

. for its size. The best shortwave
,,-..

receiver for under 0250.

RRPE.2.20

SALE PRICE tilg ,i9b50

ROBERTS

R-861
Portable SW receiver

with SSB and RDS.

RRPS-14915.

000000000000000

OUR PRICE NOT
DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

MFJ-784B
"till+ - Fully featured DSP filter that will

work with any transceiver or

OUR PRICE i4 'd..)046

DSP 59 + RRP C299 OUR PRICE £199.95

DSP-599ZX RRP E369 OUR PRICE £325.00

MN 184B RRP £259 OUR PRICE £239.95

SCANNERS
YUPITERU MVT-9000
The ultimate handheld scanner on the market.

Covers 530kHz-2039MHz (all mode). Out

performs any other handheld on the market.

RRP E469.95.
. .

OUR PRICE r,1-.:K:53V)00j(,Q)

MVT-7100EX our price £259.95

\

AR -8000
Widebond handheld scanner covers 5001(1-L-

1900MHz (all mode).

LA(.2)(0.) (fl

SPECIAL OFFER

NEW km IC -R10 OUR PRICE £339.95

EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

Po El

QS -200
Mobile holder for all handhelds. Fits into

airvent.

RRP P&P El

05-300 Desk tap H/held holder £19.4G POP I2

MA -399
Mobile holder. Sticks onto dashboard

of car. Fits all handhelds. Will also hold

front panel of DX -70 or 706.

jj)(1e.)

RRP

J7/
P&P E2.0O

OPTOELECTRONICS

OPTO CUB
Miniture frequency finder covers 10MHZ-

2.86Hz. Includes nicods, charger and

antenna. RRP El 39.

100 (J.°)
OUR PRICE

Opto-Scout

Opto-Xplorer

Optolinx

DB-32

SALE PRICE £349.9'.

SALE PRICE £799.95

Universal interface OUR PRICE £129.95

Miniature antenna £29.95

NEW PRODUCT NEW PRODUCT NEW PRODUCT

GET THE BIG RED QUAD
A superbly constructed 2ele cubical quad for 10m heavy duty construction

consisting of fibre glass encapsulated elements along with reinforced modular

'cross-overs' which will provide many years of trouble free operation even

under the worst environmental conditions.

Spec: Boom length: 1.1m. Reflector: 2.9rn square. Director: 2.8m approx.

PWR rating: 2kW.

Forward gain 7dB

Front to back rejection >20d0

Weight 5.5Kg OUR PRICE MCI)KO_ DEL £15

A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR

WIDE RANGE OF SECONDHAND
IC -706 As new £699.95
TS-450SAT As new £949.95

TS -440S VG( £649.95

F1 -7361I As new £999.95
FT -7676X Fully loaded £949.95
IC -471E 70cm all mode £699.95
FT-290RI 2m all made £249.95
FT -290R11 + linear £449.95

FT -8000R As new £369.95

DR -130 Ex -demo £229.95
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LAST CHANCE!

SUBSCRIBE TO
PRACTICAL WIRELESS &
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

FOR ONLY

£45!
Owing to a recent cover price rise on
Short Wave Magazine this month is
your last chance to subscribe to your
favourite radio magazines at the old
joint sub rates.

So, what are you waiting for?
Subscribe TODAY! to ensure you get
your 'double dose' of radio reading.

Subscription Rates
£45 UK
£54 Europe Airmail
£58 Rest of World Airsaver

Rest of World Airmail
* UK RATE ONLY

To place your subscription order call
the Subs Hotline on

(01202) 659930
or use the Order Form in this issue.

Corn . fled b Zoe Crabb

I

*July 12: Cornish Radio
Rally. More information
from Ken GOFIC on 1012091
821013.

July 13: The Three
Counties Radio &
Computer Rally is to be
held at a new venue, the
Perdiswell leisure Centre,
Bilford Road, Worcester.
Features include amateur
radio, computer and
electronic component
traders, Bring & Buy stall
along with RSGB Morse
tests (please book on
arrival and remember two
passport photos will be
required), refreshments
and a licensed bar. Free
car parking. Doors open
10.30am to 5pm and
admission is E1.50. Eddie
G4POZ on 101905) 773181.

July 13: The 17th Sussex
Amateur Radio &
Computer Fair will take
place at the Brighton
Race Course from 10.30am
to 4pm. There will be free
on site parking and
admission to the event is
E2. The rally is one of the
largest in the south of
England with well over 10D
trade stands, covering
amateur and CB radio,
computers, electronics,
etc., and also a large
Bring & Buy display area.
There will also be
refreshments and bars at
reasonable prices with a
picnic area with views
over the South Downs -
certainly a rally not to be
missed! (01323) 485704.

July 27: The Colchester
Radio & Computer Rally
with a hobbies and leisure
fair is to be held at St
Helena School at 10am.
This is a family event.
Further info. from Frank
Howe G3FIJ on (012061
851189.

July 27: The Rugby
Amateur Transmitting
Society are holding their
9th Amateur Radio Rally at
the BP Truckstop on the
A5, three miles east of
Rugby, 24 miles NW from
junction 18 on the M1
Motorway. Doors open
from 10am and admission
is El per car. Facilities
include a cafe and toilets.
Talk -in on S22 by GB8RRR.
Pitches are El pre -booked
before 14 July or E10 on
the day. Arthur MOASD on
101788) 5507711.

*July 27: The
Scarborough Amateur
Radio Society is holding
its annual Radio,
Electronics and Computer
Rally in The Spa, South
Foreshore. Doors open at

*Practical

lam. The rally features
all the usual traders,
radio, electronics,
components, computer
hardware and software.
Morse tests are available
on demand, but please
remember the fee and two
passport type
photographs. Further
details from the Rally
Manager/Secretary Ross
Neilson on (01377)257074
after 6pm.

*August 3: The RSGB
Woburn Rally is to be held
atWoburn Abbey,
Bedfordshire. Herman
Miller G3MVV on (01227)
225563.

*August 10: Flight
Refuelling ARS Hamfest
'97 will take place at the
Flight Refuelling Sports
Ground, Merley,
Wimborne, Dorset. The
event will run from 10am
to 5pm and will include
the usual mix of traders,
Bring & Buy, craft
exhibitors, car boot sale
and field events. Talk -in
will be on S22. Richard
Hogan G4VCO on (01202)
691021.

August 10: The Derby &
District Amateur Radio
Society are holding their
40th Derby Mobile Rally at
the Littleover Community
School, Derby. More
information on (01332)
556875.

August 15: The Cockenzie
& Port Seton Amateur
Radio Club are holding
their 4th Annual Radio
Junk Night at the
Cockenzie & Pori Seton
Community Centre, South
Seton Park, Port Seton.
Doors open 18.30 to 21.30.
Bring along your own junk
and sell it yourself. Tables
will be provided an a first
come first served basis
(no charge for the table}.
Raffle at approx. 2100.
Refreshments will be
available. Disabled
persons access. Entrance
fee is Et for all persons.
All money raised is
donated to the British
Heart Foundation. Further
details from Bob Glasgow
GM4UYZ on (01875)
811723.

August 17: The Kings Lynn
Amateur Radio Club are
holding their 8th Great
Eastern Computer & Radio
Rally at a new venue, this
is at Wallington Hell,
between Kings Lynn and
Downham Market.
Features include a
spacious indoor area with
major exhibitors, outdoor
car boot area (unlimited

If you wish to have your

Rally featured in Radio

Diary, all you have to do is

to put together as much

information about the Rally

as possible, ie. date,

location, time, whets

contact, etc., and send it to

Zoe Crabb at the PW

Editorial Office.

space available), Bring &
Buy, free parking, talk -in
on S22, refreshments
available and easy access
for disabled persons. For
booking or more
information call Ian
CORMS on 161553) 765614
or 9GB7OPC Packet BBS
or E-mail Ian on
ian@g0bms.denton.co.uk

August 17: The 2nd Cardiff
Amateur Radio &
Computer Fair will held at
The Star Sports Centre
and Recreation Centre,
Splott, Cardiff. Open from
10.30 to 3pm. Further
details from Stuart
Robinson GWOWMT on
101222)613070.

August 24: The Torbay
ARS are holding their rally
at the Torbay Leisure
Centre, Paignton. Doors
open at 10am. Talk -in on
S22 by GONJNP. Further
details can be obtained
from Alan G7UEK on
1018031 214445.

August 24: The Galashiels
& District Amateur Radio
Society's Open Day &
Rally will take place at
The Volunteer Hall, St
John's Street, Galashiels
from 11am to 4pm. There
will be traders present
along with a Bring & Buy
stall, a raffle,
refreshments and a bring
& sell feature. Talk -in on
S22. Tel: (01896(850245 or
(01896) 755943 (evenings
only).

August 25: The
Huntingdonshire Amateur
Radio Rally (held Bank
Holiday Monday) is to be
held at Ernulf Community
School, St Nests,
Cambridgeshire (near
Tesco Superstore on
A428). Doors open at 10am
and admission is El. There
will be hot and cold
refreshments available.
Also features a car boot
sale on hardstanding.
Talk -in on S22. David
Leech G7DIU on (01480)
431333 (between 9am and
9pm(.

August 30: The Annual
Wight Wireless and
Computer Rally will be
held at the National
Wireless Museum,
Arreton Manor, Hr.
Newport, Isle of Wight.
Open 10am to 5pm. Free
entry and plenty of free
parking. Free stalls for
both private and business
use. There will be
refreshments, exhibitions
and collections for RAIBC
with Talk -in on S22.
Douglas Byrne G3KPO on
101983) 567665

Wireless & SWill in attendance

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could he worth 'phoning the contact number to

check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial staff of PWcannot be held responsible for information on Rallies, as this

is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to readers. If you

have any queries about a particular event, please contact the organisers direct, Editor
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO 0 AMATEUR RADIO AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: 101908) 216373

(E -Mail: 100304.71@compuserve.com)

Alinco (New low prices)
From 1.8-50MHz

DX -70 mobile or base 1.8MHz SSB, CW,
FM. AM 100W of engineering brilliance.

£695 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £70, 24 PAYMENTS OF £33.
COST OF LOAN, £167.

PACKAGE 1. Price for DX -70 complete with
SG -230 Smartuner.

£975.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £99. 24 PAYMENTS OF £46.26.
COST OF LOAN, £234.

PACKAGE 2. Price for DX -70 complete with
SG -230 Smartuner and 20 amp power
supply.

£1059.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £150. 24 PAYMENTS OF £47.99.
COST OF LOAN. £242.76.

Also available the DX -70TH. High power
version, 100W on 6m.

£775.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT 579. 24 PAYMENTS OF £36.75.
COST OF LOAN, £186.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

£1495.00
The new FT -920 has been released and offers
some great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to
54MHz plus wideband receive, 33MPS digital
signal processor, digital IF shift, auto notch filter,
dual VFOs, 100 memories, band stacking VFO
system, break-in CW with electronic keyer, TNC
interfacing, digital voice recorder, 13.8V DC
operation.

Deposit £150, 24 payments of £71.11.
Cost of loan £361.64

0

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

£89.95 carr.E10

SAVE £10

IC-706Mk11 PACKAGE DEALS
PACKAGE 1. IC -706 c/w SG -230
Smartuner auto ATU.

£1315.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £150, 24 PAYMENTS OF £61.59.
COST OF LOAN, £313.16.

PACKAGE 2. IC -706 c/w Comet
CAHV HF, 6m and 2m mobile
antenna.

£1100.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £110, 24 PAYMENTS OF £52.34. COST OF LOAN, £266.16.

PACKAGE 3. IC -706 c/w SG -230 Smartuner
and 25 amp PSU.

£1390.00 cart- FREE
DEPOSIT 5190.00, 24 PAYMENTS OF £65.56.
Cost OF LOAN. £333.44.

SG -230 Smartuner©
Antenna Coupler SSB, AM, CW & DATA

£349.00 SAVE X54

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic antenna coupler so intelligent it
precisely tunes any length antenna -8 to 80ft -
in the HF band.
The Smartuner automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations
in a "pi" network, The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match for your transceiver. And the most
intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner'
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those
values - in less than 10ms, each time you
transmit on that frequency.

The 50-230 Smartuner. Buy Smart.

lEP

INIIDI

5 YEAR
WARRANTY IS

AVAILABLE ON ALL
LISTED PRODUCTS

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile
 2m & 70cm
 50W/30W
 Detachable head
 Packet 9600 bps
ready  180

memory channels  CTCSS & 1750Hz tone.
£389.95

ICOM IC -756 HF ri.t
 100W of pure magic
111 160-6M  SSB, CW,
AM, FM  Spectrum
display  Auto ATU
 Superb DSP built-in

 CW memory keyer  100% duty cycle
 Keypad entry option
 DXers choice in the USA. £1865.00

KENWOOD TM-V7E
 144 & 430MHz
50/35W  Dual Rx on
same band
 280 memories
 Detachable front head
 CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

 Large clear display. £599.00

IC -207H Deposit £40, 12 payments of £33.09.
Cost of loan £47.13
SC -756 Deposit £200, 36 payments of £65.32.
Cost of loan £686.52
TM-V7E Deposit £60, 24 payments of £28.50.
Cost of Wen £145.00

KENWOOD TS -570D
Setting the standard in performance

KENWOOD
* 16 bit DSP AF signal

processing
* CW auto tune
* 5W QRP setting
* Built-in auto ATU
* Electronic keyer

Deposit £150
24 payments of £59.21.

COST OF LOAN £301.04

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF, Jon or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, )Thursday 9.30 - 12.30) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow] banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE

A
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

PITAIdo OGITAG ©QAT@
Castle Electronics was formed in 1990 by Geoff Wainhouse and John Taylor, when they
realised that there was a need for an independent service facility for the Amateur Radio
enthusiast. Both are qualified Engineers in Radio Communications and Microprocessor
Technology. They are proud to have had Castle Electronics appointed as the authorised
service agents and dealers of Kenwood, ICOM and Yaesu equipment. Castle Electronics
is the primary sub -contractor for Kenwood service requirements.

WE WILL DO OUR VERY BEST
TO BEAT ANY OTHER GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE!

YAE SU

FT -736
Dual Band Base

very popular

FT-1000MP
FT -50R

KENWOOD
TS -870S

TS -570

TM-V7E

ow 4131102).c-6

0
ICOM

IC -706 MKII

Aminsimmumn

0 T -7E

IC -756

GEOFF G4AQU - JOHN G6VJC

)
ect5tte etectronto
Unit 20, Halfpenny Green Airport, Bobbington,
Nr. Stourbridge, West Midlands DY7 5DY.
Telephone 01384 221036. Fax 01384 221037

El PHONE 01384 221036 OR VISIT US TODAY
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"In A Class Of Its Own" iffictic.i

The Yaesu FT -920 HF & 50MHz Transceiver

Rob Mdlinielt OOP

has been busy on

the air trying out

Yaesuls recently

introduced IT -920.

The transceiver is

considered by some

to be the 'baby

brother' of the ft

100040 but Rob

disagrees and

considers it to be in

a 'class of its own'.

I've often mentioned in PW that I
have a long held liking for Yaesu h.f.
equipment. And it's true that I have
had the pleasure of owning Yaesu
equipment since the late 1960s. Weil.
to this I recently added a brand new
experience by having the opportunity
to try out the FT -920 h.f. & 50MHz
rig with Digital Signal Processing
(DSP).

Although the FT -920 is
considered by some Radio Amateurs
to be the 'baby brother' to the FT-
1000MP. I quickly found myself
veering a long way from this opinion.
This is because I found this excellent
transceiver to be very individual and
certainly "in a class of its own" in
performance and presentation.

I'll start off with a description of
the transceiver, its facilities and
presentation. And I really do hope to
convey the feeling of enjoyment I had
in using this rig.

However, before I do start the
review I must draw your attention to a
new policy I'm adopting with
reviews. Knowing that the majority of
Radio Amateurs don't have access to
sophisticated test equipment a
different style is required.

Additionally many of us have
difficulty in appreciating the
implications of specification as noted
by some reviewers. So. in future I'm
going to provide comparisons (as a
'standard' to go by) with equipment
that myself and many readers will be
familiar with.

Also, now and in the future I shall
have no hesitation in firmly stating

what my own
preferences are when it comes to
recommending equipment. I've no
hesitation in doing this - after all a
review is a personal opinion! But
you can be assured that my reviews
are the result of using the equipment
on air and it's not just a case of
running through the specifications.
You ran also be assured that l'm
writing what I believe!

To set off in the way I'm to work
in the future I'll stand up and tell you
all that I think the Kenwood TS -870
is my 'dream machine'. And although
I cannot afford to buy one of these
truly magnificent performers at the
moment. I consider them to be a
'Classic' transceiver. So. that's my
preferred choice if I win the lottery!

But to return to the 'real world' I
have to tailor my equipment to what I
can afford. I have to consider what
will fit neatly on my operating desk
(next to the computer I'm writing this
review on) and provide me with the
best performance in the price range.
And in my case. this is most certainly
an Alinco DX -70.

In its category (general purpose
mobile/portable hi. and 50MHz
transceivers) I think the DX -70 is
unbeatable in performance, especially
bearing in mind the built-in narrow
filters, uncluttered design and
generally superior performance. All
in a budget package.

So, now I've outlined my
approach, it's time to get on with the
review itself!

the ft$10

The 1--1:920_ is an Amateur Bands 1.8
to 28MHz plus 50MHz transceiver
with a maximum of 100W output and
general coverage receiver. This is
designed around a double conversion
superhet with a first i.f. of
68.985MHz and a second i.f. of
8.215MHz (triple conversion with
fm. using an i.f. of 455kHz) with the
DSP taking place at audio
frequencies. And (as you would
expect) it's the DSP which provides a
remarkable difference in performance
- especially on reception.

Yaesu have followed other
manufacturers in one direction, but
have (I'm pleased to say) gone their
own way in another rather important
aspect of design. They've followed
other manufacturers by making
narrow r.f. filtering an option (rather
than working it in with the DSP) but
they have provided an external
variable control for r.f and if. gain
control.

And in my opinion the
combined variable r.f. and IL gain
control, was a very wise choice by
the Yaesu design team. Careful
'balancing' of the combined r.f./i.f.
gain control with incoming signal
attenuation greatly aids reception.
The only refinement I can suggest in
this area would be to suggest that the
r.f. and i.f. gain controls be made

entirely separate. This is because in
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"In A Class Of Its Own" - The Yaesu FT -920 HF & 501V1Hz Transceiver
Continued from I age 23

conjunction with the extremely
effective DSP, it would provide the
FT -920 with an absolute winner in
providing operator control to
overcome combating general QRM.
QRN and general static (more on this
later).

Most of the period when I had the FT -
920 on review coincided with several
weeks of heavy ram showers,
thunderstorms and the dreaded
summer static. However. (forgive the

pun) "every black
cloud does have a
silver lining-. Why? -
because it provided
an excellent way of
demonstrating just
how effective the
DSP noise reduction
filtering is. And
effective it certainly
wall

It's extremely
difficult to convey
the effectiveness of

The left-hand side of the

FT 920's front panel. The
outer 'collar' control
mounted directly behind
the main tuning knob
operates the 'Shuttle Jog'
tuning control (see text),

DSP noise reduction
in writing. but suffice it to say that
when I was on 3.5MHz working Max
G3WMB in Ware. Hertfordshire
during very had QRN conditions, it
made the difference in being able to
hear him. (My Alinco DX -70's noise
blanker could not cope and listening
to Max was virtually impossible).

Max
G3WMB and I

The right-hand side of the
FT -920's front panel. The

main tuning knob is just

visible to the left, with the
VFO-B knob almost central.
(This also provides auxiliary
tuning  see text for
comments I. The DSP

controls are on the far right
with the 'hour and minute
hand' type rotary controls
providing adjustment fur
'Low Cut' DSP filtering and
'High cut' filtering Isee text).

were joined by
his good friend
Roger GOKME
in Bury St.
Edmunds.
Roger was
finding it
extremely
difficult to copy
me because of
the high level of
static at his end.
1 on the other

hand had the full benefit of the DSP
noise reduction. And even though I
have had much experience using DSP
equipped -receivers. 1 was still
surprised at just how effective it was.

In fact. I found that the DSP fitted
FT -920 enabled me to work quite
comfortably on the hands despite the
QRN. As a results I spent much more
time on 1.8 and 3.5MHz than E
usually do when evaluating a rig for
review purposes.

On 7MHz I found the usually
extremely busy band to cause no

Significant Specifications

The significant specifications listed below are drawn from the Yaesu FT -920
manual and only relate to the transceiver as fitted and supplied (i.e. no
optional filters, etc.).

;nerd Smut,
Receiving coverage:
Transmitting frequency range:
Modes:

Antenna impedance:
Power supply:
Dimensions:

Receiver

Type:

Intermediate frequencies:

I 00kHz to 30MHz and 48 to 56MHz.
1.8 to 28MHz and 50MHz
s.s.b., a.m.. c.w.. 1.m. (with optional
module) f.s.k. & a.s.f.k.
5051 (built-in automatic a.t.u.).
13.5V d.c. negative earth max 22A
410x 135 x 316mm

Double conversion superhet in a.m.. c.w. and
s.s.b. modes
triple conversion on fin. (with optional
module)
First 68.985MHz, Second 8.215MHz. Third
i.f. (f.m. mode only): 455kHz

Iroted smith* (4dew leads deoly)

1.8 to 24.5MHz 0.20p V (s.s.b., c.w.), 2pV (a.m.)
24.5 to 54MHz 0.130/ (s.s.b.. c.w.), 1.3pV
(Above measurements quoted as with pre -amplifier on, for 10dB S+N/N)
Quoted i.f. selectivity (as supplied, no optional filters)
(-6/60dB) s.s.b., c.w. 2.4kHz/5kHz, 14kHz a.m.

Intermediate freq. rej:
Image rejection:
Int. freq.
DSP notch depth:
Audio output:

>70dB 11,8 to 56MHz)
>70dB (h.f.), >50dB (v.h.f.)
shift range: ±1.2kHz
>35dB
1.5W

problems for the FT -920 and I worked
many stations on both s.s.b. and c.w.
On c.w. I found that the lack of the
c.w. 'narrow' filter did not limit my
QSOs because the DSP filtering
virtually eliminated anything out of
the audio passband. 1 say 'virtually'
because (as the Yaesu handbook says)

it's possible for the a.g.c. to be
'pumped' by the actions of strong
adjacent signals and I found this to be
possible. and although the interfering
signal wasn't heard (because it was
out of the DSP 'passband') I was
aware it was there.

often use conditions on '40'
metres as a yardstick for my 'on air'
reports. However. in future 1 also
intend to mention conditions on '20'
metres for comparison purposes.
especially on the international beacon
frequencies on 14.100MHz where
QRM from upper adjacent frequency
stations (they appear to be Packet
radio transmissions) often make
reception of the beacons very
difficult.

The international network of c.w.
beacons (transmitting in turn on an

agreed schedule) prove to be very
helpful to me. And I'm often
surprised to hear the DX beacons
coming through whereas the band
seems otherwise dead!

But unfortunately, the Packet
transmissions just h.f. of 14.100MHz
can spread sufficiently to make the
copying of the relatively low power
beacons very difficult indeed with
any receiver. At times, despite the
excellent 500Hz (-6dB1 standard
fitted filter and i.f. 'shift' on my
Alinco, it often struggles with the
powerful packet transmissions on the
adjacent frequencies.

However. despite the fact the FT -
920 I had on review did not have the
extra filtering fitted as standard. ]
found the DSP helped overcome the
QRM very effectively. The only
problem I found was the very strong
packet signals (adjacent to the
14.100MHz frequency) that did
'pump' the a.g.c. (as previously
mentioned) but at no time did 1 lose
the incoming signal I wished to copy.

So unless they were a keen c.w.

operator like myself. I would imagine
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that many FT -920 operators would
not bother to fit the optional 'narrow'
filter. However, in my opinion if they
did it would make an excellent
performer even better.

As is usual with 50MHz there was
little activity and apart from hearing
two stations working from the
Southampton-Ponmsouth area using
the hand for local 'nattering I heard
nothing using my 'quad loop -
antenna. However, with the 50MHz
repeaters coming the FT -920 will be
ready for action and with the f.m.
module fitted repeater operation will
he possible.

On air with s.s.b. I received many
favourable reports on the transmitted
audio. Friends who know my voice
from working me on the Alinco DX -
70 often commented on the 'clean
and crisp' audio from the FT -920.

I should point out at this stage that
did not vary any of the DSP audio

input parameters. This was because
I was satisfied with the audio reports I
was receiving (most people I worked
preferred the audio from the FT -920
to that from my Alinco. which usually
gets good reports).

6i119 The DSP

Using the ASP facilities on air are
simplicity itself And as can be seen
in the enlarged front panel
photograph, they're all grouped on
the right-hand side of the front panel.

In use. the DSP facilities are
extremely easy to operate. I
immediately found that the DSP noise
reductions control produced dramatic
results. During the QSO 1 had on (a
very noisy band) 3.5MHz with Max
G3WMB, the reduction in incoming
noise (static crashes and bangs) was
so good that I could carry on the QS
whereas without it communication
would probably be impossible - and
all I had to do was to rotate the
control!

Operation of the High Cut and
Law Cut controls are via a pair of
knobs arranged (similar to hour and
minute clock hands, as can he seen in
the photograph) so the operator can
avoid losing the incoming signal
when attempting to reduce
interference. The DSP is extremely
effective and ((ignoring the warning

in the excellent instruction manual)
inadvertently selected the auto -
seeking notch filter. The c.w. station
was working promptly disappeared
(as it should have donc!).

In operation on the very noisy and
busy bands I found the combination
of the DSP, the DSP noise reduction
and the intelligent use of the r.f/i.f.
gain control provided me with a great
deal of help in maintaining QS0s.

Other Inoovations

There are some other innovations
(apart from the DSP) on the FT -920
which I found to be helpful. And in
my opinion the most spectacularly
successful was the frequency 'Shuttle
Jog' control. It turned out to be a real
boon for someone with only one arm
and arthritic fingers!

I've no doubt many operators will
find the many other innovations
interesting. but the Shuttle Jog proved
superbly effective and useful to me. It
greatly eases the 'knob' spinning up
and down the bands.

Rotating the 'collar' to the left
provided a rapid decrease in the tuned
frequency. and turning it to the right
rapidly increased the frequency. The
farther you turn the collar in either
direction - the faster the transceiver
tunes up and down the bands. It
worked extremely well and I feel sure
there'll be many contesters who'll
also find it to he very useful indeed.

The automatic antenna tuning unit
(a.a.t.u.) proved itself to he very quiet
and quick. It also managed to match
into long wire antennas and
'awkward' antennas and certainly
exceeded the manufacturer's
published specifications in speed and
matching capabilities.

There's also the memory
electronic keyer and the digital audio
message recording facility. These will
come into their own for contest use
and for an FT -920 in personal use.
especially for contesting. And of
course. there are a great number of
memories that be configured by the
individual operator. In fact. there are
so many I do not wish to take up
valuable space by just providing a
list. Instead, I'm concentrating on
what I consider to he the most
important features and innovations.

Hod Question

l he final most people
looking for a new DSP equipped
transceiver would ask me - would you
buy an FT -920? And my reply would
be an enthusiastic yes!

Although my 'ultimate' purchase
would he a Kenwood TS -870. the
Yaesu 1-7-920 has so much to offer in
its price range. With the splendid dual
tuning control (with very useful
'shuttle jog' up/down control) and
clear display. the ergonomics proved
to be excellently thought out.

Additionally. Yaesu have provided
an extremely effective and simple -to -
operate DSP system. In operation it
proved extremely effective and in my
opinion it would be worth buying the
FT -920 for the DSP noise reduction
alone. but I really do think the final
finishing touch for
the receiver should
he narrow r.f.
filtering fitted as
standard. The
benefits of really
good r.f. filtering and
DSP are unbeatable.

although I
had the review
transceiver for a
number of weeks. you
should realise that
there are a host of
features I did not try
out or have not
mentioned. If I did my
review would turn out
to be an un-terminated list - and you
can read those in the full
manfacturer's specification and the
excellent manual!

Just take it from me that this
transceiver is certainly in a class of its
own and should not he seen as a
'junior' version of the FT-1000MP.

My thanks go to Yaesu (UK)
I.td.. Unit 2. Maple Grove Business
Centre, Lawrence Road, Hounslow.
Middlesex TWA 6DR. Tel: 0181-814
2001. FAX: 0181-814 21)02 fur the
loan of the review model. The FT -920
costs £1699 inc. VAT and is available
from Yaesu approved dealers.

PW

Under -chassis view of the

FT -920.

The 63111D Top Three Choices

In this and future h.f. transceiver reviews I intend to leave readers in
no doubt as to what my own personal 'top three' tried and tested
choices are. All will he from evaluation on the air and take into
account the cost of the equipment and the information will be up -dated
as I review equipment.

No. 1: (Top choice) The Kenwood TS -870 with DSP h.f. uansceiver,
offering absolutely superb performance and excellent operator facilities in
the 'top of the range' price bracket. Would he G3XFD's ultimate choice.

No. 2: The Yaesu FT -920 h.f. & 50MHz transceiver (Second choice). A
transceiver offering excellent facilities, excellent ergonomics and ease of
use at 'top of mid -range' price. Especially effective DSP facilities, packed
with innovations. Excellent value for the price range.

No. 3: (Third choice) The Alinco DX -70 (present main rig owned and in
use by G3XFD). Superb value -for -money h.f. and 5OMHr transceiver
offering facilities. performance and selectivity of a transceiver much higher
in price. Very (unfairly) under -rated in general because manufacturer's
previous v.h.f. and u.h.f. speciality.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MULTICOMM 2000
WORLD WIDE SHIPPING

Isom IC -756 £1839 Yaesu FT -920 i1479 Kenwood TS -570D £1199 Yaesu FT-1000MP AC £2095

Kenwood TS -570S + 6m £1399

LOOKING FOR ALIN
Get on the 6 metre repeaters
with the new . . .

Alinco DR -MOLT

10 Watt FM Mobile

Just £249.95

Multicomm 2000 are ALINCO specialists.
Here's a selection of our stock.

HA ND H E LDS
DJ -190E 2mtr hJh Tx + nicad & chrgr.,£149.95
DJ -191E 2mtr hill Tx + nicad & ehrgr £169.95
DJ-G5EY Dual band h/h Tx £299.95

D.1 -841C UHF 340Mw hill Tx £129.95

DJ -811E VHF I 40Mw h/h Tx £99.95

0.1-C1 VHF pocket Tx £189.95

DJ -C4 UHF pocket Tx £189.95

TUNERS
EDX-1 Manual ATU for DX70 £159.95

EDX-2 120W automatic ATU £289.95

MOBILES
DR -140E 2mtr 50W mobile FM Tx £249.95
DR -150F. 2mtr 50W Mobile Tx + chs., £279.95
DR -430E 70cm 35W mobile FM Tx £259.95
DR -610E Dual band SOW mobile Tx 1525.0e
DR -6115F Dual band mobile Tx £399.95

HF TRANSCEIVERS
DX -70T 10 band HF mobile Tx inc
6mtr £695.00

DX -70TH All band HF & 6mtr Tx £775.00

DX -701 Commericial style HF Tx £499.00

0?

Call this
number
NOW!

(01480) 406770
We guarantee:
* Best stocks
* Best P/X deal
* Best prices
* Fast deliveries

A.11********
AOR ARM/
£295.00

..man
********
AOR AR7030
£689.00

AOR AR5000 18_4 I

£1299.00

AOR AR3030
£499.00 Imhze

AOR AR3000A
£699.00

RECERTERSRECEIVERSRECEIVERSRECEIVERS
0
ICOM

ICR-10
£325.00 I ° 11,!1

0
COM IC -R8500

£1445.00

JRC NRD-535

£1295.00

YAESU
FRG -100 ail
£459.00

BEARCAT* 9000XLT *
** *

£269.

YUPITERU
********
M V T-7100EX

£240.00

********

M VT-7200EX -

£345.00

M V T-8000EX

£325.00

M V T -7000E X

£235.00

MVT-225EX

£225.00
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SALES HOTLINE: 01480 406770
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER  LARGE SHOWROOM  HUGE DISCOUNTS

KENWOOD nil -WOOD KEN \ OOD KENWOOD

TS -950S DX £1550 TS-45OSAT £715 TS-850SAT 1799 TS-940SAT £995

* * WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT * *

r7(1YP PaUti2 TAAL ...Guaranteed!!!
Let us sell your equipment for you. 0% commission.

Bargain clearance of used equipment + ex -demo 12 months guarantee on most of our used equipment

AKD 2 METRE 25W ......
.. ..... .

............... ....... _1100
AOR 3000 WIDE -BAND .... .£430
AOR 3000 WIDE -BAND RECEIVER... ....... ...... -1440
AOR 3000A WIDEBAND RECEIVER 1540
AOR 3000A WIDE -BAND RECEIVER f550
AOR AR -1000 ..1125
AOR AR-3030+VHF RECEIVER ................................£499
AOR AR -7030.... .

.....
.................... .................. ...£625

BENDS 70 CMS ... ......... -£95
COLLINS &LINE .. ....... ...........................£595
DATONG SPEECH -.....PROCESSOR............ .£50
DATONG VLF CONVERTER .......................................£60
DRAKE MN -4.. £69
DRAKE TR7 A -LINE COMPLETE SYSTEM. .£825
GARMIN GPS 45 + ACCESSORIES .......... ........... ...£200
GLOBAL AT -1000. .. ........ ........... ...... .............. ...........£69
GRUNDIG YB-700 PORTABLE RX .£295
HEATH KIT S B-303 £120
COM IC -255E.. .............. .. ....... ......... ............ £125
COM IC -275H £699
COM IC -299A . £195
COM IC -745 £529
COM IC -A20 AIR BAND TRANSCEIVER £199
COM ICR-11NEW) MINI -SCANNER £259
COM ICR-7000 VHF/UHF RECEIVER
COM ICR-7000 VHF/UHF RECEIVER £625
COM ICR-7100 VHF/UHF DELUXE RECEIVER 1795
COM ICR-71E SHORTWAVE RX ... ....... .... £499
COM ICR-72E SHORTWAVE RECEIVER £495
COM ICW-32E £289
COM RC -11 REMOTE.. .£35
COM RC -12 REMOTE £35

JPS NIR-10 DSP FILTER £160
JRC NRD 525 DELUXE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER 1649
JRC NRD 535 DELUXE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER .£925
JRC NRD-525G £789
KENT PADDLE £69
KENT TUTOR ... ........ .............. ......... ....... £40
KENWOOD R-100-0 £195
KENWOOD R-1000 .. .. .. £225
KENWOOD R-2000+VHF RECEIVER ..- £389
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SHORTWAVE
RECEIVER 659
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SHORTWAVE
RECEIVER £699
KENWOOD SMC-34 SPK/MIC ....................... ..... ......£19
KENWOOD SP -23 .. ... £69

KENWOOD ST-850SAT £799
KENWOOD TH-22E ............. ........................ ...... £139
KENWOOD TM -702E 285

KENWOOD TM0241E .............. ....... ....... ....... ..........£189
KENWOOD TR-7930 £169
KENWOOD TS-440SAT HF TRANSCEIVER £699
KENWOOD TS-450SAT ............................................£699
KENWOOD TS-690SAT HF TRANSCEIVER + 6M .£925
KENWOOD TS-850SAT £899
KENWOOD TS-940SAT £995
KENWOOD TS-950SDX THE ULTIMATE
KENWOOD TS850SAT wonderful performance. £975
KW MATCH £39
LOWE HF 150 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER.. £249
LOWE HF 150 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER £285
LOWE HF-225 EUROPA DELUXE RECEIVER. £415
LOWE HF-235 COMMERCIAL SHORTWAVE

MFJ 300W DUMMY LOAD ...... .................... ....... ....../29
MFJ 4628 DATA READER. ..£80
MFJ 962C HI -POWER ATU £169
MFJ 1278 TNC £220
MML MM2000. £60
OSKER SWR-200 .........................................................£45
PROTEL MIC. £89
RACAL RA -1772 FANTASTIC SW RECEIVER. £475
RACAL RA -1772 FANTASTIC SW RECEIVER £650
RACAL RA -6790 -GM THE ULTIMATE RECE1VER.£1$95
REALISTIC DX -160 £85
REALISTIC......................................................£99
REALISTIC DX -394 £195
REALISTIC PRO -2006 £189
REALISTIC PRO -26 £149
REALISTIC PRO -43 £95
SANGEAN ATS-8035 PORTABLE ....... .......... ......£90
SEM HF CONVERTER. £35
SEM HF PRE -AMP........................... ................. .......£35
SHURE 444 MIC £75
SIGNAL R-517 AIRBAND RECEIVER.. ....... ....... ..£90
SONY AIR 7 AIRBAND RECEIVER £100
SONY AIR 7 AIRBAND RECEIVER £120
SONY ICF-2001.. 1129
SONY .............. 1135
STANDARD £110......
TOKYO HL -130U £399
TOKYO HL -160 .................. ....... ................ ........... £130
TRANSCEIVER... ...... ....... .................... ......
TRIO R-600 £160
TRIO R-600 £180
TRIO TS -780 2/70 £480
VARIOUS FILTERS from............................ ....£20
VHF 70 WATTLINEAR................... ............................ £89
WATKINS & JOHNSON HF1000 the Rolls Royce £2999

Unit 3, 86 Cambridge St, St. Neots
Fax: 01480 356192 E -Mail: sales@multicomm2000.com

Website: www.multicomm2000.com

WELZ WS -1000 MICROSCANNER £240
YAESU FC-757AT £195
YAESU FL -2010 LINEAR £95
YAESU FL -2100B ..... .......... ........ ...... ............350
YAESU FP -700 £89
YAESU FR -101D £90
YAESU FR-FL2000 ....................................................£140
YAESU FRA-7700 £60
YAESU FRG -100 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER. . £395

YAESU ........................................................£369......
YAESU FRG -100. ...£385
YAESU FRG -7700 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER ..........£249
YAESU FRG -7700 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER ........£269
YAESU FRG -8800 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER £310
YAESU FRG -8800 + VHF RECEIVER £399
YAESU FRT-7700 ATU £50
YAESU FRT-7700 £50
YAESU FRV-7700 VHF CONVERTER ..... ....... .......... £50
YAESU FRV-7700 VHF CONVERTER £50
YAESU FRV-7700 VHF CONVERTER £60
YAESU FT -1000M P. .£1749
YAESU FT-101ZD CLASSIC HF TRANSCE1VER.....£295
YAESU FT -102. ...£389
YAESU FT -10R 2M HANDHELD £140
YAESU FT -290R MK2 £289
YAESU FT -470 DUAL BAND HANDHELD ......
YAESU FT -480R £399
YAESU FT -5100 £249
YAESU FT -709R UHF HANDHELD £140
YAESU FT -720R + 70 ........ ............. ....... 1200
YAESU FT -736 2/70 in)
YAESU FT -736 6/2/70 £1395
YAESU FT-747GX + FM ............................................£440
YAESU FT-757GX....................... ....... £495
YAESU FT -840 £639
YAESU FT -890 SHORTWAVE TRANSCEIVER ........£599
YAESU FT -890 SHORTWAVE TRANSCEIVER £649
YAESU FT-902DM £389
YAESU FTV-707...........................................................£69
YAESU MH-12 SPKJMIC £19
YAESU Y0-100 STATION MONITOR .......................£110
YAESU YC-3550 £40
YAESU YD -148 MD £39
YAESU FT -415 NEW. Unwanted gift
YUPITERU MVT 7000 HAND HELD SCANNER £170
YUPITERU MVT 7100 HAND HELD SCANNER £200
YUPITERU MVT-6000 £185
YUPITERU VT 125 AIRBAND RECEIVER..... ....... 1120

Cambs PE19 IPJ

E.r.VISA arCevd
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The Probe
By Richard Q Marris G2BZQ

Richard k Norris

02810 describes a

neat helically wound

antenna that's both

small and effective

and can be used

anywhere,

The 'Probe' is a tiny
inconspicuous h.f. antenna. It can
be used in apartments and in
Hotels while on holiday and
anywhere else where the 'No
transmitter antennas here'
syndrome reigns. It can he used
as a portable or boating antenna.
iaking up minimum space in the
hoot of a car and can be kept in a
fishing rod hag.

In my apartment, there is a
lame aluminium framed window
measuring four metres wide by
one and a half metres high. The
'No TX antennas' rule applies,
even though the area bristles with
antennas for TV. Band II radio
and the usual satellite dishes and
public utility wiring. But the
regulations and limitations have,
in no way, stopped my
transmitting activities.

But hack to the window. The

For months after this. I
speculatively peered at it and,
suddenly. the penny dropped!
Why not use the frame us a
eroundplane, albeit vertical.
and 'poke' a whip out of the
window in the dead of the
night?

Why not make the whip
sufficiently small so that it
could be used in the favourite
vacation hotel in a small
fishing village on the south
coast of England? And why
not make it completely
unidentifiable as an antenna. so
that it can he used night or day?

Ideas Flowed

IWB0664

Anticorona knob

Lt
(the Antenna)

Metal window frame

Ground

1-2 Matching f Loading coil

son

Grounding post

So, the ideas flowed. from the
brainhox, leaving just one small
(three-part) problem - design it!
build it! make it work! The result

Coaxial cable

Cable ties

127

Brass grounding post

L2

Tap for feed point

(- 25mm dia

1220

L1

Anti -corona knob
ibrass 25mm dial

4411111111111111111111111111511111

See text -

W015131a

Fig. 2: The overall layout of
the antenna.

Fig. 3: Details of The

matching coil L2 and its
tapping point.

window sill is about six metres
above ground level. It's well
known that, with a suitable a.t.u.,
an h.f. transmitter can be loaded
into almost any piece of metal.
So, this window seemed to be a
potential proverbial 'Window on
the World' antenna except. that it
resisted all attempts to load it up!

With the aid of a friend, a lone
length of wire and an ohm meter,
I found that the window frame
was very near ground potential.

is 'The Probe' at only 1.22m long
and only 25mm diameter, fitted
with a small brass anti -corona
knob at the end.

Just less than one metre sticks
out of the window and as it's
coloured black. The Probe cannot
be seen between dusk and dawn.
Left out of the window, during
daylight hours, it has attracted
absolutely no comments. After
all, such a small black rod with a
brass knob at the end, just doesn't

Tapped at the 16 turn point

Wooden dowel 125 dial

Tuning taps
lsee text)

Cable strap or binding

To Ll

P.

Grounding post / L2 is made up of 38 turns of tinned copper .wto662
wire {1.6 spaced 1 wire thickness

Fig. I: The electrical diagram of
'The Probe'.

look like an antenna, and being
well above ground, it might be
anything!

Of course you cannot expect
that The Probe could compete
with larger antenna arrays, so the
first QSO of nearly 500 miles
(RST 559) I considered most
satisfactory. This contact was on
3.568MHz using only 7W of
'Morse power'.

The electrical idea of The
Probe is shown in Fig. 1. The
coiled section LI, is a close
wound helical style antenna with
a brass anti -corona knob. The
matching/loading coil is formed
from L2.

The dowel should he
thoroughly dried out and then
given four coats of polyurethane
varnish until a hard gloss coating
has been achieved. A 25mm
diameter anti -corona brass knob
is screwed into one end (it also
increases the bandwidth!). These
knobs can he found in d.i.y. stores
and are used as furniture knobs.
Beware of gilt covered plastic
knobs though!

The antenna is mounted
horizontally through the metal
frame window with Ll (the
antenna) being outdoors and L2
being indoors. The bottom end of
L2 Wounded' to the window
frame. Impedance matching by
means of L2's tapping point. The
3.5MHz band segment to he used,
can he selected by means of an
optional shorting link on L2.

The illustrations of Fig.s 2, 3
and 4 show the way of
constructing The Probe. The
element LI, is close wound with
43m of 7/0.2mm pvc covered
hook-up wire having an overall
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diameter of I .2mm (withstands
I kV and I.4A). The wire end is
soldered to the base of the brass
knob and the wire close wound
along the dowel. leaving a
300mm fly lead at the inside end.

The loading coil, L2, consists
of 35 turns of 1.6mm (16s.w.g.)
tinned copper wire. Start by
soldering the end to the base of
the grounding post and wind 38
turns, one wire diameter spaced to
cover the 153mm. Tie the end to
the dowel with a cable tie or
binding thread, leaving a short
length free.

Join this new end with the
flylead from Ll. Take a 525mm
length of RG58 feedline and
secure it to the end of the wood
dowel as shown. Solder the
screen of the coaxial cable to the
grounding post and, leaving a
little extra for adjustment. the
centre conductor is connected
onto L2 as shown.

On the prototype, the tap was at
16 turns from the bottom end of
L2, which you could start with.
but check for best matching on
final test (see later). Note: After
final test the whole of LI and
connecting tail should be wound
with black insulating tape or
encased in heat shrink sleeving.

The finished antenna is clipped
to a suitable cradle, to hold the
antenna securely in the opening
of a horizontally sliding metal
window. The cradle I used. suited
my particular window. It consists
of 355x60x25mm thick timber,
fitted with two plastic pipe clips
to hold the antenna.

The end of the cradle is cut
away to snugly fit on the open
sliding window channel with a
strong steel strip screwed on the
end and bent inwards slightly to
hold the Probe in position. Note:
Individual cradles will have to
suit individual window frames.

I use a 6.5m length of RG58
feedline terminated with coaxial
plugs at either end to connect to
the short lead that's fitted to The
Probe. l also carry a 'grounding'
lead, which consists of 300mm of
thick flexible cable fitted either
end with robust battery clips.
These clips with a strong spring
and sharp teeth are used to
connect the grounding post to the
metal window frame, for
grounding purposes.

I've also made a selection of
similar longer grounding leads to
connect the grounding post, to
any other convenient ground.
such as metal water pipe. radiator.
wire fences or even a quarter
wave counterpoise wire. Do not
use gas pipes or the electrical
supply ground or conduit.

In Use

The Probe is easy to put into use,
just mount it in the plastic clips
on the cradle. open the window
and clip the cradle over the
window channels, with the rear
resting on the inner window
ledge. Close the window up tight
against the
cradle leaving a
small gap. Plug
the 6.5m (or
shorter) length
of R055 into
the Probe
coaxial flylead
and the
TX/a.t.u. Clip
the connecting
lead onto the
grounding post
and the metal
window frame.

3.56M114±1 using comparatively
low power.

Though only very tiny, the
Probe has been found to be a
useful little antenna, especially in
an apartment or on holiday. As
mentioned before, it's invisible
during the darkness or gloom and
arouses no comment during.

Plastic pipe clamps

Wooden 'saddle'
160 x 25 x 3551

oLo

Cut away
to suit

Ill
Optional 'G' cramp
fixed to the saddle

tiummuuu

Initially, fix the matching tap
(the coaxial inner) at 16 turns
from the grounding post. Using a
receiver, the frequency range
should he checked by moving the
shorting link (at top of Li ) along
the coil. 3500kHz should appear
close to where
the whole of L2
is in circuit.
Bearing in
mind that the
usable
bandwidth is
approximately
35kHz, then
moving the
shorting link
2.5-3 turns, at
the top of L2,
will move the
frequency
about I 00kHz.

Select a TX frequency and
adjust the L2 shorting link to peak
loading. next move the matching
tape a turn either way to check
the impedance matching. The
matching tap selected should hold
good over the hand 3500-
40()Okfiz. In operation. the
shorting link on L2 is set at the
centre of the (35kHz) band
segment to be
used.

The coil taps
can be colour
coded, with
spots of paint,
to enable quick
antenna
frequency
changes. Most
TXers usually
hover around a
favourite
segment of the
band - I tend to
use it in the
c.w. section

daylight hours. Using a 'T' type
a.t.u. to The Probe. I've noted no
TVI under any low power mode.

The Probe has always been
used in a horizontal position. but
there's no reason why it should
not be mounted vertically, or at an

T5rnirn gap 131,1IW[Cri

ihn windows

Windpw ppne Wir.dow pan,

angle. A complete set of quick
assembly Probe items, when
travelling, is the Probe cradle(s) a
length of RG58 with coaxial
plugs at either end. battery clips
'grounding' leads - oh and don't
forget to take the TX/RXI

PW

Fig. 4: The wooden saddle
to support the antenna on.

Don't forget some rubber
pads if you are using the (';

cramp on furniture!

Fig. 5: Looking through the
window along The Probe.

Fig. 6: Looking along the

(vertical: 'ground plane'.

Plastic pipe clamps

UNION 1 111111111111

Metal window frame

Wooden 'saddle'
150 x 25 x 3551,

Window sill

11111111

_Cut away to suit
the slide channels
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Europe's Largest Amateur Radio Showroom
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Practical Wireless

Norfolk NR12 ORU -N

L) ki I ki
t
Fax: 01692 65092501692 650077 Mon -Fri: 9 - 5-30, Sat: 9 - 4.00

Special Offers
Available until 9th August '97
OFFERS APPLY ONLY ADVERT

Sigma Wire Antennas
All antennas merited  have  IlkW Current Salm option for only 018 extra.

Deluxe G5IW's

The GSRV was designed by Louis Varney to
be a 1,9. centre -fed doublet on 14,15MHz,
hence the top length of 102tt. This design
gives not only a low feed point impedance,
which can be matched to a 500 line using a
line traittformer, but also gives a multilobe

GSRV full Size 80/40/20/15/10m
G5RV Half Size 40/20/15110rn

SLS-401( 40m

SLS-80K 80m

SLS-160K 160m

SRD

SO -32
SD -34
SD -42

SD -44
SO -52

SD -54
SD -58
SD -68

SD -610
SO -182

SOW -34W
SOW -48W
SOW -58W
SDW-610W

radiation pattern.
Built to the same high standard as other
antennas in the Sigma range, using heavy
duty multi -stranded copper coated steel
cable, and heavy duty ribbon cable,
terminated with a 50239 socket.

107 long £31195 4.95 p&p
51' long UM 4.95

Shortened Dipole Antennas*

46' long

MIS

r 38' long
69' long

100'long

Receiving Dipole

£83.95
£74.95
£79.95

*ID
0095

Dipped DIP* Antennas*
J'.

20/15/10m
20/15/10m
40/20/15/10m
40/20/15/10m. _
130/40/20/15/10m
8040,/20/15/10m
80/4020/15/10m
160/80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/40/20115/10m
160/60m
30/17/12m
40/30/17/12m
80/40/30/17/12m
160/80/40/30/17/12

2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap

10 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap

10 Trap

27' long
24' long
55' long
47' long

105' long
97' long
87 long

154' long
148' long
208' long
32' long
46' long
85' long

152' long

Trapped Sloper Antennas

ale

£7195
£135.95
OSA

£13195
09.95

£154.95
£209.95
£279.95
£359.95
£119.95
E13&95
418995
£259.95
£299.95

*
SVS-31 20/15/10m 1 Trap 14' long £46.95
SVS-32 20/15/10m 2 Trap 13' long £74,95
SVS-41 40/20/15/10m 1 Trap 28' long
SVS-42 4020/15/10m
SVS-51 80/40/20/15/10m
SVS-52 80/40/20/15/10m
SVS-53 80/40/20/15/10m
SVS-84 160/80/40/20/15/10m
SVS-65 160/80/40/20/15/10m
SVS-161 160/80m
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These heavy duty deluxe 600W traps are
housed in weatherproof enclosures. No
soldering or jumper wires are required. ST -20 14MHz trap £27.95 each £4.95

Use 2 traps for a dipole, or I trap tor a ST30 10MHz trap 01.95 each £4.95

Vertical sloper. ST -40 7MHz trap £28.95 each £4.95
ST -90 3.5MHz trap 128.95 each An

Antenna 'Shorteners' are excellent where installation space is limited. Housed inside weatherproof, sealed
enclosures, so no periodic cleaning is required. Two are needed fora dipole. one for a vertical sloper.
SLC-40 Shorten a 40m Dipole to 38' £18.95 each p&p 1275
SLC-80 Shorten a BOm Dipole to 69' £19.95 each £4.95
SLC-100 Shorten a 160m Dipole to 100' £19.95 each £4.95

SNC

5.95 p&p
5.95

5.95

p&p 5.95
7.95

5.95
7.95

7.95
7.95
9.00

10.00
10.00

7.95
7.95

9.00
9.00

10.00

p&p 4.95
5.95
5.95

5.95
5.95

5.95

7.95
7.95
7.95
595

2 Trap 24' long £77.96
1 Trap 53' long £58.95
2 Trap 49' long £84.95
3 Trap 42' long £112.95
4 Trap 77' long £149.96
5 Trap 73' long £179.95
1 Trap 105' long £57.95

Trans & Shorteners
ST -10 28MHz trap £27.95 each
5T-12 24MHz trap 127.95 each
ST -15 21MHz trap 627.95 each
ST -17 18MHz rap £27.95 each

Baluns & Centre Connectors

p&p £4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Lightweight, sealed. weatherproof, with Solid Brass rustproof terminals. Jumper wires not
needed. Soldering of antenna wire not necessary. DC grounded for lightning protection. S0239
Connector. Stainless Support Hook {except SCE -1/S/
SPB-1 Pro-Balun 1:1 impedance ratio "voltam!' Balun that matches 50-75 ohm coax
to 50-75 ohm load. 3 - 35MHz, 1.5kW. '10°1 £27.95 p&p 401.95
SP84-C Pro-Balun 1:1 impedance ratio 'current type" balun that matches 50-75
ohm coax to 50-75 ohm load. 1.5 - 60MHz, 3kW. £29.95 p&p £4.95
SPS-4 Pro-8alun 4:1 impedance ratio "voltage" balun that matches 50-75 ohm coax
to 200-300 ohm load. 3 - 35MHz. 1.58W. £23.95 p&p £4.95
10E-1 1kW centre connector for a dipole antenna. £13.95 p&p £2.75
SCE -1/S 1kW connector for a vertical ski. er antenna. £13.95  £2_75

Anti -Corrosion Compound for Copper Wire Antennas: ACJ-1 Sachet £7.49 p&p £1.95

41IC

All Band SA -10
SAID operates on all bands 160m 10m. It can be installed as a flat top, sloper, or inverted
'V. The top is 135ft/41.15m of heavy duty stranded copper wire, with low loss end insulators.
A centre insulator is fed with 1001t/30.48m of 450W heavy duty twin ribbon feeder. It will
work well from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner. £57.95 p&p £10

All

-
All Band LimitedSpace SAS -2

SA8-2 will operate en all bands 160rn - 10m. It can be installed as a flat top, sloper, or inverted
V The top is of heavy duty stranded copper wire, and provides 135ft/41.15m electrical length,
with a physical length of only 70ffJ21.34m through the use of antenna shorteners. The centre
insulator is fed with 100ft/30.48m of 45050 heavy duty twin ribbon feeder. This antenna will work
well from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner. W.15 p&p £10

EASTCOMM CATALOGUE CONTAINS DETAILS OF THE FULL
RANGE OF SIGMA WIRE ANTENNAS. SEND £2 IN STAMPS

AUTEK RF ANTENNA
ANALYSERS

RF1 HF £159.96 P&P 7.95.
RF5 VHF/UHF £289.95

P&P 10.00
*Protective Case

£14.95 P&P 2.75.
FREE OFFER
with RF1 or 5

The RP) adjusts antennas, feedlines,
and RF networks. II includes a

microprocessor, AID converters, and
low -distortion, levelled, sine wave

RF1
generator, continuously adjustable from 1.2

to 35 MHz in 5 bands. It measures RF values of
-06 true impedance (0-2000011, SWR (1 to 15:1), C 10-

9999pf) and L 4.04 to 300pHI. It instantly reads out impedance and SWR at any frequency in
its range. Antennas are easily trimmed with its miniature 'transmitter', minimizing trips to the
antenna. Feedline loss and phasing, ff, tuned -circuit resonance can be accurately measured
and adjusted. L and C are measured at the RF frequency of interest, not at 1kHz or 100 kHz as
with other L/C meters. Basic accuracy is 2.5% to 5% over most of its range. The unit fits in the
pocket, and runs on a standard 9V battery (or 7 - 15Vf.
The RF5 is continuously adjustable from 35 to 75 MHz, and 138 to 500MHz {typically 530MHz) in
3 hands It measures RF values of true impedance (0-60102), SWR 11 to 6:11, and its INSTANT
SWR mode finds the frequency of minimum SWR (or Z) on command automatically. The unit fits
in the pocket, and runs on a standard 9V battery for 7 - 12VI.

CALLSIGN CLOCK Mb
S39:96 £34.95 delivery

Hand finished with CALLSIGN on the face. An ideal gift
for Radio Amateurs. A unusual addition to any radio
shack, and a valuable operating aid. A large face gives
excellent visibility across a radio room. The hour is
indicated in 12/24 hour format. Three colour with blue sky
effect background. Global map shows countries with
their bearing in degrees.
Models are available centred on other world areas
1111111CLIA16YYMBI ,C 01 1 Of WORD

2 WAY
2 WAY
4 WAY
4 WAY

1.?

DELTA 1.5kW The only

switches with
built inCOAX

SWITCHES Arc Protection

S0239 to 600MHz £57 .95

N TYPE to 1300MHz £1195
S0239 to 600MHz MI6
N TYPE to 1300MHz n05.95

5 95 FSP

5.95

95

695

SWRIPOWOlown Eau arms PuPf5w, each

CN-220 1 8-250MHz 15/150/1500W aare
CN-144 146.170MHz 15/150/1500W EMI
CN-V/UHF 140-170,410-450MHz 15/150/1500W MN

Portable Nelms
W450 140-170,400.470MHz 0-1AL 632.95

FOR EASTCOMM CATALOGUE SEND £2 STAMPS



HEAVY DUTY
VEFITICAL ANTENNAS

SERIES

ADD DNS:

HEAVY DUTY

Mosley H.F. Antennas
For stable and dependable operation, Mosley Antennas are pre -drilled and colour coded,
for easy assembly. Long term reliability from, stainless steel hardware, and aircraft grade,
drawn, Aluminium tubing. Advanced traps mean less trap assemblies and better
structural stability. Mosley 3 element, tri-benders, have six trap assemblies - 011101nakes
need twelve! Higher grade tubing means a perfect fit for telescopic sectiOiMa no
horrendous hose clamps! Why pay more for an inferior antenna when you carilitiO
MOSLEY ANTENNA for less ?

STANDARD SERIES TA31JRN
TA32J RN
TM:URN
TA39JRN WARC
TA31 Mi
TA22MI
TA3OM
TA2314 WSW
TAMA*
TA34XLWARC
TW33

HEAVY DUTY COMPACT TAS3M WARD*
HEAVY DUTY CLASSIC CL33M

CL33M WARC/
CL313M

I TA4OKR

ITA3OKR
P R0578

HEAVY DUTY SERIES

PROFESSIONAL SERIES PR057840
PRO67B
PRO77A
PR095
PROM
WSW
RV4C
RVIC WARC
RV7CWARC

10/15/20M 1EL £159 Carr. CI 0
10/15/20M 2 EL £239 £10
10/15/20M 3 EL £329 £10
10/12/1507/20M 4 EL 0399 £10
10/15120M 1EL £179 £10
10 15 20M 2EL £299 £10
10, 15,12011 3 EL £369 £15
10/12115/17/20M 4 EL £499 £15
1W15/20M 4 EL 049 015
10/112115/17/20M 5 EL £749 £15
12/17/30M 3 EL 015
10/12/15/17/20M 4 EL £15
10/15/20M 3 EL 115
10112/15/17/20M 4 EL £15
10115,120M 6 EL £15
40M UPGRADE £1111imw £10
30MUPGRADE £189i flO
110/12/15/17/20M TEL £899 020
10/12/15/17120140M 7 EL £999 £20
10/12/15/17/20/40M 7 EL 01049 £20
10/12/15/17/20/30/40M 7 EL £1099 £20
10/12/15/17/20M 9 EL 01799 £20
10/12/15/17/20/40M 9 EL £2299 £20
12/17M Vertical £139 £10
10/15/20/40M Vertical £249 £10
10/12/15117120/40M Vertical 0299 010
10/12/15/17/20130/40M Vertical £349 010

Anti -Corrosion Compound far Aluminium Antennas: ACJ-2 Sachet £7.49 p&p 0,95

VIBROPLEX
BRASS RACER IAMBIC

£155 PP'

P & P £7.95 each key

STRAIGHT KEY
'NI STANDARD £165

DELUXE £195

ORIGINAL BUG hi,
STANDARD £165 IpP-

DELUXE £195
Left Handed DELUXE £225

IAMBIC
STANDARD £165
DELUXE £195

SINGLE PADDLE 16_
STANDARD £155 Pr"

DELUXE £195

WE NEED QUALITY, USED, BOXED

AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

BEST PRICES PAID.

COLLECTION ARRANGED

USED EQUIPMENT
HF EQUIPMENT

YAESU FT980

YAESU FT7 Mobile

ICOM IC -728

ICOM IC-PS55 PSU

ICOM IC-AT160

ICOM IC-2KL LINEAR PSU

TEN TEC CENTURY 22+ PSU

TEN TEC PARAGON 585 + PSU

AMERITRON AT15 1.5kW ATU

TRIO TS52OSE

KENWOOD TS850SAT

KENWOOD DRU-2 Voice Recorder
SHINWA 1005 30MHz LP Filter

RADIO SHACK DX394 HF RX
LOWE HF150 HF RX

LOWE A P/SP150

LOWE PR150

ROBERTS R827 HFNEIF RX

VHF/UHF EQUIPMENT

ICOM 10-449 70cm Mobile

STANDARD C8800 2m Mobile

YAESU FT203 2in H/Held

YAESU F790 Mkt
YAESU FT290 MK1

YAESU FT690 MK2

YAESU F16020 6m Linear

YAESU FT727 2m70cm H/Held

BNOS LP50-10.50 6m Linear

BIOS LPM423-10-50 70cm Linear

ACCESSOMES

TO NO 9000E Comms Term.

W7203 triSeem SwF Meter
TOYO 1430 2m17Ocrn Swr Meter

WESTERN PM2000 SWR Meter

DIAMOND DL1000 Dummy Load

Cushcraft A3WS 12/17M 3e1
Hari 20/15/10 Trap Dipole

0144 2M Deviation Meter
VTronix Marine Collinear

ICOM EX1/EX.2 Ext. Acc. Tern's

Mosley 12/17m Wire Trap Ant.

PLEASE PHONE FOR AVAILABILITY

'WM £625
10111 £249

from £675

from £165
from £269

trum £1495

£349

£895

£425

from £279

from £1190

£69

£35

£259

from 0280

from £139

From 0159

£139

from £299

£175

from £95

from f299
from £279
from £349

£109

£209

£129

£159

from £299

£129

£89

£89

£1,15

NEW £189
NEW £79

NEW £179
NEW £69

f'0
NEW £69

BOOK OFFER
_____----1 Get ready for Autumnl

Radio Arisetaurs' Imam
7;.,... & Answer

11 1::......7.0%. \ Reference Memel
Frith Edition

....-'.. SUIT
E10 + free p&p

while stocks last

KENWOOD - YAESU -ICOM

PRICE MATCH
We match/better competitors

advertised prices on current UK
equipment - arid or customer

service is the best. Phone us last
for the best deal.

A DELTA ENGINEERING A
HF & VHF TRANSMITTING FILTERS & COAXIAL EMP SUPPRESSORS

Delta suppressors shunt DC and low -
frequency AC voltage/current transients
to earth. They protect coaxial line centre
conductors from these dangers up to the
limit of the units ability to discharge
current flow. Delta
suppressors deliver as

much current to ground as
the centre conductor of
the coaxial line can. The
circuit, active at all
times, neutralizes the most
minute transients which
often cause receiver noise. Direct
hits can be handled, but not under a
conditions.
301/Li 1.5 - 200MHz 1kW 50239 £42.95

302/U 30-5005/Hz 1kW 50239 14715
302/N 30-500MHz 1kW N £44.85

P&P £4.95 each suppress"

111111,

VHF/UHF,
ANTENNA

too

MOBILE

Mobile Antennas: P&P £4.95 each

These enbmnes are built to ensure maxunum
strength and performance. Flexible 17f7PH
stainless steel whips, incorporate a 30° Ming
system. The UHF male antenna connector has a
gold plated centre pin, Teflon insulator and
silicone rubber
waterproofing.

gasket for perfect

HP2000 5/111. 75W BIAS
142-148 MHz 5.354B 1.23m

HP2000C 2x1/2X ISOW

142-14BMHz 7.15dB 1.97m

HP7003 5/87. 100W £27.95

430-440MHz 5.35dB 0.42m

HP7000C 2x5/10L 100W 1111.95

430-440MHz 7.15dB 0,73m

HP2070 1/4+5/111, 150W 127.95

140,150,430440MHz

HP2170H

2,1515.35dB

1/2+2x5/81. 150W
0.45v,

DIM
142-148,430-4405/Hz 5 1518.15dB

HP31170R 1/2+2x5/84 150W
142-148,430.440MHz 515/8.15dB

1.05m

OEM
0.98m

MAGNETIC MOUNT/CABLE ASSEMBLIES

With Coax Terminated PL259: P&P £4.95

MegH12PL 92n n D f1155
1111.125Pt 3cr f24,116

Mng145PL 16Dmni ilia

Mag160PL Slim 160mm Dia

MOUNT/CABLE ASSEMBLIES
Web Coax Terminated PUS& P&P £4.95

Tnink/Hetch MOUNT/Cable with 111t Olt
Penal MOUNT end Cable Amami* MN

BASE STATION
Bean Station Antennas: P&P 1E1.95

CYA-71 3/0. J -Pole 500W

70-74MHz 5.15dB

GP41-70 1/47,. Ground Plane 500W

49-70MHz tuneable 2.15d8

SA27/I 2x5/87. 200W

142-1413MHz 7.1546

SAXON 3x5/81 200W

430.440MHz 8.15dB

Lovvpass filters are commonly made from thin lightweight materials, WEN 5x5/87 200141

assembled with pop rivets, and not even any earth terminals ! Their 430-440MHz 10.15dB
performance is, at the least, poor. SATMSN 1/27,, 2x5MA. 200W
Delta Lowness Filters are designed for performance. A tough

142-148,430-440MHz 5.15/7.1549
construction, with attenuation slopes avalanching down immediately

SAVOMN 6/8?., 3x5/8X 2(61Wafter transmitting frequency range. No other current filters can
compare to these. Heavily built deep notching Chebyshey 142-148,43D-440MHz 6.1518.15dB

designs, prevent interference from harmonic or spurious SATAN 2x5/81, 5x5f8X 200W
emissions  a must for good operating. 144-148,430-440MHz 715110.1548

Low power models use silver -mica capacitors and SDI300N Discone 2.15d8
phenolic connectors, High power models use tftlak-- FIX:25-130DMHz TX:4/6/2m,7

teflon PTFE insulation sheet, brass or copper
capacitor plates, and all connections are soldered.

50c2

5013

50Q
5903

600W 30MHz S0239
8kW NIA Hz 50239
600W 56MHz 50239
3kW 54MHz S0239
P&P £5.95 each filter

£57.95

£95.95

05795
£77.95

57,95
29m

£17.16

2.5m

aus
2.7m

151.95

1.8m

rI635
2.8m

EWA
1 3m

087.95

16m

E95,95

2.3m

Please add 2.5% to total for card
orders



This month the Rev,

George Dobbs ORO

brings you more on

`ultra simple' radio

stations in the form of

the 'IV' transmitter

and the 'Nixie' and

as usual starts off

with a quote'

The prototype `13Wixie' as

built by G3RJ1.

32
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tl t
Perhaps if Oscar Wilde had been a
radio amateur, he might have said
"Transmitters are rarely simple and
never pure". In the June 1997 issue of
PW I described the FOXX
Transceiver. This is a small and very
simple transceiver circuit conceived by
George Burt GM3OXX.

The neat twist of the FOXX design
was that the transmitter used a bipolar
transistor as the power amplifier to a
modest transmitter circuit. This also
doubled as a mixer to form the basis of
a receiver.

The power amplifier became a
diode mixer at the front of a direct
conversion receiver allowing the
building of a minimalist transceiver.
This circuit appeared in Sprat the
journal of the G-QRP Club in the
summer of 1983.

Caught
Imagination

I< Truth

The FOXX idea must have
caught the imagination of
Oleg Borodin RV3GM, for in the
Sprat of Summer 1992, Oleg offered
the MICRO -80 Transceiver. This was
a somewhat simpler design which
once again used the hi -polar transmit
power amplifier transistor as the mixer
in a direct conversion receiver.

Although simpler, the circuit had
the merit that it offered complete c.w.
break-in operation. With the key down
it transmitted and with the key up it

received!
But all these simple circuits

play 'swings and roundabouts'
and it did not have any frequency
off -set on transmit which can be
a problem in practical operating.
At the time it was even possible
to get a simple kit from Russia to

build the MICRO -80.

Improving A Design

Nothing pleases the as id radio
constructor more than improving on a
circuit design. And after the MICRO -
80 appeared, it became 'open season'
for the designing of little transceivers
using a similar approach.

For example. David Joseph
W6BOY, produced a variant in the
December 1993 edition of QRPp. the

Journal of the Northern California
QRP Club in the USA. David used the
name 'Pixie' and that name seemed to
stick with later versions including his
own update in QRPp of June 1995.

The circuit returned to Sprat in
Autumn 1996 with Derrick Webber
G3LHJ, offering another version. This
was followed by no less a person than
Doug DeMaw W1FB. with his
version of the Pixie in Sprat for winter
1996 and then came the f LVA. the
Swedish Pixie, by Johnny Ape!!
SM7UCZ, in the 1997 spring issue of

Sprat.
Along the line others have come

along with improvements and a variety
of add-ons for the Pixie. 1' ve
mentioned most of the Pixie saga
because it's a tine example of radio
constructors at work.

Taking ideas and playing around

is rarely pure and never simple"
Oscar Wilde 1854-1919

with them until the builder is happy
with the result is one of the things that
keeps the practical side of this hobby
alive and enjoyable. But there are

limitations.
The Pixie and its clones were

designed to be simple and adding
extras to the circuit can be likened to
"making a silk purse from a sow's
ear". It is not possible to make a Rolls
Royce by adding extras to a Ford. If

you want a sophisticated transceiver,

then you must start somewhere else!

Pixie Type ideas

I thought it a good idea for PW readers
to explore some of the Pixie -type
ideas. So let's begin with a transmitter.

The version of the transmitter I
like best is the one produced by the
VU QRP Club (India). Here. K.P.S.
Kang VU2OWF. of the recently
formed VU QRP Club has designed
several club projects based upon very
small printed circuit boards.

The first of VU2OWF's designs
which I saw and built was a transmitter
based on the W6BOY Pixie. The
finished transmitter is tiny and fits on a
p.c.h. only 20 by 20mm. It is smaller
than the famous ONER transmitter.

Fig. I: Believe it or not but there's a
V1 transmitter in here! (see text/.1.

The photograph. Fig. 1, shows the
VU transmitter size and perhaps where
it cheats slightly. (The p.a. transistor
has to be raised above some of the
other components to tit on the board).

I like the VU circuit because it
uses common parts and it is usable on
any band from 1.8 to 10MHz. With the

right values and good
('gainy' ) examples of both
transistors, it can produce
about I W of r.f. output on

14MHz.
The circuit needs good samples of

the two transistors...and perhaps a
following wind! But it is easy to get at
least 500mW output on I 4MHz.
Incidentally. this is an excellent band
to use a small amount of power. Even
a dipole at modest height will produce
many useful contacts with low power
and the version I give here was used
on 'Twenty'.

The Circuit

The VU Transmitter is the left-hand
portion of the circuit of Fig.2.
Transistor Tr I is a 2N3904 rim
transistor although many similar
devices would do the job. (Take care
with the lead -out of the 2N3904. as the
collector and emitter leads are the
opposite way round from most
transistors).

The transistor oscillator is in a
Colpitts oscillator configuration with
C2 and C3 fonming the feedback
divider. The oscillator is crystal

controlled but the trimmer capacitor
CI provides some useful frequency
shift. (It can he a small variable
capacitor or a trimmer).

Maximum capacitance should be
in the 50 to 75pF range. Larger values
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offer more shift but attempting to

move the frequency too much will

produce instability and eventually the

oscillation will cease.

The capacitor C4 couples the

signal to the power amplifier. Tr2. The

biasing resistor R5 controls the output

of Tr2. Usually a value in the range 33

to 1001d2 is suitable. The higher the

value, the higher the output of Tr2. f I

suggest that Tr2 is not run higher than

I W of r.f. output power). It will get

warm, so a small 'star' heatsink ought

to be fitted. Have look at the internal

photograph of Fig. 3.

The collector load for Tr2 is the

choke RFC] (a home-made r.f. choke.

It's easy to make, you just need to

curet ully wind 12 turns of 0.16mm

f38s.v)r.g.) enamelled copper wire (any

small gauge wire will do) through a
Ferrite Bead.

nominal 50i/ and the transmitter
works well into a 14MHz dipole or
other antennas through an at.u.

The PWixie Transceiver

The PWixie transinitter....wel I what

other name could I give it? This is

because its a version of the PIXIE

transceiver for the PW constructor!

Let's now follow what happens

when the transmitter is keyed. The

oscillator Trl is supplying Tr2 with an
r.f. signal. When the key is down. Tr2
conducts and amplified signal appears

at C4 and goes via the low-pass filter

to the antenna. Result? - we have a

transmitter.

When the key is up, Trl is still
feeding Tr2 with a signal and Tr2 is

still joined to the antenna via the low-

pass filter. So two signals. from the

iweeerl

XL I M

Cl
SO - 7Sp

566

33I1  15
set tem

RFC2

Tr2
253866

+126

C7

I1,-- @Tofiller
61

In practice it's very easy to

overdrive the LM386 but the

prototype I built suffered no such

problems. If this does occur, in

individual examples, the overall

gain could be reduced by making

R6 a lower value.

In the interests of stability. the

filter (RI I /C17) should be included on
the output. Additionally. remember
that the decoupling capacitor (C15)

should be as close as possihle to pin 6

on IC I.

I built my version of the PWixie in

one evening in a 50g tobacco tin using

'ugly' construction. All the grounded
leads were soldered to the base and the

rest of the parts were joined point to
point.

I use a miniature 70pF trimmer for
Cl. The low-pass filter is external to
the transmitter which means I can use

The other choke, RFC I, is a small

10012H axial choke which is essential

when using Tr2 as the receiver mixer.

It also provides a useful r.f. load on the

input of Tr2 and increases the drive to

Tr2.

Transmitter output is coupled from

the collector of Tr2 via C6 to a low
pass filter. (Note: A low-pass filter is
essential, even with the lower power
transmitters), This is because Tr2

runs in Class C and has high harmonic

output which requires filtering before
the signal reaches the outside world.

To, help I've included the circuit of a
low-pass filter, Fig. 4, with suggested

value. for various bands laid out in

Table I.
Also the low-pass filter is the only

tuned circuit on the input of the

receiver. This filter is a seven element

low-pass filter following the design

tables of Ed Wetherhold, W3NQN.

The transmitter is very easy to

build and get to work. Output is a

antenna and from the oscillator, are

reaching Tr2.

With the emitter above ground,

Tr2 is rather like a couple of diodes

which can mix the signals from the

oscillator and the antenna. The sum

and difference of the mixed signals

will produce audio signals of both
upper and lower sidebands of stations

received by the antenna.

Result this time? -we have a direct

conversion receiver. When the key is

down Tr2 transmits, when the key is

up Tr2 receives. Full QSK keying!

The required audio signal appears

on the emitter of Tr2 but is of a very

low level. A pre -amplifier, Tr3. and a

CM386 audio chip rIC1) bring it up to
a useful level for listening to signals.

The path from CS to CI6
represents a lot of audio gain and like

many direct conversion receivers, the

PWixie is very prone to audio hum. It

requires either a battery supply or a

very well smoothed 12V d.c. supply.

Band
MFI.z)

0101/104 C102/103
(pF1 1pF)

1101/103 1102
It urns) {turns}

Core
(size/type}

Wire
(dia mm)

3.5 470 1200 25 27 T37-2 0.38

7.0 270 680 19 21 T37-6 0.45

10.1 270 560 19 20 137-6 0.45

14.0 180 390 16 17 T37-6 0.56

vv-ro67 al

Table 1: For a more comprehensive filter to use, look at the circuit of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3: Inside the 'container'

used for the 'PWixie' built

using the technique.

Non-smokers isiil have to

source an alternative housing!

Fig. 2: Circuit of the 'PWixie'

transceiver as built by

G3R1
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it on more than one band.

To change band all that is required

is changing the crystal and the low-

pass filter. The filter is one of the little
pluf in low-pass filters described in

my article 'Roll Your Own Low-pass
Filters' featured in 'Carrying on the

Practical Way' published in PW March

1997.

So have a go at the PWixie, it

might not be 'high' technology but it's
quick and cheap to build and can be a

lot of fun but remember. there is no

transmit off -set frequency. Try to call

stations which are nearly rem beat and

hope they will listen around for

replies. Good building and good

(QRP1 DX! PM'

Fig. 4: Low- pass filter

circuit.

Crystals for the Amateur bands can be obtained from;
the QRP Component Company, PO Box Sh, Haslemere, Surrey
GU27 2RF

Kanga Products. Seaview House, Crete Road East, Folkestone,
Kent CT I 8 7EG

QuartSLab Marketing Ltd., PO Box 19, Erith Kent DA8 1LH.

The QRP Calling Frequencies on c.w. are 3560, 7030 and
I 4060kHz
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Wagons
Dayton '97 -

Final Report
By Rob Mannion G3XFD

The 1997 Dayton

Haml'ention was blessed

with good weather this

year, along with many

bargains, and many

British visitors, Rob

Mannion $3111P was

one of them and shares

some of the news and

views gathered during

the hugely popular

event.

Fig.1: (below) The giant
Ilea market is always very
popular - especially when

the weather's good as it was

this year.

Fig. 2: (far right) He told
G3XFD it was for 1kW
mobile working on 28MHz!

This year we did not run an official
PW 'party' trip to Dayton for readers,
although several groups came with us
on the flight from the UK. In 1996 we
flew to New York and stayed for a
few days before flying in Dayton.
This year it was a case of flying to
Cincinnati and driving down to our
Hotel at Englewood very close to the
Hara Arena.

The final drive to Dayton always
seems very long and tiring, but of
course most of us were still working
with 'body clocks' set to UK time!
You soon get into the swing of it and
what seems to he a very long and
tiring few days passes by at breakneck
speed.

Last year's weather at Dayton was
rather variable, although warm at
times. This year, however the weather
for the outside events and exhibits
(particularly the flea market) was
superb. h was cool, sunny and very
comfortable indeed. In fact I met
several friends who did not even
bother to come in and see 'inside'
Hara Arena - they 'did' the flea
market instead.

hay but
The Dayton HaniVention seems to be
far more of a family event than the
large indoor shows are here in the UK.

LL agars Roll! It must he Da)ton
HainVention time again but at least

there's room in here for nt) bed.
refrohments. Teddy and mc1

1 certainly seem to see more 'families'
of radio enthusiasts, with everyone
from the eight year old to Grandad
sporting a callsign and with around
40,000 people attending that's a lot of
families!

The little girl 1 saw in her own
miniature version of a 'pioneer'
wagon summed it up very well. Mum
and Dad kept in contact on 144MHz
and shopped. while bigger brothers
and sisters looked elsewhere. When
the 'little one' got too tired she only
had to get back in the wagon and
sleep it off?

There seemed to be a tremendous

turnover of flea market stall holders.
Very often I'd find that a space
occupied in the early morning by
someone selling vintage receivers was
taken by a Morse key collector later in
the day. So, in theory you could
possibly spend your whole trip to the
HamVention just searching the flea
market. And some people do just that!

Inside Nara

Inside the Hara Arena this year was
far more comfortable than usual. Our
stand is now in what appears to be a
fast growing 'UK Village'. I say this
because this year the G-QRP Club
stand (with George G3RJV and
friends) were joined by Marcia
Brinison 2EIDAY who was running
the RSGB's stand 'next door' to the
PW stand. The combined presence,

although clearly independent, clearly
demonstrates to everyone that
Amateur Radio is alive and well in
Europe!

And although Marcia, who has
attended the show before, was
officially alone, she didn't lack
support. It was obvious to everyone
that the RSGB had made the right
decision to join the 'UK away team'
in the spot in the roller-skating rink
where they expect to find us
nowadays and as a result Marcia and
her various helpers were very busy.
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New On Slow

New items on show this year included
the Icons IC -706 Mark II, the number
you see fined permanently for h.f.
mobile use in American cars is
amazing! Also making itself known
was the Alinco DX -701 (recently
reviewed in PW).

The Drake Company's 'booth'
(they're based in the Dayton area) was
attracting a great deal of attention.
Two of their new products which are

of special interest to transmitting
Amateurs and s.w.l.s and one - the
Drake SW2 Receiver - features in the
a review in the July issue of our sister
publication Short Wave Magazine.

With the dramatic change of their
main market (satellite TV reception
equipment) the Drake Company is
now re -organising itself and is
stepping up its interests in the
Amateur communications market. 1
saw the company's new Amateur band
main station transceiver the TR270 on
display in pre -production form. It
looked very interesting indeed.

The TR270 transmits on I44MHz
and has receive capabilities on
430MHz and 1 understand
(information to be confirmed) that
there will be many different options

available. These will include packet
radio units, and further u.h.f. 'add on'
modules. And as soon as the
transceiver is in production and
available PW will carry a review.

I was also able to see the new SGC
Inc's recently
introduced SG2000
'power talk' h.f.
transceiver with digital
signal processing
(DSP). This is a
transceiver which is
very likely to prove
very popular with
marine mobile
operators, vehicle
mobile and disabled
operators (because of
the radical 'remote
operating' concept.
which is a major
feature rather than an
add-on option). More

to be fully appreciated.
The help and friendship includes

the HamVention managerial team who
loaned me a special high revolving
chair so I could sit comfortably whilst
appearing to be standing up talking to

news on the latest
range of SGC products as soon as we
can get hold of them!

The MFJ company had their big
new loop antenna on display along
with a roller coaster tuner that covers
up to 50MHz. These and the new
products from Cushcraft (including
new h.f. beam antennas) will feature
in PW soon.

friends Old C New

Of course. my main job was to be on
the PW & SWM stand for most of the
time - meeting friends old and new.
Many of our American based readers
(these include quite a number of
British people who now live in the
USA or Canada) take the opportunity
to renew subscriptions. friendships
and pass on comments to the team on
the stand. Personally, I think this is the
single most important aspect and
although it's incredibly hard work we
all enjoy the experience.

We've been attending the Dayton
HamVention for so long now that we
are all very known and everyone does
their best to help in any way they can.
The goodwill and co-operation
extended to Kathy Moore. myself
and our more recent member of the
team Dick Ganderton GSVFH
Editor of SWM, has to be experienced

visitors. So my thanks go to Mel
Berman and Judy Hudson KB8UZC
far their help which will also be
appreciated next year (Thanks for
coming to my rescue Batman and
Robina!). They're all a great crowd
and everyone greets us by name
nowadays and it all makes Dayton
feel a little less distant from Dorset!

In closing off this year's report on
Dayton I think it's easy to sum up the
HamVention atmosphere by the
actions of people like Mel & Judy and
Rich Kennedy AD4RB. 1 say this
because when he saw how amused
and interested I was in his miniature
speaker microphone (in the fonn of a
tiny Yaesu transceiver) Rich promptly
went and bought me one as a gift.

I was both delighted and very
grateful for Rich's gesture, For me it
sums up the International friendship
generated by our hobby and I'm
looking forward to the exhausting, but
rewarding trip in 1998. And I hope to
see you there too! PW

Fig, 3: (far left) On parade
and at your service Sir!
This gentleman attends
Dayton every year. He
specialises in collecting
Second World War Military
radio and field telephone
equipment. Last year he
was in full Royal Australian
Army Signals uniform of
the period, this year he
decided to be patriotic and
wear an American Arm
Signals outfit!

Fig. 4: i bottom far left) A

popular land effective) way
of advertising often used at
Dayton. Judging by the
number of Collins for
sale/wanted signs in
evidence  it's obviously still
an extremely popular
range.

Fig. 5: (above) At your
Dayton HamVention
service! The 1997 PW &
SWM team consisting of
economy size SWM Editor
Dick Ganderton GtIVF11,
overgrown G3XFD and
attractively packaged
Subscriptions Manager -
Kathy Moore.

Fig. 6:

Is that an
incredibly

small transceiver on
Rich Kennedy AD4RB's
shirt front? No, in fact it's a
natty little remote
microphone speaker
`disguised' as a miniature
transceiver (close up view
inset). As G3XFD showed
much interest Rich kindly
bought him one to bring
home! (Thanks Rich).
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Restoring Valved & Vintage
Memories

By Ian Liston -Smith G4JGT

Ian ListonSmith

64,112T explains his

approach when

restoring valued and

vintage radio

equipment in a safe

and economical

fashion  resulting in

enjoyable `uktage

All aspects of vintage radio,
particularly the collecting and
renovating of domestic sets. have
become very popular. Those sets
eagerly thrown out 20 or 30 years ago
are now often keenly sought after, with
high prices paid for some. But a
newcomer to this aspect of the hobby
need not be put off by the costly image
that vintage radio is starting to acquire.

The obvious places to search are
car buoi sales and bric-a-brac shops.
Placing a small ad in the 'wanted'
pages of a local paper can also be
productive, but be prepared to be
called to see radios which turn out to
he much younger than their owners
claim'.

Fig. 1: Circuit showing
typical live chassis 'a.c.

d.e.' circuitry receiver
showing l.tih.t. supply and
audio output stages. Note

that the neutral side of the
mains is connected to the
chassis side of the circuit.

Capacitor C3 is the mains

r.f. by-pass (see text).

New 1 Wipe?

If you are new to the vintage aspect of

radio. then don't be tempted to pay too
much for something which turns out to
be too complicated or expensive to
complete. For example, if you keep
your eyes peeled. a typical 1950s set
can be obtained for less than £20.

If the receiver is from the I 950s
it's also likely to need less work than
something from earlier decades. But if
you see something older which is
worth the asking price - my advice is
buy it!

But I advise that you think twice
about buying a set containing v.h.f.
circuitry. Not only will it be probably
relatively modem (ie. post 19561 and
more complicated. but it will also
require a fairly well equipped
workshop if the Of. section needs re-
aligning.

A rough estimate of a set's age.
without looking inside, can be gauged
by reading the station names on the
dial. The 'Light Programme' was
introduced in 1945 and the 'Third
Programme' in [946. However, bear in
mind that pre-war dials were used by a
few manufacturers for some time
afterwards.

familiar to the more experienced
'restorers' amongst PW readers. But I
hope that this article will give the less
experienced reader a general
grounding to obtain their first working
set, and provide a few useful tips along
the way.

Ream* Nee
Once you have spotted a likely looking
radio at a reasonable price, closely
check the dial for damage. Any
significant deterioration is not usually
reparable, and detracts from the
finished appearance. Keep a eye out

too for a cunningly replaced knob
which doesn't quite match the rest.

Don't forget to look at the back or
base. In most older sets it will be made
from a compressed fibre material.
Check that it's attached and not too
badly scorched. as happens with some

models.

Providing the case has no serious
defects. it's usually possible to bring it
up like new. This is relatively easy
with a Bakelite cabinet. but wood
often demands much more attention to
restore to its original condition. Books
on furniture restoration should then be
referred to for more detailed
information,

Dismantling 6 Cleaning

Now it's on to dismantling and
cleaning your find. First, remove the

A fully restored Bush DAC10
receiver.

knobs. This sounds simple land
usually is) but some of those which
just appear to pull off, contain hidden
grub screws. These are often only
accessible through the bottom of the
case or from the back with a long
bladed screwdriver.

Next. take the chassis and speaker
from the case. Locate the mounting
screws for the glass dial. and carefully
remove it. Note that the rubber grips
often used in the mounting can pull off
the dial markings if they are disturbed.

Cleaning the dial can be a very
tricky business. Most are marked
with transfers that will slide off on
contact with water. A solvent can
occasionally be selected which is
harmless to the lettering. but unless it
is very grubby just gently rub the dial
glass with a dry cloth. The outside
surface can of course be cleaned with
any glass cleaner.

Re -painting the pointer and
washing the surface behind it will also
enhance the radio's finished
appearance.

ititelite Egg

A Bakelite case is generally quite easy
to clean. Following removal of the
chassis and electrical parts, using a

mild soap solution and a session in the
shower with a brush will remove dirt
very effectively. After this treatment
however, the case will be quite dull
once it's dry.

The shine can be restored by
applying a few thin coats of
appropriately coloured shoe polish,
allowed to dry, and then polished
between applications. If properly
buffed it will not come off on your
hands. The secret to a really good
shine seems to be to leave it for a
couple more hours before giving it a
final rubbing with a soft dry cloth.
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Knobs are best cleaned with soap

and a toothbrush. and any embossed
white markings can be restored by
using a sharp cocktail stick or pin to
remove any loose paint still in the
grooves. Then clean it again with the
toothbrush and soap before finally

drying.
Next, you can roughly paint a light

coat of Tipp -Ex type correcting fluid
over the lettering. Once the Tipp -Ex is
dry. polish it with normal furniture
polish. This will dissolve the excess.
and leave the embossed lettering
looking like new.

The success of the method depends
on the depth of the moulding. and a
few attempts may be required to get
the best results. Please note that the
solvents used in typewriting correction
fluid can attack some forms of
thermo-plastics and varnished
surfaces. My hest advice is to use very
carefully and sparingly and protect
surfaces you don't plan to coat with
Tipp -Ex'.

Circa Helpfed

Before starting work on the chassis. a

copy of the circuit will be extremely
helpful. To this end. many reference
libraries have copies of The Radio &
7V Servicing manuals published by
Newnes, which contain most British
models from the early 1950s onwards.
The circuit diagram, voltages, if.
frequencies and modifications are all
included and are invaluable.

The books also describe general

Lull finding and alignment
techniques. For models which are not
contained in these volumes, suppliers
of service sheets can be found in the
hack of PW and similar magazines.

live Chassis

Before. you start check whether the
model you're going to work on is a
'live chassis' type or not. A five
chassis will not usually contain a
mains transformer. although some
contain an auto -transformer instead of
a mains dropping resistor, so beware!

Check the condition of the mains
wire and replace if damaged. The
neutral lead of a live chassis set should
be connected to the chassis side of the
circuit. though not necessarily directly
to it, as shown in Fig. 1. Nevertheless
this cannot be taken for granted and
must be checked before work starts.

On some sets the on -off switch
only breaks the neutral side. thus
turning the chassis LIVE when the set
is switched OFF when correctly wired
to the mains. This will also happen
with a single pole mains switch
designed to break the live side if the
live/neutral wires are reversed.

All the problems with potential
'Live' chassis equipment can be
overcome by using a mains isolating
transformer on the work bench. They
are expensive if bought new, but well

worth the expense if you intend to do
much work on this type of equipment.

Using an isolating transformer also
allows signal generators and
oscilloscopes to be connected directly
to the receiver's chassis. However, a
mains isolating transformer DOES
NOT ELIMINATE THE RISK OF
ELECTROCUTION. it's still
capable of supplying sufficient current
to stop the heart, and h.t. voltages are

of course still present with respect to
the chassis so the best approach is to

always take care.
A receiver containing a

conventional mains transformer to
provide both h.t. and low tension f Lt.)
supplies would not usually have either
side of the mains connected to the
chassis. so test equipment may be
connected to it in the normal way.
However. the h.t. voltages contained in
the circuit can be significantly higher
than those found in live chassis
designs.

Remember also that once the
earth connection from test
equipment is connected to any
chassis which is isolated by a
transformer from the mains. the h.t.
voltages then become live sills

respect to all earthed objects.
A half inch paint brush used in

conjunction with a vacuum cleaner
hose is the easiest way of removing
the dust so that the condition of the
chassis can be seen. This is best done
outside because
extremely irritating and cart trigger
asthmatic attacks.

Pay particular attention to
removing dust from the tuning
capacitor and switches_ These can be

made less noisy by a hefty squirt of
switch cleaner, but again be careful to
ensure that the solvent from the
cleaner cannot come into contact with
varnished finishes and thereto -plastics

(read the directions carefully!) .

Valve faults

In my experience valve faults are not
as common as might be supposed.
Providing the heaters are intact land
they usually are) valves with quite

poor emission can provide better than
expected results. The exception to this
is in the oscillator section where a poor
valve here may not oscillate across
every band.

Any valves with a white deposit
inside the glass no longer contains a
vacuum and must be changed. This is
because the white deposit is actually
the oxidised remains of the silvery
*gettering' material
(this is 'fired by a
high power r.f.
source during
manufacture and as
it burns in the
envelope the
reaction removes
the last vestiges of
oxygen) which has
reacted with the air
that's leaked in
through a cracked envelope or leaky
base seal.

A more common valve fault is one
of 'nUcmphriny- where any vibration
of the chassis is amplified and heard
from the speaker. Unless it can be
traced to a dirty valve holder or had
connection, the valve responsible
should be replaced.

Before
switching on for the
first time. check for
any obvious visible
faults and put a 1 A
mains fuse in the

This is
an ample current
and will give more
protection than a
higher rating.
should a mains
short develop. Locate the h.t. line and
check that its resistance to chassis is
10kS2 or greater once the measurement

has settled. Also ensure that the
valves are all in their correct
sockets!

Don't put it back into the cabinet
yet, but replace the knobs. And don't
touch the chassis - just in case!

limit The Current

To help limit the current. should
anything be seriously wrong during
the initial switch -on, you should
connect two 60W bulbs in series with
the mains {via appropriate light bulb
sockets of course - don't be tempted
to solder wires directly to the
bulbs!). Take care not to touch any
exposed mains wiring. They should
glow very dimly if all is well, and a
working radio should produce some
signals.

My advice may appear to be over
cautious. but the set may have been

stored in the damp for some years.
This can cause problems in the mains
transformer and/or various capacitors.
In combination with a possible

Fig. 2: The underside of a

I in surprisingly good

condition) Eck", U122
receiver showing rA axed

paper capacitors before
replacement (see text).

Fig. 3: Typical samples of

removed waxed paper and

metal can type electrolytic
capacitors removed from

receiver's during
renovation.

Fig. 4 (Left): Restored

'memories' from the 19411s

and 1950s.

Continued on page 38
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Restoring Valved & Vintage Memories

Continued from page 37

Fig. 5: The fully restored
(green Bakelite cabinet)
Eck() U122 receiver. One of
the rarest 'vintage' sets is
the famous 'Green Onyx'
Ecko Bakelite cabinet type
'Saucepan' shaped
receivers of which only two
or three were ever made.

Fig. 6 (Right):

A restored Ecko A23.

Fig. 7: (From left to right)
A restored Murphy A28, a
'Wartime Civilian
Receiver', Murphy A90 and
a KB 'Scarlet Rhapsody
(centre, standing on top of
WCR),

original fault, any sudden
application of
inappropriately fused full
mains voltage could result
in additional damage.

Leave the receiver
connected like this for a
few minutes. Providing no
unpleasant noises or
smells appear. the full
mains voltage can then be
applied. But be ready to

disconnect at the slightest signs of
trouble!

You may be lucky and consider the
performance to be satisfactory at this
point. but few radios this old will be
working at their best. This is where the
real work starts!

Component Replacement

Please be ass uc of the dangers of
working with equipment containing
h.i. voltage. You may think I'm
stressing the danger too much, but a
safe approach is especially important
when working on live chassis
equipment without completely
isolating it from the mains. It sounds
melodramatic, but simply changing a
dial bulb could he lethal!

Undoubtedly, the first parts to
replace are the waxed paper
capacitors. They are easily identified
as the round soft sticky components!
(See Figs. 2 and 3 ).

Waxed capacitors are used in most
'vintage' domestic radio sets, and
often go leaky, le. act as it' shunted by
a resistor. If they have h.t. across them,
this will upset the circuit's d.c.
conditions, causing distortion and
shortening the life of associated valves
and resistors.

The waxed capacitors are often
marked as being 350V or 500V d.c.
Those with h.t. across them must he
replaced with modem ones of similar
voltage rating, ie. at least 50%
greater than the voltage expected
across them.

Leaky capacitors across low value
cathode resistors won't usually have
much effect, But I think they might as
well still be replaced.

Any square or rectangular
flattened shaped waxed capacitors
with values not exceeding about
1000pF in the r.f. stages are mica
types. They are usually quite reliable.

Electrolytic Cquitots

Electrolytic capacitors are also worth
changing as they often either dry out
and fall in value, go open or
occasionally short circuit. Again,
replace with the correct voltage rating.

Substituting electrolytic capacitors
with up to double their original

capacity will not generally cause any
problems (but try to stick to the
original values if possible!. However.
the possible exceptions are the h.t.
smoothing capacitors. Higher values
here will give better smoothing, but
the rectifier valve may not be rated for
the increased initial charging current.

If the h.t. smoothing capacitor(s)
require changing, make sure that any
dual electrolytic capacitor replacement
has its red terminal connected to
rectifier cathode side of the power
supply and the yellow terminal to the
receiver h.t. side. The black terminal
or case is usually connected directly to
the chassis. (If in doubt check the
information on the side of the
electrolytic 'can' which is often
obscured by the fixing clamp).

It's a good idea to 're-form' the h.t.
smoothing capacitors before use. This
involves connecting them through a
22kL2 resistor to their full rated voltage
for an hour or two.

The capacitors are unlikely to have
been recently manufactured and the
sudden application of full h.t. may
occasionally cause them to explode! A
final leakage current of about 500pA
per pF at the working voltage is
normal when fully re-formed.

Capacitors found connected
directly across the mains (C3 in fig. 3)
are an attempt to reduce mains borne
r.f. interference and are often
problematic. Substitutions should be
modern types designed to withstand
a.c. mains voltages. although some
vintage radio restorers recommend
their complete removal.

Any perished rubber coated wiring
should be replaced. This tends to he
worse where the wire has got hot, most
commonly near the trains dropping
resistor.

Switch On

Now switch on again and see how the
receiver behaves on all bands.
Hopefully it should he working
reasonably well, since the removal of
the above capacitors is already likely
to have cured a number of faults.

The next stage is to check the d.c.
voltages against those given with the
circuit information. Differences of up
to about 1-15% can he tolerated. but
anything greater than that should be
investigated.

Bear in mind that the voltages
provided were probably taken yith
a voltmeter less sensitive than those
used today. So some voltages may be

higher than expected when
measured with a modern meter.

Resistors in screen and anode
circuits can go high in value,
especially if they normally run hot. So
check these first if voltage readings are
significantly different from those
expected.

tone Correcting

Nlatt of the older domestic sets had
quite crude methods of 'tone
correcting'. The most common way
was to put a capacitor across the
primary of the audio output
transformer as in Fig. 1. This also
went some way to remove the
'shrillness' of third harmonic
distortion introduced by the output
pentode.

But you must remember that the
audio output stages of the older
receivers were designed when the
audio processing at the transmitter was
significantly different from that used
today. Broadcasters have introduced
these changes over the years for a
number of reasons, making some of
these sets now sound dull and
'woolly'.

If you wish, the 'woolliness' may
be alleviated by reducing the values of
the capacitors C2 (Fixed tone
corrector) and Cl (LI by-pass) shown
in Fig. 1. Ensure that the working
voltage for replacements used for
C2 is least 700V d.c.

The effectiveness of the changes
I've suggested will depend on their
original values (which may have been
chosen so as not to have a significant
influence on the audio response) and
also the receiver's i.f. bandwidth.
However, they are worth
experimentation, but instability may
result if the capacitors' values are
reduced too much.

fully functioning

Once the set has been re -assembled,
you should now have a fully
functioning radio. It has probably not
been working so well or looked so
good for many years!

There are many areas which l have
not covered, but 1 hope that sufficient
information has been given to enable
you to make a start in this particular
aspect of our hobby. Breathing new
life into old equipment is most
rewarding...and I hope you enjoy your
'vintage' listening!

PW
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Summer . ue
Includes 40 page full colour

Computer Equipment Catalogue

The Summer '97 Edition brings you:

Even further additions to the Computer section
extending our range of PC components and
accessories at unbeatable prices.

WIN! a 15" CTX SVGA Monitor in our easy
to enter competition.

100's of new products including; Books,
Connectors, Entertainment, Test Equipment,
Security, Speakers, Satellite Equipment and
Tools.

A full range of Aver Multimedia
products for PC and Mac.

£25 worth discount vouchers.

232 Page main Catalogue, plus 40 Page full
Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24
Sections and over 4000 Products from some of
the Worlds Finest Manufacturers.

+ 30p p&p

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most
large newsagents, or directly from Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

(Cirkit, Access
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Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire - EN10 7NQ

Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Now pub/Ailed every three to four months containing 100s of out of print old and coffee.

fable wireless and IV books and magazines and now incorporating The Vintage
Hardware List" that contains for sale - vintage domestic radios. communications

receivers. audio equipment, tulles. vintage components etc. Send six first class stamps
for 141 No 10 or .C4 for next four catalogues.

NEW BOOKS
valve Communication Receiver Handbook. Contains circuits and technical information fur vise com
intuit:at ion Ricci yers both (-cilia/sent and tk anlitinprigin.1950.  i960s.lnet trporai es a sumlusicommer
dal cross-referenced valve guide. Lange FOT1112[ Appnia 100 pages 116.50 PeiV.1.2.41

1950s Valve Equivalent Data. !tuck useful infnrmatxm. 68 pages. 57.50 including postage.

Janes Military Chinni unications 12th edition 1991.1992. A vast volume of Rupp. Large format. wraps
CUR[21116 desuiptions, photographs and basic details of she workrs militan communications equipment
Rnital new. Published at over MOO. SPECIAL PRICE RN postage S.9.50. OlATSCaS .11f1SlAgt eNEM.

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams. gen-
eral I kscriptic m and some senicc races for SCES tsar, 1910,1970. il) pages. £9.75 iris I P&P.

Radar. P. S. Hall let at). An abRating and informatroe study by authors from The Ronal Military College of
Science. COVerSche origin. development and operation of military radar from Chain HE anc ut Pninot, etc
N men ius phdriss and intimation of equipment and it. principles of operation. 170pp. Published by lbasste,
1.Veapon Technology series at 425.. Our Prke £7.50 P&P 32 50.

Racal RA17 Communications Receiver Technical Service Manual. Facsimile copy. contains general
description includes circuit diagrams. layout and alignment and brief fault finding notes Large format. is.

im;le -sis S9.5e0;( Canadnui P&PW iani No 19 Mk.111 Technical Manual. Facsimile copy, contains detailed description
layouts. tarot:, tiperating 11151:U04 Hi,. 0V. tit pt4,R:s. large format. £12.50 P&P 2.50.

WW2 Gerroandtdimjapaoese Military Wireless Equipment Manuals. Facsimile reprr.t ihe

original manuals compi ha the War Department on captured enemy wireless equipmcra. LI

1 contains photos, technical data, weights. dtmenstrins and tactical tnionnanon on German and
Italian militan receivers and transmitters, etc. Approx. 1511 pages, large format. Volume 2 covers addi-
tional Gentian equipment and contains hard-to-ohtam information and photos tin Japanese militxn
equlmali Approx. 88 pages. large ft irmar. The two volume set £35 including carnage [carriage user -
seas entail

Ei-Govt. Valve and Semiconductor Equivalent Guide. Contains an up to date fully comprehensive
guide co British and American service valves and semiconductors. £7.50 including p&p.

R210 Army Communications Receiver Data. Facsimile reprint of circuits and technical notes. 35
pages. £9.25 including VISFa:4C Wireless and TV service sheets sad manuals. Thousands in

stock Oars, 19:30s is 1960s. Send SAE or phone tor quoit.

(Dept CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 7Eti

Tel:1012531 751858. Fax; I012534302979.

Te ioph one orders accepted.

MEIN
1.S.5

1=Mli

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London 1012 8111 Day Tel: 0181-743 089 Fax: 0181-744 3934

* Cefebratinp 30 years 1967-1997 *

Racal Counters
9904 Timer Counter
10Hz to 50MHz
£70.50.
9913 Timer Counter
10Hz to 200MH2
£94.00.
9914 Timer counter
10I -Ea to 200MHz
£99.90.
9915 Timer COMIC
10H2 to 520/c41z
£141.00.
9916 Timer Counter
1.0Hz to 520141-1x
£164.50.
Phibps Oscilloscope
3217, 50MHz
£352.50.
Varta [-kad charger
type CC 306C, 14
hour timer. charge cur-
rent 0-600mA
£47.00.
Bird type 43 'mitt
meter £141.00.
Oscilloscope probe kit
1U X10 switchable 15
& 60MHz.
Set of RA17 valves
£29.50.
Set of RA17L tokes
£31.80.
Set of AR88 valves
£35.25.
AR88 and RA17 and
RA171_ spare- please
send sae for list.
Vacuum variable
capacitors 300pF.
20Ku. 1Kpi, 31Sy.
2KpF. 2Kv 194.00.
RAF Spitfire encase key
1940 -new £57.50.
Gun sight projector
£258.50.
Lancaster and Spitfire

gauges 19 set corniest
boxes leads. meter
plugs iranni-neter a \Oil
able.

19 set leads -
12 way
£1765 ea.
- 6 umy
£1765 ea.

- 6 way free socket
£590 ea.
6 way two core power
2A22009 £11.75 ea
Aerial lads £5.90 ea.
250V motor generator
117.65 ea.
No 16 Junction Boxes
£17.65 ea.
No 17 Junction Boxes
£17.65 ea.
No 11 Mk.2 Junction
Boxes £1795 ea.
Control box type H
£41.50 ea.
Meter 19 set 129.50
ea.
Wireless Remote
Control unit H. Not
11k1/1 £35.25

Antenna Loading Coil
- a unit of model
TCS12 radio. Type
CML 47205. in mewl
box.
8b" x 6 x 5sl" includ-
ing high power ceram-
ic 6 way switch 21,.l" ilia
x 6" coil £21.00 ea

Reddon synthesizer
unit - AR011 £52.99
ea.
Raton ATI/ adaptor
common antenna
ARLI18 £41.50 ea.

OLT rr 6000 rill's OP' 1!.51.51:S. f4 sTOCH.

Variable Capacitors
500pF twin - x

iii u2 E9.40 ea_
500pF twin  X" x 2It,"

2:h" £5.90 ea.
210pF twin £4.70 ea.
270pF wide spaced
3Si" x 411" x 714" spac-
ing £14.20 ea.
Silver plated twin
VC 100pF ball beanrg
£5.30 ea.
lid single gang 100pF
ban bearing £3.55 ea.

Morse Keys
Army bakehre - 8
amps. No.2 Midi
£9.40 en.
Army nickel -
bins £14.1 ea.
New 24V, 50 ohm
Lonitex ACO with
Blinders connectors
£11.75
New Bening & Lee 50
ohm BNC free plug.
silver plated. 5m
1L1637/Ff 1 10 85 ea.
Large heat sink -
L230mm. W120men.
11120mrn with 7
power transistors No
2N5884 £11_75 ea.

£ F Johnson Roller
Coaster 37 turns 2"
din, SI" shaft £25.85
ea.
Turns counter for
Roller Coaster. Diecast
36 turns, lS" shaft
E17.65 ea.
Ceramic Roller
Coaster. 30 turns. 3"
turns. 3" dia. 6" long.

iC shaft £35.50 v.!
Flexible coupbrg
ceramic insulated
shaft £2.80 ea.

New mains isolation
transformer
250V. 50E12. I to
13IA, 13A fused
class F. I3A Sid &
plug £112.00 ea.

2400 transformer. out-
put 18.5V. 260. 29V
35A and 26V. 5A
£35.25 ea.

2C3013A - Bri-ex/
Telefunken 135.25
new. 2C39A Anrak
rings £3.50.
Fingering strip
anode/grid £1.20.
Three base ass,.
heater/grid coaxial
connections £11.75.
4C/2503 bases - A.E1
with chimney £8.20
Pyrex Ribbed Strain
Insulators 7" £2.00.
Oscilloscope Probe Ka
Xl X10 switchahle 15
& 60MHz £14.10.
Vacuums toning capaci-
tors 80pr £29.40.
Other values in stock.
Knob, black. bakete
Si" shaft. scaled 0-9
40rnm diameter
£0.70.

German Enigma Coder
£POA.

We also sell oil filled transformers, chokes, block filled capac-
itors, diodes !Cs, transistors, etc.

Al] prices include VAT. Carriage extra - on application
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An Absolute Cra

John Goodall COSNR

takes a look at the

latest dualhander to

come from AN

Communications.

In today's modem world of Amateur

Radio, technology advances at such a

pace that it is sometimes difficult to keep

up. Everything new you look at in the

local emporium, appears to have shrunk

in size. Everything, that is, except the

price tag!

So it's rewarding to find a

manufacturer that appears to move from

this trend. The ADI Communications

company have been around for some

time now, and it was a pleasure for me to

put their AT -600 dual -band hand-held

through its paces.

The AT -600's appearance is unique

because including the supplied standard

battery pack, the size of the little beast is

only 160(H) x 55(W) x 34mm (0). The
upper protrusion of the hand-held takes

the width to approximately 70rrmi. This

upper protrusion makes the equipment

very comfortable to hold. for either right

or left hand operation. The protrusion

also houses the push to talk (pit.) and

Function button.

The front panel layout of tile A r-600 is

uncluttered and easy to operate. It has the

usual 16, dual function, numbered arid

lettered button keypad. The functions of

the keypad, I shall mention later.

Above the keypad is situated the

backlit dot matrix 1.c.d. This is a

comfortable 35 x 15mm. Below and

slightly to one side of the keypad is
located the internal electret microphone,

being easily identified by four tiny holes

in the outer casing.

Above the display can be found the

internal speaker. This has four horizontal

slots in the casing. to allow the audio to

be comfortably heard. To the left of the

display and speaker slots are situated

three individual buttons.

Starting with the uppermost, which

Manufacturer's Specifications

Transmission Frequency Range

Modulation Type

Microphone Impedance

Speaker Impedance

Operating Voltage

Receiver Type

vh.f. 144.00 - 146.00MHz

u.h.f. 430.00 - 440.00MHz

F3

HOD

atI
6. 16.0V d.c.

Dual Conversion Superheterodyne

For ease of identification is coloured

Orange, is the On/Off button. Pressure

on this and holding in for one second.
toggles the radio between On and Off.

Below this is the Squelch Off or
Monitor button. This is used to open the

squelch of the band in use, to monitor if

the frequency is being used with a signal

below the set squelch level.

The last of the three buttons is the

internal illumination button. This toggles

between On and Off the backlight for the

display and for the keypad. Together

with the Function button the light can he

switched on and allowed to remain on.

On the left of the protrusion,
comfortably placed and easily operated.

is the p.t.t. Above the p.t.t. the Function

button is located. This is used in

conjunction with the dual functions of

the keypad buttons. Holding this button,

and then pressing one of the keypad

buttons. gives the dual function of that

button.

The top panel of the hand-held sports

the usual BNC antenna mount, three sets

of rotary controls, sockets for the
insertion of an external speaker or

microphone, and a dual colour 1.e.d. The

two front rotary controls, are two tier.
The lower controls operating the

squelch level, whilst the upper controls

the volume. The left hand pair operate

the vh.f. hand whilst the right hand pair

operate the u.h.f. band. I found this very

convenient when monitoring both the

v.h.f. and u.h.f. hands.

The last control on the upper panel is

the encoder For the v.f.o./Memory

channel. In v.f.o. mode this rotary control

varies the frequency, up or down to the

selected step size. In Memory mode this

control changes up or down the memory

channel number. The dual colour Le.d.

shows green when a signal is received

and red when the unit is transmitting.

Default Settings

The factory default frequency settings for

the AT -600. allows the unit to receive

over the following ranges. 130.00 -

I 72.00: 350.00 - 399.995: 400.00 -

470.00 and 900.00 - 985.00MHz.
Included with the radio. is a simple

software modification, which enables the

user to expand the above frequencies,

using only the keypad.

Once expanded the AT -600 gives

wide -band receive capabilities over the

following frequencies: 100.00 - 199.995;
350.00 - 399.995: 400.00 - 499.995 and

850.00 - 999.995MHz. This is quite an

impressive range of frequencies, and

together with the radio's ability

to switch between a.m. and

f.m. is very useful indeed.

The AT -600 comes from

the factory complete with a

flexible dual -band antenna,

belt clip, carrying strap,

7.2V 700mAH NiCad
battery pack, 240V a.c.

standard battery charger.

and comprehensive

owner's hand hook.

The installation of the

battery is simplicity in itself.

Simply slide the battery on

easily accessed grooves, from

left hand side of the radio,

pushing it to the right until it is

firmly 'home'. A spring loaded
catch at the left hand side of the

radio, below the p.t.t. releases the

battery pack to facilitate its
removal.

The battery pack can either

be charged in situ on the radio, or

whilst removed. The battery pack
has the useful addition of a d.c.

input for the purpose f charging,
near its base. I found this a very

useful facility. A large number of

hand-held radios, require the

battery pack to be attached to the

radio to facilitate charging with the

standard charger. The initial charge

for the supplied flattery was 16

hours.

Once switched on, the

operating information for both

hands was clearly displayed on the

Dot Matrix I.c.d.. The upper figures

for the 430MHz (70cm) band, and

the lower for the 144MHz (2m)

band.

Having read and digested as

much of the handbook as possible,

was eager to give this little beast a

try. Whilst on the subject of the

handbook, just a quick mention of

its ease of reading.

Some handbooks tend to he

poor interpretations of the original

language. this was the exception and

easy to follow, It must have been,

because I managed to follow it!

The ADI AT -600 Dual -Band I+
40 Practical Wireless, August 1997
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Built-in Guide
Like many modern transceivers, the AT -600 has an inbuilt Menu guide, this makes life so easy when
you don't happen to have the handbook with you. To access this facility simply depress the Function
button situated above the p.t.t., and follow this with the key for 0 (zero). You then have at your
fingertips, (and the keypad is well prepared for those of us with large digits) 30 very useful menu
items.

By simply turning the Channel encoder on the top of the unit, each menu item appears in the
display. Certain items of the Menu are briefly mentioned as follows:

AM Mode On/Off This toggles between a.m. reception and f.m. reception.

Attenuation On/Off This toggles between attenuation On or Off.

Automatic a.m. function On/Off When switched on, this automatically selects a.m. in the segments of the
receive band likely to receive a.m. signals,e.g. Air Band, 118.00 -
I 36.00MHz.

Duplex Mode On/Off This toggles between normal and full duplex operation.

Memory Set 120/200 Toggles between 120 and 200 memory capability when using Alpha -
Numeric display 120 must be selected.

Offset VI -IF 0.6 - UHF 7.6 Allows changes to be made to the offset (repeater) frequency. As can be
seen, the default for the u.h.f. 430MHz band is 7.6MHz -this MUST be
immediately changed to the local 1.6MHz offset. If you fail to do this you
will talk to nobody!

Time Out Tmer off - 1 -15 mins This is a very useful addition for those of us who tend to be a little long winded,
as it terminates your transmissions at the pre-set time. (But - you can leave it
switched OFF)

Voltage display Displays the current voltage of the battery pack in use.

Cross Band Repeater On/Off The default of this mode is OFF and as operation of the unit in the ON
position is NOT allowed under the terms of our licence. I think it should
left OFF. Holding the function button whilst turning the encoder, toggles
each of the items through its facilities.

The keypad of the AT -600 is easily laid out in four rows across, with four rows down. Numbers 1
through 0, with a star to the left and hash to the right of the 0, occupying the first three rows down.
The fourth row of buttons are lettered A, B ,C, and D from the top down.

Programming of the radio is simplicity itself. Just set the required frequency on the desired band
by direct entry on the keypad. By simply pressing B on the keypad enables you to move between
bands. The band in operation, being indicated by MAIN being displayed on the screen.

Memory Frequencies
Entering frequencies into the memories I found much easier than on my own hand-held from one of
the larger stables. With the AT -600 you simply select the frequency using the v.f.o, press Function and
C, choose a channel number and - hey presto - that is it.

To then modify each memory with the correct Alpha -Numeric identification was almost as simple.
In the space of 45 minutes I had all 144.00, 430MHz, Marine Band, Air Band and other useful
frequencies, complete with identifications, entered into memories.

The radio has three power level settings, giving 2W on high, 7.2V (1.8W on u.h.f.) or 5W with
13.8V; 2W on Medium (1.8W on u.h.f.) 7.2V or 13.8V; 350mW on Low for both v.h.f. and u.h.f., 7.2V or
13.8y.

Incredibly Priced
I think that the AT -600 is an incredibly well priced radio. It's an absolutely little cracker of a transceiver
and I had a job to stop my friends from stealing it!

The transceiver is amazingly sensitive, with truly excellent audio on transmit and receive and I've
proved it's also very selective with no sign of the 'wide area paging' problems associated with hand-
helds on 144MHz. And although not officially 'filtered' for 12.5kHz channel spacing I set it up for this
and it worked very well, even with strong adjacent channel signals.

The only problem I found was with the 1760kHz toneburst. This was facilitated by pressing p.t.t.
then D on the keypad, followed by A. I found this somewhat awkward with one hand and certainly not
to be advised when operating mobile. However, the radio is fitted with full CTCSS and DTMF as
standard.

However, altogether I found that the AT -600 is a smashing hand-held transceiver providing
excellent value for the price of E279. My thanks go to
Waters and Stanton Electronics (who are the official
importers of ADI equipment to the UK) of 22 Main
Road, Hockley, Essex S55 40.S. Tel: (01702)
206835 for the loan of the review model. In
addition to Waters & Stanton the AT -600 can be
purchased from all ADI approved dealers and
Maplin Electronics shops. PW

The top panel showing BNC socket, the two foremost
rotor) controls which are two tier and the encoder

control (see text).



See us at the
Lincoln limiest on
the 7th September

C 510 £249.95
 Twin Band 2/70
 1W1750mW 2/70
 200 Memories
 RX S Meter
 Lightest Smallest in the

world. 58mm x 27mm x
104mm, 210g

 Menu driven facilities
 Full numeric keypad
 CTCSS built in
 No expensive nicad packs -

operates on 3 x AA cells.

CPB510D £279.95
 Boosts power

from 0510 to 35W on 70cm, 50W on 2M
 Powers C510 from external DC
 One fit plug operation enabling

"quick release" of handie
 Fan cooled heatsink, thermostatically

controlled
 Employs additional

bandpass filters
for both 2170

 Internal SWR
protection

C156E £149.95
 Economically priced
II Alphanumeric titles
 Clear -dot-matrix display with back light
 Aluminium die-cast rear case
 26mm depth, attractively thin body

290g lightness with four AA batteries
MI 100 channel memories
 3 power levels: High, Med, Low
 7 methods & 3 types scan
 8 tuning steps:

5/10/12.5/15/20/25/30/50k1-1/
IR 39 tone encoder frequencies built-in

DTMF auto -dialing with
10 memories

 Alphanumeric message-
paging/wake-up modes

 Code squelch
III Auto -squelch 8 -level

settings
 Repeater offset frequency
 TX time-out timer
 Auto -power off
II Keyboard lock
 PTT lock

9000 3 bands...2, 70cm & 6 METRES ALL IN ONE PACKAGE!

hat's the most compact,
economical, full featured
tri-band mobile?
Standard's C5900D!
6 Metres as well as 2 and 70 cm, with crossband repeat, remote
operation with detachable front panel, or wireless remote
control from your hand held's DTMF pad! Plus 1200/9600 bau
packet, priority hyper memories for your seven most used
frequencies, and up -and -down -load frequencies to the
optional 200 channel extended memory chip without a
computer!

POWER LEVELS:
45W 6m, 50W 2m, 35W 70cm

YAESU FT -8500
The very but Dual Band remote
head.

RRP: £799.

ML Price: £449
Deposit only £49, 12 payments of
£36.73, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £20.04, APR 19.9%.

!COM IC -821H
High performance Dual
band
Muiti-
mode
Base.

Ita71111P

RRP: £1599. ML Price: £1399
Deposit £299, 12 payments of
£101.02. Cast of loan £112.28 or
24 payments of £55.11, APR
19.9%.

KENWOOD TS -8705

1799.95
Available on FREE FINANCE
Deposit £39.95 & 18 payments of

£39.44. 0% APR

The only FULL DSP 100W
HF transceiver.

RRP: £2399.
ML Price: £1949
Deposit £349, 12 payments of
£146.94, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £80.16, APR 19.9%.

NEN! !COM IC -207
Simple Twin Band
2170

RRP: £439
ML Price: E389
Deposit £49, 12 payments of
£31.22, APR 19.9%.

YAESU FT-1000MP/AC
DC VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

RRP: £2899.
ML Price £2149
Deposit £349, 24 payments of
£90.18, APR 19.9% or 36 months
at £65.39. APR 19.9%.

KENWOOD TS -570D
NEW A remarkable
DSP HF, 100W.

RRP: £1 499.
ML Price: £1299
Deposit: £199, 12 payments of
£101.02, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £55.11, APR 19.9%.

Cusheraft HF Antennas
R7000 NEW! Latest 10-40m vertical (80m optional} £369.95

R80 80m add on kit for R7600 £149.95

F15 10/12/15/17/20 vertical £295.00

AV -3 14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long £94.95

AV -5 3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long £159.95

AP8A 8 Band Vertical £229.95

APR18A Radial Kit £54.95

40-2CD 2-ele 40n Yagi £489.95

A3S 14-21-28MHz Yagi £389.95

A3WS 12/17m 3 -ale Yagi £289.95

A103 30m Extension A3WS.. £119.95

204CD 4 ale 20m Yagi £489.95

154CD 4 ale 15m Yagi £239.95

D4 Dipole 10/15/20/40m £249.95

D3W Dipole 12/17/30m £199.95

A4S 3-4 ale Yagi 10/15/20m £439.95

MyDel antennas
171 EL MULTITRAP

Built exclusively for MARTIN LYNCH, the
new wire antenna is trapped for 80
through to 10 metres, uses heavy guage
multi strand plastic -sheathed wire, heavy
duty 1 kW traps and totals only 20 metres in
length. It's very easy to install, takes minutes to
tune, guaranteeing an SWR of less than 1:5:1 on
spot frequencies throughout the entire 5 bands. A
far better alternative to the old GSRV antenna.
Impedeance: 52 Ohm. Overall length: 20m. Power

Handling: lkW. Max SWR: 1:5:1. Weight: 2.54 input

socket 50239.

171DEL
MEGATHAP 4CM

0,01

WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
MARTIN Lyisor

& Son
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

 Marlin Lynch can also oiler finance terms uplo Si months. Deposits fain a minimum ii In. We welcome your par

exchange again' any new In, used n product provided its clean and in good working ode( Call the Sates [Pesti today.

APR 11.5.,,Paymentprotection is also NT dale.

 All units are brand new and hexed and altered will IuiI manolaclurers RTBlealmaly. All prices quoted ler

cashicheque orSwiichlbelta card.

El Rance on all products is also arailable.{Subject to 'Wrist.

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB



ML&S will price
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match any
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1 I in stock at the time of

ordering

YAESU FT -920

Yaesu once again proving that you
can have your cake arid eat it. The
FT -920 operates on HF and six
metres (100W on both}, has RSP and
a new display. See our web site for a
quickie review by Henry Lewis
G3GIQ. CTCSS encode as standard
but FM is optional at £49.

RRP: £1699. ML Price: £1499.
150 deposit & 12 x £123.89. APR
19.9%.
or 24 x £67.58. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £49,00. APR 19.9%.
Add 5 years warranty for only £1091

ICOM IC -756
After reading the review by Peter
Hart, its little wonder we sold over
twenty 756's in April! Fantastic
display, 100W on all bands, HF+6M,
dual receive etc. Read the review in
RadCom or see our web site for
G3GIQ's write up - he was so
impressed he bought one himself!
CTCSS encode as standard.

RRP: £2199. ML Price: £1899.
£190 deposit & 12 x £156.95. APR
19.9%.
or 24 x £85.62. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £62.08. APR 19.9%.
Add 5 years warranty for only £179+

ICOM IC-7O6MK11
The only HF 100 watt
transceiver with 100W on
SIX and 20W on 2M! loom
have invented a
transceiver that's already
two years ahead of the
competition. The new mk11 addresses all the minor shortfalls that existed on
the mk1. Don't mess about, just order one. CTCSS encode as standard.

Pi
-

; 7.

PB

RRP: £1195. ML Price:£1049.
Deposit £109 & 12 x £86.32. APR 19.9%.
or 24 x £47.09. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £34.15. APR 19.9%.

ALINCO

DR -M06
The Longleat
Rally saw this very popular 6M 10W
FM rig sell by the crate full. Easy to
use and very well presented. CTCSS
encode as standard.
NOW 20W OUT
RRP: £249.95 or 3 credit
card transactions of £83.33

ALINCO

11.145
&Gallant 2170
Randle
ML Price:
£299
Or 3 credit card
payments of £100

JRC JIT145
Possibly the ultimate HF

transceiver with SIX metres, not
only is the new JST-245 aimed at the professional

user, but it now incorporates a mains PSU and offers 150 watts

output from 1.8 - 54MHz.

Deposit f299 & 12 x (183.68. APR 19.9%

THEIR ENTIRE RANGE IS NOW AVAILABLE

Microwave Modules
Sole UK Distributor, Martin Lynch & Son

Currently available from stock:

MML111.100LS 2m, 3W in. 1001N out Linear plus Pre-ame

MML114-100S 2m, lOW in, 100W out Linear plus Pre. amp

MML144-30LS 2m, 1W in, NW out Linear plus Pre -amp

M M1.30.10:16 4m, 10W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp

MM1.50-1003

MML50-1CCS

MMt50-3015

MMT11-4-281-1P

MMT70-20IP

MMT144-50

6m, Vim, 1LCW out Linear plus Pieamp ..........£219.S5

6m, 10W in, /00W out Linear plus Pre -amp

3m, 101A1 in, 30W out Linear plus Preamp

New High Performance 2m Transvener..........

Ova High Performance 2m Transvener..............Z299.R5

6m Othe, 2m 10W linear f199.95

E-MAIL:
CALL TODAV FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

TEL: 0181 -566 1120

FAX: 0181 - 566 1207

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566

OPENING TIMES MON - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00

YNCH
kV611412' ML&S INEB SITE

Rif: £3495

ML PRICE: £2295

PRODUCTS
YAESU UDR
Latest edition from the Yaesu

stable. Ultra -compact, Dual Band

transceiver with wide band

coverage receiver.

YlOrnhA( output 01121i0

1 Lithium Ion Battery

I .5-1.300MHz weave

 6 Character Alpha -Numeric display

 Built-in CTCSS function
 Dual watch feature

 AM Airband RX
 Size:1-1131xW47xD25mm

II Weight: 125g with antenna & battery

PRICE: ETBA

YAESU 111.-1000

Latest 1kW HF+6m linear

amplifier. Available October '97

 1kW Output on HF+6m
 Built-in High speed Auto ATtl

 2 radio inputs
 4 auto switched antenna outputs
 Omni -glow display with SWR LCD

graph

 Separate PSU for easier installation

Auto band switching for most

Yaesu HF rigs

 Size of each unit: 410Wx 13511x410D

PRICE: ETBA

van., rneb'see"
The very latest news, lists of used
equipment, gossip, information and much
more has earned the Martin Lynch & Son
web site as "one of the best" in the world
for Ham Radio. Visit us on www.martin-
lynch.co.uk today! If you are not on theit web and would like some info, please call Steve

Jelly on 0181 566 1120.

IVlortorcycle Bike Ride
Got a motor bike? Then come and join us for a great

day out on Sunday the 21st of September. Further
details next month.

sales@martin-lynch.co.uk
11 El

IylaOR Loch
1121

lic emsed credii broker. Full wriiiendeieil* 111
are avaglah le on request. f ulaPLO is subpetl to SLAM E&CE
p&p as all maim Hems.

R $G1L1 1120
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY BY APPOINTMENT



Ham Radio Ticket - USA Style
By John Teale N7FKV

John Teale WIN

looks back on his

early days in radio,

his transition from

RAT style training and

Army service to

getting his American

Amateur licence.

I have been involved with electronics
most of my life, first in England where I
was born and afterwards in the USA. l
learned the Morse code early in life.
probably when I was about 14 years old.

I was an Air Cadet in the Batley
(West Yorkshire) 185 Squadron. Air
Training Corps. Remembering that
squadron number reminds me of when I
joined the Army when I was I8 years
old.

Being in the Air Training Corps
(ATC) and joining the Army doesn't
exactly 'jive' and don't think it didn't
'irk' me especially after putting in all

those dedicated years looking
forward to the great day when
I would be joining the 'real'
Air Force, only to be turned
down because their ranks were
full.

had to report to
Colchester Barracks in 1944.
There I met Sergeant Moon
this real name) and will I ever
forget him? {Never]) He told
us that he was issuing us with
our official Army numbers and
that it was a number which we
would never forget.

whether
Sergeant Moon's words were

an order or a friendly suggestion.
Regardless. ] never did forget 14828445.
the number l was assigned. I even use it
today to make out my Washington State
Lottery entries. I've never won a prize
yet, but I'm still hoping!

It was the same with Morse code. I
never forgot that either, although I won't
say that I was ever what you might call
'a whizz' at it. But at least I did learn the
Code and what is more. 1 never forgot.

There is a chap, an American, who
lives not too far from where I live now
and he is the USA (if not the World)
Champion Morse Code expert. He can
take down Morse code faster than I can
write. Don't quote me. but I believe it is
something like 76 words per minute
(w.p.m.)!

Essential Requirement

The ability to read Morse code was,
(note I say was) an essential requirement
of getting any Amateur Radio licence
here in America. However, now they
have changed things a bit.

Perhaps it is because of what they
call 'lobbying' in Washington DC.
Perhaps the Japanese manufacturers
Yaesu, Kenwood and Irwin 'lobbied' the
American Government and perSueded
them to bring out their 'No Code
Licence'. Sell more equipment if a
whole lot more people have licences,
even 'No Code Licensees'. (No, the S
sign in 'persuaded' isn't a typo!).

Back in the 1960s if you got a
Novice licence. it was good for just one
year. If you didn't advance to a higher
grade, (Technician at least), it was a case
of 'pull the plug' and shut down
completely. You could actually be put in
jail if you got caught transmitting
without a licence. In this year of our
Lord. 1995 the US Government has
become a bit more lenient.

Awesome Examination

When I first obtained my Technician
licence and later my General licence. I
had to attend an awesome examination at
the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) Licence Office in San Francisco,
near to where l lived at the time. That
was for my Tech' licence. For my
`upgrade' to General, I had relocated to
Washington State so 1 attended the
Seattle FCC office.

Nowadays, it's different, You simply
attend an examination session at any one
of perhaps a dozen Amateur Radio club
meeting halls. They do have to be
accredited by their Amateur Radio Relay
League (ARRL). but it has saved the
Government countless dollars in not
having to assign personnel to take care
of giving licence examinations.

nes Of Leniency

There is another item of leniency. In 'my
day' if you flunked your exam you only
waited a month until the next
examination!

However, now there are exams going
on every weekend, somewhere within
easy driving distance of where anyone
lives. You can make a career nowadays
out of taking exams and flunking them,
on a weekly basis!

I will never forget the Saturday
morning when I attended the FCC office
in the Federal Building in Seattle,
Washington. It was in the early 1980s
and I had already passed my 'written'
examination comprising questions on
electronics, FCC Rules and Regulations.
etc. It was now time to take my 13w.p.m.
Morse code examination.

From where I live, you have to take a
ferry the 12 miles (20km) across the
Puget Sound to get to Seattle, or drive
about 75 miles f 121km) round the
bottom of the bay and up the Interstate
Highway -5 (a motorway) to Seattle.
With the traffic, you tend to be
exhausted by the time you get there. so I
took the ferry. A relatively pleasant one
hour sail across the normally placid
v,,rater!, from Bremerton to Seattle.

Overflowing Room

1 got to the appointed room in the

Federal Building on time, but I was a
little dismayed to find it packed almost
to overflowing with applicants.
Regardless. I managed to elbow my way
to the corner of a table and find just
enough space to set my writing pad
down and perhaps a little awkwardly.
write.

There were fellow entrants almost
rubbing elbows with me on both sides. I
looked at my competition. They were
both men in their 40s. They seemed to
ooze confidence. 1 thought this is just a
formality as far as they are concerned.
They will just breeze through this little
lot'.

listening $ Ondersteeiiag

The test began. A short 'warm-up' to
start. Not to be taken seriously. Then the
test began in earnest.

You think five w.p.m. is fast? Try
listening and understanding I3w.p.m.
Unless you are thoroughly familiar with
copying the code you might consider it
impossible for anyone to make any sense
out of it - not true. It just takes practice.
Like some of these concert hall
musicians, pianists, etc., they must
practice, practice, practice, every day in
their life.

It's the same with Morse code. You
just can't take it easy and expect to be
able to take down fast code after months
or even weeks of not doing it, The test
seems to take an eternity. In actuality, it
is only ten minutes, but it feels to be a lot
longer at the time.

Five minutes into the test, the
participant at my right elbow suddenly
threw his pen down on the table and very
unceremoniously, to say nothing of
disgustedly, stomped out of the room. He
had had it. He called it quits right there
and then.

Such a display of emotions, is
enough to make even the most confident
applicant want to join in the exodus. I
think it is called a 'sympathetic
reaction'. I know it almost precipitated
me into doing just what he had done.
although I'm glad I didn't.

The chap on my left continued,
seemingly unaffected by this minor.
unexpected display of tantrums. Then
the examination tape came to an end.
Thank God!

lest Results

We were permitted to bring our answer
sheets up to the front of the room. where
a somewhat stern looking (hut actually
pleasant when you got to know her), old
gal who was running the show, took
them from us. We were not rushed into
surrendering our test results.

The fellow on my left performed
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exactly as I imagined he would. He was
a 'shoo in'. No doubt about it. No
problem with him whatsoever. He was
among the first to surrender his answer
sheet. held onto mine while I studied
what I had written down and decided to
make sure that the answers! put on the
exam sheet was exactly according to
what I had heard.

Every now and then, the old gal
would call out the names of those who
had already bought in their answers. As
they came up to the front, she would
greet them with either
'Congratulations' or alternatively
'Sorry, try again next month'.

She called out the name of my
'friend' on my left. To my utter
amazement, she gave him the 'sorry'
routine. I could hardly believe what I
was hearing. If he had failed. then God
help me! I almost walked out myself,
not out of sympathy, but out of sheer
cowardice, wanting to eliminate myself
from the disgrace of hearing those
dread words applied to me. 'Sorry...,
etc.'.

But [ didn't walk out. Gritting my
teeth, British bulldogged courage to the
forefront. walked up and handed in
my results. Then I retreated back to my
seat and cowered. waiting. I felt like
some hapless victim at the Roman

Coliseum. waiting to be thrown to the
lions.

New Privileges

Suddenly she called out my name. This
was it. 'Sorry, come back next month'.
But wait, that wasn't what she said.
Instead she came forth with
'Congratulations! Have fun with your
new privileges'. Unbelievable!
Incredible! Eureka! I had done it. I was
a General! At last! I felt almost like I
had won the 56 million Lottery. Well.
not quite!

However, success does tend to give
you a hit of a 'chip on your shoulder'
sort of thing. (For a while anyway).

Last month I got this nice letter
from a fellow 'Ham' who is a regular
participant in one of the daily Nets that

join. Her name is Jerry. She lives in
Fullerton. California. She is 72 years
old.

To be quite accurate, Jerry passed
her 'extra class exam on her 72nd
birthday'! That requires Morse code at
21w.p.m. plus a lot tougher written
questions. I give up! Now, there is a
lady who deserves a chip on her
shoulder!

There are four daises of Amateur Radio
Licenses in the US. They are: 1) Novice,
2) Technician, 3) Advanced and 4) Extra.
Radio spectrum privileges are allocated
according to the grade of licence.

Novice class operators were originally
not permitted to operate voice
transmission at all, they were restricted
exclusively to Morse code operation only.
They are now permitted voice
transmission on a fractional part of
specific amateur frequencies, in addition
to their Code privileges.

Technicians are permitted slightly more
concessions than Novices. General Class
Operators can operate on all the allocated
amateur radio frequencies, except for
small, almost insignificant sections of the
various frequencies, which are the official
'domain' of the two advanced license
grade operators.

A minor portion of this exclusive
allocation is again restricted to an even
smaller pail of the spectrum, which is
dedicated to the exclusive use of the Extra
Class licensee operators.

1..., seemed to ooie
confidence,

Una
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How To Improve On
B Richard Newton GORSN

Richard Newton

GORSN takes a

look at the

IC -706 NM

alongside his

own faithful

IC706 Mkt

Read on to find

out what's new

and improved.

As an ardent Icom IC -706 Mid owner and user I was thrilled
when the team at PW asked me to do a comparison review on
the newly introduced IC -706 Mkll.

1 compared the two sets, side -by -side, switching between
them with a coaxial switch. I tested the sets 'On Air and in
the 'shack' using equipment that the average Amateur would
have to hand. None of my results were obtained in a Lab
environment.

The Icom IC -706 Mid is a radio that took the market by
storm about two years ago, and it has become the most talked

about and probably best selling radio in recent years. So. I
hear you ask, 'Why have Icom brought out a MkU?'

The Mid did attract some criticisms. The output power on
the I 44MHz band was IOW thought by some as being too
low. And the receive sensitivity on I45MHz was not very
good unless you used the built in pre -amplifier.

The receive sensitivity above 147MHz was particularly
bad. Having said all this I think the Icom IC -706 MkI is an
excellent radio, so how do you improve on excellence? Read
on....

Significant Changes

Here is an overview of what the more significant changes are
in the MkIl. Later I will enlarge on some of them. others will
be self explanatory.

* Improved receive sensitivity on v.h.f.
* 144MHz power output now 2 - 20W instead of 1 - 10W.
* Heat Sink fan now temperature controlled instead of on all

the time.
* Space now made available for two optional filters instead

of one.

* Easier and quicker ways to step through available bands.
* Optional CTCSS. decode capability, Mid encodes only

with no option to decode.
* Band 'scope feature now includes 100kHz step and works

on Band II f.m. broadcast band.
* A larger Loudspeaker.
* Improved audio Tx and Rx with new s.s.b. filter.
* Sub -dial for memories or click step frequency

changes.

Start My Tests
The receive sensitivity on v.h.f. seemed to be the obvious
place for me to start my tests. Icom quote the attenuator gives
20dB attenuation for both radios when activated, but do not
give details of what the pre -amplifier specifications are.

I tuned in on 145.525MHz one Sunday and listened to
G8LVC operating GB2RS from Chandlers Ford. A distance
from me of approximately 32.1(m. Below are details of how the
IC -706 MkI and II fared.

030/C operating

MRS Icom IC -706 Mkl

20dB Attention

Normal

Pre-antpl ifier

Signal not detected

Signal strength 1

2048 over 59

Icom IC -706 Mk11

Signal not detected

Signal strength 3

Signal strength7/9

I was surprised that although I had got a far better result on the
normal setting, the pre -amplifier setting on the Mid seemed to
be better, so I continued to listen and at the end of his

broadcast I heard G3EMF call in and speak to G8LVC. Here
are the figures I got when listening to G3EMF.

Distant 144MHz

signal - G3EMF Icom IC -706 Mk!

Attenuation Signal not detected

Normal

detectable

Pre -amplifier Signal Strength 3

Detectable under squelch

Icom IC -706 Mk11

Signal not detected

Signal just

Signal Strength 1

There was no doubt that the Midi was performing far better
on the normal setting, however the pre -amplifier seemed be
more effective on the Mid. I then listened to GB3WR,
distant repeater from me, near to Wells in Somerset.

I achieved the same results. On the normal setting the

MkII was a vast improvement however, the received signals
using the pre -amplifier were definitely in favour of the Mid.

Next I decided to talk to someone, to get a report on the
transmitted audio. I caught a local station, Derek G4BRQ
from Northbourne in Bournemouth on 145MHz, I spoke to

Derek with both radios, not telling him
which was which and asked him to
report on the audio. Derek said both
were excellent, but reported the audio
on the Micl had slightly more 'punch'.

Marine 6 Air land
Performance

Living on the outskirts of Poole and a
short distance away from
Bournemouth International Airport, I
do enjoy listening to Marine and Air
band radio. f had been very
disappointed with the performance of
the Mid on both bands.

So. I decided to see how the MO
fared. I tuned Poole Harbour control
on 156.700MHz. And I think the
results speak for themselves!

The Icom IC -706 Mk11 HF
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Excellence
Marine Band Icom1C-106 MkI

Attenuation

Normal

Preamp

Signal not detected

Signal not detected

Signal not detected

corn IC -706 Mk11

Signal not detected

Signal Strength 1

Signal Strength 5

The test for most Air band receivers in my pan of the world
is to listen for the low power airport information service. This
is a continuous loop transmission from the airport giving
weather, approach and runway information. Bournemouth
International Airport transmits this information on
121.950MHz.

Air Band low power TX

loom IC -706 MkI

Attenuation Signal not detected

Normal Signal not detected

Pre -amplifier Signal not detected

loom ID -706 Mkil

Signal not detected

Detectable under squelch

Signal Strength 1/2

Although there is an improvement on 144/145MHz, I found
the real and undoubted improvement in receive sensitivity is
on frequencies outside of the 144MHz Amateur band.

Channel Spacing

With the imminent use of 12.5kHz channel spacing on
145MHz I paid particular attention to this. Both radios have
a front panel switched filter that reduces the transmitted
deviation.

The Mk1I was far better at rejecting strong signals on
adjacent channels. l tuned to I 45.4625MHz, the Mld with
the Narrow filter could detect, albeit slightly, the very strong
signal present on 145.475MHz. The Mk11 however, was
unaffected.

There seemed to be little difference in reception on the
broadcast band between the two radios. The only difference
being that the Mkll has the 5 -Meter enabled on the
broadcast band, whereas the Mkl does not.

On the b.f. and 50MHz bands there seemed little to
choose between the two models.

On the MkI the Up/Down buttons on the radio
controlled memories, to go up and down the bands was a
two or three button operation. The Up/Down buttons on the
MkII are configured to move up and down the bands,
making operating a lot easier.

There is also a new front panel menu that configures the
Fl, F2 and F3 keys into band select keys. These can be set-
up to correspond to the three Amateur bands of your choice.

New Function

In particular. one new function on the MkJI grabbed my
interest. This was the ability to use VFO A and VFO B to
'split' the transmit and receive frequencies. The Mk] will do
this, but only on the same band. The Mk11 will do this across
bands.

To illustrate this I was helped by my father, John
GSEAM in Minehead. For years we have been trying to find
a band we can both use to communicate with each other.

The 144MHz band struggles with the terrain. I can hear

Dad as he has more
power than 1, but he
alas cannot hear me.
However, he can
hear me on 7MHz on
his h.f. receiver, but
since he has an
alleged medical
condition called
'Morsecodeitis' this
has never helped us
much! Until now!

Dad tuned his
h.E receiver to
7.075MHz and
transmitted on
144.370MHz, using
his 144MHz multi -
mode. 1 on the other
hand, with just the
one radio, the MkII.
tuned VFO A to
transmit on
7.075MHz and VFO
B to receive on
144.3701V1Hz. We

had a direct, cross
band Q50 which
was great fun!

Manufacturer's Specifications

As PW has already run a comprehensive review of the IC -706
MM in the February 1996 issue (back issues available for E230
inc. P&P from the PW Book Store) with a full list of
manufacturers specifications. Those listed here are only those
that differ from the orginal.

Receiver
Sensitivity (pre -amp ON):

SSB/CW (for 10dB SIN) 1.8 -28MHz < D.151iV

50 - 54MHz < 0.129V
144 - 148MHz < 0.111.1V

AM (for 10dB SIN)

FM (for 12dB SIN}

Selectivity*

SSB, CW, RTTY

AM/FM-N

50 - 54MHz < 1.0pV
144 - 14-13MHz <1.0pV

50 - 54MHz < 0.25pV
144 - 148MHz < 0.18pV

> 3.0kHz/-60
< 4.8kHzi60c1B

>13.0kHz/-6c113

< 30.0kHz/-40(113

FM > 12.0kHz/-611B

< 30.0kHz/-60dB
*Without optional filter and with mid -band selected.

Set -Up Shed
The IC -706 will receive 70MHz but not transmit. I set up a
sked with Bob GOZM, who is a keen 70MHz user. We
arranged a talk -back frequency on 145MHz.

Bob parked his mobile station about Ifikm or so away
from me and running 3W into a 4m centre loaded mobile
whip gave me a call. In the end I got two Bobs for the price
of one! Bob G8NSV from Christchurch called in. he was just
a few km away from me as the crow flies.

The results were very interesting. The MU could only
hear GSNSV and that was with the pre -amplifier on.
However, the MkII heard both stations in the normal setting.

With the pre -amplifier in, G8N5V was 57 and Bob a
steady 53. These results would have been even better had I
being using an antenna that was resonant on 70MHz'.

An Excellent Job

Icom have done an excellent job of 'fine tuning' an already
justly acclaimed radio. The changes that I feel of particular
note are the much improved receive sensitivity especially
above 147MHz. The excellent performance on 12.5kHz
spacing and the ability to use the split facility across bands.

I think both the IC -706 Mid and Mk11 are superb, no
matter if they are used mobile, portable or as a base station.
My thanks go to lcom (UK) Ltd for the loan of the IC -706
Mk I I which retails for £1195 and is available from all Icorn
approved dealers.

PW
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tenni) \ lor.kkhop
It's What a Good Idea Time!

By C. Harlow, R. Putnam, P. Brent & K. Burrows

In the 'Antenna

Workshop' this time

we turn the pages

over to Colen

Barlow MIR,

Richard Putnam

GO/Ui, Peter Brent

MN and Keith

Burrows COM

Reed how they've

overcome problems

with their antenna

syteinsr And don't

forget that I also

need your answers

for antenna related

problems for the

`Antennas-in-4ction'

pages every other

month. ClItir

Balanced Feeding
I Iike using open wire feeders out to my
antennas. But how do you get the signal
out of the shack as a balanced feed?

I've worked on this problem for
some time. and I've finally came up
with using unbalanced coaxial cables to
do it. Look at the electrical layout of
Fig. I.

From the output of the balanced
output a.t.u. you'll see I have taken the
two individual output lines through
their own coaxial cables. The common
screens are joined together at the each
end of the run, and to the chassis of the
a.t.u. and ultimately to the station (real)
earth.

I've found that this method is very
effective and does not need expensive
high quality coaxial cable. On the run
along the bench to the wall both the
coaxial cables are bound together and
kept in place with suitable flat cable
clips (Fig. 2).

On the outside of the shack I've
fixed a wooden block, (Fig. 3) made
out of marine plywood, to the wail with
several long corrosion resistant screws.
Then I use screw eye Fasteners to act as
strain relief and anchor points for the

Open wire
Feeder to

the antenna

Coaxial cable
two lengths

Well
entry/exit

'Chocolate block'
connector

fo
Connectors

suit

Join braids

Balanced
output
a I u.

!orlatt21.

Fig. 1.

In the open bind
the cables a175-

150mrn interval
depending on the

size and weight
of the cable

Fig. 2.

open wire feeders.
So. now you can have

open wire balanced feeders
without worrying about
uncovered lines carrying
potentially dangerous
voltages within the shad,
You know it makes sense
as well as looking neate!.

Peter Brent G4I,EG
Crawley

Twins or -----'(--7----- ..----..

c-----_-----.-nonolllarnont
r- .----------

Plastic soft drink
bottle [made from
clear materiall with
heavy gauge wire wound
around it to form a coil

Fig. 1.

Wire bared back
and pul rdo a

'thou' block
connector

Twine or monolita me nt
!support point)

Open circuit here for
operation at 71.1Hr

CounterpoiSe

Bottle coils

Fig. 2.

. -

Insulating
tension

cord fixed
to support

pole

WTS679

tsc,., Open wire feeder Its

to the antenna \

V400den block
wall plate

Screw eyes

11*

77..nr

tz-7
To station ee rth

Well rrritly
to shack

Fig. 3.

Bottling Up!
1 live in a house with a garden too
small for a full sired antenna for
the 3.5MHz band. In fact at only
13 or so metres long it's only big
enough for a 7MHz antenna. I
wondered how I could lengthen
the garden. or shrink the antenna to
lit!

I decided that loading coils were
the way to go. To keep costs to the
absolute minimum I pressed a
couple of the square one litre soft
drink bottles into service as coil
formers.

The coils take up the excess

length of wire needed to be a
quarter -wave on the band of
interest. The diagram Fig. 1 shows
how I wound the excess wire onto
the bottle. Even on the smaller

bottles four or five turns will take up
about a metre of wire.

I found that these small bottles would
take about four metres of wire with a
reasonable turn spacing. The larger
bottles will take quite a lot more wire if
you need to 'get rid of more wire.

The general format is shown in Fig.
2. When you are satisfied with the
various bottle coils then a clear glue
may be used to hold the coils in place.

I used a hot soldering iron to make
the holes in the top and bottom of the
bottle. This leaves a nice rounded hole
that doesn't chafe the support twine too
much. Each end of the coil has a small
'thou -block' connector fitted so I can
change bands quickly. As a strain relief
'trick' make a loop in the 'inboard'
wire as shown in Fig. 3.
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With a reasonable a.t.u. you now
have a dual -band antenna for 3.5 and
7MHz, You may also find that the
antenna may be used on other hi.
hands, but that will depend on the exact
layout at your location.

The system I've described lasted

about two years before the first
failure. The support twine
snapped. But after a quick
repair I was hack on air again.

Keith Burrows GOOZK
Cheshire

Flat -Dweller's Delight
`Magnetic' Loops For
VHF/UHF
Tuned or 'magnetic' loop antennas are
physically small for the band that they
are tuned on. For many flat dwelling
radio amateurs they are the only real
option. Tuned loop antennas, as
published in previous issues of PW, are
really the only alternative. The designs
shown here are my variants for the 50,
144 and 430MHz bands.

Look at the drawing Fig. I. I think
that all the basic information is on
there. Strips cut from large coffee tins
are suitable for the two smaller loop
antennas. Take extreme care as sharp
edges are created when cutting the
tins. But for the 50MHz loop antenna
you will have to find a suitable section
of copper strip. Your local model
making shop is a good starting point.
although suitable metal strip might be
expensive there.

You could use narrower strip or
even heavy gauge wire. although the
dimensions and parameters will
probably change. The wide strip gives
better efficiency and a wider bandwidth
for the antenna.

The 'Butterfly' capacitor has two
sets of fixed vanes and one double set
of moving vanes. The moving vanes
don't need to be connected, they are at
virtual earth potential. An added
advantage is that there is minimum

Fig. 3. Clovehnrh Snot

To the transceiver

To the strain relief
supports on the
bottle coil former

insulated m ulti-sl rand
wire to connector

detuning due to hand -capacity effect.
To adjust the antenna, tune the

capacitor to minimum v,s,w,r. Then by
moving the feedline - loop spacing, and
retuning you should be able to get the
v.s.w.r. below 1.5 over a band of
frequencies.

The 'ground -plane' should he at
least 50-75% larger than the diameter
of the loop antenna, but the larger it is
the more effective it is. It may also be
spaced a little way below the loop, but
should still be connected to it
electrically.

For the 50MHz loop, I ended up
using a 900mm square sheet of
hardboard covered in aluminium foil.
For the 430MHz antenna, I have it
perched on a wide metal reflector of a
reading lamp purchased at a car boot
sale. The drawing, Fig. 2. gives the
dimensions for the various bands.

As shown, The antenna has
horizontal polarisation, and may be
twisted through 90' for vertical
polarisation if required. In the time I've
been using these antennas. I've worked
more that a dozen countries on 50MHz,
and had much success on both 144 and
430MHz.

Colen Harlow GSBTK
Worthing

Butterfly style double
eSpeCitor, the moving
vanes are unused

I !

Capacitor
2 x 20pF for 50MHz
2 rr 10pF for 144iVilir
Use A 'Beehive' trimmer
for e30MHr

Solder the ends of the loop
le the capes toe r contacts Copper al rip 75-117rtnro wide

formed into a loop

460mm cka for a 50MHz antenna
1160rnm di a for 1045.460
75rnm eta for 430Mhr

Solder the screen here
Solder the inner here

ter.'
tot "2t4s,'

goSrer to,;,"; 15° Tann' plane

Diameter depends en
the frequency bend

Tuning capacitor fits
across here

'Earth' plane

Coaxial cable to transceiver ,000e

Fig. 2.

Matching line tare [Weill
Solder. axial screen here

lierroati

Plugging Away - Rapid Changeover Of Antennas
When using a Z -Match antenna
tuner, or other balanced antenna
tuner, it's of little use putting an
unbalanced plug on the output. It
negates the whole idea of a
balanced output.

So, if you have several antennas
needing a balanced feed, how do you
do a rapid switch over without an
expensive switching arrangement? My
answer to this question is to use the
American two -pole power plug and
socket arrangement as shown in Fig. I.

You should be able to obtain the
plug and sockets from most electrical
component suppliers. (If you are having

difficulty lindtag them, the Maplin
runes are 111,17T fitr the plug, and
HLI8U fur the socket. The cost is just
over f1 a pair. Ed.) Mount the socket
on the casing of the a.t.u. The drawing
shows a simplified sketch of how it is
done.

On each plug, mark the antenna to
which it is connected and then you can
easily swap bands or antenna very
quickly. I've used up to 100W on h.f.
with no apparent problems in the two or
more years that I've used this method.

Richard Putnam GOILN
Bexhill -On -Sea

Two pin power plugs
with 1511 twin feeder

to the appropriate antenna
Mabel each one

_nidtato.

Fig. I.

American style twin
power plugs and sockets

Match'
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PROFILES
practical Wireless readers continue to show a

great deal of interest in valves, valved

equipment and history. With that in mind

the Editorial team have provided an information
up -date on the various titles available from the PW

`Book Store'. All the books featured this month are

American in origin.

RCA Receiving Tube Manual
Reprinted by Antique Electronic Supply

Essentially this popular re -print (in a well presented paperback form) is a

designer's handbook. It's not just a valve listing, it comes complete with

'thumbnail' design data for Radio Corporation of American (RCA) receiving

'tubes' (USA 'speak' for valves), application notes, theory, practical circuits, base

pin -outs, internal circuitry and lots more. And as it covers in its 384 pages valve

theory and applications it's also a very comprehensive manual in an extremely

convenient 'package'.

Very highly recommended at just £10.50.

(a,

RCA
REGEIVING

TUBE
MANUAL
Technical Series

RC -19

ELECTRON TUBE DI WS IONRADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

HARRISON NEW JERSEY

} Tubes & Transistors Essential Characteristics
(Principal Ratings, Electrical & Physical Characteristics)

Re -printed by Antique Electronic Supply

This is an excellent companion book to support the RCA Receiving Tube

Manual. It's a compact 474 -page soft -backed hook which is packed

throughout with essential information on valves, cathode ray tubes,

thyratrons, ignitrons (rectifiers), vidicons. special bulbs, reed switches and

semiconductors.

It also contains a comprehensive physical characteristics section and

valve -base pin -out indexed pin -out section. Highly recommended. Tubes &

Transistors Essential Characteristics costs £10.50.

1

TO ORDER ANY OF THE TITLES MENTIONED HERE PLEASE USE THE 01
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TU E
SUBSTITUTION

0014,AND
Complete Vilantlbook

to Replacements

tor Vacuum
tubes and Picture 'tubes

William Smith
and Barry Buchanan

PROMPT

Tube Substitution Handbook
Published h3 Prompt Publications

Struggling to find a valve equivalent? This book could prove extremely useful as

it provides a comprehensive list of equivalents and the publishers state "it lists all

known receiving tubes".

The book also provides equivalents lists for cathode ray tubes (c.r.t.$). Valve

base diagrams and references are also provided.

A Useful reference source costing £15.50.

RCA Transmitting Tubes
IT) -IkV+ Plate Input)

Re -printed By Antique Electronics Supply

Building a valved linear? This 316 page book could help you do just that!

Covering valves from the 955 'acorn' type (yes it was a transmitting

valve!) to well known favourites such as the 833 and 5763, this book is -
apart from anything else - a very interesting read.

Packed with information, pin -outs, design data and circuit ideas

(including Amateur Band transmitters) this book will prove very useful

for collectors and constructors alike RCA Transmitting Tubes comes

' highly recommended at just £10.50.

ELECTRON TUBE

LOCATOR

it

tkorgc 11 t inbaucr

elm
RCA
Transmitting

Tubes

TECHNICAL MANUAL
77.5

Electron Tube Locator
Published by Antique Electronic Supply

Ideal for the vintage collector, military radio historian, and anyone

interested in valves, this book will prove to be good reference source. Of
particular interest to British and European based valve enthusiasts is the

British Military Common Valve (CV types) equivalents listing.

A basic description of valve type and function is provided, with

good-sized valve based pin -out connections. Presented in a wired -spiral

bound format this book is clearly laid out and easy to read and use.

Useful reference source. The Electron Tube Locator costs £21.95.I

DER FORM IN THIS ISSUE OR CALL MICHAEL HURST ON (01202) R30.
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The PW A5
Linking The Rugby Transmitter & Daventry Receiver

By Dave Howes G4KQH

Dave Howes DOOR

describes how you can

link the popular

Daventry 6 Rugby

7 hfik units together.

The PW Rugby and Daventry projects have certainly
stirred up a good deal of interest among readers.
However, to enable the Rugby s.s.b. transmitter to
transceive with its companion Daventry receiver,
you need to add some additional interfacing.

The PW 'A.5' linking module (so named because
the main A5 trunk road is located between both
sites!) is the answer to these requirements. And in
my prototype receiver it's mounted on pillars above
the rear of the main p.c.b. Construction and
installation was very straightforward.

By combining the Daventry receiver, Rugby
transmitter and A5 linking module, you too can build
yourself an excellent 7MHz s.s.b. transceiver either
as 'separates' like the prototype, or combined in one
unit. Surprisin it's not too difficult either!

Separate Receiver

If you wish to use the Rugby with another separate
receiver, then combining the circuit of the Daventry
v.f.o. (see Fig. 1 , October 1995 PW) with just the
buffer stages and voltage regulator of the A5 will
give you a suitable v.f.o. unit to drive the transmitter
on its own.

There are several functions on the A5 board, the
circuit of which is shown in Fig. 1. For example
Tr] 01 and TrIO2 buffer and amplify the v.f.o. signal
taken from terminal 'B' on the Daventry board.
Transistors Tr I 04 and Tr105 interface the push -to -

talk (p.t.t.) connection to the receiver muting relays.
..\ short time delay is provided by C115 charging

up when the p.t.t. is released. This holds the
mute relays in long enough for the

transmission to have
completely ceased to

prevent any momentary
howl -round on
returning to receive.

Transistor Tr107
drives the incremental
receiver tuning (IRT)
relay to turn off this
function on transmit and
TT 108 turns ff the
receiver's b.f.o.
oscillator. If this is not
done, any crosstalk from

the b.f.o. into the v.f.o.
output will manifest
itself as reinserted
carrier on the
transmission. (Some
interfacing
requirements are more
obscure than others!).

Cable Connectors

On my prototype 1 have used five way (audio type)
DIN cabling connectors for the cabling between the
two units. These carry the v.f.o. signal from the
receiver, the IRT control voltage in the reverse
direction, along with the p.t.t. line.

The v.f.o. signal connection is made via RG174
miniature coaxial and the others via screened
multicore cable. I found the two cables would just
squeeze together into the back of a DIN plug.

The Construction

If you have built the Daventry and Rugby, then the
construction of this unit shouldn't defeat you! The
board, shown in Fig. 3, is assembled in the same
manner as the other units, there are no special
'features' to look out for!

After assembly I mounted the module on 20mm
brass pillars fitted to the two rear fixing bolts of the
Daventry board. But before it was finally fitted in
position. L101 was soldered to the base of the
Daventry's b.f.o. transistor, and suitable 'tails' were
soldered onto the 'LS' and terminals ready for
connection to the A5.

Inductor L 01's other lead was positioned to
poke up through the trim tool clearance hole in the
A5 p.c.b. for soldering to its b.f.o. terminal. The A5
module was then wired up as per the wiring diagram,
Fig. 2.

Testing C Checking

Before I started the testing and checking the A5's
operation, the Daventry and Rugby's bif.o. and
carrier oscillators were set to the same frequency so
that there would be no unwanted frequency shift
between transmit and receive.

After this was done, I connected a dummy load to
the transmitter. Then, with the c.w. power control set
to minimum the p.t.t. and c.w./transmit switching
was checked for correct operation.

To set the v.f.o. signal level at the 'OP' terminal.
I adjusted R113 to give the required nominal OdBm
(when measured with 5052 input test gear). But you
can just as effectively 'tune for maximum smoke'
from the transmitter in the standard way!

I set the IRT knob's pointer to be exactly vertical
at the frequency corresponding to 'IRT off'. I
haven't actually fitted an 1RT off switch on my
prototype. but provision is made for this on the A5
p.c.b.

You can check the IRT knob setting by ear, by
simply switching the IRT on and off while listening
to a steady carrier. And that' in essence is the sum
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total of the AS's alignment - nothing too complicated!
If you are building this project, this is the moment to admire

your handiwork! If everything is constructed and working
correctly, you should be in possession of a very desirable 7MHz
meter QRP rig!

As a generalisation, I think it's safe to say that there are
relatively few people with decent home built s.s.b. transceivers
on the bands. So when you join this exclusive club, I think you
are definitely entitled to consider yourself a fully fledged Radio
Amateur! And with the help of these PW projects, its not nearly
as difficult as you might imagine!

Editorial note: For further details on the PW Daventry and
Rugby projects, the associated kits and other details, please write
directly to Dave Howes G4KQH at: C.M. Howes
Communications, Eydon, Daventry, Northamptonshire NN11
3PT. Tel: (01327) 260178.

Fig. 1: Circuit of the PIA AS

linking module see text).

Readers requiring

information and circuitry

for the Daventry v.f.o.

should refer to page 26 of

the October 1995 issue of

PW (photocopies or hack

issues available from the

Book Service).

PCB diagram is on

the following page.

Fig. 2: Interconnection

details (see text).

OP E

11 Y E

To 1.r.1.: switch
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Fig. 3: The printed circuit hoard track design, associated component overlay and ground -plane details for the A5 interface module's p.c.b.

AS Shopping list
Resistors
Carbon Film resistors 0.251/4/

2.212 1 0124

1008.1 6 8106, 108, 110, 115, 118, 121

33082 2 R119, 120

68012 2 R103, 114

WO 1 R130

4.7k11 1 8127

1042 7 R109, 116, 117. 123, 128, 129

331(12 5 R104, 105, 122, 125. 126

47k81 1 R112

100k1.1 2 0101, 102

1.5MII 1 0111

Variable Resistors Semiconductors
4.7W Preset 1 0113 ihoriz octal 1144004 1 0101

Miscellaneous

mounting typel 1114148 5 0103, 105, 106, 107, 108 Interconnecting wire, p.c.b. and pins, plugs
4,7kS2 linear 1 01117 BC547B 6 Tr103, 104, 105, 106. 107, 108 and sockets, coaxial cable (miniature) stand-

off pillars, screws and nuts as necessary.BF961 1 Tr101

Capacitors BSX20 1 Tr102

Miniature plate ceramic BZX55C6V8 1 D104

3.3pF 1 C101 BZX55C9V1 1 0102

4.7pF 1 C107

Miniature disc ceramic Inductors
1nF 2 clas, 110 2201 H axial 1 L101

10a 9 C102, 103, 104, 105, III, 114,

116, 117, 119 Relays
100nF 4 CI06,108,112,113 Omron GE2-182P-M 3

Miniature Electrolytic (radial) 01_101, 102, 103 fall 12V types)

F 1 0115

22p F 1 C118
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RADCOM ON CD-ROM - 1996 EDITION
To meet the requests of many radio amateurs we have produced this first CD-ROM which includes the editorial pages from
every RadCom published in 1996 and, as a bonus, we have also included all the 1996 issues of D-i-Y Radio as well! No longer
will you have to rummage through all your back numbers to find that elusive piece of information - with our easy search
operation you can find it easily and quickly.

Price £18.81* plus P&P

THE PMR CONVERSION HANDBOOK
BY CHRIS LOREK, G4HCL
Once private mobile radio (PMR) equipment used by commerce and the emergency services is replaced by more advanced
systems. it can be acquired very cheaply at rallies. Often it can be converted to amateur band usage quite easily and without
expensive test equipment, giving high performance at a fraction of the cost of purpose -designed amateur gear. This handy
book clearly shows you how to identify, choose and buy those PMR sets which are suitable for conversion and it gives step-

by-step conversion instructions to help you all the way. Don't be without it at a rally!

Price £1 5.28* plus P&P

YOUR FIRST PACKET STATION
BY STEVE JELLY, G6URJ
First of the brand new RSGB Pocket Guide Series of books, this explains in simple, easy to understand language, how to set
up a packet radio network. For those of you who have often wondered how to expand their use of amateur radio to the world

of data communications - then this simple guide will show you.

Price £5.74* plus P&P 'RSGB Members' prices available On request)

To place your credit card order, telephone Julia or Emma on the HSU Sales Hotline 01707 660888,

or send your cheque/postal order to:

-I- Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts ENG 3JE .7- 0170 659015
V

Radio Society of Great Britain ELTNZ=8=1

C.M.HOWESCONamonwww.IMUNICdATIOIS

An easy-ro-hulk( OP matron

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
iv 01327 260178

Build a QRP Station in easy stages!
DC2000 Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QRPer. Plug-in band system.

DC?000 Kit: £22.90 (with one band module). Optional band module kits: £7.90
each, from 160 to t OM. HA22R hardware (pictured lower left): £18.90.

7X2000 Transmitter Kit
5W CW RF output (adjustable) on160 to 20M bands, about 1W on 10M.
Operates on a single band at a time with plug-in band filters.Very clean signal.

TX2000 Kit: £24.90 (with one band filter). Optional band filter kits: £6.90 each.
11A23R hardware pack (pictured top left): £16.90.

LM2000 Linking Module
Fits in receiver to link to transmitter. Side -tone, muting, I RT, CW filter.Kit: £16.30

Total for all standard items above: £99.90 (plus postage)

Multibund SSB Receiver
DXR20. Covers 558 and CW on 20, 40 &
80M bands as standard. You can add any
other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as 0C2000). Versatile
and popular with great performancel

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Great projects for Holiday and Portable use!
Transmitting ATVs

Neat "1- match': HF ATUs with air -spaced Jackson tuning capacitors
and switched inductor. All parts mounted on PCB. 30 or 150W
versions. Additional 4:1 balun & 50MHz coverage on CTU30,

CTU30 kit: £39.90. HA3OR hardware: £17.90

CTU1 50 kit: £49.90. HA15OR hardware: £16.90

Kan C-TU/SO mounted in HA / 51.11i111Nr with lid 1,114 wed

AA2 Active Antenna. 150kHz to 30MHz 48.90 DC52 "S Meter" for direct conversion RXs £10.90
M4 25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna £19.90 CIA! Counter Buffer Hit to Rs to feed DFD5) £5.90
A8118 118 to 137MHz Active Antenna E18.80 DFD4 Add-on Digital Readout for superfies £49.90
AP3 Automatic Speech Processor E16.80 DFDS Digital Frequency Counter/Readout £54.90
ASL5 558 and CW AF external filter £15.90 SPA4 Scanner Preamp. 4 to 1300MHz £15.90
ASU8 RX Antenna Selector/Attenuator 527.90 Sit Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator £9.80
CM! Quality Elected Mic with flOGAD £13.50 SW830 SWR/Power Indicator, 30W 1-200MHz £13,90
CSL4 Internal SSE. h CW Filter for our RXs £10.50 XM1 Crystal Calibrator 8 intervals + dent E16.90

(optional hardware packs are available to sun many of the above kits, please enquire)

Top Value Receiving ATUs
CTU8. Covers 500kHz 1, flexible "T match" circuit. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit ( including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATUI

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (address at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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FM DXDown Under
B Graham Ro!ers VK6R0

Graham Rogers VI6RO

describes how he

discovered the

delights of 21141lz

fin, Vino,

Look out for me on
28MHz Im.

Sitting in the waiting room of the
International arrivals section
opposite the customs exit door at
123DUTC on 6 April 1993 was an
exciting time for me as I was about
to welcome Bill G4TQV and his
XYL Jean to Australia. Bill and
Jean had flown 12 000 miles to see
me and this meeting was the
culmination of many contacts with
G4TQV on f.m. mode on 29MHz
between 1988 and 1993.

I thought I would be in for a
long wait while Bill went through
customs, but the aircraft landed at
exactly 1230UTC and at 1246UTC
Bill and Jean were in the car, about
to have a Look at Australia. And I 6
minutes front aircraft seat to my car
seat must be a record! If it had not
been for my keen interest in hi. f.m.
DX, I would never have met young
Bill G4TQV.

1 have worked many UK
stallions over the years, many of them
mobile using just a few Watts from
modified UK CB f.m. rigs. And 1
would like to thank all the UK
stations for the fun we have had on
f.m. and it will continue when
conditions improve.

fatly Days

Back in the early 1980s. I could hear
all these 'wobbly' signals just above
29MHz on my s.s.b./c.w. only rig. 1
was intrigued as to what they were,
then 1 realised they were IA
(Japanese) stations working locally.
Not many rigs in those days were
fined with f. in. on h.f.

On 20 January 1982 !plugged
my three hour old Ken wood TS -660
into my 2 -element cubical -quad and
called CQ DX at 1121UTC on
29.6001v1Hz To my great surprise

.IE6QJV came back to me and we
exchanged 5 and 9 reports. 1 was
hooked!

We all know f.m. is used on
144MHz local work and here I
was talking to Japan on Ent_ the
'local' mode. The technical aspects
of f.m. on hi', make for rather
interesting propagation and signal
reception.

Phase distortion or the capture
effect by receivers can make signals
hard to copy or stronger signals can
completely swamp the wanted
signal. If you want to he a true fm.
DXer you must be able to accept
these limiting factors.

Some f.m. DX signals can give
full scale readings on 'S' meters.
However, be aware that some rigs
give full scale on very few
microvolts!

Powers low

1 have used powers as low as 1W to
have contacts with friends in the UK
on fin, on 29MHz. Many tests with
overseas stations at various power
levels resulted very little difference.

An output of 50W seems
sufficient l'or most DX working. I
have worked many mobile stations
around the world who were using
IOW or so from modified CB rigs or
similar.

Mealy Group

I've found fin. DXers around the
world to be a friendly group. I have
formed many friendships in some
countries, especially the UK and
Japan. Rag chews are not uncommon
over great distances.

I even worked my mate
G4TQV/M through several
countries in a two hour period as he
travelled close to several borders in
Europe. His calisign changed
instantly as he drove over the
borders. Even in the UK, Bill
G4TQV surprised me by becoming
GM4TQWM as he entered Scotland
on several occasions.

Some other friendships formed
were with Bill GIIHUB and Jan
PA3FAO, who would give me a
signal report every day as the band
opened to Europe. Then there was
Roomy VU3RMS who would
sometimes scare me with very strong
signals out of the blue on a 'dead'
band. Many long contacts were
conducted with Roomy.

I've got a IA friend Aki
JF6UMR, who operated portable

from his office as well as at home. In
the UK there was a 28MHz f.m.
group and I was a member for many
years, receiving regular newsletters.
Some VK friends were Ian VK3DSI
and VK3ADR (now a Silent Key).

Serious Pler

Many repeaters exist around the
world, in the Phillipines. USA, JA,
VK and various European countries.
A 100kHz split is used with output
above 29.6MHz. Some repeaters
need 88.5Hz or 1250Hz tone burst in
Europe.

Also, some repeaters are linked
to local 144MHz input. But it seems
unusual to work a station in his
house watching TV in Hungary
using a 144MHz hand-held!

Being a serious f.m. DXer
involves many hours of waiting for
openings and looking for new
countries. I must admit, being a
50MHz DXer has helped me to get
new DXCC countries as 1 would
work all the 50MHz DXpeditions
around the world on the 28MHz
world-wide liaison frequency and
ask them to QSY to f.m.

Some stations who obliged were
VK3OT on Lord Howe, N6AMG
on KH8 and VK9YJ (VK3AMZ)
and 116,IKV on Wallis (FW). My
thanks to all stations who helped me.

Some rare countries worked on
28MHz f.m. have been A2, A9 ( VK
expatriate) BY BY, CN. CU
(Azores) EA6, EA9, FT8X, FT8Z.
H44. HK (rare from VK6) HZ, J2,
KX6, SV5, TA. TI. TL8. VQ9, XE,
XX9, T30, 5X, Y0, Z21, V51, 3B8,
3B9. 306, C21. 15, 45, 5H, 5W, 7Q,
7X, 8Q, 9J, 9M2. KH7, KH8, 9M8,
9Q5. 9V plus many more not -so -rare
countries. On 28 April 1990
worked 1SOXV on the Spratley
Islands for my magic 100th country.
My total now stands at about 132
countries on hi', f.m.

Follow Rules

Most f.m. DXers follow some rules
concerning f.m. b.f. DXing and the
most important is to QSY from
29,600MHz immediately upon
establishing contact. The
international frequency for calling
DX is 29,6(H)MHz. Local rag chews
should not be carried out then if at
all possible as you may not think the
band is open, but it could be and
your local rag chew could prevent
DX contacts.

Of course, stations have every
right to stay on 29.600MHz, But it
would help if the frequency was left
clear for DX calls.

Please keep an ear out for me on
29.600MHz f.m. mode, 1 usually
QSY to 29.510MHz and I hope to
meet you on the band. PW
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Amateur Radio
- A Hobby For Life

By Steve Appleyard. G3R

Above: Steve Appleyard
G3PND in the shack he
shares with his son Will

G7VG F.

Below: Pete Linsley G3PDL
operating his home-brew
transceiver in the Firs(
Class Operators' Club
(FOC} 'Marathon'.

In April 1963, PW published an
article written by Steve Appleyard
G3PND. The article described an

designed and built after gaining his
licence in 1961 - at the age of 16. We
recently contacted Steve, now a
C.Eng. and MIEE, to see if his early
interest in amateur radio had
endured today, and also whether it
had influenced his choice of career.
As an encouragement to today's
novices. Steve agreed to recount his
experience, and also to contact five of
his amateur radio friends from the
past - to discover what role amateur
radio had played in their lives.

My simple answer to the question of
whether my interest has
endured is yes. But after a 30
year absence I had a
bewildering return to the
hobby only three years ago.

Had my early enthusiasm
for amateur radio influenced
my choice of career? Most
definitely - in choosing a
career as a Radio Officer in
the merchant navy, I saw this
as an extension to the hobby -
with the added dimension of
world travel.

Old Friends

1 was enthusiastic about the idea of
looking up my old friends. some of
whom I had not seen since my
schooldays, more than 33 years ago.
The task of locating old amateur friends

is of course simplified by the
availability of The RSGB Cult Book.
Fortunately, G3PDL, G3PDH and
G3RXP had not chosen to be "ex-
directory", and G3RZP and G3YQF,
whose callsigns I had forgotten. were
soon located in the new alphabetic
listing.

Being two years older than me,
Pete Linsley G3PDL, had already
discovered the world of amateur radio
when we first met at our school
electronics society. He was a short
wave listener, and a junior member of
the Grimsby Amateur Radio Club.

Pete was an avid constructor of
both receivers and transmitters. and I
was always impressed with his many
on -going projects - without doubt he
was my early mentor. Remembering
that there was no Novice (or even Class
B) licence at this time, we became
largely self taught through our own

By the age of 16, I had become
expert in the design and construction of
super -regenerative receivers, and
transmitters incorporating Colpitts
oscillators and Class C driven power
amplifiers. l had also become the proud
(and surprised) possessor of an RAE
certificate and the call.sign G3PND.

InItileare Oa area
Our hobby certainly had an influence
on Pete's early choice of career. he left
school after 'A' levels, to work in the
electronics lab of a local chemical
company.

A second friend who also obtained
his licence in 1961 was Malcolm
Prestwood G3PDH. For Malcolm, this
was the culmination of an interest in
radio which started at the age of 12.
when he was given an old broadcast
receiver.

Through experimentation, the
young Malcolm found that he could
retune the radio so that it could receive
transmissions from ships in the nearby
River Humber. He became a true s.w.l.
after buying an 8107 receiver from one
of the many ex -military equipment
advertisements appearing in the
editions of PW at that time.

Malcom's introduction to amateur
radio came through making the
acquaintance of GSGS and Gordon
Brown G3M2V. Gordon gave a lot of
help and guidance, particularly with the

building of Malcolm's first rig - a three
valved 'Top Band' transmitter using
two EF9l s and an 807.

It was Malcolm's school's career
adviser who suggested training to
become a Radio Officer in the
Merchant Navy - which he embarked
upon in 1961.

Starting the Radio Officer course at
the same time was Dave Mason, later
to become G3RXP. Even now, Dave
remembers that his fascination for
'wireless' began when he was only six
years old. The fascination for radio
never left him and it became channelled
into Amateur Radio through his uncle
IG3NNN), whose R 107 receiver
opened up a whole new world. He also
had much help and guidance from his
older friend and mentor, Jim Sleight
G3OJI.

So at the age of 18, with several
years of construction and operating
experience behind us. we embarked
upon our careers. G3PDL in his
electronics lab, G3PDH, G3RXP and
myself, set sail as merchant marine
Radio Officers.

deb Met Expeetetioa

The job certainly met my expectation,
with eight hours of watch-
keeping/operating each day. There was
also the maintenance responsibility,
which extended beyond the radio
equipment to the radars and other
navigation systems. Neither was I
disappointed with the travel, visiting
many parts of the world.

However after two years, I had
decided that my long term interest was
in the theory and design of radio
equipment - and for this I would need
to study further. I therefore embarked
upon the next phase of my career which
was a four year course sponsored by
Marconi Marine in Chelmsford.

Within my first few days in
Chelmsford. I had discovered the
Marconi Apprentices Amateur Radio
Club. And one of the enthusiastic
members at this time was a young
technician apprentice called Peter
Chadwick G3R213,

The youngest member of the club
was a 14 year -old school boy. Richard
Linford. Dick had entered the world of
radio through building crystal sets and
experimenting with long wire antennas.
He was invited along to a local field
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day and met Peter. Dick remembers

that Peter had been very helpful during

this time and with his encouragement
obtained his licence and became

G3YQF. Dick became a Radio Officer

after qualifying at the North East
London Polytechnic.

My own career now developed
along an engineering rather than

operating path. By this time, my
interest in amateur radio had waned. By

1980. I had finally moved away from
engineering, first into sales and
marketing, then into general

management, ultimately to become the

Chief Executive of my present
company.

My Re -introduction

My re -introduction to Amateur Radio
came rather unexpectedly three years

ago through my 15 year old son Will.
Unprompted by me, Will attended the
Novice class at the Colchester Institute,
becoming 2E1 RIB.

In the next year, he took the RAE,

and obtained his class B licence and

G7VGF callsign. Perhaps an interest in
amateur radio is passed through the
genes!

Together, we established a new

shack and Will acquired 144 and
430MHz rigs. I procured a second-hand
h.f. transceiver and erected a G5RV

antenna and on 4 December 1994,1 had
my first QSO for 28 years (with
G3GGI..). My Morse was a bit rusty
and I was certainly nervous - my
apologies to G3GGL!

So what had become of Pete,

Malcolm and my other young friends
from the early 1960s? Had their interest

in amateur radio endured the

intervening years'? Had it impacted on

the development of their careers'?

Peter G3PDL and Dave G3RXP
still live near to Grimsby. Pete worked
in the electronics lab of the chemical

company for four years, alongside
G3RGC and G3RJV - the now. famous
Rev. George Dobbs. Both Pete and

George decided on a complete change

of career, returning to college to
become school teachers. Pete's subject

is physics, and he's now the Head of

Science at a secondary school.

The Rev. George Dobbs of course,

made a further career change, into the

church and is now Vicar of the Parish
of Sudden in Rochdale, Lancashire.

An interest. shared by both Peter

and George. was in QRP operation.

George is well known for his many
articles on low power transmitters and
Pete is co-author of the QRP Antenna

Handbook, treasurer of the QRP Club
and a winner of the RSGB QRP
contest. I was even more impressed by

his rig, a fully home brewed (designed
and built) h.f. transceiver, with
outstanding receiver performance. Well
done Pete!

Dave G3RXP lives only a few
miles from Pete, his QTH is a superbly
elevated position on top of the
Lincolnshire Wolds, His interest is still
for h.f. c.w., and Like Pete, Dave is also

a gifted operator. One manifestation of
this is the certificate in his shack.
recording the fact that he was the
winner of the 1995 CW World -Wide
contest (singe operator, low power
section).

Like my own. Dave's Radio Officer
career lasted for two years. before

pursuing a career ashore. Eventually

Dave moved into the expanding world
of computers. He joined ICL as a
service engineer, and now holds the

position of Technical Support Manager.
The third of my Grimsby friends.

Malcolm G3PDH's seafaring career
had similarly lasted for two years, after
which he became involved with Decca
Hi -Fix, an highly accurate hyperbolic
navigation system. Malcolm then
joined the company's overseas

operations and was involved with
setting up Hi -Fix

systems for oil

exploration in
Australia and New
Zealand. and for
crop spraying in
Indonesia.

Returning to the UK
in the position of
Technical Director,

and to a life as

G3PDH once again

he's now the Morse
examiner for
Norfolk.

The Essex Due?

Well, so much for the Grimsby trio, but
what of the Essex duo? I had already

become aware that Peter G3RZP. was
still active in amateur radio when I
renewed my own interest in 1993, and

received my first Rodent,' from the
RSGB. There was Peter - President of

the RSGB.

Peter's career development kept
him very much in the mainstream of

radio and electronics and for the past 16
years. Peter has held the position of

Senior Principal Engineer with GEC -
Plessey Semiconductors. After more

than 30 years, Peter's enthusiasm for

amateur radio appears to he unabated!

Finally, we come to Dick G3YQF,
whose career path took him from an

enjoyable and much travelled period in
the Merchant Navy, to life again as a

student. Dick studied for a BSc in
Communication Engineering at
Plymouth Polytechnic. A requirement
of the course that the students spent a

period each year working in industry
and I was delighted that Dick chose to
join me at Marconi Marine!

After graduating. Dick joined me
full time. taking over as Head of
Navigation Systems when l moved on.

Dick's next career move was to take
him back into education and to
Plymouth Polytechnic, but this time, as
a lecturer in Communication
Engineering.

Dick is now Head of RE and
Microwaves at the University (as it has
now become), with the department
being one of the leaders in this field. He
has introduced Amateur Radio into the
teaching of communication and
propagation studies.

CO With Pest

Dick was able to make one final link
with the past, in that he had kept his

original home-brew transmitter.
Designed and built when he was 16, it

incorporates choke modulation to
provide am as well as c.w. operation.

As we examined it together in the
modem communications laboratory. it
symbolically transcended three

decades. From the schoolboy Amateur

Radio enthusiast of the 1960s, to the

University Lecturer of the 1990s.
responsible for educating the

professional radio engineers of the
future.

In conclusion, I would suggest that
Amateur radio is unique. What other
hobby taken up by six schoolboys 35
years ago. would still play a part in
their lives today having also shaped and
influenced their careers?

PW

Top: Dine Mason G3RXP
at his QTH high in the
Lincolnshire Wolds.

Middle: Malcolm
Prestwood G3PDH with
the compact station he

operated from A9XBC and
other exotic DX locations.

Left: Three decades on!
Dick Linford G3YQF
shows Steve G3PND the

transmitter he built when
aged 16. In the background

is the Plymouth University
Amateur Radio station
GOUOP.
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By Ben Nock G4BXD

It's Ben
Nock
G4BXD's
turn to look
after the
vintage
'wireless
shop' this
month. This
time Ben
takes a look
at the
Codar AT5
and an
interesting
'Spy' set.
So...read
on to find
out more!

Once again its my turn to open the

vintage shop, with, as is usual in

my case, a military flavour
(green that is!). But this time there's a
small 'slice' of 'ham (radio) included.

And this time around its a real case of

'little and large'. Little in the way of
'spy' radio equipment and large in the
way of Navy sets.

The AT5 Transmitter

It will probably he hard to find any
licensee before the G4C or G4D series of

calls that hasn't heard of the AT5

Transmitter. Made by Codar way back in
the mists of time (well, the 1960s at least)

the AT5 must have been the most popular
rig for I.8 and 3.5MHz use for years.
Lets face it, it was the only rig around
for years that most could afford'.

The AT5 runs to about 10 to 12W of
ant. and c.w. It uses valves (five in all)
with an FF80 as a another EF80 as

a 'buffer' on I.8MHz and as doubler on
3.5MHz. a 6BW6 as p.a.. with a I 2AX7
and 6B W6 as modulator.

Modulation is provided by a 'choke
modulated' p.a. stage. This is achieved

by using a centre tapped choke, with the

h.t. applied to the centre. feeding to the
power amplifier and modulator anodes

front each end of the choke.

The AT5 has a matching

Fig. 2: Inside view of
the AT5, the p.a. stage
is to the left, r.f.o. and
buffer top right and
the modulator on the
bottom right-hand
side.

mains power supply. Also
available was an inverter
mobile supply and the
companion Codar T28
receiver.

Unfortunately though. the
AT5 receiver (which used
Mullard modules) is 'as wide
as the proverbial barn door'.
Whilst it worked fine as a

mobile set-up. used on the main station
long wire antenna, it sadly lacks
selectivity.

On Air

Digging out one of my AT5s the other
day I tried it out on the air on 1.8 and

3.5MHz using a Drake 2B as the

receiver. On the MWARS Net on
Saturday morning, good reports of its
ant. transmission were obtained from

Fig. 1: The Coder AT5
transmitter and Drake 2B
receiver, with a G4BXD a.t.u.
and Type D RAF Morse key.

many stations. Likewise, on c.w. the little
transmitter really gave a good account of
itself, a grxxi note and stability.

It will be interesting to see how many
of the modem day rigs still work as well
30 years on. As many use special

dedicated processors and chips...what's

going to happen when those processors

and chips are no longer available?
Indeed. I have been told that certain chips
for my six year -old [corn hand-held are

already no longer available!

Blue 'Brick'

Now for something just as old but just a
little more sophisticated than the
AT5...the Mk 123 set, sometimes called
the 'blue brick'. This is an example of
'spy' sets at their hest. Covering 2.5 to

20MHz in three bands. this valved set
can deliver over 20W of r.f. into various
makeshift antennas.

The receiver uses miniature wire -

ended valves -seven in all) while the

transmitter has three. The 5B/254M in
the p.a. to really give the set a powerful

punch. The receiver is tuneable while the

transmitter is crystal controlled.
Equipped with a b.f.o. the receiver

can resolve am. or c.w. hut the
transmitter is c.w. only. A built in Morse
key sits in the corner of the case but

there's provision for an external key to be

plugged in.

The huilt in power supply can run of
anything between 90 and 230V ac. or
d.c. A separate power unit being supplied
in the kit to power the set from a 12V d.c.
supply.

In the kit of spares there are objects

like the tape ruler style aerial. A wire
aerial in a tape measure like box, which

after use can be rewound for stowage.

Also included is a device to reform
the capacitors in the power supply if the

set has been unused fora time. This
comes along with various plugs and bits
that allow the set to be attached to

whatever type of power receptacle is in
use in whatever country you happen lobe
spying front

The PRC-31 6

The PRC-316 military set (similar in size
to the 'blue brick') is a fixed frequency
semiconductor unit providing a.m. or
c.w. communication for troops in the
field. It's claimed that the SAS were the
main users of these sets, but as with all

military facts and figures concerning the
British SAS Regiment (Special Air
Service). it is very difficult to get the
exact picture.

Running about 4W on h.f.. the RC -

316 has nine crystal channels, each
channel then having a further five preset

Variable Crystal Oscillator (VXO) like
shifts of a kHz or so up and down.

The receiver has a decent 300Hz i.f.

filter on c.w. and once again, the set has a

built-in Morse key. There's one strange
thing on the set though and this is a plate

Fig. 3: The Mark 123 'Spy' set. The
unit comprises the receiver on the
left, transmitter on the right with
the p.s.u. in the centre. The box on
the lower right is the 'tape measure'
housing for the wire antenna.
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Fig. 4: The Mark 123 spares
box showing wire antenna,
spare valves and antenna
insulators. Below is the 12V
p.s.u. with leads. The device
(top right) is the capacitor
reforming tool (see texti

an adapter for connecting the set to an

external power source.

VHF Transceiver

Another PRC set now. and this time
it's the PRC-638 v.h.f. transceiver.

According to Jane rs Military
Communications, 9a'9/, this set is
manufactured by 1RET in Trieste,
Italy.

Covering the frequency range 30
to 76MHz the PRC-638 set provides
1840 channels spaced at 25kHz. [t has
F2B and F3E modes, at a selectable
4W or 100mW rf output.

The transceiver uses an internal
battery pack (held in the base I

consisting of 10 D sized cells (hence

Fig. 5: The PCR-638 v.h.f. 'Manpack' transceiver.

Fig. 7: The mighty TBM-10 Nave transmitter inside and outside
views. A veritable (and impressive)  battleship' in itself!

giving the Morse code characters in

dots and dashes. Makes you wonder
if the signallers were taught Morse
before being sent on a mission!

There are two versions of the 316,

designated A and B. The difference is
in the channel frequencies fitted. [n
addition to the internal battery, there's

11V) using rechargeable cells. It

draws 1.5A on high power and 40rriA
on low. Weighing 3.5Kg with
batteries. the set uses one of those

tape measure type aerials and a

telephone type handset. The actual set

in the photo has Arabic markings and
is believed to have been used in Iraq.

Around The World

Now its time for some picture
postcards from around the world.

Further examples front the stable of
my good friend in the USA. Paul
Thekan. in sunny California.

The TBM-10 is a real 'battleship'
of a transmitter. probably apt as the
set was used on battleships And as we

all know, the USA had some mighty
big ones.

Running 350W on phone that
USA speak for a.m.) arid 500W on
c.w., the TBM-10 tunes 2 to I 8MHz
and uses an 861 valve in the p.a.

stage.

The rack housing the set is some

6ft tall and 2ft across t no. [ don't

know what that is in centimetres!).
Paul does not state the weight. but 1

think we can assume its heavy!

The next set is the TCM
transmitter along with the RAS-5
receiver. With the same frequency

coverage of the TBM this transmitter
runs a mere 35W 'phone, but at least a
100W in c.w. mode.

The receiver bears obvious

resemblance to the 11R0 set we all
know (the same plug-in coil units.
etc.1. But you can see from the photo

that there a few less controls on this

set to that of the HRO M or 5T.

The complete housing, power
supply on the left. transmitter in the
middle and receiver, along with spare
coil holder, power supply and
mounted speaker, on the right does

make for a very impressive station
indeed. wish 1 had this in my shack!

Information Please!

Frank Vanden Eynde from Belgium
would like information, and [ guess a
circuit. for the Sarbe Transistor
Beacon with Speech units. Made by

Burndept. I think these are the little
yellow sets for 'downed aircrew' that
operate on the 243MHz band.

Information to me please and

pass it on. And don't pull the pin on
the Sarbe Frank else you'll have Air
Sea Rescue knocking at your door!

Frank also had a question

regarding low gain on one or his 18
Sets. When he uses an active antenna.

one that has a pre -amplifier built in,

the I 8 works well fine. But when
working on the rods antennas, it's
'deaf' (The antenna feed to the
receiver conies directly from the
anode of the p.a. in the transmitter

Assuming there is a peak when
the transmitter p.a. is tuned then it

would seem that the problem might
be either in the lead from the TX to
the RX. or in the coupling capacitor,
C6A. This capacitor connects from
the incoming cable to the grid of the

first valve in the receiver. There is

Fig. 6: The PRC-316 h.f.
Portable sets. The Model A is
on the left, B on the right. The
meter reads battery voltage
or r.f. output. Note the handy
'Morse Memo'!

also a resistor (R i C.) which feeds
a.g.c. to the receiver r.f. stage. It

may well be ihat this is either high
or open circuit.

Finally, [ would also like to ask

For assistance with a Mk 122 set. I

would like any information,
circuits. pictures. etc.. for help in
restoration of one. Please contact
me on the address below if you can
help.

Locating Older Sets

Further to the question of locating
older sets have l did mentioned
rallies of course. Having attended

several so far this year many have
been interesting. the Drayton
Manor Rally and the Luton Boot
Sale (both in May) were again very
good despite the bad weather at
Drayton,.

However. sonic of the big
specialist shows have been most

disappointing. Possibly the rather
silly prices being asked by many
dealers has Forced many to keep

their hands in their pockets.

Thanks go out to James
Farquhar for information on the
Sound Ranging set. and to Bob
Warner for the circuit diagram
and official working instructions.
Thanks also to Jim Packer for
information on the Navy set
AP100335. The information has
been passed on. Finally. thanks to

Paul Thekan for the TBM and
TCM pictures.

As always, I can be contacted

by mail at: 'The Radio Room', 62
Cobden Si Kidderminster.
Worcestershire DY1I 6RP. or via
the PW office, (sae. please if you
need a reply) or E-mail on the web
at:

106312.1035@compuserve.com

Cheerio from Ben, see you in November.
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This time Mike Richards G4WNC
looks at spectrum analysis
software, a new decoding
package and offers advice on file
finding.

After my recent mention of the
sbfft analysis software, I
received lots of enquiries from

listeners with an interest in this area
of signal analysis. So great was the
interest that I decided to spend some
time searching through the Internet
software archives to see if there
were any other audio programs that
could he used to help with the

analysis of radio signals.
was pleasantly surprised and

came up with a number of very
impressive programs. I will
concentrate for this month on the
excellent Spectrogram program by R.

S. Horne. This is currently available
Internet in two versions, one

that supports Windows 3.1 whilst the
later version only works with
Windows '95, but features real time
analysis and so is highly

recommended.
Before I go into the details of

how you can use the Spectrogram
program for signal analysis. I thought
it would be useful to give some

the whistles and whines of a radio
signal into a meaningful set of
numbers? It's easy really, but I will

run through the process step-by-
step. You might be interested to know
that this very same process is used
to store your favourite music on to a

CD.

The most important point to note
about the process of converting an
analogue signal into a digital form is
thatthe result is only an
approximation of the original signal.
It might be a very good

approximation, but it is nevertheless
an approximation.

Sampling & Quantisation

The technique used for converting
signals into numbers is called
sampling and quantisation. Sounds
dreadful doesn't it? but it's really
quite simple. Sampling means that
the audio signal is examined at
regular intervals and the
instantaneous voltage measured and

recorded. It's rather
6
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Fig. 1: An example of
error.

quantisation

background into the way in which
computers process audio signals.

As with all thing to do with
linking analogue signals with
computers, the first requirement is to
convert the signal into numbers. This
is because computers can only
'think' in numbers?

So how on earth do you change

like taking a snap -shot
of the different parts of
the signal.
You're probably

wondering how on
earth you can capture
all the detail of an
audio signal just by
measuring the voltage
now and again! Well of
course you can't as
you need to measure
the voltage very
frequently.
In fact the 'rule -of -

thumb' says that the
sampling and

measurement needs to take place at
a rate equal to twice the highest
frequency that you want to record. If
you apply that principle to a normal
communications signal, you find that
the highest frequency is around
3000Hz. That would mean sampling

the audio signal at least 6000 times
every second - you'd need a pretty

good AVO meter to do that!
The only way of course to

sample the audio is to use an
electronic voltmeter with a very fast
response time and electronic
switching. This may sound mind

blowingly complicated, but suitable
measuring systems are readily
available from semiconductor
manufacturers.

Having sorted out the basic
sampling, what do you do with the
result? The next step is to turn the
measurements from the sampling
system into numbers that the
computer can handle. In order to do

this you first have to decide on just
how accurately you wantto record
the measurements taken at the
sampling stage.

In theory the measurements
could be stored to a huge number of
decimal places. Whilst this would
help to create a very accurate record
of the signal, the numbers could get

unmanageable.
What has to be done is to decide

on a compromise for the resolution of
the samples. There are countless
choices available, but if you
remember that you want to send the
information to a computer it would be
as well to work in multiples of eight
bits (Binary digiTS).

If you were to use the El hit

sampling our voltage measurements
would have to be rounded up or
down to align with one of the 256
values available. This process is
called quantisation and, as you can
see, adds a certain amount of
distortion to the original signal. I've
illustrated this effect in

So let's review just how far
we've got. Our original audio signal is
being sampled at 6000 times per

second and each sample is stored as
an eight bit value.

If you were to store this directly
in the computer's memory you would
fill it up at a rate of 6kb per second or
360kb per minute. What I have just
described is called an analogue to
digital converter or A -D converter.

In order to ensure a degree of
commonalty between different
computers there are a number of
standards around that you need to
understand. The most common
standard is that used for CD digital

audio systems.
Each channel uses a sample

rate of 44100 times per second or

44.1kHz and stores each
measurement using a 16 bit number.

This means that there are 65536
steps available which is significantly
better than our original 256 steps
using an 8 -bit number.

Its this very fast sampling rate
combined with fine resolution that
provides the high quality associated
with CDs. The penafty is a huge
hunger for memory which equates to
around 10.5Mb per minutel

A more modest standard that's
more suitable for dealing with the
audio From communications
equipment, is mono recording using
11.025kHz sampling and eight bit
resolution. This reduces the memory
consumption to a more manageable
661kb per minute.

So far we've succeeded in
converting our audio signal into a
series of numbers that manage to

eat -up your computer's memory!
While this may not appear very

significant it actually opens -up a

whole new world of signal
processing.

In this particular case I'm
looking at how you can transform
this series of numbers into something
much more meaningful. The secret is
to use an analysis technique known
as Fast Fourier Transform IFFTl.

The FFT technique enables a
computer to replicate the function of
the Cochlea in the human ear. If you
think about it, this part of the ear
responds to a varying pressure on
the ear drum and transforms this into

frequency information using
thousands of minute hairs that
resonate at different frequencies.

The FFT, on the other hand, takes

the varying electrical signal as
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represented by our digital sample
and turns it into frequency
information. Once you have details of
all the frequencies present in the
signal you can start to work
wonders.

For example, a DSP based audio

filter uses the principle I've
described here to first analyse the
incoming frequencies and reject
those that fall outside the specified
pass -hand_ It's this clinical analysis
that enables DSP filters to produce
such stunning results.

However, the Spectrogram
program that started me off on this

track uses FFT analysis to identifythe
frequency components of the signal
and then displays the result in
graphical format. You can then apply
your brain power to further analyse
the results.

Now you may well be struggling
to understand what good this can he
so let's look at an example or two. If
you're interested in any of the digital
modes then the Spectrogram display
could make a very effective tuning
indicator.

You are be presented with a pair
of horizontal lines representing the
mark and space frequencies of the
incoming transmission, see Fig. 2. All
you then have to do is adjust your
rig's tuning so that the two lines
straddle the centre frequency of your
decoder.

You can also make use of

Spectrogram to take a detailed look
at just what's being transmitted. If
you adjust the horizontal definition to
around lms you will find that you can
very clearly see the structure of the
data signal.

I've shown an example of an
SSTV signal in Fig. 3. This can be

useful for tracking down transmitter
problems or even to help identify
unknown transmission modes. If you

would like to try a copy of R. S.

Home's excellentfreeware program
check-out the links on my Web page.

New Decoding Software

It you've been keeping an eye on the
Radio sites on the Internet you may
well have heard news of the new
RadioRaft decoding package. This
excellent new utility decoding
program has recently hit the streets
and is causing quite a stir.

RadioRaftis a very effective
multi -mode decoding system with
fully automatic mode selection and a

price tag of justE18! The
program has been written
by Francois Guillet F6FLT

and demo versions are
freely available via the
Internet (see the links on
my Web Page).

Franscois reports that the
program has taken around five years
development to get itto its current
stage. Although the decoding
routines were fairly straightforward,
it was making the program user -

Friendly that really took the time.

I managed to get my hands on a

full version of RadioRaft and have
been very
impressed with
the results.

Despite it's
extensive range
of features, it
operates very
successfully
using just a
standard

HAMCOMM

type comparator
interface.

On the

computing front RadioRaft works at
its best under DOS with any version
from 3.3 to 6.2 being acceptable

provided you have a 386 or better

processor. While it's possible to run
the program under Windows, it's
unlikely to work properly unless you
have a very fast Pentium based

machine.

One of the points that's really
quite impressive with RadioRaftis it's

speed of operation. This is further
borne -out by its comparatively small
file size at just 400kb.

Installing RadioRaftis really
easy as it has a built-in installation
program that not only decompresses
the files, but also guides you through
the essential set-up options. In
operation Rat:11'0130ft impressed me

with the effectiveness of its
automatic made and speed
detection.

There were a few fairly obvious
limitations to this mode, as it could
only handle one signal at a time and
it didn't like heavy fadingi If you're
tempted to have a go, you can
download a demo version via my
Web page or write directly to
Francois sending £18 For a full

registered version. The address to
write to is: Francois Guillet, 17 rue
Michel Delalande, F-44800, St-

Herblain, France.

File Finding
I often get letters from readers
asking for help in finding files on the

Internet. Whilst the various search
engines on the Web can be very
effective, I still find that the old
Archie client is by far the quickest

it 11.01-F lScsrt
.210 . 3:- Silt nos Settl,.s Fk

achrollows moles
It 7 'Eta

ASCHO 0 ta R4C1IFIP Parity
010:1 semi -duplex =les
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11111Q-0 arg-.2. PRoz-M. ArA-e3
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S0E0061
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SIC IT Dill/He%
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SPPER121 SPIIP1011
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Special Offers
If you'd like a copy of HamcommIJVFAX, etc. I've arranged a very special offer

with the Public Domain and Shareware Library (PDSL). They have put

together a library set of all five disks for just £12, all inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes ordering simpler as they accept all the usual credit cards so you can order by phone, and you don't even haveto write a letter.

Please direct all orders and enquiries aboutthis disk setto PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL Tel: 101892) 663298 and

request library volume: H008739abcde.

The software is only available as a set of five disks as follows:

IBM PC Softwarel1.44Mb disks): Disk A - JVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas device selection software;

Disk C - NuMorse 1.3; Disk D - UltraPak 4.0 and Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

and most reliable way to find a
specific file.

If you want to give this a try, one
of the best clients around is
WSARCHIE this can be found at
ftp.demon.co.ukipuh/ibmpc/vvin3/wi
nsock/apps/wsarchie/wsarch11.sip.

Fig. 2: An RTTY signal.

Fig. 3: An example of an
SSTV signal received using
the Spectogram progam.

Fig. 4: The Radioraft
decoding package.

Space and time have caught up with me again, so until next time

'happy computing' and as usual I look forward to receiving your

news and views. All correspondence to me Mike Richards G4WNC

at PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants 8H24 2ZD or via E-mail to

mike.richards@diaLpipex.com Don't forget you can also visit my

Web site at : http://dialspace.dial.pipex.comMikesichardsi
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Due to the fast turn
around of popular

secondhand items,

readers should check on

availability of advertised

stock In other words...if

you spot something you

fancy...donl delay or you
could miss it! .---.4116 II II

C
YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

PLEASI. NC/1 E. SECONDHAND I IL NIS COME
WITH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS & LABOUR
GUARANTEE. FOR MORE INFORMATION
PHONE krtin TIETJEN 01702.206035 OR FAX
01702-205343.
HE TRANSCEIVERS
[COM 1C -725x2 HF base cation (very good
condition) £549
TRIO TS-940SAT I* hose cation Inc built in ATU
E1199
TRIO TS -120V HF hue station with IL-I20.VR)
E299
YASSU FT -7476X HF base nlauon general coverage
RX £399
YAESU FT-767GX HE hire station 0149

V111,0! HI, TRANSCEIVERS MOBILE/BASE
STATION
ALINCO DR -M06 661 mobile IoW £159
1COM IC-271E 2m all mode 1.42.5
ICOM IC -2900 2m all mode 1225
KENWOOD TM -742E 2m/70cms 3rd hand optional.
as new 0679
KENWOOD TR-75IA 2m 25w multimode 0.169
KENWOOD TR-7SIE 2m 15w multimode (awaiting
mie.manual) £429
KENWOOD TM-73I F. 2ne70crits awhile 049
TRIO TR-9000 2m all mode transceiver £275
TRIO TR-7500 2m Ice mobile £99
YAESI: FT-690R1Ix2 6m all mode with clip on linear
£399
TABU 1-1-290R11x2 2m ponabhe multimode £299

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS HANDHELDS
ALINCO DJ -I62 2w handheld (dry cell 1,1.
£99
ALINCO DJ -191 2m handheld £119
ALINCO D1-5013 2m/70ems handheld (awaiting
charger) £179
ALINCO DI-F1Ex2 2m handheld £119
ICOM IC -2E 2m handheld £99
ICOM 1C-W2E 2m/70cms handheld £219
ICOM 1C-W2.1Ex3 2m/7(knes handheld with dry cell
eases £229
ICOM IC-W3IE 2rn/70ems handheld 1149
ICOM 1C-25 2m handheld £109
KENWOOD TH-480 70cms handheld 0.69
KENWOOD T842E 70cms handheld £195
KENWOOD TH-79Ex2 2m/70cms handheld £339
KENWOOD11-1-2050 2m handheld £89
STANDARD C-411 70cms handheld (awaiting
charger1.099
TRIO TR-2000 2m handheld (awaiting
chow) £99
YAESU F0-23Rx2 2m handheld £109
YAESU FT -S I R 2m/Illems handheld £275
YAESU 1-T410 711cms handheld £229

STATION ACCESSORIES
ADONIS AM -508G Desktop microphone 09
B+W 300W HF Antenna tuning unit 079
DATONG 0-70 Morse tutor £49
DEWSBURY SUPA-TUTOR Morse tutor £69
GARMIN GPS-911Glohal positioning system £279
GARMTN GP5-45 Global positioning system
(awaiting manuali £169
GARMIN GPS-U) Global positioning system
(awaiting manual) £125
[COM AT -100 Auto A1111159
ICOM IC-PS20 Power supply modified for mho'
radios) £85
JPS NIR-12 Top of the range DSP filler £299
JPS N"TR-1 x3 Add on noise reduction unit £109
JESAN KT -750 Handheld CB 4 Watts £45
KANTRONICS KAMPLUSn2 Version 8 TNC £249
KENWOOD AT -230 Antenna tuning unit £179
KENWOOD KSC-8 Charger foe kenwood handheld
batteries 125
LOWE PR -I50 x2 Active preselector for any HE RX
receiver £149
LOWE MODEMASTER Version 1 069

LOWE IF -ISO Interface for HF-ISO 049
MEl 200 VHF SWR analyzer £59
MF3 411 Morse tutor 149
MEI 934 HF alificial ground and All] In one ho r
£119

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
01629 580800

HF TRANSCEIVERS
kern IC 726 HF transceiver with 61n
1625.00
kern IC 728 HF transceiver £550.00
JSTI35 HE Transceiver £975.00
Kenwood 155305 HF Transceiver £495.00
Kenwood TS820 HF Transceiver £395.00
Yaesu FT7476X HF Transceiver 1400.00

DATACOMMS
Kantronics KAM Multimode TNC
£1115.1111

VHFIUHF TRANSCEIVERS
Aline* DJ.500E Dual Rand Handheld
£249.00
Alinco DJ560 Dual Banal Handheld
£199.00
Aline° DR599 Dual Band Mobile £425.00
)corn IC24ET Dual Band Handheld
£269.00
Icnin 11505 6m Portable SSB Only
£250.011
'COM II.:W2F; Dual Band Handheld
£249.00
Kenwood TH205E 2m Handheld £159.00
Kenwood TH78E Dual Band Handheld
1290.00
Kenwood TM732E Dual Band Mobile /
detachable front panel 1380.00
Kenwood 1102500 2m Handheld £140.00
Yaesu FT290R 3m Multimode £250.00
Yaesu VE470R 17ual Band Handheld
£259.00
Yaesu FT2200 2111 FM Mobile £289.00
Yaesu F747110RH Dual Band Mobile with
detachable front £375.00
Yaesu FT690R2 6m Multimode Portable
£399.00

HF RECEIVERS
Icon ICR71E HF Receiver £550.00
Kenwood R10011 HE Receiver £250.00
Kenwood 820111111IF Receiver with VHF
conic. £495.00
Lowe HF225 HF Receiver with all
accessories £345.00
Lowe 0F225 Europa HF Receiver £450.00
Sony ICFSW55 World hand Portable
£229.00
Yaesu FRG8800 HF Receiver £350.00

SCANNERS
AOR ARI000 Handheld £169.00
AOR A R2001 Rase Scanner without PS11
£159.00
AOR AR2700 I laudheld Scanner £160.00
AOR AR2800 Base Scanner with SSB
£195.00
kern ICR7000 Bane Scanner £650.00
kern ICR1 Handheld Scanner £199.00
Yupiteru MVT7000 Handheld Scanner
02101.011

Yupiteru MV F7100 Handheld Scanner
1225.00

Items ore held at various branches. please
conraer our Matlock branch for further

dewily on 01620 580 800

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

(REP OF IRELAND)

00353 51 871278
11F TRANSCEIVERS
Icom 725 AMJF/v1 option £499
Yaesu FT900AT as new £799
Kenwood 155905 auto ATI) £1999
Yaesu 17990AC horsed £12511

Kenwood IS940S in mint condition £1099
Yaesu FT840 1499

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Alinco 00590E. 2m/70cm mobile £250
Alinco DI 180 2m handi 1119
Alinco DI I 811 with keypad £129
KemwoodTH79E 2m/70cm wide RX £299
Icom ICP2liT 2m handi with spare ban
£149
Yaesu 1750r 2m/70cm handl £249
Yaesu ET8500 2rilf71km mobile £399
Alinco DR6IOE 2m/70cm mobile £399
Isom IC260E 2m multi mode 10 waits.
£269

!corn 1C820H 2mr7Ocrn base station £1099

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Kenwood R5000 with VHF converter fitted
£795
JRC NRD525 nom £699
Lowe HF225 £349
Yaesu FRG 100 mint £399
Sony 201)11) ptsrlahlc £199
Sony SW7600G £139
Realistic DX 3941199

SCANNERS BASE/MOBII.E
Realistic PR02006 25 to 1300mhz 1199
Yupiteni MVT8000 2 to 130041117 £249
Icom 1CR7000 25 to 2000MHz £699
Icom 1CR7100 25 to 2000MHz £949
Bearcat 9000XLT 25 to 1300MHz £249
Bcarcat 860XLT 66 to 956MHz £109

SCANNERS HANDHELD
Yupiteru M VT7100 0 tit 165OMH7. £229
Yupiteru MVT7000 8 to 1300MH/ £189
Bearcat 3000XLT 25 to 1300MHz 1179
Bearcat 220XLT 66 to 956MHz £129
AOR8000 0 to 1900MHz £290
Bearcat IOOXLT 29 to 512MHz £99

STATION ACCESSORIES
Daiwa PS304 25amp power supply £109
Watson PS 1220 20amp power supply £65
Vectronics 300wart tuner with dummy load
£99

ME) 949E 3110 watt tuner with dummy load
£109

Kenwood MC85 desk mic with 2 leads £89
Icom PS55 20 amp power supply £149
Yaesu FRV7700 VHF converter £65
Diawa LA2080 In 80watt amp £69
Mirage 160watt 2n1 amp I Owatt input £229
Opto 3300 frequency finder £99
Timewave DSP 59 plus £179
AEA PK-232MBX peker tnc and decoder
£199
Vo'avecom W4010 data decoder £349

NEVADA

01705 662145
AOR SOU 51:100 OH UNIT £495
ALINCO DIX-1 £225

AOR AR900 £140
AOR AR8000 £239
DAIWA PS304 II £99

DRAKE R8E £795

FDK MULTI 700EX £145
ICOM 1C -255e £199
ICOM 1C-725 £595
ICOM IC-W2E £2511

ICOM IC -728 £695
[COM R-72 £675
ICONS T -7E £245
JST 100 COMPLETE £525
JST 125 COMPLETE £599
KENWOOD MC -85 £99

KENWOOD TH-45E £145

KEN WOOD T11 -215E £145
KENWOOD TM -221 ........ £199

KENWOOD TM -241E £225
KENWOOD TM -251E 1289
KENWOOD TM -451E £299
KENWOOD R-2000 £395
KENWOOD R-ZI £245
KENWOOD TS -940S £899
KENWOOD TS -/450 SAT 11299
KENWOOD 440S £699
LOWE AP 150 £155
LOWE HE 150 £269
MFJ 989c 1289

N.A.G. 144 XL AMP 134;
REALISTIC 2036 £179
REALISTIC PRO -50 £69

SANGEAN ATS-803A £85

SATCOM P40 (PAIR) £149
SENTEC 20M HANDLE £195
TEAM 3100 UK £95

TEN TEC OMNI VI S.0.13 £1999
TIMEWAVE DSP 9+ FILTER £165
TRIO TR-2200 £99

TRIO TS -520 £235
YAESU FRG -8/400 £499
YAESU FL -2500 £79
YAESU Fr -ONE £645
YAESU FT -7 + PSU £499
YAESU FT-IO2 £499
YAESU FT -107 £499
YAESU ET -11R ..... £169.

YAESU FT -50 + EXTRAS £299
YAESU FT -290 II £375
YAESU FT -650 24-54MHZ £6990
YAESU FT -SIR £299
YAESU FT -707 £349
YAESU FT -726R £799
YAESU FT -727 £169
YAESU FT-757GX £499
YAESU FT -790R1 £325
YAESU 1.7-840 FM £625
YAESU FT -980 £625
YAESU FT 990 AC 11399
YAESU 4700 RH £345

c
PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!
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ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

HE TRANSCEIVERS
Tarsi] FTAHM iAT - £930

2 x loan IC -7M plus speak., rr,, £1510!
JRC 1ST- E.35HP deluxe 4 Ptit

units..................... . .......

Konvelaad TS-450SAT  boxed £950

Kenamcd TS -9405 £9511

nest] IT -9t111. £799

ti399

1475

YLIZSL1 FT 102 + I £1:TA'd k FC.- 102 ..... .£799

I-T747GX + FM/1:W fate&
IT1-757(TX - boxes. CFEL.

Rem; ood TS -120V + VF0-120/5P-100.. .12.99

!corn iC,726  brined_ £6511

MOBILEMASE VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
fq-726R ETEL

kensvoutl TS -700 boxed LTE

Krnwewd T5 -71O5 (450
2 it Yam] FT -290R 3.11; I plus accessories from
1213 NavIen A.MR-10006 £1.411

Kenwood Tiv1.742 + 10m module as new.. 1625

learn - based_ . . 1225

learn le -290D . 13110

Yawn FT -290R Mark II f350
2 x Kenwood TR-751 from 1350

RECEIVERYSCANNERS
learn IC -87000 £750

Kenwood 12-5rxio boxed £699

Yaesn FRG -1011 VGC £375

AOR-3003A 1575

KUM 0.2-101E hosed ......... ....... ..£399

Kenwond R- I itifi boxed._ .. .£299

Regency MX -70`g1 . 011
Sumnrikamp
A R.2510 £275

Drake Ik-8E 1699
Lowe 1 -IF -'25 1375
Realistic PRO 21x16.. £150

AOR AR -27101- mint candition ..... . . .CTEE.

TfiCkni TR-1200- bowl 1150
Sony paoHO .1150

Realistic PI/0-27 170

IIANDHEIDS
]von IC -MS 5150
Kenna, KT22 180
Alines 1x2 -ISO 1150

Xenssmll TH-21 £99

Alinco DJ -G5 45c £TEL

MISC.
2 s. ERA BREW Ethers 130 each
12% Transxener + Hs.. tifEl.
2 x PK-232MBX from £199

spu-549 Spectrum Display Unit - ae new ......£599
AT -230  box 5175
NIF1-1 278 Packet Unit + Software £225

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099
fiF TRANSCEIVERS
YAESU Ff990 ATU 240V PS11 £13511

ICOM 10707- NOT USED ON TX £ 495
KENWOOD T5550.TCVR Mint £950
TEN TEC CORSAIR 2. VGC 1495
ICOM IC725 TX Inc PSISPSU 0511
ICOM IC725 TX inc AT 180 £625
YAESU FTIOIZD TCVR VGC £375
KENWOOD TS 1205 TCVR £295
KEN WDOD TS I 20VTCVR lOw f265
KENWOOD TS1405 TCVR. £525
YAESU FL U° HE LIN/AMP £135
YAESU ELI] OW LIN/AMP £425
KENWOOD 922 L1N/AMP £850

VHF/Uhl E TRANSCEIVERS
KENWOODTS7t1E. M/mode £395
KENWOOD TM241E VHF Mobile.. --,1195
YAESU FT290MLI. VHF Miniode £325
ICOM 281H VHF FM 70cin RX... f345
[COM IC22811. VHF FM Mobile 1225
AMC° DR'S° VHF+AIR RX £175
ICOM IC290E VHF M/Mode
[COM IC2E. VHF FM Hifie]d 185
NAVACO AMR 1000 VHF Tcvr £135
YAESU FT22IRB VHF ievr £115
YAESU FT203 1-11H NCI5 Base
Charger Unit 5/Mic etc £135
VAF.SU FT2312 H/H VHF Mins .... f115
YAESU FT209RH Hifi VHF Mint 1125
ALINCO DI I 80 HAI VHF S/Mic ...----£115
ICOM 1C215 VHF PORTABLE £.85

ICOMA 20E H/H A TRBAND Tcvr £245
ICOM M55 MARINE 5/25w. Tcvr £185

RECEIVERS
LOWE HF125 HF RECEIVER £265
LOWE HF225 RCVR All options £425
YAESU FRG7700 HF Rx du. ATLI
2 VHF units + Active Antenna Unn £395
YAESU FRG7700 HF RECEIVER £245
KENWOOD R1000 HF RECEIVER £250
ICOMICR72. HF RECEIVER £575
ICOM 1CR7100 VHF'/UHF
RECEIVER £895
YAESU FRG? HF RECEIVER .... _1125
AOR AR2002 VIW/UHF RECEIVER £225
PRO2II16 BASE SCANNER 1175
PRO37 H/H. SCANNER £125
YAESU FT101 TCVR tRX 85

MLSCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
KENWOOD HCIO CLOCK V/RARE...155
SEM TRANSMATCH c/w EAST-RINE £85
W9UR DSP UNIT f1.25
GLOBAL ionoATU £60
DATONG HF to VHF CONVERTER.. --175

CALL FOR LATEST UPDATE 011 USED
EQUINELY NIA FLAKE AND FOR DETAILS

OF OUR SELF ON BEHALF .scriarE

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders For equipment that is illegal to possess, use
or which cannot be licensed in the U.K. will not he accepted. While the
publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers
having complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late delivery or faults ill

manufacture.

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

RECEIVERS
K en nJ R 5000 shortwave receiver
£575
Kellwood R-5001) shonwa ue receiver
£549
Iris) R-2000 shortwave receiver £249
NRD-525 shortwave receiver £690
NR 17-525 shortwave receiver £599
Yaesu 8800 shortwave receiver 099
[com 1C-8500 HF/VIIF/UllEtbase
!emu ion ,;canner {as new) £999
AOR AR -3000 all mode base station
scanner £499
MVT-8i141[1 mobile/base :scanner £290
AOR-151141 imuk Imo& handl scanner
£ 169

Signal R532 VHF/UHF airhand
receiver £159

HE TRANSCEIVERS
Icor] 1C-745 aw Adonis AM 303 mic
£450
Icom IC -745 HF general coverage
transceiver £549
!coin IC 745 general coverage
transceiver £489
corn I0751 HF general coverage

transceiver £589
'coin HF eeneral enveraa..e
transceiver £599
Yaesu FT-757GX HE aeneral uworage
transceiver £499
Kenwood MOS HF general coverage
transceiver £649
Icsini IC -706 HE transceiver plus 6m
and 2m £699
Icon IC -720A HF transceiver c/w
matching IC P515 PSU £479
Yaesti ET -102 amateur bands HF
trammse i r £425
Yaesu FT 707 + YN.138 mic 80410m HE
transceiver £329

UHF/VHE TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TM -255E demo 45W 2m
muliimode £799
Kenwood TM -701E 2m/70cm
dualhand mobile £329
Yaesu 1-1-4700 2m/70cms dualband
mobile £279
Yaesu FT -290R 2m multimude £239

HANDHELD UHF/VHF
Minces ALM 203E In handheld £79.95
Kenwond TH-75E 2rn/7Ocm dual ha nd
£249
Alnico DJ -Fl 2m handheld £159
K enwood TH 28E 2m handheld £149

VARIOUS
Timewave DSP-5992X £299
PK-232 muliimode tennina] unit Ow
Windows software £180

SMC
GROUP

01703 251549
HF TRANSCEIVERS
PX TS-450SAT Kenwood HF 1011W 099
PX HL70110B Tokyo HFL/iurip £899
PX FT747GX Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX EC700 Yaesu Man ATU £109
PX. FT767GX Yaesu HF 2+Smtr £1099
PX FT102 Yaesu HE 100W 1425
PX 1C737 Icorn HE 1011W £1060
LX FTONE Yacsu HF 100W £675
LX FT890AT Yaesu HF 1011W £1250
LX 1C-706 kora HF :.96111 £779

LX FT7B Yaesu HF .50W £235
AX FT990 Yacsu HF 1110W 0650
AX IC765 Icoin HF 1110W £1699
RX FT980 Yacsu HF 1011W (AB
RX FTIOI Yaesu HF Valve £260
RX FT7570X Yaesu HF 100W £495
RX FT747 Yaesu HF Mobile £450
RX FTIO7M Yaesu HF 100W £275
RX TS520 Kenwood HF 100W £260
RX TS440SAT Kellwood HF 100W £750
RX IC726 harm HF 100W £850

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
PX FT4700 51.1 Intr/70cin £329
PX FT2700 Yaesu 2m0170ern £279
PX 1-T2901211 Yaesu 2rntr port £375
PX FT736R Yaesu 2m1r/70cm £1299
PX FT51R Yaesu 2mtri70cm £325
PX I.C3201E learn 2m0/70cin £309
PX C5800 Standard antr inAnode £259
LX D1580E Alinco 2m0/70cm £245
LX TH21E Ken wood 2mtr port 11011
AX FT79OR Yaesu UHF port £310
AX TM -732E Kenwood 2TnErt7acin £525
RX D1160 Aline 2mt.r/70ern £155
RX DI560 Alinco 2mtrf713cni £335
RX FT850OR Yaesu 2mtr/70cni £575
RX FT2I2RH Yaesu 2nnr FM £175

RECEIVERS
PX DX -394 Realistic HF Gem RX £225
PX R2000 Kenwood HF Gen RX £375
PX FRG7700 Yattill HF Gun RX 1295
PX ARNO° AOR Scanner £299
PX AR2800AOR RX M./base £359
PX AR I5OLlex AORScanner £225
PX A R3030 AOR HF RX £399
PX HFI50 Lowe HE Gen RX £375
PX FRG MO Yaesu HE Gen RX £395
PX MVT8000 Yupitetv Scanner £269
PX SW -7600 Sony Portable RN £139
PX P1202032 Realistic B/Scanner £149
LX ICR72 kom HF RX £675
LX FRO00 Yana HF RX £425
AX PRO -80 Sony S./wave RX £120
AX 2001D Sony 5/wave RX £169
RX HF225 Lowe HF Gen RX £385
RX AR1500 AOR H/H Scanner £165
RX ICE -7600 Sony Pon RX 1120
RX NED535 JRCHF Gem EX £850
RX FRG9600 Yawn Hams Scanner £240

PX = Chandlers Ford HQ 01703 - 251549
RX = Reg Ward 01297 - 34918
Lk .SMC Leeds 01132. 350606
AX = ARE London 0181- 9974476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



DAVID BUTLER GLIASR

VI
David Butler G4ASR has reports of
Sporadic -E contacts on the 50 and
144MHz bands, details of the new
50MHz Band Plan and information
about v.hf. contests.

The onset of the summer
Sporadic -E {Sp -El season on the
50MHz band was akin to a light

switch being turned on! To all intents
and purposes the band was dead for
much of the month of April.

However, from May 1 Sp -E
propagation was reported every day
from some part of the UK. Contacts
could be made with stations located
within Europe and briefly to stations
in Africa and Asia.

The ionisation was also
sufficiently intense on two occasions
during May to enable long-distance
Sp -E contacts to be made on the
144MHz band. On this latter band
there were also auroral openings,
tropospheric enhancements and
meteor scatter propagation.

On the 50MHz band there was
an Auroral -E opening and way up in
the microwave spectrum there were
rain scatter and tropo duct openings
into the nearer parts of western
Europe. Enough to keep a 1,01 DXer
very happy.

Band Reports

As I've lust mentioned the 50MHz
band was open via Sp -E propagation
for a few hours every day during
May. Activity was quite high and
according to reports extracted from
the DX Cluster system there were a
total of 54 countries worked from the
UK during the month.

Among the usual European
countries (e.g. EH6, OHO, OJO, SV, 55,
T7, ZB, 9A) were many of the ex -
Russian republics and other eastern
European countries. These included
Estonia (ES), Belarus (EU), Lithuania
(LY), Bulgaria (LZ), Russia (UA1),
Latvia (YL) and Romania (Y0).

Many beacon stations were
reported but it is interesting to note
the reception of JW7SIX (Svalbard(
n May 14, 5B4CY (Cyprus) on May
22 and ZD8VHF (Ascension Island) on
May 24. The stations of CT3FT,
EH8BPX and EH9IB located in Africa
provided many stations with a new
continent on the band.

In my opinion the best long
distance openings occurred between
May 21-23. In this period the stations
of JY912.1 (Jordan), 005S13 (Lebanon),
SU1ER (Egypt), 4X1 IF and 4Z4TT
(Israel) were all worked from the UK.

In June I mentioned that it was

hoped to get the station of Ezzat
Ramadan SU1ER (KM50) active on
the 50MHz band. am pleased to
record that following a two day visit
by Chris Bare G3WOS and Nick
Waite G3KOX the Egyptian station is
indeed now fully QRV.

One of the objectives of the visit
was to present Ezzat with a 100W
amplifier and p.s.u. unit donated by
the United kingdom Six Metre Group
(UKSMG). A further objective of the
trip was to meet the management of
the Arab Republic of Egypt National
Telecommunications Office
(ARENTO) to support the general
release of the 50MHz band to all SU
operators later this year.

A number of successful
meetings were held and SU1ER is
confident of achieving this goal. By
the way if you were one of the lucky
stations to contact SU1ER you can
OSL him direct via Ezzat Ramadan,
P.O. Box 78 Heliopolis, Cairo 11341,
Egypt.

One station that can't send Ezzat
a QSL card yet is Bo Nilsson SM7FJE
iJ0651. He reports that he heard
SU1 ER for nearlytwo hours during
the evening of May 22 hut
unfortunately couldn't attract his
attention! Bo also copied JY9QJ,
SV9ANK, 4X1IF, 42417 and 4ZSJA.

In a Packet radio message Andy
Napier GM1TBW (10971 mentions
that the 50MHz band has been fairly
quiet at his QTH in northern Scotland.
So much so that he thought his
transverter wasn't working!

However, on May 16 Andy found
the band open to Poland and
managed to work SP2SGZ (J082) and
SP6OUL (J090). As he says "it wasn't
much of an opening but these things
can be rare up here!"

And now a big welcome to John
Yarnell M1AUN (1082) who has
provided news of his station activity
for the firsttime. John has been
interested in the 50MHz band ever
since obtaining his licence in August
1996.

Having read all about the
potential of Sp -E propagation (in
previous issues of PIM John was
very pleased to catch his first
pening via this mode on May 27.
Using a Yaesu FT -736R running 10W
into a vertical collinear antenna on
the chimney he made s.s.b. contacts
with EH7AH (1M67), F1FMU (JN04)

and F5MMF (JNO4). John mentions
that although these results may not
seem much he was really amazed
what can be done with low power
and a small vertical antenna.

Sporadic Ionisation

What may have been the first
European Sp -E opening this year on
the 144MHz band occurred on May
23. It commenced around 1515UTC
and lasted for over an hour allowing
stations located in Germany to
contact stations in Bulgaria and and
Romania.

At the QTH of Ulrich DHOGHU
contacts were made with MCC,
LZ2HV, YO3DMU and Y07VS. Ulrich
was using a TS -850S transceiver into
an s.s.b. Electronics LT2S transverter
running 20W into an 11 -element Yagi.

The station of DK9TF (J031)
reported working 10 x LZ stations,
four of them on f.m. The stations of
SV7APS (KN21) and SV7BVZ (KN12)
were worked on s.s.b. and a very
rare TA2H0 (Turkey) was contacted
on f.m.

Unfortunately the opening did
not spread to the UK although the
maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.(
was noted as being over 100MHz at
the QTH of G6YIN 00931 and PE1PZS
(J021) briefly heard an Italian station
on the s.s.b. calling frequency.
Although the m.u.f. exceeded
100MHz on a number of occasions in
the following days it was not until
May 28 that it reached the 144MHz
band again.

The Sp -E activity on May 28 had
not been particularly intense but
during the early evening a surge in
activity was noticed on the 50MHz
hand. In the past it has been
bserved that if the 50MHz band
suddenly becomes very active (as
opposed to gradually over a few
hours) then sometimes the m.u.f.
shoots up to a very high frequency
almost immediately.

At my QTH (1081) the 50MHz
band became active with Italian
stations around 174OUTC. Within 20
minutes the activity and strength of
the Italian stations had increased
dramatically.

I then moved up to the 144MHz
band and set the receiver to the
s.s.b. calling frequency. At 1804UTC I
heard a high speed c.w. station

calling CD DX. It was IC8FAX (JN60)
on the Isle d'Ischia over 1800km
away.

Fortunately, as many v.h.f.
operators can't read c.w. (I) the pile-
up was non-existent and, switching
to s.s.b., I was able to complete the
aS0 with ease. He was audible at my
12TH (1081 for about 10 minutes,
signals ranging from 55 to 59.
Incidentally, I suspect that the main
Sp -E path was actually to northern
France (JN18 area) with a tropo
extension to my location.

Aurora
Two auroral openings, affecting both
the 50 and 144MHz bands were
reported on May 1 & 15th. The event
on May 1 was fairly small lasting
from 2130-2400UTC with only the
GB3LER and GB3RMK beacons being
reported on the 50MHz band.

It was a similar situation on the
144MHz band with beacons GB3LER
and SK4MPl being heard in eastern
England. The station of GM4ILS
(1087) was heard however making a
number of c.w. contacts into
southern England.

An auroral -E opening (where
signals are T9) was spotted at the
QTH of Clive Davies G4FVP (1094). He
heard the SK3SIX beacon (JP71) at
215OUTC, peaking 529. On May 2 he
also heard the OH9SIX beacon
(KP38( at 2208UTC via the same
mode.

Following the auroral events at
the beginning of the month the solar
geomagnetic activity settled to a low
level but on May 12 a major flare took
place. Associated with this flare was
a coronal mass ejection (c.m.e.). By
May 15 the geomagnetic activity had
increased to major storm levels
giving rise to an auroral opening
which started around 1315UTC.

Stations in Denmark, including
OZ1ELF (J045), OZBABE (J055) and
OZ9NT (J057) could be worked on
the 50MHz band while on the 1441V1Hz
band the station of SMSBSZ (J089)
was putting in a tremendous signal
into southern England. As the solar
activity increases over the next few
years we can expect to enjoy more

Continued on page 63
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Stilit41.1E1 ELECM DAIJCS
CENTRAL LONDON'S ONESTOP COMMUNICL 09S CENTRE

229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AE

®r lyl.A.IL.01117D,ER.H.7171N2E. 0171-637 3727
MAGELLAN GPS

GPS-2000 XL £159.00
GPS-3000 save £70) ..£159.00
GPS-3000 XL £189.00
GPS-4000 XL £219.00
MERIDIAN XL £239.00
TRAILBLAZER £279.00
NAV DLX10 £459.00
SKYBLAZER £POA
Full range of Magellan GPS in stock (new onlyl.

* Discount for Scouts
* Discount for clubs & institutes

SIM

C. cz
11116 AP

GARMIN GPS

For best
prices on
all GPS
call us
now!

GPS-38 £135.00
GPS-45XL £219.00
GPS-12 XL £219.01
GPS-II £189.00
GPS-II plus £219.00
GPS-75 £299.00
GPS-89 £349.00
GPS-90 £459.00
GPS-120 £289.00
GPS-MAP 130 £619.00
GPS-MAP 175 £619.00
GPS-MAP 210 £884.00
GPS-MAP 220 £1188.00

ALL ACCESSORIES FOR MAGELLAN & GARMIN GPS IN STOCK
 Power data cable  PC kits  Marine antenna  Mounting brackets  Training video

 Car adaptor  Extension antennas  Car antennas  Software for PC available

SCANNERS/TRANSCEIVERS

Stockists of Ken wood, Yaesu, Alinco, Yurnteru
and AOR. Call us now for further information.

AOR-8000
Ail mode scanner
500kHz-1900MHz.
PC compatible.

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
0.1kHz-1650MHz.
One of the best.

£300

£250

ALINCO

UHF Transceiver. E119DJ -S41

Compact size.

YAESU
FT -50R
VHF/UHF dual
bander.

WS -1000E IC-T7E
PA1NELZ ICO

£249

Smallest scanner £30070 memories dual £285
in stock. 500kHz- bander
1300MHz.

YUPITERU
VT -125
108MHz - 142MHz

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
Air - Sea - Land. £399 I

Price match promise
We will match any other
genuine advertised price!

TH-22E
VHF 144MHz hand L
KENINOOD

held.

KENINOOD
TH-28
2m hand held. Very
compact trans'.

ALINCO
DJ -190E
2m hand held
trans' with charger.

£149

NIGHTVISION

PRICES FROM £199.00

Moonlight NV -100
with illuminator. Tremendous
night vision performance at
an economical price. £34900

£299.00
Moonlight Mini
Sleek, miniaturised design -
only 5.5" long. £260700

£259.00

SECOND GENERATION
PRICES FROM £699.00

ITT QUEST 100 £699.00
ITT QUEST 150 £899.00
ITT QUEST 250 £1699.00
Eaji ITT QUEST 300 Pp('

(VIDEO CAMERA ADAPTABLE)

NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
TRADE CUSTOMERS CALL FOR BEST PRICES. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT.
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of these type of events. Openings will
become more prevalent and DX
stations up to 2000km away on the
144MHz hand will be easily worked.

Band Enhancements

Conditions on the v.h.f., u.h.f. and
microwave bands via tropospheric
propagation Ior tropo as it is more
commonly known as) were generally
quite good during May. Contests on
May 3-4 and 17-18 provided a
welcome increase in activity and
some excellent enhancements
occurred towards the end of the
month.

For example, on May 28 s.s.b.
contacts on the 144MHz band were
being made from central England
with LA2PHA IJ038) and 029IT
(J046) in Scandinavia, OG6PY/P
(J030) and HB9RDEIJN37) to the
east and with F6F2S/P (IN92) way up
in the Pyrennees, by the Spanish
border. On much higher frequencies
the station of PAOWWM (J0221 heard
the 106Hz beacon GB3SEE 11091)
over a 400km path and Sam Jewell
D4DOK 1..1004 made s.s.h. contacts
with PAOBAT (J031) and PA/0211304,
the latter station peaking 59 on the
10GHz band. On May 29 at 2243UTC
the lOGHz station of G3JMY (1081)
was heard peaking 529 by PAOWWM
over a distance of 531km.

At the station of GW7RDV 11083)
an loom IC -290 running 25W is fed to
an indoor 4 -element Yagi. Despite
these limitations he found conditions
quite good during the 144MHz
contest held over the weekend May
17-18.

Contacts were made around the
UK and GW7RDV remarked that he
found this all very strange but
fascinating. Well, I reckon that
although conditions were favourable
the biggest boost to making contacts
that weekend was thatthey were
with portable contest stations.

Many portable stations opt for
the high ground with a clear take -off.
They also generally run high power
into large antenna systems. And
that's why low power stations with
small antennas can work some
reasonable distances. It all relies on
the large antenna groups and
sensitive receive capabilities of the
portable -mega station.

Large Array Trouble

After 'suffering' For two years with a
large 4 x 17 -element Yogi array for
the 144MHz band I have come to the
conclusion that it's more trouble than
it's worth. It's true that I could exploit
more esoteric modes like
troposcatter, ionoscatter and
moonbounce but there was also a
down -side to having a large antenna
system.

One of the major problems of
having a 0TH some 233m a.s.l. on the
foot -hills of the Black Mountains
(Welsh/English Borders) is that the
antenna tower was more often than
not wound down and tilted over to
escape the ravages of the high
winds. What's the point of having a

large antenna if you cannot get it up!
The other problem associated

with having a large antenna array is
something called the common
volume mismatch. In simple terms it
means that your large antenna can
only 'see' a very small area of the
troposphere/ionosphere from which
signals are reflected.

A large antenna array will
normally have a very narrow
horizontal and vertical beamwidth.
Unless you are pointing the array in
the optimum direction (which may
not necessarily be the direct beam
heading) the chances of hearing the
real DX is greatly reduced. This is
especially true of weak -signals
modes like meteor scatter and
aurora where it's useful to illuminate
a reasonable amount of 'sky'.

It's also the same for Sp -E
propagation and to some extent with
tropo enhancements. Anyway to cut
a long story short I've now mounted
my 4 x 17 -element array on a fixed
tube (150mm diameter) at 4m above
ground. In theory it's only going to be
used for moonbounce operation and
will be firmly guyed when not in use.

So, it's now back to a single 17 -
element Yagi on a 20m tower for
general DXing. Within a week of
using I had caught my First Sp -E
opening 1May 28) on the 144MHz
band. In my opinion I would have
been very lucky to have detected the
brief geographically selective
opening with my previous large
array.

The 50MHz Band Plan

At the Region 1 International
Amateur Radio Union (IARU)
conference held in October 1996 a
number of important changes were
made to the 50MHz band plan. As
you can see in Fig. 1, the hand is
2MHz wide, from 50-52MHz.

Amateur Radio has a Primary
allocation from 50-51MHz and you
can use up to 400W (26dBW) output
in this section. From 51-52MHz the
band is allocated on a Secondary,
non-interference basis and
consequently only 100W 120dESWI
output is allowed.

The c.w. only section is from
50.000 to 50.100MHz and this is
shared with beacon stations (50.020-
50.080MHz). The cm. calling
frequency is on 50.090MHz.

Between 50.100 to 50.500MHz
the band is allocated to all narrow -
band modes. That includes not only
s.s.b. and c.w. but also a.m. (does
anyone still use this mode?), slow
scan television ISSTV.) and radio -
teletype (RTTY). This narrow -band
area is where most DX operation
takes place.

The section 50.100 to 50.130MHz
is the DX 'Window' and should only
be used for contacts with stations in
different continents. Similarly the
International DX calling frequency,
50.110MHz, should only be used for
calling purposes and not for (ISO's.
Regrettably though many operators
continue to use this area of the band
for local and inter -continental

contacts. Result? Chaos!
One change made to the old

50MHz band plan was to replace the
national s.s.b. calling frequency on
50.200MHz with a centre of activity
based on 50.150MHz. So, if you want
to call for inter -UK contacts use this
frequency.

The cross -band activity centre
on 50.185MHz has been retained. It is
used when making cross -band
contacts between 50 and 70, 144MHz
or whatever band you choose.

Moving up the band you'll see
that the old meteor scatter calling
frequencies of 50.300 Ic.w.) and
50.350 (s.s.b.) have been changed to
one solitary reference frequency on
50.200MHz. How well this will work
out in practice only time will tell.
Personally I think this is a poor
decision.

The area from 50.500 to
51.000MHz is designated All Modes
lin the IARU Region 1 band plant but
in the UK there is a proposal that the
section 50.500 to 50.700MHz should
be allocated for digital modes. The
suggestion from the RSGB Data
Communications Committee is that it
will include not only Packet radio but
facsimile (FAX) and SSTV as well. Full
details of this digital sub -band
proposal were given last month.

IARU UK Usage

50 one Bann pOga
.020 Beacons

cw BOO I

ow CA, calleT
1PG International DX windows
119 Internarional calling

All 130

narrow 150 National La 1 1 mg

modes 195 CrossLand activity centre
200 Melonr scatter calling
.500 comma Ives Pin

All
700 f July 1997 for cartpaml

710 FM repealer output Jul[ entry!
modes 1

51 000

FM 210 FM laties,er inputs

Repeaters igs 1
.410 FM simplex channels 11000
5W FM calling
590 (20kFt spacing)
.800

510 FM repeats.. outputs
.900 not usad m hie 1110

.000 Band edge

FM
Simplex

FM
Repeaters

52

Fig. 1: The 50MHz
Band Plan.

WT0069

In the UK the sub -band 50.710 to
50.910MHz is being used for f.m.
repeater outputs. This is different
from the IARU band plan but was
necessary as the Primary user would
not allow repeater outputs above
51MHz.

The area 51.210 to 51.390MHz is
the input channel for f.m. repeaters
and matches that in 1ARU Region 1.
So to clarify the situation, all repeater
input channels are the same
throughout Europe but in the UK the
outputs are 500kHz lower whereas in
the rest of Region 1 they are 600kHz
higher.

Next you'll find the 10 f.m.
simplex channels. These lie between
51.410 to 51.590MHz, each spaced
20kHz apart. The centre frequency
51.510MHz is the f.m. calling
frequency.

Finally the 200kHz of spectrum
From 51.800 to 52.000MHz (nominated
as repeater outputs in IARU Region
1) is unused in the UK. An ideal area
therefore for experimental usage.
Anyone got any ideas what to use it
for?

Contests

Now I'll turn to news of some
contests coming up soon. The CU
World -Wide v.h.f. contest is being
held over the weekend July 12-13. It
is organised by GO magazine and
attracts entrants from all over the
world. Look out for activity on all
bands from 50MHz and up.

On Sunday July 13 the Worked
All Britain (WAB) group are holding a
432MHz telephony contest between
0900-1500UTC. Further details can be
obtained from the WAS contest
manager DBUYD.

Also on Sunday July 13 the
RSGB are holding the second 50MHz
Backpackers contest It runs
between 1100-1500UTC and has
single -operator and multi -operator
sections.

On the following weekend the
RSGB are holding two low power
contests. On Saturday July 19
between 1400-2200UTC the 144MHz
contest is being held and on Sunday
July 20 between 0800-1400UTC it's
the 432MHz event. In both contests
the maximum transmitter power
allowable is 25W. County and 4TH
locator details need to be
exchanged.

The fourth 144MHz Backpacker
contest of the year is being held on
Sunday August 3 between 1100-
150OUTC. On the following Sunday,
August 10, between 0900-150OUTC
the RSGB are holding their 70MHz
Trophy contest You'll normally find
thatthe larger contest stations head
for the extremities of the UK. So look
out for increased activity from
Scotland and the Channel Islands.

One week later, on Sunday
August 17, a 432MHz Fixed station is
being held between 1700-2100UTC.
Although it's a home station contest
both single -operator and multi -
operator entries are allowed.

Finally Monday August 18 sees
the first of five 144MHz c.w.
cumulatives being run over the
following 3 -month period. Each
session is held between 2030-2300
local time.

Deadlines

That's it again for another month.
Don't forget to send any news, views,
comments or photographs to reach
me no later than Saturday 2 August.
Send them to me at Yew Tree
Cottage, Lower Maescoed,
Herefordshire HR2 OHP, You can also
contact me via Packet radio it
GB7MAD, the UK DX Cluster
GR7DXC or E-mail via
dayebu@mdlha.agw.ht.co.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (018731860679.

END
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S
Specidli tV¢dia&Vtetigg

SPECIALIST MEDIA & MARKETING
ARROWSMITH COURT

STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE

DORSET BH18 8PW
TEL: (01202) 657480
FAX: (01202) 659950

orange
1111133111MMITIMM

Motorola Orange mr30 phone
MAIN FEATURES.
 Up to 150 minutes of talk Wile or 40 hours an standby (unuer optanurn Condition!..  ,.;n -screen

menus for ease of use III Lightweight IN Pocket size  Supports Caller id  Supports B..isy  Fax and

data compatible  Supports Line Two  Supports Orange Assistant  Supports Orange Messaging

 One -touch access to Answer Phone and text messages  Directory memory for up to 100 names and

numbers for quick and easy access. with an additional 90 available on the SIM Card (depending on SIM

Card)  Latest digital security  Answer Phone message alert  Text message alert IN Rapid Travel

Charger included .2 -line display

Nokia Orange 5.1 phone
MAIN FEATURES:
 Up to 80 minutes of talk time or 22 t iuurz; on standby (under optimum c::. Dns) III Large screen

with menus for ease of use  Fax and data compatible  Supports Caller r.:;  Supports Line Two

II Supports Orange Messaging  Supports Orange Assistant II Directory memory for up to 125

names and numbers for quick and easy access. with an additional 90 available on the SIM Card

Latest digital security  Pocket size III Answer Phone message alert II quick and easy access to

Answer Phone

Ail phones benefit
from

FREE:

RRP
£29.99

OUR PRICE

£15.00
+ VAT

RRP
£49.99

OUR PRICE

£25.00
+ VAT

Orange Tariffs
Plan Standard Standard

Name Monthly Talktime
Charge (per month)

 1 year insurance  3 year warranty Talk 15

 per second billing  14 day money

back guarantee  rapid home

£15.00 15 minutes

Talk 60 £25.00 60 minutes

Talk 200 £50.00 200 minutes

Talk 360 £75.00 360 minutes
charger  itemised billing l Talk 540 £100.00 540 minutes

All phones sold are subiect to a 12 month contract, connection fee at £30 + VAT and subject to status
...A; ;04; ;;.14;

;4;.- ;iv% 74+:: 74v.- etc AN, 40 ;as._ 7,7e; 74-.
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Leighton Smart GWOLBI provides
his monthly column on your
activities on the hj. bands,
compiled from your activity
reports.

As the merry month of May
passed by, it appears that the
1997 Sporadic -E season has

well and truly started. I've already
heard quite a few European (and
some south American countries via
'F' layer propagation) coming in at
varying signal strengths on 28MHz.
It's bringing life back again to dear
old 'Ten Metres'!

However, there are far greater
'fish to fry' on the bands below
28MHz, as our readers show in their
reports. Some of them are real 'early
birds', up at the crack of dawn to get
that Far-off DX on the lower h.f.
bands, most notably 7MHz.

Although it's only 100kHz wide,
the 7MHz band is surely one of h.f.
amateur radio's most fascinating
allocations. It's open all day and all
night, albeit to varying locations and
distances, and most amateurs can
manage to set-up a reasonable
dipole for the band even in a small
garden, and if space is even tighter,
most can manage a vertical antenna.

With 100W or so of r.f., it's not too
difficult to work all parts of the globe
in an evening. But watch out, once
you've got the '40 metre bug', you
may find yourself awake at all
hours!

Logs & Reports

Space is limited this time around, so
I'll stop the 'chat' and go straight into
your logs and report, starting with
1.8 and 3.5MHz. First comes Ted
Trowel! G2HKU on the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent.

Ted reports that he's worked
K2FU and AD42 (USA) plus DAOIMD
(Marconi Special Event on Borkum
Island) on 1.8MHz at 0500UTC with
70W of c.w. Ted says that he's been
given a good report by the hospital
from his last check, so it looks as if
he's fully tuned and radiating r.f.1
Great news Ted!

Next it's over to John Constance
GOVGD of Aylesford in Kent, whose
3.5MHz report shows 3W C1RP c.w.
contacts with S57AJC (Slovenia) at
0104, F6ACO (France) at 2000, while
100W of s.s.b. gave him a contact
with DJ9IN (Germany) at 210OUTC.

The 7MHz Band

It's up to the 7MHz band now, where

we give a warm welcome
to new reporter Don
Robertson GM3JDR of
Wick in Scotland. Don
says that he uses a half -
Rhombic antenna erected
up at 20 metres, with
400W output on the band.

Don's log includes
contacts with CX1AC
(Uruguay), 4Z5AF (Israel),
JA7AGO (Japan),
VK3CWB (Australia),
PY7COU (Brazil),
FR5J11J28 (Djibouti),
HL1DH (South Korea),
JS6CDB (Okinawa), ZS6AKF (South
Africa), LU6X1.11 (Cape Horn,
Argentina), as well as ZO7BG (St.
Helena Island), and VU2TS (India), all
worked between 1800 and 2100UTC.

Another regular 7MHz buff is
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ of Milton
Keynes, who reckons that '40' didn't
come up to much this month. But
despite his comment he still
managed to work ZD80EZ
(Ascension Island) at 2030,
6W2/F6BUM (Senegal) at 2132, AA3B
(USA) at 2147, CE2LZV/MM in the
Black Sea, at 0633, C080H (Cuba) at
2230, and HBO/0 LI R WEIR
(Lichtenstein) at 205OUTC, all with
c.w.

Staying with 7MHz, but on the
s.w.l. side this time, we come to
Charlie Blake MOM also in Milton
Keynes. Charlie offers reception
reports of VK3AQN (Australia)
working F5VBY at 0700, HP1DAV
(Panama) in contact with IK4GRD at
0511, PY8GC (Brazil) working DA&
at 0518, 0A4AWN (Peru) working
HEI9IDA at 0646, and ZL2HJR (New
Zealand) in contact with lK2OFW at
0515UTC.

Meanwhile, Charlie had a couple
of on air contacts himself, in the
shape of K2aBV (USA), and 4U1ITU
in Geneva, both at 100W s.s.b_

The 14MHz Bond

The 14MHz band reports start with a
long list indeed from Don McLean
G3NOF of Yeovil, along with his
monthly propagation report.
(Welcome back Don!). He says that
the long path to Australia was often
open from 0700 on 14MHz, with
conditions on the short path to Asia

Fig. 1: Tony CT 1 FFB, formerly ZS1AGJ and a South African
based PW reader is now a regular subscriber in Portugal!

being 'very good' on most days.
Africans came in after 170OUTC, and
in the late evenings north and south
America were very strong.

Don's list contains s.s.b. contacts
with A41L2 (Oman) at 1917, BV4FH
(Taiwan) at 1637 (CISL via KA6SPQ),
DUIBBY (Philippines) at 1527, FY5YE
(French Guyana) at 1942 OSL to
W5SVZ, HS2CRU (Thailand) at 1544,
JW7CLIA (Svalbard island) at 1700
(QSLto LA7QIA). Also logged were
S21/13A3BTC1 (Bangladesh) at 1559,
TN/F5OZS (Congo) at 1741 C1SL via
F6FNU, TRBXX (Gabon) at 1856 (GSL
via Box 4069, Libreville. Gabon), and
VII9L11 (Chagos Islands) at 1644UTC
(0SL to KY3V).

Now over to another new
reporter Antonio Games CT1FFB, Fig.
1, a regular reader of PWwhen he
was in South Africa, and after
moving to Portugal three years ago
has become a regular Portugese PW
reader! Antonio is the former
ZS1AGJ, and his 14MHz report
shows s.s.b contacts with 2C4EE
(Cyprus) at 1015, ZS6BPA,ZS6BDO
(South Africa) at 1600, and JYSIN
(Jordan) at 141OUTC.

Back to Carl GWOVSW again,
who has been 'mixing the modes' so
to speak, on 14MHz. Carl lists c.w.
contacts here with 5N3/SP5ZAR
(Nigeria) at 0631 (13SL via SPSCPR,
K9EEE (USA) at 1925, and 9M2T0
(Malaysia) at 1826UTC. His s.s.b.
operation on the band resulted in
contacts with 9X/RW3AH (Rwanda)
at 1820, 9K2RA (Kuwait) at 1948, and
BVSGO (Taiwan) at 1810UTC.

The 18MHz Band

Just enough room left fora brief
peep at the 18MHz band. The first
report from Chris Knowles MOAB°
in Bolton, shows s.s.b. contacts with
HK3AD (Colombia) at 1320,
KN4UGIVP5 (Turks Si Caicos Islands)
at 1354, XE3VD (Mexico) at 1444, and
SK2HN (Kuwait) at 1605LITC.

Meanwhile Ted G2HKU wielded
some mean c.w. to hook up with
VQ9VK (Chagos Islands), VE1TRH
(Canada), W4XJ (USA), 6W6/K3IP
(Senegal) and A71CW (flatar), all
between 1700 and 1800UTC.

Signing -Off

Well that's just about all I tan
squeeze in for this month folks! Keep
those reports, photos, and letters
coming in, as I am continually
informed by PW readers that your
reports and information is well read
and appreciated by them. Keep up
the good work!

As usual, reports to me by the
15th of the month to: Leighton Smart
GWOLB1, 33 Nant Gwyn, Trelewis,
Mid -Glamorgan, Wales CF46 6DR.
Tel: (01443) 710749, FAX: (01443)
710789 (9am - 6pm).

END
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Come to the Frontier of

Global Communications
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and
Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio, a shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of

worldwide, English language, shortwave broadcast schedules; departments on
aero, military, government, public safety communications; broadcast band,
satellite television, long -wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio -
related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles.
and much. much more.

If it's on the radio, it's in Monitoring Times!
Satellite Times is the world's first and only full-

spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all
aspects of satellite communications, including
commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific.
governmental and personal communications as well as
private satellite systems. The satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts
alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite Times covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
www.grove.net

Mail this subscription form to:

PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH188 PW.

Subscription rates include speedy Air Mail
Service!

CI 1 year Monitoring Times - £38 (12 issues)
El 1 year Satellite Times - £32 (6 issues)

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW
Publishing Ltd.) £

Or charge to my Access/Visa Card the
amount of £

Cord#
Valid From Thru

Signature

Tel

Credit Cord Orders token on (01202) 659930

FAX orders taken on (01202) 659950

RADIO ENGINEERS
REQUIRED

A successful Cellular Consultancy based in
Dorking, Surrey, seeks Radio Engineers.
We are currently involved in new cutting edge
projects in the cellular bands, both 900 and
1800 MHz. We are looking for people with a
good understanding of radio, not necessarily
cellular. Age and qualifications are not the
issue for these positions. Seasoned Radio
Amateurs please apply. Full driving licence
required as work could involve travel through-
out the UK.
Depending on experience, a starting salary of
£14,000 - 18,000 plus benefits, will apply.

In the first instance, please submit your
resume to:

The Technical Director, CDS
Rayleigh House

Chapel Lane, Westcott
Dorking, Surrey, RH4 3P,1.

Tel: (01306) 877177
Fax: (01306) 882078

Essex Amateur Radio
Services

The little dealer with the big heart

BUYERS ARE WAITING NOW FOR

YOUR PRE -ENJOYED EQUIPMENT!

* VHF/UHF ;111
* HF Transceivers *

* Station Accessories *

AVOID Part Exchange

WE PAY TOP PRICES
We pay cash same day or 24 hours by post. Always

large stock available. Phone today for the best deals.

Silent Key sales handled efficiently and personally.

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet
Essex 557 SSN

01268 752522
7 days a week 8am to 8pm
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IBTEC approved
TUTOR supported

NAT1ONA
COttEGF OF
IfIHN01001'

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered to the student
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
is required
Learning is at your own pace

For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569757  Fax 01582 492928

GET ON "SIX" WITH mcorsamE0
3 ELE.YAGI

(BEAM)
With

Gamma Match

Gain 7DB

E44.95
400 fa co UP

HB9CV
(BEAM)

Gain 3.2DB

£32.95
w0 BI00 W.

HALO
LOOP ifs-

£24/03f400_06p.NJOI.os

1.1
DI POLE
with pole&

mounting bracket

E12.95
MX 03 .00 PIP.

1/2(dr
WAVE

VERTICAL
(GRP)

FIBRE

GLASS

ANTENNA

a

MR 50/52

£18.95.3. a g
MR 614

GJ.95 Ti 1 J.95
ADD Es 00 PIP .- 400 E3 co PAP

HOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT T2, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,

WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS 1017 BUR. TEL: 01900 211705. FAX: (01908) 251704

Pkase send me the Following Item (3)

W4ME ARBBCSS

Tel

Plus 44 /43 PIP. PERPOST CODE- CHEQUE IP .0.

VAUD

u8nL
ZIC No I 1111111111111111

COMPUTER FAIRS
Dorking Computer Fair

Saturday 19th July
Dorking Halls, Reigate Road, Dorking

Hove Computer Fair
Saturday 26th July

Hove Town Hall, Norton Road, Hove

Hastings Computer Fair
Saturday 2nd August

White Rock Theatre, White Rock, Hastings

Worthing Computer Fair
Saturday 9th August

The Assembly Hall, Stoke Abbott Road, Worthing
Crawley Computer Fair

Saturday 16th August
The Hawth Centre, Hawth Avenue, Crawley

Hove Computer Fair
Saturday 23rd August

Hove Town Hall, Norton Road, Hove
Redhill Computer Fair
Saturday 6th September

The Harlequin Theatre, Warwick Quadrant,
London Road, Redhill

New and used Pentium/486/rnuiti-media/386 computers, motherboards, CD
ROM drives, monitors, printers, printer consumables, fax/modems, phones,

enormous range of business/games software, memory etc., etc...
at highly competitive priced!!!

ADMISSION RATES: -

Dorking, Crawley £1.50 adults, 75p OAP's and under 16's
Hove, Hastings, Redhiil, Worthing £2 adults, £1 OAP's and under 16's.

Enquiries/stand sales:- BEACOMP 01342 842966

RST LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD RST
PHONE DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES FAX
0181 884 0181 684TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1166 3056

1 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CRO 20P
24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

E p KT% China 10.00 52407 3.00 6565 9.001

A231 6.00 KT88 Chino 1200 6.405 ZOO 5V8GT 000
C L33 1000 N78 8.0E1 6AS5 20.00 6114 300
806CC 010 0A2 10E1 6AS76 7.50 ekSGT 160
El5OF 3.50 082 100 6AUSGT MI 2AT7 3.00

EB106 2030 0C3 300 GALS 200 2AU7 150
6ABC20 20111 003 3.600 6PAISA 4.00 2100 500
0351 1.50 PCFEO 2.00 61346 22.00 2A076 750
EVE 150 F'CL82. ZOO 68.46 1.50 28A8 000
EI3H39 150 P01135(805 2.50 58E6 1-50 2E1E5 200
581.31 1580 PCL66 250 613110 200 20117/A 1000
ECC33 050 7D500 6.00 58117.4 200 28117A 700
ECC35 550 PL.36 300 50E17 400 20007 1500
E0001 300 PLOI 2.00 61386 000 2E1 1000
ECC82 3.50 PL504 3.00 00W0 4 DO 3E1 wee
ECC83 5.00 P1506 100 6B1/47 300 5728 95 00

E0065 3.50 F15091519 10 00 51325 300 105 45 DO

ECCBB 6.00 5L002 4.00 004 2 00 607 7 50

ECC608 15.00 P6500A 3.00 6CBBA 3.00 811A 2500
ECM 1.50 P6800100 I 150 EGO 6G 500 81211 55.00

EC H35 150 0131/02-6 1200 6CL5 300 813 27-50

EC 442 350 0001103-10 500 6CG7 7E0 833A 15.00

EC1181 300 0.61V63 -20A 10 00 0CH6 300 8156A 2010
EC L82 150 1205E19 -40A 12 00 6CW4 6.00 872A 30.00

EC L86 150 19 8.00 6006 1750 931A 2500
EC LL800 25.00 AB C80 150 50060 10.00 2050A 12.50

EF37A 150 07142 550 6160 600 5751 1001

EF39 175 CLB2 LOO 660.7 750 5763 800
56413 4.00 01.83 200 5605 4.00 5814A 5.00

EF66 10.00 F89 400 6J513 6-00 5842 12.00

EF91 200 L41 12.00 0.1511A 4.60 6072A 800
EF183.0 2.011 104 100 6J7 3.00 6080 600
EL33 15.047 511 000 6.1E16A 27.59 61468 15.00
EL34 8.00 Y85 2.00 6J E6C 2750 6201 8.50

ELM 6.00 0105/30 3.00 6JS6C 27.52 6336A 35.00
EL36 5.00 5150/30 3.170 6K50 7 4.09 6550A 25.03

EL41 150 2759 10.00 6L65 15.00 6811351 1500
ELIO 2.25 28031.1 15.00 6L6GC 1500 7025 750
EL95 0.00 2021 150 616W06 1000 7027A 2E00
EL360 1500 3020 1200 607 100 7199 1E00

E15091519 1200 400.2600 4E013 6SA7 3.00 7360 2900
561-34 1500 501011 750 62C7 300 7581A 15.00

EPA I MR 4.00 5045 1080 6507 100 7586 1500
EN91 750 5U405 1000 6SJ7 3.00 7587 2000
E250/81 150 5410 4.00 6SK7 100
5232 050 5Y3G7 2.50 6SL7GT 500 Picas 1011001 ,v),....'
0233137 6.00 523 5.00 6SN7G7 500 going to ves 5
KT61 1100 245 6.00 608.4 7.50

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection from our stock 01 ore 6000 rapes Please enquire Nor types nor
listed. Obsolete items are our speciality Valves are new mainly original BritishOr

American Maeda. Terms CWO/ nOn order RIO for nimbi cards.

P&P 1-3 valves E2.00. 4 - 6 valves 63.00.
Add 17.5% VAT to Total including P&P.
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Peter Shore has been trying out
a new travel portable short
wave receiver, the Sony
ICF-SW40, read on to see what
he thought of it.

If you are packing your hags for a
summer holiday, space is likely to
he at a premium, particularly if you

are lucky enough to be flying off to a
sun -drenched destination. Even on
holiday you'll probably want to keep
in touch with news and sport from
home but you may not have a
receiver that's compact and light
enough to pass the holiday baggage
weight test.

One solution may be to acquire a
new travel portable short wave
receiver. I've just been trying out an
offering from Sony, the ICF-SW40.
It's very small, just 170 wide x 106
high x 35mm deep, and won't take up
too much of your airline baggage
allowance since it weighs in at just
over 400g, including its three AA size
batteries.

The SW40 is a digital set, with
full coverage of the f.m. broadcast
band, plus long wave from 150 to
285kHz and medium wave 530 to
1620kHz, and all of short wave
between 3.85 and 26.10MHz without
any breaks. There is stereo on f.m.
via optional earphones (a standard
3.5mm stereo jack is fitted), and a
reasonably -sized loudspeaker offers
good audio quality for general
listening.

A 24 hour clock is displayed on a
digital liquid crystal display while the
set is switched off, but this changes
to give frequency read-out when you
switch the receiver on (usefully you
can switch hack to the clock when
the set is on). To give novice
listeners a helping hand, there is an
analogue style dial with a traditional
pointer immediately below the
frequency display that shows
roughly the frequency that the set is
tuned to. But that pointer is not very
traditional since its I.c.d., tool

The set tunes in either 1 or 5kHz
steps on the short wave bands, and
in 1 or 9kHz steps on long and
medium wave (you can change to
10kHz steps in North America). On
f.m., standard tuning steps are
0.1MHz, but this can be reduced to
0.05MHz.

A large switch on the front panel
alongside the tuning knob controls
the tuning step rate. If you want to
move quickly across the bands, you
simply turn the tuning knob more

rapidly, and the tuning steps speed
up. The tuning knob feels solid and is
reasonably well damped.

There are 20 memory presets
which can be used across all bands
- there is no predetermined number
for, say, f.m. and another number for
short wave. This adds to the
flexibility of the set.

Two timers are included, and
these can be used to wake you up
with either a radio station (a
different one on each timer, if you
wish) or via a buzzer. The I.c.d. can
be illuminated for use at night.

The set seems to work well for
general broadcast listening,
although the filter seems a little too
wide for parts of the overcrowded
short wave bands in Europe.
However, I pulled in all the usual
stations (BBC World Service,
Deutsche Welle, Voice of Russia) as
well as a couple of more distant
ones. And since the set can tune in
lkHz steps, stations not on standard
frequencies can be received without
problem.

Overall I was impressed by this
quasi -analogue and digital receiver.
It performs well and is just the right
size to fit in luggage. Short wave
performance seems to be fine for
everyday listening, although this is
not a specialist DX set.

The SW40 retails at around £90 in
the UK - you might find it a little
cheaper at airport Duty Free stores,
but remember that you may have to
pay duty on your purchase when you
return home!

Now on to what you might hear
using a new Sony ICF-SW40, or
indeed any other short wave
receiver! There's a new weekends
only station from Europe that anyone
who was a keen short wave listener
during the 1970s and 80s might
remember.

World Music Radio IWMR) is
back on the air from Denmark -
although it's transmitters are in
South Africa at the Meyerton
transmitting station that beams
Channel Africa across the continent.
Tune in to this 'blast from the past'
between 1800 and 2200UTC on
6.29MHz. The station reports that
tests at the beginning of May were
well received in many parts of the

world on this frequency, including
Europe.

The station VVMR also uses
3.345MHz to cover Africa, and this
frequency and the 6MHz channel
use a 250kW transmitter at
Meyerton's high-tech transmitting
station. If you want to contact WRM,
the address is PO Box 112, DK-8900
Randers, Denmark.

Station News
Voice of Nigeria is reported back

on the air on 7.225MHz for most of
the day. English has been noted at
0500, 1600 and 1900UTC,

Radio Vlaanderen Internationaal
(RVII from Brussels will not lose its
German language service later this
year as I reported some time ago.
The Flemish government has agreed
with BRTN, the public service
broadcaster in the Flemish-speaking
part of Belgium, that German should
remain on the air. However, Spanish
and Arabic are still likely to cease at
the end of October this year. BRTN,
Belgishe Radio en Televisie, will be
renamed Vlaamse Radio en Televisie
later this summer.

The station RVI is on the air with
half-hour English programmes at
063OUTC on 6.035, 9.925 and
9.94MHz; at 0900UTC on 6.035 and
7.19MHz, 1800UTC on 5.91 and
2100UTC also on 5.91MHz.

Investment Channel
Do you remember the new
Investment Channel set up to
promote the trading of stocks and
shares via short wave transmissions
beamed to Africa and the Middle
East? The station came on the air via
the short wave facilities of Meyerton
in South Africa in mid -March, but
ceased operations at the beginning
of May, without any prior notice.

The Investment Channel was
based in the USA, but
gave an on -air address in
the European principality
of Liechtenstein. This is
famed for the number of
banks located in the tiny
capital of Vaduz.

The short wave
transmitting station run by
Monitor Radio
International, WSHB in
Cypress Creek, South
Carolina, may be off the
air by the time this edition
of PWreaches you.
Monitor Radio will
probably close on 30th June, and the
WSHB site is on the market for a

cool US$13million. The WSHB
service has two 500kW transmitters
and a range of antennas which
cover most of the world.

Keep entering the National
Lottery!

Maybe HCJB, based in Quito,
Ecuador, ought to buy the WSHB
facility. It is being forced to close its
transmitting station because of the
construction of a new airport for the
Ecuadorian capital.

The HCJB station is in the flight
path of the airport which will be built
next year. The HCJB organisation is
examining the possibility of overseas
relays of its programmes to improve
reception, and may contract with
existing short wave broadcast
facilities in Europe and Asia.

You can hear HCJB in English to
Europe at 0730-0930 on 5.865MHz
and again at 1900-2200 on 12.015 and
21.455MHz.

International Broadcaster
A new Tamil -language international
broadcaster based in London has
been operating on satellite for
Europe, since the beginning of June.
International Broadcasting
Corporation (IBC) has been
launched by a group of Tamil -
broadcasters including some former
BBC World Service staff.

The 24 hour -a -day station is
carried on Astra transponder 18
(Movie Channel TV) and the audio is
at 7.56MHz. And in addition to
satellite, the service is carried on
short wave from Tajikistan on
12.07MHz at 1300-1400UTC daily,
beaming to South Asia.

The International Broadcasting
Corporation can he contacted at:
Wyvil Court, Wyvil Road, London
SW8 2TG, UK.

Until next time, keep your ears to the
dial!

The ICF-SW4O is ideal for
taking on holiday

END
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Advertisements from traders or for
equipment that is illegal to possess.
use or which cannot be licensed in
the UK, will not be accepted. No
responsibilit% will he taken for
errors.You

should state clearly in your
advert whether lie equipment is
professionally built, home -brewed
or modified.

The Publishers of Praurical
Wireless also wish to point out that
it is the responsibiltiy of the buyer
to ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

For Sale
60ft tiltover lower, £400 o.n.o. 4
x 70cm 21 -element with splitter
and stacking frame. £200 o.n.o.
GSIIOA elevation rotator, £150. 4 -
element triband beam, £275 o.n.o.
70cm (430MHz) amplifier. 500W
c.w., 1250 o.n.o. 2m (144MHz)
pre -amp masthead. 24dB gain
0.27dBn/f. 1150 o.n.o. GOSBO,
QTHR. any reasonable time.

Antique test meter. v.g.c., like
pocket watch in original box, £20,
no offers. John, Wirral. Tel: 0151-
632 2638.

AOR scanner AR2D02, 25-550,
800-1300MHz. w.f.m .
am,. 20 memory channel base
model with indoor ldiscone type)
antenna with instructions, £115.
David on 0181-341 5617

Argonaut QRP hi transceiver,
full e.w./s.s.b. 80-10m (3.5 -
281v11 -1z). Trio mic., manual,
boxed, first class. £325. Trio
R600 general coverage receiver.
v.g.c.. 150. Clive G4N V X,
QTHR.

BARTG multyterm terminal
unit high tones, e/w computer
lead, £30. Simpson frequency
counter, 10Hz to 60MHz. £50.
Audio generator, 15Hz to
200kHz. square/sine wave, 30.
All items plus postage. Tel: NW
London 0181-455 8831.

Beam, 70cm (4311MHz), as new,
£25. Also 2m (144MHz)
collinear. as new. £20. Buyer
collects. Tel ()] 21-552 7560.

Casio CT655 keyboard, 5 octave
110 voice, little used. w.h.y.? Sell
or exchange. GW3C01., Penrhyn
Bach, Abersoch LL53 7BU. Tel:
(01758)712675.

Collins 75S-1 communications
receiver, classic valve receiver of
the 1960s, in excellent condition
with manual and p.s.u.. 1300 or
swap for other radio gear, please
ring with details. Tel: 0151-625
5501.

Complete station: h.f. Kellwood
TS -850S, £995. ATU KW, £100.
PSU 20A, £75. VHF - FT5100
dual -band mobile, 2m/70cm
(144/430MHz), £350. Yaesu FT -
51 handy, 2rni70em
(144/430MHz) with car kit, spare
ban., £250. Keith 04FCR,
Huntingdon. Tel: (01480) 455800
or (0802) 437023 mobile.

Datong set top filter. just
serviced by Datong, £50. Grundig
Satellit all -mode receiver. 1024
memories, room for another

BARGAIN
b a s e

Com t lied by Zoe Crabb

FREE ADVERTS
Now's your choice to
photograph .4 your equipment fa good
idea it it's really unusual
accompany your =Ivan. Please note
that all photos will ony be published
al our discretion and air non-
returnahle.
When sending in your :elven, please
write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up io a maximum of 30 words. plus
slate your CCIFIliLel details. Please use
the order roan provided.

1024! Superb reception and FTDX401, £175. Seavoice Ps ion organiser LZ64, offers. Frank. Warwick. Tel: 30I295 )
audio, boxed, with books, etc.,
£240. Exchanges possible. Bill,
Bournemouth. Tel: (01202)

RT550, £50. Mizuho 20m QRP,
£100. 2m valve amp, £65.
Clansman testbox. El 00. Larkspur

loom IC -240 1C3PA. £100.
Kenwood BC11.1 charger. £10.
Kenwood PB8 battery. £20.

670749.

NB5OR 2m (144MHz) linear
430043.

EA150P amplifier with built-in

Al3 sets, various prices, also
spares, army kit always wanted,
buy or exchange, for further

G2DYM trapped dipole, £60.
Dewsbury memory keyer, £40.
Tony G4K HT, QTHR. Tel: Nr

amp. 1(1W input. 5(1W output,
boxed, £50 o.n.o. Two Pye
Westminsters, boot mount. offers.

pre -amp, mint condition, still
boxed, six months old, £40

details contact 018]-858 1448. Hull (01482) 843457. 24 pin dot matrix panasonic
printer, hardly used, £90 o.n.o.

including postage. Tel, Cardiff Hammarlund HQ180A, g.c Kenwood TS-440SAT, manual, Tom M I ACS. QTHR. Tel:
(01222)488723. receiver, recently re -valved,

immaculate condition inside and
mic., boxed, mint condition, not
used for three years. £650, no

(01509) 214058
evenings/weekends.

Eddystone 940 re -valved spares,
manual. 130 o.n.o. Racal RA17

out, c/w manual, 420 o.n.o. Tel
(1161-283 1689

offers. Roy CA W HQ on (1114721
840862 or E-mail: Practical Wireless magazines

Mkt' spares, manual. £120 o.n.o. roy@g4whq.demon_co.uk 1988-95, eight years of maps.
Chelcom h.f. vertical, £60. Tel: Hewlett Packard u.h.f. signal complete. Short Wave Magazine
0161-775 7066. generator, model no 616B, 0-

15.56Hz, offers. Systron Donner
Kenwood TS -6905 h.f. + 6m
I50MHz 1 (50W). 1.8kHz filter

1989-95, seven years, complete,
offers + carriage. Penny, London.

ERA Microreader -Super. £50.
Tel: 311126(1) 252287.

FRG -8800 RX. fitted with FRV-

counter timer. model 6E5312 off),
offers. Tel: Dundee (013821
817835.

fitted, boxed, as new, £795. MF]
7843 tunable d.s.p. filter, as new,
£145. Tel: Cornwall 1017361
362809.

Tel: 0181-675 4622.

Pre-war HMV radiograms,
model 521 (1931), £150. Model

8800 internal v.h.f. converter. Home-brew 2kW hi amplifier 581 (1936). £200. Both in good
118-i 73.999MHz and wide band M3 size. it's heavy! Pair good 4- Kenwood 1.11.1. fan. transceiver working condition. Tel: Derby
f.m. option plus FRT-7700 400A bottles. working but too with mic for (01332) 700658.
antenna tuner. both g.w.o. with
manuals. [380 pair, no split.

QRO for my Smartuner hence.
1150. B2 spyset receiver,

tinkering/constructing, quick sale,
only, £95 (mobile TK7151. Tel: PRO -50 scanner, mint condition,

Buyer collects. G4MNB, QTHR. complete plus circuit diagram. Cheshire (01625) 522189. £40 boxed. Pye Europa + crystals
Tel: Swindon (01793)826325. E70. Tel: 0[8 1-858 1448 for RO TX, OK RX, needs work.

KW2000B transceiver, p.s.u. £20. Heathkit clock - 25 years in
FT 101, as new and Holdings 1C-T2E, £110. 2m (144MHz) and external v.f.o., £185. Racal storage, manual, little used. £25 +
Clipper MFJ-948 deluxe a.t.u.
cross needle, s.w.r. meter, new

hand-held, TR7730 2m
(144MHz) mobile, £1 20. FT -780

RA 17 receiver with 1.1. adapter,
v.h.f. adaptors, cabinet, £245.

postage. Exchange lot for b.f. rig.
David, Fife. Tel: (111383)

Jay beam antenna Vr 3 10-15-20 70cm (430MHz) all -mode Eddystone 504 receiver. 580kHz- 839616.
Mon 1:1 2K boxed, as new. 1275 mobile. £2511. All v.g.c., al] 30.5MHz, £135. Marconi, early
the lot. G4HMW, Derbyshire. Tel: o.v.n.o. John G6UVU, marine receiver, model RG42C, Pye Westminster 4m f70MHz I
(01246)236196. Wolverhampton. Tel: (01902) 1.5-15MHz, 1140. Tel E. transceiver, £20 with crystals.

681961. Yorkshire (01482) 869682. ideal mobile. loom 105(1 10m
FT -200 with p.s.u. and spare (28MHz) f.m. channelised
p.a.s, v.g.c., buyer collects, £180. kom 706 Mkt, one month old, KW2000B with p.s.u.. El 70. TX/RX, £25. Matching linear
G3ARU, QTHR. Tel: 0181-989 immaculate condition with CR11)0, £35. Hik it 1018 'scope, 45W. £35. 12-14V CB radio
3196 handbook and box, £695 o.n.o. £30. 1-1/kit GOO, £15. AVO8 'Iconi. good condition, 120.

Possible exchange for a Yaesu FT - Mk111, £30. Maplin Gold Brian GWOGHF, QTHR. TeL:
FT -23R 144MHz hand-held,
speaker mic.. dry cell case,
NiCads. charger, mobile mount on
glass mobile antenna. El 60 (or

840 with f.m. plus cash. Daiwa
13530411 30A. immaculate
condition with box, £95 o.n.o.
Andrew, Middlesbrough. Tel:

multimeter M5050E, £12. KW E.
ZEE Match, £30. Two 6146, new,
boxed, £20. Ted G2HKU, Kent.
Tel: 101795) 8731((l.

Cardiff 101222) 703429.

R1155, excellent working order,
including power supply, £110.

offers). Swap plus cash for (01642) 814503. R107, excellent working order.
144MHz all -mode (FT -290R, etc.) Lowe HF-225 receiver, all £70. CR 10017, excellent working
or FTV 1078. Steve 07ACQ, [coos 735, mint condition. hardly modes, key pad entry, internal order. £70, no offers. Tel: (015351
London. Tel: 0171-635 8386 after used with Kenwood low pass NiCads, carry case, whip antenna. 63(1361.

6pm. filter, 1650. VCI ant. tuner boxed, as new, £375. PK232
VC3t1DDLP, £60. Manson EP925 MBX data terminal, boxed as R210 receiver, 85. Redifon

FT -840 h.f. transceiver with power supply, £50. Reason for new, £225. Tel: Swansea (01792) 8551 N comms receiver, 0.1-
500Hc c.w. filter, box. mic. and
manual in as new condition. 525

sale. giving up radio. Peter,
Lancs. Tel: (012(14) 385466.

891458. 30MHz, synthesised, manual.
£175. Racal 9081 synthesised sig.

o.n.o. Adrian GORXG. Bristol. Marconi CR100 receiver. gen. 5-520MHz, manuals. 240.
Tel: 0117-956 8380. Isom R71E hi. receiver. working with manual. £30. Buyer Taylor 62 sweeper. £75. Marconi

100k H z to 30MHz with remote collects. John Mullen on ((117671 TF263A. £1.(1. Many others, list
1.1'480 (CAI) h.f. all -mode,
immaculate order with all

control, excellent condition. 5181
plus postage or collect. Jim, Tyne

627241. available. Alan on 101344) 27869

handbooks and cat cable, inspect
and collect. £575 o.v.n.o. Chris

& Wear. Tel: 0191-416 8211. MMT 432-28 transverter, 75.
144-146 receiver £15. Digital

Realistic DX -302 h.f. receiver,
10kH z to 30MHz, g.w.o., digital

GOKMX. Kent. Tel: (014741 Kenwood 85000, v.h.f., as new, s,w.r. 160-1500MHz, £55. IC -2E read-out, manual. £100. Taxan
329324 after 7pm. boxed with manual, excellent 2m ( I 44MHz) handle, loads of 12in display monitor.

FT -980 with all optional filters,
keyer. works manual, etc., £5511.

condition, two years old, £750 or
exchange an 8in reflector. Tel.
Truro (01872) 278002.

accessories, mint, £75. Realistic
scanner, £40. AKD 4m (7MHz.),
boxed, as new, £120, P&P extra.

monochrome, K X11713. manual,
135, carriage extra. Tel: Staffs
(015431481202.

Kenwood TR-9130 2m (144MHz) Tel: Winton (01953) 884305 or
rntiltimode. 25/12.5k Hz channel Kenwood SM-220 station (0468) 756762 (daytime). Spectrum 2m (144MHz) to 6m
spacing. £250. W9GR d.s.p. unit,
£100. Griffin professional

monitor BS -8 pan display fitted.
£375. Tel: Northants (01604) Multireader MFJ-462B, modes

(50MHz) transverter, excellent
condition, £12.5 MMI.

weather satellite receiver. unused,
£100. Tel: Ringwood (014251

762083. c.w., RTTY, ASCII, AMTOR.
FEC, with power supply, cable.

100LS 2m (144MHz) linear,
excellent condition, £100 o.n.o.

479226 after 6pm or E-mail on
g3fys@ernarkt.com

Kenwood SM-230 monitor,
1400. Datong FL3 filter, BO.

manual. works also with built-in
screen and printer, only, £65.

John GONAJ, QTHR. Tel: 016 I -
304 9327.
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Storms 4000 3 sets on 2m, 4w
and 70ern ( [44, 70 and 430MHz),
fully converted plus charger, £95.
Tel: (01252) 710304.

Ten-Tec Scout 3.5MHz module.
£20. Tel Leics (014551273042.

Transmitters for sale: KW
Victor with manual. KW Viceroy
and Hammarlund HX50, all £45
each. KW202 and 204 + a.t.u. +
manuals, E220. Eddystone 358X
+ coils for spares, £40. PCR. £30.
Tel. W. Yorkshire (111274)
824816.

Trin R20(0 communication
receiver, Ow manual and VC10
v h.f. converter and FRT-7700
antenna tuner, all in excellent
condition, £350 o.n.o. Jim Baker
on 1(11684) 772259.

Trio TS-530SP with narrow c.w.
filter and hand mic.. must see,
£325 o.v.n.o. Ned 04RQN on
101553) 675676 after 8pm.

TS -120S Trio/Kenwood 100W
h.f. s.s.b./c.w. transceiver. 500Hz
c.w. filter fitted, includes mic.,
power lead and manual, as new
condition, in original packaging,
£275. Joe, E Midlands. Tel:
(01522) 791633.

TS -50 mobile h.f. TX/RX,
ATI 50 auto tuner, silent key sale.
used 2 or 3 times, 18 months old,
£650 o.n.o. All boxed as new.
Alan. Essex. Tel: (012771624386.

TS -700G MkII 2m (144MHz)
multi -mode base, £240. IC -740
Em. hoard h.f. TX/RX, mint,
£425. FC-757 AT auto a.t.u.. £165.
TNC, £50. 2m (144MHz) handle,
four months old, mint, £80.
FM1000 4m (70MHz), £95.
Eimac 3-500Z tube. boxed, £100.
Tel: Watson 01953) 884305.

WWII radio equipment
including Marconi CR 100, 109 &
46 Sets and many other sets and
components, must clear loft, send
for list. Tel: (01789) 204941.

Yaesu FRG -7 receiver. as new,
150kHz to 30MHz, £100.
Thandar digital CRO storage unit
TD20 1, £80. Racal A innec
CT569 multi -mode set, frequency

range DC-90i)MHz with probe.
£15. Swap old valve gear? John
G7EJK, Dtmetor. (01889)
564477 after 6pm.

Yaesu FRG -8800 RX + v.h.f.
con., v.g.c., £400. POCOM
decoder + monitor Baudot ASCII
ARQIFEC SITOR A MTOR).
Sony ICF2001 D RX, as new.
£200 + various other radio bits
and pieces. Peter, Essex. Tel:
1012551502195.

Yaesu FRG7 communications
receiver, fitted Collins mech.
filter and external digital readout,
good condition, £125 o.n.o. Tel
Northampton {01604)830176.

Yaesu FT -101E hi. TX/RX,
mint, no mods, unmarked, 260W,
s.s.b., v.g.c. with matching Yaesu
desk title.. prefer buyer uplifts,
£200, no offers. GMOLTQ.
QTHR. Tel: 0141-771 6302.

Yaesu FT-101ZD MkIII.
includes WARC hands. f.m.
board. mic., fan and manual, good
condition, no faults, £300 o.n.o.
Darren GONWX, Birmingham.
Tel: 0121-247 6784.

Yaesu Fi-loiza handbook,
circuit, good condition. cooling
Fan, display takes minute or two
to stabilise, £225. Ken wood
R100t) RX. good condition,
handbook, f 175. Nigel 601FS.
Kent. Tel: 01227) 792867.

Yaesu FT -102. pristine condition,
original packaging, manual, only
light use, £450. Versatower 300 3
section lattice, complete with
winch head base stub, £225.
Jayhe.ain TB2 for 10-15-20
(28/21/14MHz). clean and sound,
£110. Tel: Leics {014551557263.

Yaesu FT -2500M 508V mobile,
boxed, as new, £200. Yaesu PT -

290R multi -mode, good
condition, £1 75. Alinco DR -510E
dual -band mobile, 45W, honed,
£225 o.n.o. Zane M 'BF!,
Bedfordshire. Tel: (01582)
662183.

Yaesu FT -650 multi -mode, 100W
6m and rig. 40/28/24MHz
am.. f.m.. s.s.b. and c.w. filter,
immaculate condition, £825.

John, Colchester. Tel: (01206)
240700 evenings and weekends.

Yaesu FT -707 hi. transceiver.
3.5-30MHz including WARC
bands. f.m. board fitted with
turner base mic., excellent
condition. £3511. GOPAW,

Brighton. Tel: (01273) 883(121.

Yaesu FF-79OR with charger.
NiCads, manual portable whip,
mint, with case. also mint 20W
amplifier + pre -amp, £395 o.n.o.
Swap FT -800) Yaesu, Alinco 605
or Alnico DJG5,TH-79E hand-
held, Vacua FT -50R. Mick
2E I FCG, S. Yorkshire. Tel:
012261 74297 l after 1630.

Yaesu FT-900AT hi. transceiver,
mint condition. hardly used. built-
in a.t.u.. £695. G4VKE, Cumbria.
Tel:1012291465359.

Yaesu FT-900AT, 0-30MHz
general coverage. fully boxed
with all paperwork, excellent
condition, works well both have
and mobile, £850 o.v.n.o. Tel
Nottingham (01623) 743746.

Yaesu FT -990 a.c. model with
narrow c.w. filter. purchased
December 1996, excellent
condition, £1350 o.n.o. Daiwa all -
mode filter, includes manual and
p.s.u., £50 o.n.o. Kenwood YK-
88C-1 c.w. filter, £38. Siskin rig
controller, £48. GORQF, QTHR.
Tel: 101432) 276545

Yaesu FT1000IvIP, excellent,
brand new, five months condition,
boxes, manuals, receipts, genuine
reasons for sale. A truly
outstanding radio, full etc..
absolutely mint, pristine
condition, no time wasters please.
J. Curtis GOSEC, 66
Rockhampton Close, Littlemoor,
Weymouth, Dorset DT3 6N0.
Tel (013051767610.

Exchange
Yaesu 72611 fitted with
6m12rn/70cin (5I/144/430MHz)
and SAT board, ail in excellent
condition, boxed and manuals,
exchange for [corn 1C-821 dual -
band base station, will make small
cash adjustment. Tel: (01592)
203279 anytime.

Wanted

Aerial rotator wanted. may
exchange for six element 2m
144MHzt quad antenna. David

MMIBIT, Glasgow. Tel: 014/-
632 5408.

Army sets and kit Clansman
320/1 and any spares. parts,
anything green. beige or brown.
working or not, vintage or
modem, its all beautiful to me!
Also TS -130s for spares. Dave,
London. Tel: 0181-858 1448.

Cedar ATS, etc.. in good original
condition. Tel: (01453) 845013.

Diode Matrix board for dated
learn 240, has anyone got one
tucked away? G4LTY, Cornwall.
Tel: (01726173967.

Driver transistors for Heathkit
513104. type PT6619 to keep the
Warrington ARC, lovely old rig
going. Tel: (019251723385 or
G3ZHE, QTHR.

Eddystone EB35, EC I 0 MI
and any 100) series receiver
wanted urgently in g.w.o., and
condition. Jim McGowan, 20
Keats Avenue, Rornford, Essex
RM3 7AR, Tel: 101 708 1 340304.

FM board, complete for loam IC -
505 6m (50MHz) rig or dead 505
with f.m. in. will pay for board
and postage. Andy 670AD,
Derbys. Tel:0115-930 8096.

FT -1012D Lm. board wanted,
will buy cash or will pan ex for
ant. board, will collect. Tel:
Goole (014051761633.

Hygain 18-AVQ required, also
MD1I38 have mic.. £45 + P&P.
Heil sound HC -3 module wanted.
if fitted within MD1B8, will pay
extra, note 18AVQ will need to be
sent or delivered, no transport.
Evans. Essex. Tel 0181-505
6303.

Icom IC -215 portable channel
crystals warted. Tel: 0191-370
1429.

Lightweight h.f. manpack,
Racal 400 series, complete and
running. Clive G4NVX, QTHR.

Log periodic antenna CLP
5130-2. II15-1300MHz Jim M75
receive pre -amp. Colin, Ruislip.
Tel: (01895) 632999.

Mechanical bandspread tuning
mechanism for Hallicrafters Sky
Buddy, model S19. Copy of
Learning io work with hiregrared
ChriiirS (ARRL i. Tel: (01504)
312729.

Philips digital world receiver.
model (AE3905) in good
condition, very good price. paid
For, well maintained radio with
case, headphone adapter and
aerial. Tel: (01753) 731)579 or
leave message for Sunny.

Plessey cFf.f amplifier. IC type
SL610. George G3MNT, QTHR.
Tel: 0161-428 7883.

Racal MA91, MA92, PU156,
MA177, MA176, all the above
units are needed by a Racal
restorer. Rob. Newark. Tel:
(01636)686392.

Roberts R500 portable, service
sheet wanted, will purchase set
needing repairs if switch unit
works. Roy, London. "lel: 0181-
777 8939 anytime.

Valves, semiconductors,
capacitors, all letters answered,
can collect and pay cash. Mr J.
Creasey, 4 Low Farm Drive,
Folkingham. Sleaford. Lines
NG34 OSP, FAX: (01529)
497055.

Yaesu FRA-7700 active antenna
wanted, must he in g.w.o and
condition. will pay good price.
Tel: (01902) 22241 evenings.

Ail calvens ANA

be sent kk-

ki
PW. Bargain Basement Free Ads.

rrowsmith Court,

Station Approach. Broadsione,

Dorset 811188P1%,

MG UN WHEAT NU FORM
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

_I FOR SALE Ul WANTED [a EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.
Please only write in the contact details you ,..ish to be published with

your advert,

ie. do you want your name & address, or Just your telephone number?

Your advert, you decide!

please

write

in

block

capitals
(30)

(121
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This time Graham Hankins
G8EMX has news of a new
repeater in Kent. pioneering news

from Canada, some practical hints
and lots more!

yet another new 24cm (1270MHz)
Amateur TV repeater has
opened in the UK. The repeater,

GB3KT (East Kent), was given the 'go
ahead' to begin service from 17 May
1997, a substantial achievement for
members of the Kent Television
Group in the Medway region of the
UK.

The ATV Repeater GB3KT is
located on the Isle of Sheppey and
radiates an omni-directional 25W
e.r.p. on 24cm. The allocated output is
at 1310MHz from a Solenttransmitter
and SC1040 modular power amplifier.

A test card and news pages are
transmitted in beacon mode, when
accessed by an ATV station, the no -
based logic puts a 'received signal -
strength' bar graph into vision. The
repeater can he accessed on the
input frequency of 1249MHz.

Andy Parnell WM Faversham)
is Keeper of GB3KT and Chairman of
the Kent. Television Group IKTG, no
connection with the Kent Repeater
Groupl. Further repeater and KTG
news can be downloaded from the
internet at
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/ho
mepages/Blenkins-2

Repeater Pioneers

Jim Hatch G300L (Somerset) sends
news of a new Canadian ATV
repeater. After four years of planning,
VE31VA was built by the Seniors'
Video Repeater Committee of the
Pioneer Amateur Radio Club (PARC)
and is now operating in Ottawa.

"Here in the frozen north", writes
Bill Westbrook VE3EKA, "we only
have one ATV frequency in the 70cm
hand. The 439MHz frequency was
chosen as the a.m. input, with an f.m.
output on 914MFlz. We plan to add an
Ern. input in the 1.2GHz band later
on".

The specification of Ottawa ATV
repeater VE3TVA quotes an output
power of 1.5kW (yes, 1500W!) e.r.p.,
with plans to increase this to 200W
into the antenna. Remote control and
monitoring via packet radio will also
be incorporated.

Having built VE3TVA, the Pioneer
ARC has many uses for the repeater.
Organisers of public events can be
provided with live video coverage:
the local Emergency Measures

Organisation (like
RAYNET in the UK?)
recognised how useful
pictures could be; kids
in the local Childrens'
Hospital will 'see'
Father Christmas at the
North Pole. Pioneer
ARC may even provide
a camera at other
Amateur Radio Club
meetings.

Other News

The 1.3GHz repeater GB3KT is now up and running and ready to link
ATV stations in East Kent.

Oyther news now and Mike Sanders
GBLES says "Long-established ATV
repeater GB3HV (High Wycombe) has
undergone an almost entire re-
installation". Mike continues "GB3HV
shares a mobile 'phone site and the
company wanted to replace the mast
with a stronger structure".

The electronics of GB3HV had
developed numerous faults which
needed to be fixed. An overload trip
(monitoring antenna s.w.r.) was not
firing, cf. output power was low, a
70cm receiver had drifted and a
power unit was intermittent.

Mike adds: "GB3HV had suffered
hardware problems too. A faulty
power splitter, a loop -antenna
needed attention and a 2m/70cm
(144/430MHz) dual -band antenna was
measured to have a high s.w.r. on
430MHz". The repeater group's
'antenna expert' GIICKN attended to
these little jobs, so GB3HV is now
hack in service.

Later this month there will be an
attempt to achieve a new ATV
distance record. Peter Johnson
G4LXC intends to be in Peterhead,
Scotland on Saturday and Sunday
August 16/17 to send pictures over to
PE1ECO/P in Holland - a distance of
more than 750km. Peter will be using
435MHz, 1.3GHz and 1061-1z. All are
welcome to join in.

There will be an International AN
Contest during the weekend 13/14
September 1997. There should be
fixed and portable UK and European
ATV stations on all fast scan bands,
from 1800UTC Saturday 13 until
1200UTC on Sunday 14.

So, look for pictures around
435MHz, 1255MHz (24cm simplex)
and lOGHz. Test cards are used by
stations 'lining -up' or radiating a 'CD

ATV Contest' call, but the vision used
for the contest exchange itself may
simply be four non-consecutive, non -
repeating white numbers on a dark
background (or black numerals on
white). The receiving station does not
recite these but adds them together
and states their sum. If correct, that
is a confirmed contest contact. For
example; a contest station sends, in
video, 6475.

The audio reply on 2m or via inter -
carrier sound) will be: "Do your
numbers add to 22?" Thus the
contact is verified and, together with
a picture clarity (PO to P5) report and
distance calculation, constitute a
score.

For any ATV station wanting to flex
their ATV operating skills, latest
contest rules can be obtained from
Richard Gutteridge GOTV (OTHR) or
by E-mail to 101700.11300@
comp LI SOFVO.0 OM

Would your local Amateur Radio
Club like a talk and demonstration of
Amateur Television? Members of the
British Amateur TV Club BATC) have
been known to visit ARC meetings, to
show the results than can be
achieved with vision on the amateur
frequency bands and demonstrate
working 70cm and 24cm ATV
equipment. If your club would like a
speaker, or maybe several clubs
combined for one evening, please get
in touch with me.

Building A Kit

How about building an ATV project
kit? You can generally obtain a p.c.b.
and several packs of components.

My advice when building is to start
with the resistors, these are the most
easily identifiable and the least heat -
sensitive. Select a resistor, note the
value then find its component number

and position on the p.c.b. I find this
quicker than starting with R1 and
then trying to find that particular
resistor value in the kit.

In the component pack, resistors
of the same value will probably be
physically joined by tape anyway. I
aim to solder in place all those of an
equal ohmic value, this sequence
considerably speeds up assembly.

More practical hints next time.
Cheerio and P5 for now, send those
reports, as always, to me, Graham
Hankins GBEMX, 11 Cottesbrook
Road, Acocks Green, Birmingham
B27 5LE.

Amateur Television A to

Here's the next instalment of my
ATV alphabet. Please note letters
are not included if they have no
Amateur TV meaning.

Losses: Main causes are quality
or length of feeder cables, too
many or poor quality connectors,
poor weatherproofing.

Microwaves Amateur bands
from 1.2GHz upwards

News pages: A useful feature
incorporated in many ATV
repeaters.

PO to P5: ATV picture quality
assessment scale. P5 is ideal.

Quad -loop antenna: Good 24cm
antenna for gain and bandwidth.

END
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CS SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 6b Poimdbury West Estate, Dorchester, Dorset DTI 208.

Tel: 01 300 2622 SO Open 9-I 2-S Tue-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun A Mon.

Boxed Kit Boxed BuiltPRODUCT
NEW SPEECH PROCESSOR Audio clipping and
bandpass filtering_ Increases the average power out of
580 rigs by about 10 times. Low noise. Type SP1000. E27.50 192 75

RECEIVE PREAMPS gain control 0-2Eld B. Low noise.
100W handling Types RP2S, RPM RP6S, RP1OS. (29.00 144.00

TRANSVERTERS 25W out, low noise. 1503 RX gain,
2m 3W drive Types ITRC4-2iL built onlyl, TRC6-2IL E159.30 £725.00

10m 5W drive, TRC2-10iL TRC4,10iL. TRC6-10iL E159.30 1225 00
10m 25mW drive, TRC2-10L, 10C4 -10t., TRC6-10L E150.80 E208 50

lOrn 0.5mW drive, TRC2-1061., TRC4-10bl, TRC6-10bL E159.30 F225 00

TRANSMIT AMPS WITH PREAMP for 2m. 4m or 6m.
1W in IOW out. Types TARP2SA, TARNS& TARP6SA £76.00 1101.00

3W in 25W out. Types TARP2SEI, TARP4SB, TARP6SB £76.00 1101.00

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR KITS AND BUILT UNITS

Radio Books
Radio/Tech Modifications Shows how to have more frequencies
and change alignment on many receivers.

Price of each part: £18.00 £1.50 UK post.

Shortwave Receivers Past & Present gives full
specifications, reviews and details on over 500 sets.

Price: £18,25 £150 UK post.
Shortwave Eavesdropper CD-ROM It gives instant access tt
well over 32,000 frequencies and 42,000 callsigns listing military, shit.._
naval and merchant, aeronautical, DX Edge and countless more.

Price: £19.50 including UK post and airmail worldwide.
Scanner Busters 2 Covers new VHF "UHF technology 1.3.00

Sfiortwave Maritime Commanicatirms £15.50
EAVINORAWPING ON THE BRITISH .............. ...... _118.75

(REF otalo..,7tte of rill lroiike Allow T4 days for delivery

VISA INTERPRODUCTS (P77)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland II,A-111W

Tel. & Fax: 01 738 441199 E-mail: i nte rp roductsenatmattars.co.uk

SERVICE MANUALS
& Technical Books

Available for most equipment, alIN Make, age or model.
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM.

Return the coupon for your FREE catalogue

MAU1UTRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)
Ea 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chin nor, Oxon 0X9 4QY.

TEL 01844 351694. FAx: 01844 352554.
Please forward tout latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x 1st class stamps or

1-1.11 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PC disc plus catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Phuvaops OM ollp .11 it i1111 (Ill HOE wish 10(111 Ihe Maga/hie

J. BIRKETT
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CALLERS ONLY of ex MOD Racal Canard HF transceiver 2

to 30MHz, upper sideband consisting of 4 units, dual receivertransmitter,

codendecoder, 20 watt PA 240 volt AC or 24 volt DC input in case with external

automatic ATLI, aerials, operators g ndbook 19900£270.

EX AIRCRAFT VHF TRANSCEIVER type 1985 10 channel. 21 valves, dynomoter etc. E30 (P&P £8501.

BRAND NEW METER 2 round 15-0-15 volt O L3.50.2 square 500uA 6.95.

PLESSEY EX MOO UHF TRANSCEIVER PTR170 8 E251P&P E8.501 P10170 control box 8110.

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10.10+20PF 0 E3.50, 365865.365 0 £4.95.250.250 0E3.50, 250450+20,20.20

f3 50 100-203 g £3.50. 0804 10pF, 25pF, 50pF, 100pF 0 £3.50,208.350pF with SM drive 4 £3.50.

SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES approx size 3' x x 1'0 E1.4' x 3' x t6 8 £1.95, x 4' x 2' E4.50, T x 4' x 3E4.75.
FETS 2N3819 ii 35p, J304 25p, 5230 A 200. dual gate 3N201 0 80p, BF981 3Sp

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 501487 HF SSEI, 12 volt. 100 Watt with data £12.50,f22 pair OF power transistors BLX93A'8

E3.56, SLY 62 0 0.50 292553 8 £1.50, 295090 0E3 50, 252866 0E1,2193051.3 50p, 2940408 13.50, 2N50831 £3.50,

295020 8 f3.50.

MINI CIRCUIT POWER SPUTTER type 2SC3-1 8 £2.50, SBL1 0E550

SMALL4p1F350VW DC electrolytic capacitors 8 4 for ft.

ACCESS, SWITCH and BARCLAYCARD accepted. PAP fl under CIO. Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

25 The Strait
Lincoln LN2IJF
Tel: 01522 520767

Partners J.H.Birkett
J.LBaken

'Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
CI, laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. les free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put itright'

ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place. London WC I E 7HW

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
1 Kenfield Place, Aberdeen AB15 7UW

TEL OR FAX 01224 316004 CiM3HAT

"IN LOVE & CHARITY WITH YOUR NEIGHBOURS"
It not, then why non use one of oui antennas. The Dclayline Radiators do
1101 need a mast; they merely lie on OK tiles of the hums The Crossed Field Loops are so small that
they can perch un-noticed on the balcony of a high flat.

The EMC problem is minimal because these devices arc NON -RESONANT. Therefore they do
not have exaggerated centreeurrents and end -voltages associated with half wave dipoles. As Moson
explains in his hook the typical() of a dipole is 10. Therefore the centre currents are ten times the feed
current and the end voltages are ten times the feed voltage on the matched M ohm feeder. Fifty watts
in 50 ohms reguites feed current IA rms and 50 V rms and therefore 10A and 50011 on the wire.

Our antennas make the wave from its parts. Half the power goes into the RF Electric field and
half into the magnetic field. Feed currents and voltages ace reduced to 70'7 and then form waves from
the crossing of the fields within a few centimetres of the conductors. Thus there arc no troublesome
induction fields: the ooh fields are radiation fields flying up and away to the Ionosphere.

EMDR I £216 inc. 6.5m long 128111 EMDR 2 1110 inc. 15.5m long
CEL 1 £250 inc. Only one tisfhlr loins. just 66cm diameter aft 4inss

+ + + - 4- + + + + + + -17
. ..

PW SERVICES
Queries:
Practical Wireless,
PA' Publishing Ltd..
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Appro.-tacit,
Firtiarkione,
Dorset 111118 8PW.
We will almiss to  to help read-
er!: basing difficulties with
hadn't! Wi wins projects., but
please note the following simple

I: 5%i cannot deal with technical
queries tree the telephone

41.
ivratirAtivaiviv~ivitold049,0-

_ - -

Bach Numbers
limited stocks of many twit's ul
MI' For past years are available at
112.30 cads including post and

2: Arc cannot give advice on packing. If the issue yott want is
modifications either to our not available, we can photocopy
designs. to commercial radio, a specific article at a cost of
TV or electronic equipment. £1.50 per article or part of aril -
3: All letter!: asking for advice cle
must he accompanied by a Over the sears, PWhas reviewed
srainix!d self addressed enycloin! many items of radio ielated
(or envelope plus IRCs fur over- equipment A list °Tab the avail -
seas readers), able reviews and their cost can

4: Make sure vou describe the be obtained from the Editorial
problem adequately, with as Offices at Armwsmith Court,
much detail as son cats possibly Station Approach, Broadstone.
supply. Dorset BH IS SPW for a large

stamped seffiaddressr it erne -5: Only one problem per leuer lope. Dorset BHI 8 stP1V.please.

at) z + -_ + +-+  +  ++ - + +`+ + + +_+ +  +  + 4 TsW.1-IyAtralWaWalrig ai
A,i)V61611N O VAIr

Binders
PlVcan provide a choice of
hinders For readers' use. Plain
blue hinders are available, each
holding 12 issues of any similar
A4 format magarine.
Alternatively, blue binders
embossed with the Plc logo in
silver can he supplied. The price
for either type of binder is £6.50
each (£1 P&P for one, £.2 For
two or more).
Send all orders to:
Ply Publishing Ltd.,
FREEPOST,
Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach.
Bniadstone,

tigt1111W811xAtiltWilifeAtrilithite&MeinOWILW_
-N911,LVAIALV21111VORKOMValliANSILVW4310.91116W6

Construdional Avjects
Corn ixments for PWprojerts are
usually remit'y available from
component suppliers. For
unusual or specialised compo-
nents, a source or sources will
Ix: quoted.

Mail Order
All items from PWare available
Mail Order, either by post or
using the 24hr Mail Order
Hotline (01202) 659930.
Payment should Ise by cheque,
postal order, money order or
credit card (Mastercard and
Visa only). All payments must be
in sterling and twerieas orders
must drawn on a London
Clearing Bank.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Classified Ads
To advertise on this page see booking form below.

For Sale

MAIL ORDER WORLDWIDE OF AMATEUR
RADIO, ANTENNAS, SCANNERS, HAM RADIO

SOFTWARE, SHORT WAVE RADIO, MARINE
RADIO, CB RADIO AND ACCESSORIES.

All orders can be sent worldwide by Parcel Force. Ask
for a free quote. Please send two 2nd class stamps for a

free list by return of post.
Seaward Mail Order, 7 St Olefe Road, Stratton,

Nr Bude, Cornwall EX23 8AF.
Tel / Fax 01288 355796.

10% DISCOUNT ON THIS ORDER.

QUARTZ crystals @ £1. Test equipment &
transmission power meters. Stock lists available.
Electronic Design Associates. Tel: 0181 391 6545
Fax: 0181 391 5258

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.
SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex IG1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

RF-8000 24 BAND RECEIVER - reasonable
offer accepted. Quartz crystals large range £1.00
each. Collection quartz Y -bars. Also Valves. Lists
available. Electronic Design Associates 0181-391
0545 Fax 0181-391 5258.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam
Rees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280,
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net

INTERESTED in Vintage Radio? Send SAE for
latest list of books and components. Old Time
Supplies, PO Box 209, Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

PANASONIC RF-2900 in working order with
service manual £45. Buyer collects.
Tel: 01643 705146.

KENWOOD V -UHF TS -770E AV mode, duo
bander with two mutek boards fitted. £600 ono.
Tel: 01773 718449.

FERGUSON VIDEO RECORDER FU98HVX
new, unused. List £500. Bargain £240 G3IUL,
London. Tel: 0181-749 1454.

PACKET RADIO DRSI dual tnc type 2 boards
for PC, as new with manuals, from 6 port node.
£75 each. WANTED AEA PF-900 tnc.
Tel: 01527 892391.

KENWOOD TS -870S Used once. £1500.
Barnstable (01271) 71520. Evenings. Buyer
collects.

Computer Software
& Hardware

JVFAX SSTV DATA pack, 9/25 Tx/Rx Interface,
manuals, pictures, £29.95. Other SSTV/Packet
(PC/Amiga) services. SAE leaflets, 1.44 disk for
demo. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36 Davington
Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR. Tel/Fax: 0181-595
0823.

INSTRUCTOR MORSE PROFESSIONAL. The
complete Morse Code software training
package for beginners and advanced users. As
used by the US Military, Canadian Military and
the British Military! Price £169 + PP + VAT. Tel:
01526 833042.
E-mail: imorse@sdesign.demon.co.uk

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, £60; PX4, £60;
PX25, £105; DA100, £90; EL34, £15: EL37, £15;
CV4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be
Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors by appointment only
(we are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: (01403) 784961. Fax: (01403) 783519.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650.
Fax: 01484 655699.
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

VALVE EQUIPMENT REVIVAL Specialising in
the repair of expired valved amplifiers, radios,
recorders, communications receivers, test gear,
etc. Bring to Unit 18, Grays Farm Production
Village, Grays Farm Road, St Pauls Cray,
Orpington, Kent BR5 3BD. 9.30am to 5.00pm
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 2nd and 4th
Saturday of the month. 0181-302 2102.

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CRO 2QP.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (01253)
302979.

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan
bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

CRETE HOLIDAYS 7 studios 20m from beach.
Use of shack and antennas. Open from 14/4/97
to 31/10/97. Please contact: SV9 ANJ (QRA
Manos), PO Box 1272, 71110 Iraklion, Crete,
Greece. Tel: 0030 81 761288/762000 Fax: 0030
81 761382. E-mail: pelamare@her.forthnet.gr.

Whilst prices of goods shown in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press, readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current

issues of the magazine.

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: 101788) 574774.

Practical

Wireless
Small Ads

Equipment For Sale,

Equipment Wanted, Holidays,

Recruitment, Computer

Software
Why not try our highly

successful Classified
Advertising

For further details call Carol
on

(01202) 659920

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in

advertisements in this magazine may

have been obtained from abroad or
from unauthorised sources. Practical

Wireless advises readers

contemplating mail order to enquire
whether the products are suitable for

use in the UK and have full after -sales

back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless

wish to point out that it is the

responsibility of readers to ascertain

the legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this

magazine.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Please photocopy this form

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALSif
you prefer

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting f13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsrnith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920. Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PWI for insertionis. I enclose Cheque/P.D. for £ (42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address:

Telephone No .

Box Number 10/ lap: Tick if appropriate,

Category heading:.............. ....... ...... ............

TELEPHONE BUGGING?
'STOP IT NOW'

with the new

BUG X TERMINATOR
Blocks all phone taps and teierecorders, keeps phone calls

and faxes private.

For details send a S.A.E. or TEUFAX:

F. K. ELECTRONICS SERVICES
Northgate House, St, Marys Place
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE I 7PN

 Tel: 0191-460 1706  Fax: 0191-460 1707

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Hum hers Lane, Horton

Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DL.
Tel: 01952 605451 Fax: 01952 677978

RACAL HF COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

Type: RA1792.  150kHz - 30MHz  Modes: LSB.
USB, AM, CW & FM  Filters fitted: 0.3kHz, 1.0kHz,

3.2kHz. 6k11z, & 16kHz  Digital A.G.C.  Scan facility
 100 channel memory  C/W documentation

PRICE: &750 on (CARRIAGE (UK) 120

0

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU  ICOM  KENWOOD  AUNCO

Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, AIJI ETC

* ERA Microreader & BFS4 Filter. SEM Products *
* Full range of scanning Receivers *

AERIALS. Tonna. Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile antennas.

BRING YOUR 5/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Woi/aton Park. Nottingham NG8 1 DU

Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road] & A609 ilikeston Road]
Voiday: CLOSED. Tuesday-Frpday 5.00a rn to 5.00pm Saturday 9ani to 4pni

a

PF

(.121

ti

G6XBH GI RAS G8UUS Tel: 0115-928 0267

SEM
8 Fort William

Douglas
Isle of Man 1M1 5-13Q

Tel: 01624 662131

(I

For full info. on our QRM
Eliminator, filters. preamps
-500MHz) converters. keyers,

ATUs EZITUNE, etc.
ask for our catalogue,

. . .

fg,:lbL.,, LAKE ELECTRONICS fora
bruchura

.> 0,1,V
For Complete Kits with All the Bits fail r" Ye

I Transmitters, Receivers, Test Equipment. I-

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16
Tel/Fax: 0115.938 2509COIicio775.730@commiservecorn Imgr

MS Windows Xgdio *fated Software
MUFsight- £25.00 + f2_50 P&P if in HAMshack E30.011+ £2.50 P&P (if in
UK) ur £5.011 sir -mail UK) or 15.00 air -mail
.511N14411FpriTtr.s.refinn predirtooni rrrf 0.16,111.- Carrel ref LoggierR AU' dloNaleleo radio
shaded operatioor iKrmrrurd IC, RS -232 rnrcfmfr

For details scull an SAE it)Simool Rlld it Communications Consultanl.46 Si. Michaels
Rued. Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GLS1 !RR. Teltfas: 01242 514429 1 aura-SAVithir,i.

simon.Lulling,Ocahleimixo.uk Web.iicr hittp://wkweb4.ckicinct.coulct,irrion collinvs
Al 1l .A SI Dif .AR 0, Ei.KOCARD. DIITA CARDS A1 X.1 F,11:11

HESING TECHNOLOG
41 Bushmead Road. Eaton Socon, Climbs PE19 313T

Tel (01480) 386156 Fax (01480) 386157

Manuals Spares Repairs Technical Support

[HY. ANIATKR R-1010 EN1:11,1tio CEVERF

Come and see us at
Woburn for special deals,

August 3rd 1997
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B K STORE
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstorelgpwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: 101202} 659930 12414cluRsi

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. FAX (01202} 659950 124 NM/1M

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin. OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82

SATELLITE BOOK- A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
Jr hli [iron!, . . )811 pages. L.32.01/

LISTENING GUIDES
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.

AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. Daritif smirk. 192 pages. .£9.99

Niarne.1),,nemff

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Ci Ail! G nil is

.£111..2n.3,11.3

AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Ed tion.Graho ni Dukc 9t, pages. .£l>,99 SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. 1.. Harris. ..... ....... ..... .

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition. Gr.31.1.ai, Dukc

AIRWAVES 97.

112 pages. £6.99

1001 pages..1:89

SATELLITE TELEVISION. A laNnr.in s .

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALIATIO.N. 'IDE. 5th EFFIE i[111 Jim Breeds

,71ragp £1151. ,119.K111)1

AIRWAVES EUROPE .. . 124 paps. 0.511 WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK : I lr Ralph E. Tamar! II-11817QT... 192 ]xdgn. 115.50

CALLS1GN 97 lic pages. a$95 WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING G6 II)E. 199- Edition Bart Kupertis . pages.118.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1997 Colly,301 T.T. R S.I. Williams. Inn pages..in.91

SCANNINGINTERNATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK naird 1. Smith 192 pages £999

UNDERSTANDING ACARS AN' INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS A.ND SCA.NNING R/33/ I. 11 Poi .. I p4o. 5.4.99

3n1 Ecli tit gl Aircraft 1:(f1111T11111k1F!11[1,..4.I.IcIrv.sing and Rem whng Sisstent. Ed anti. 191 pages.19.91 SCANNER BUSTERS 2. n 1 P Ce liXI pages. &SAC

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COVIMINICATIO.VS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY SCANNERS 2 INTERNArnivu. Peter -r; 4. 161 pages. S.9.95

ncl Ftltni. in. k,,hen . pages.119.94

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL IIE RADIO HANDBOOK dim n R. 121 pages. S.6.9-5

BROADCAST
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 199617111c ri1 Al Or 1111V1111.til HMI linkadtastingt tit pages. S.3

SC.4 F I t RS 3 PI 'TUNG SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.

416 Re rtNion. h id se. .

(11; 11ark 1 -a -n is

1-1 pp,e. S9 95

2811pasres.11t1.95

AMATEUR RADIO
DA T4MODES
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Nfinhell 62 pages. a:$.95 ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
GUIDE TO unun srArioNs. 15111 Juerg Idingenfuss ...................................11111Ivges.53iJMi 25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E

erg Klmgenli..3, t36 rmges.125.11I1 25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BPI32. E. 51. Ni pagPagePg(ei91:1-95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. Fdirtnit 25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. F. 11 Noll. ......

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE soul Edition 310 pages. 25 SIMPLE TROPICAL .A.ND MW BAND AERIALS BPI -15. E M. Noll.....................51 pages. st.-;

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip .1i11( hell 42 vages..i.6.011 ALL .ABOLT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. NN I. Orr WratiAl n :31/ 1: man 11:21.X

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL I ilk F.4.111R,o. }Hem Klingenius, . . 15(I i pages. a:281K1 ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE (RSGB). Peter ll. ids! 101.1)11

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHLNG (ARRL). V.:170.! in ........... .

DXTV ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. 1 0 Poole
DX7V FOR BEGINNERS. cum i. li inwr . 11 !loges 13.95 ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FUR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL) . .

GUIDE TO DX -TV. Keith Hamer & Garn...11ninh i1 Nges. 13.95 ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 1811, Edition.
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS ... 95 ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One.
THE ATV COMPENDIUM. mike VG It Kling (161(.211. irii pages. .11-11111 ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. ...........

MIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Kroh Hamer A Gam -Smith. _34 pages..i. 1.95 ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited hy.lercr 1.1311 KITD.

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.
ARRL ANTENNA COM PE N1)11. M Volume Five,

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GLIDE. Est Edgion. J perg klingenkm. .144 pages

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM. Joerg filingenfuss. . ..... ...... ....... ........... ...625.191

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 19th Edition. 1110 pages.

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997 528 pages. £15.111

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY. =di Edo 11 51111pagff. 6118314

VHEUHE SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill 192 pages. a1291

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1997 01:0 pages 95

GENERAL
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS PRINCIPLES & DESIGN. I 'Ira Rohde- pages

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannon. £1'.11117

POP WENT THE PIRATES Ken1i .cs 564

£1'.1111

91

SHORT WAVE COM-BE:MA TIONS. 1'00. E..nis..c:1:1DKI). 14- pages. 6..111

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (1945-1996)........................................423.95
SHORTWAVE LISTENERS GUIDE. kin IN tole 611.919

THE COMPLETE SHORTWAVE LISTENERS HANDBOOK 4th Edition
!lank Bennet,jilt Del:its& David lEards 321 pages i19.95

MANNE
MARINE SSE OPERATION. J. Michael Gak.

MARINE VHF OPERATION. MiehaeLl. Gale
SCANNING THE MARINE' BANDS. F.F. O'Brian

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. F.1 F. Richardstin.

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO TREQLINCTES. Eeri Davies.

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. MIL nen..

9t pap's 411 91

.67.95

152 pages 19.511

191 pages. .1111.511

pages..tii.V)

1.1t, pages .5111.95

SA TELLITE
IV INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

1111299 A. Pickard. . Ind pages .63.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.
F A. Wilson 2311 lager. .19.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 1 ill pages..i.K.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Si ephensi 3-1 pages..614.99

NEWNES SATELLITE. COMITINICATIONS POCKET BOOK.Limes Hal. 220 pages..612.99

. .192 pages...14.in

.115.191

191 pages. .41 1.111

.1114 pagea.1+.95

391. pages. £19.511

-32 pages. £23.95

1-5 pages. 5111.t15

1116 pages. 11.1.01:5

231, pages. ,512.111

pages. £15.50

2110 pages .61(1.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK CV I (Jr 11 :6A1 n S. D. Ctnca n VLX loR pages. L.450

BUILDING & uSiNG BALUNS. lerrL Secnk 125 pages .1.14.95

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENN.45 2nd Edition. Andrew Ylxier. 1114 loges. 511.95

CUBICAL Ql...41.) ANTENNAS ,3rd Edition. IE,lliam Orr 11:09d and Squall Conan 1.1:2L1.

EXPERIME.ITAI 4NTENN.4 MPICS HP278.. II. I. Wrighr. n pago, .0 30

G-QRP 11.1 B .4 171:11'.11.4 II41DROOK

.1 11.11 T Nicholson HA9WRI/GULNQ. .......... ........ 111 pages. £".19

IfF ANTENNA COLLEGTI(A (RSGB). Edited. hy Ersvin David CALQ1.

HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). 11.0 Msixun G6XN.

MORE OLT OF THIN AIR (PWP).
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. ph!) lien (1.3BN

PRACTICAL .4NTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. JI)seph J. Carr

233 pages. s 11(99

322 pages .s,1

112 pages. £6.95

52 pages. i6.311

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTEVVAS RSGB, GAN. 1110 pages. LH 91

RADIO :kVA TEL"? ANT.EVNA HANDBOOK v. I. Orr CSSA.1 & s. D. Cpvsan 11:21.X. 184 pages. a:4.511

RECEIVING .4NTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr. 1
.89 Rages.S,I-.51.1

SIMPLE LOWCOST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
11 I f Ire 9,..(1tiAr & .n.an11:21.11: 144 pages..1.13.5I1

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMau VIER. 123 pages. a1-.111.

BEGINNERS (INC RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Ytetor Rraiii1t 311:11.

6AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. I. D . ... 1111

Pages.Erages

.4N INTRODUCTION To THE ELECTROArtAGNETIC WAVE HP3/5.

F. 11 . . . . . 122 pd.ges..111.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION' (RSGB)

Clive Sit gli it and George BenN pa. G3HT1 134 pages U3--1

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). j,hp.C.Ic tilN. 11311B. . 165 pages..412.50

THE .NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
151) pigs. £i.94

7111. R111111 If .1TFUR.C. Q/7 -15770.V & AN,SWER REFERENTI MANUAL

. Petri G110AT .613.95

RAE ,91.4.911.11 (RSGB).1,

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G 1. Benl-a4s G311B

12- pages. .44.-5

92 pages..1.5.25

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE' (RSGB). Bite Tyler GO.AEC... pages..65.-1

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK John Case GW.11111CR. 121 ',age...1111A
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SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anir.i 4:-e Alt (.11milo; KAR;(,E

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A :MANUAL FOR THE INSTRITTOR (RSGB)
1,411i C..hr GAVILEIVR. . pages

URI'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL), r.5, rig De M:lk% V.11'8 pages..i.i4.9;

CALLBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND IVITTRITA rIo.s DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition....

. . pages :03.511

INTERNATIONAL CALLBOOK 1997. on 9;
NORTH AMERICAN CALLBOOK 1997 95

fOINT INTIN.AMERICAV CALLBOOK CD-ROM 1997 . .

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME Ill riVS 115 pages.15.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BPI77.
R. A. Penlilfo. . . ........ pages. 51.95

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320. P,111. .. 102 pages.13.99

HOW TO ELPA.ND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
El A . . Inh pages 5.99

INTERFACING PCs AVDCOMPATIBLES BP272. R. .A i pages. £09
MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402)

. - pages. 1-5.95

MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED RPiIlh 1-1 pages Lit%
MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP1115 1

MIMES COMPLTER ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK 'Hind F.61 HI

'5 paws .i5.0.5

sky ... 256 pages.112.95

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997 S1 1.99

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition. 1111c -
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL).
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLALVED.I.slidio.. 1.50 pages

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400). 1-5 pages .ti. 9.5

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA8R2G. 25o page, .19.511

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Rohin Page Jones COM. ..... purrs. ,98.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL FAiiixl by Hugo Gerrisback. 160 pages. £11.85

OLD TIME RADIOS - RESTORATION & REPAIR J.Carr. 25s pages. 5r.9:;

.i5xPERmiEvr41. TEl (1934 . .... .312

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924) 2-1 page' 0. -IC

SECRETS OF HOMEBLILT REGENERA rivE RECEIVERS (Rockey) 12" pages a7.95

THE XT'AL SET NEWSLETTER. 1'tilL1111e I. Phil Anderson MA . 18 311

THE XTAL SET sociEry .VEWSLETTER. V(iltime 2. Phil Anderson 11.181.

jATHE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WUXI bni.514111

THE XTAL SET social' NEWSLETTER. Voltime F Antlers ii 8111 . 15.511

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 5 MAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anilen..1[1V.Inxi

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN, P. :I 1.5117i42 ..........

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1919 + 1934) pages E.O.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB). ..... ..... ............... page, iii 5i l

VISION BY RADIO (1925)0co kinl ...Iillpages.a 85

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB).
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART. 74 s 9291M1

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. NEW EDITION . 1080 s 68.11inm. S.6.50

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION 999] is 68Orrim. SA.5( I

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB)......
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE. .

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB) ....... ...... .......... pages a. 125

SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark is ... pap., to 95

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP314 F A 'Chun 131 pages. E3.95

ARRI LITEMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL A116 . 1(1 imgcs..1.1.i.50

ARRL UHEMICROWAVES PROJECT MANLAL (ARRL). . pages.

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK- COMPONENTS & OPERATING I, 1 rRs( 81

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION'& TESTING VolliRSG1ii .

S10.50

15 -5
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - BANDS & EQUIPMENT \-01,11R5CRI huv all 3 int-632

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). RAs Erkerslis ,49 pages 12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS I997 (ARRL). ..1291 pages 125

ARRI. HANDBOOK 1997 ON CDROM 5351

.4RRL OPERATLVG MANUAL I99'. i16.50
BASIC. RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCI LAMAS. Ps zri GI IOAT ti l3 95

COMPLETE EWER. NA, i ... 21.1s pages

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). .,ii paws t f2
HINTS .4ND KINKS FOR THE RADIO A.H.1 T71 R.

I. DilVii I Ni

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL). I an lioarimin KRIS...........
MODULATION TYPES, DOUBLE CDROM
RADIO COMMUNICATIo V HANDBOOK (RSGB).
10111:A0111m DEL k , 511 17102.s i 1

SETTING UP AN AMATEI R RADIO STATION BP300. I 1, 81 pages 13 95

TRANSMITTER HINTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
luseph 1). Thomas wive 3211 'yaws !Oa! 95

.... 129 imges.19.5fl

12 :ages. .616.541

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE 1K

Elt El }UR t!.
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PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave COMIXT 68r12 & Slams Corft G8NW. .26o pages S.8.95

PACKET SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS 1.1gpoges. i 10.50

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Pint CNN).
1 pages. 5.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. 3.h. I.ix....116 pages 13 95
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING.4 HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL), tin Rearnian 129. pages. L7.11.1.

QRP
991G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited ht. Rev. C. Dobbs G3RIV 96 pages. 1,5

INTRODUCING QRP. Dick Paso e GOB PS

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). EthtecIliv lioh Schetgen ............ pages 1.11

11.1FErs QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRI). 2nd F.clinon. 1)inig De Mate AV1811 1-5 pages I.- 95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM TOUR MUMMETER BP239. R. A. Pen fold 102 pages. .i.2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. harry Ross 8 pages. 1:17.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
1i ][1.1 pages. 43.50A ..

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. E. A.

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE. MULTIMETER BP265. R A Tenfold. 41.1 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES.. Hill A.e.c.i.l,kii1w13.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clne smith 11.,17.1.1 .

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATELM RADIO. \t 1 1J ----1x.,1] Ito p2grs..o.511

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP267

. .

BEGI1.11:. RS GUIDE TO MODERN' ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
R. A. IA! 1.1.6 pages. 93.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK I  BP321. R A lAmiold k2 pages. L-1.91

CIRCL1T SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. 11. A EA97.,k1 ''.11 pages. T4.99

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. °hen Bishop... 1941 pages14.95.

NE117NES AUDIO AND HI -F1 ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
VI,. gin Lipei ..21.11.pages..i12.95

NEWNE5 ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Bri racy. or, pages. 6129s

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 E A PeoRild 89 page .x3.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS Rego. E.A. P('REL IlL I.

.PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS 8P299. Owen ..... ..... ........ ............ pages. 131.19999

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair. . .139 pages..i133.75

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BIP,I93. Flied. 138 pages.14.99
TEST EQUPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R.A.Ten fold. .... 101 pages. 2.399

UNIJE.RSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL). .411).50

Willi's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). n. sig DOiAWVTR 195 lUge.!... S.8.911

131 pages. ,£195

DATA
.4RRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK [lung Debts Wrii. nu pages...0t.99

'1ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK Be396. 2. ixiges £5.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMLLAE BP53.
F .,.19 paw,A. .

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316 Owen Eishr 32- pages. $5.99

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money.. 40 pages. 615.95

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK rRSGB, Eilii 192 pvcs. L111.25

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICA..L APPLICATIONS

pages. £19-95

SOLID

Norm Use &11olge (1raigieig

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN-
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO ARA MLR (ARRL).

?if, pages. 510;50Les [Lyn an.1111-1/.01 Done DvAite 1V1F13.

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401). 111 pages. 55.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160.13.B Bahanit Xi pages. 53.95

HOW TO DESIGN IND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121. Poi kid. pages .12 50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192, R. A. Penh4(1. . . 92 pages. 52.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS 8P304. R. A. Pen fold. .... 92 pages. E1.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276. R.A. Penh dd. 80 pages. ,£2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R. A. Penfolil. 958 pages. k3.95

VALVES/T[13ES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George 11 Fathauer 351.1 pages.

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
II )riginal Cenera1 He, in/ I Rein ihlisltei ht Alit I(' ix Eleetriiine SUN* f. Arizona t. . 975 pages. a W.A0

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS. . 159 pages. .2.99

RADIO VALVE GLIDE BOOKS 1-5 52.95 each

RCA RECEIVING Tt BE A NVAL iOnginal PuhMers Radio Cc irparation OfAmerical.

Re-nnolisi I Stipple iArizoret) 381 pages. I14.55

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
 6. no, America t Re-puhlisheil by Antique

Flttilnmic 1sh111'

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK.
318 pages. .111.0.5ii

q 5 in

KITS
THE PW CADET RECEIVER MT 123.95

TO ORDER: PLEASE SEE PAGE 82 OR (ALL (01202) 659930
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7oRk
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR

71 £25.00 (UK:. 7 £30.00 (Europe 1st class)

£32 (Rest of World Airsaver)  £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE

MAGAZINE -1 YEAR

 £45 (UK)  £54 (Europe 1ST CLASS) TI £58 (Rest of World Airsaver)

£67 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the Issue.

BOOKS Please send me the following books

£

£

£

Postal Charges:

£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).

£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).

£2 per binder (overseas surface).

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

GRAND TOTAL

Now fill in your name and address

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am  5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be

recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be

acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature

Telephone No

vows me rkorrnally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for de/lyery.
Prices correct at time of going Is press.
Please note: ad sparrleots roust be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

August Antenna Selection
This month we're giving you the chance to buy three hooks from a choice of four for just £5 inc. P&P i UK)
or £7 inc. P&P (overseas) The books on offer have all been selected from the Bahani range and would make
ideal choices for every antenna enthusiasts bookshelf.

The first is 25 Simple Arneitesr Band Aerials BP] 25 by E. M. Noll which as the title suggests is a collection
of antenna projects ranging from the simple dipole to a mini -rhombic. Normal selling price of this, book would
be £1.95 plus P&P.

Secondly is another title by E. M. Noll entitled 25 Simple Indoor and Window Aerials BP132. (normal
price £1.75 plus P&P). This comprehensive book offers antenna suggestions for those who live in flats and
apartments where outdoor antennas are prohibited or a lack of a garden makes antenna erecting difficult.

25 Simple Shortware Broadcast Band Aerials BPI 36 describes how to huild 25 broadcast band aerials
starting with the simple dipole through to verticals, helicals and on to end -fire arrays. The cost of this book would
normally be £1.95 plus P&P

The final book to choose from is 25 Simple Tropical and M.W. Aerials BPI45 (£1.75 plus P&P) which
describes antennas for the use on the medium wave and tropical bands. It also includes band details. directivity time
zones and dimensions.

So what are you waiting for? Select any three hooks for the one inclusvie price,
from those offered and place your order today!

25 Simple Sheriwaval
Broadcast Band
Aerials

25 Simple
Amateur Band
Aerials

25 Simple Tropical
and M.W. Band
Aerials

To order please use the order form above or call the Credit Cord Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote
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COMING NEXT MONT
SEPTEMBER

ANTENNAS IN ACTION!
PW's bi-monthly 8 -page section devoted to
antennas and associated products - Don't Miss It!

REVIEWED!
Dick Pascoe GOBPS puts the Alinco Di -C1 & DJ -C4
miniature hand-held transceivers under the
microscope.
Rob Mannion G3XFD tries out the Icom IC -756
HF/50Mhz Transceiver,

SPECIAL FEATURE!
Gordon King G4VFV asks the question:
What Level Radiation?

FEATURES! ,. ' RAE Course Round -up.
P . ,

Living & Operating Abroad with ,f a t
Bruce Muscolino W6TOY. r ' 'I, A .a r , A

i 4. ft ' e .Plus all your regular. ti,N,..1., #, P P

favourites and b., ..ft. r a IP 1, p , ppe  to p
much more! t. 11%,....40 #. jr

/ e .411",.11 111',. 41 "a i a.A 6 eve 1 0. 1P P rii il at, Aii . ilk' Contents sublect 1 0 ill, p 44. oilt. mop 1. p - '
change 141 , F . ill. .

1  IF 4:r 4f,
arkiirPP

P'o. Ift*

THIS MONTH JULY
Farewell Niton, David Bailey reflects on the good

times at this famous coastal station.
John Griffiths tells of his version of Heaven!

Genius or Magician? Inmarsat's Ruth Ling tells of
Arthur C. Clarke's predictions of a geostationary

broadcasting constellation
JW gives the new Drake SW2 a run for it's

money and much more utal listening info.

*Conttr is,' subject to charge.

COMING UP IN THE
AUGUST ISSUE

More from John Wilson, Joe Carr and
your favourite regular columnists covering

Utility and Data Modes Listening
WXSATs, Scanning

Terrestrial and Satellite TVDX, Broadcast News and Logs
Frequency Exchange and much much more

s ort w ve magazine
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

N. IRELAND

micron ,,ectronics
124 Great Victoria Street

BELFAST
YAE5U, ICOM, KENWOOD, ALINCO +

AMATEUR 6 SW radio specialists

TEL (01232) 438610

BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

WEST YORKSHIRE

HUDDERSFIELD ELECTRONICS
THF. AMATEL R RA1)31.15[401'

Suppliers of new Ck used amateur+SW1JCB

caummeni. We al.t carr1 a Full range al aceessonr.s.

Pori

4A Cross Church Street
Huddersfield HD1 2P1'.

Tel/Fax 01484 420774
Hours: Mon  Sat 9.1.1(eam to 5.30pm

DERBYSHIRE

Lowe
Electronics
THE HAM RADIO AnitSTORE

Kellwood, 's'ao.u. kern etc. always in stuck.

Chesterfield Rd.. Matlock. Derby's DE4 5LE

Tel: 01629 580800 Fax: 01624 580020

inIA.lowc.co.uk 1-r krsL'lrnl'e-ul-uk

SURREY mer

Chris Rees
G-STUX

The QRP Component Cotnpany
PO Bon 101 liaslemcre Surrey CA :7 :Ict

Ter 1111428 1 1-551 5111

Fat: [i 1132sF 66170-1

KITS, KEYS & QRP
M.111 111411I.P - 4.111 rte (vest osier Si No 11 s

NAr. FOR I ION AM) I M.14...01 Ill:

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

211 Woodside ISay. 511 511F

Te1:10159217569621Day err Nigh!!!

Fat tin. 1011921 015411.

Open. Toeshn 9-5: Sat 9-1

51591.14111. SAN' d ICOSI APPROVED DEALERS

gisodstack of new (mid seratidhami
equipment afitve; iou cork

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

NIIVicele.R.MmateurISWL Equipment.

Full range secondhand egaipuneon
always available,.

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2L.1

Tel/Fax: 01202 499099

ESSEX G3RCQ
Silent Key Advisory Service
11yea are an Ancountant. Solicitor. Reinke.: -r
wishing en negotiate :he sale or value the Equ]pment us a
lectured Fische. Amateur or Shan Wave Listener or simpls,

,ell the equipment urn deceased Radio EnthusiaAt..1
prore$9onat valuation d the =Act talon and selling

service i= new avallahle ()mint Colt matans,

a' 9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill
Romford, Essex 9DE,

1.10,111

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
unit 5. Enierprbt I louse. Cwmhaeh

Industrial Estate. Aberdare.
Mid G lanuir2 an CF -11 11A E

(016851 870425
Fax:1016851 87610.1

A lull ranee of transrnining & receiving
antennas available for the amateur

eriminemial markei.

C

KENT PO=
KANGA QRP KITS

Our hooks: Introducing QRP £7.95
Pascoe's Penny Pinchers £5.95

IAlt 111011 1N I LttiVil

Send an SAE for our free catalogue
SeaPiew House, Crete Road East

Folkestone, Kent CT18 7E(
Tc111-a1 Ill 3113 09110h 11/930-19001

hop:1/....kanga.th1.111011.a0.6.
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AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

Me stink all makes of equipment
fur the kmateur and Listener.

Pearl FAchunge Welcome

Unit Mode Industrial 0.7111TC. Coker Reid.
Work. Westrai-Super-Mare BS22 013X

Tel/Fax: (01934) 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bridge Street, Farlestown.

Merseyside WA I2 913A

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

LONDON
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For all your amateur radio needs
140.142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9511

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax:

0181-566 1207

ESSEX
The tiot Working Radio Company

is got .1ms-thing that doesn't twirl -

PA.. can't ha Mel hoed In repair, sell or online
Then wrilekmail me. Dave IFIV Aka!
you have. 1'11 either May ii or pit om in much with a
Suyer.
Buying OK. SO )414.1. hale agmse (Inc hue linkmoney.
why na unto to me. Tell me whal !Am wan to buy.
Roy it from me or di real get it working. cell it and
imd,c profEt ter keep it fur your prreullai are

Write/e-mail David 1.53111.:0
9 Truopers Drive, Harold Hill. HomIord

V.V.% 1013 9151,.

SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu,
Kenwood, fermi AOR

CusheraD

SM House, School Clow. Chandlers. Ford
Industrial Estate. EaNdeigh.

Hampshire S(. 3HY
Tel: 10 17031 255111

Fax: 10170312!35071

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCCITI-AND 1.,TO

Masts from 251t -401t

AdaptA-Mast

101515r 93824
k.1115 21(1
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Even more features & enhancements
for the 706 lcom's best-selling mobile!
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P. A PAP/ATT

MOH -9-SHIFT
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Exciting NEW Features:

Crossband Split.

Band stacking register memorizes preamp/attenuator settings and tuner on/off condition as
well as frequency and mode.

'S' menu has 3 -band quick access.

Enhanced 30kHz-200MHz broadband, all -mode receive.

Slots for 2 optional crystal filters.

Tone -squelch available (option UT -86 required).

lei kaieui rtmAitire

Sub dial for easier access to RIT/second VFO.

20 watts on 2 meters and individual band change key.

Narrow FM deviation is set for 2.5kHz, ideal for new 12.5kHz channels.

Don't take our word for it - try a MKII for yourself!
Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!
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"The FT -920 is packed with
really high-tech features!"

And, it's got 6 meters built
in, too!"

You know the difference --and so does
Yaesu. Signals buried in noise and
interference miraculously appear at your
speaker --the surest indicator of HF quality.
As always, cutting -edge technology inside
separates the world leader in amateur radio
from the rest of the pack. No surprise to
you.

What makes the difference? High-perfor-
mance 33MIPS* Digital Signal Processing
(DSP), for razor-sharp selectivity, increased
average power output, and voice pattern
contour choice; automatic seeking DSP
Notch filter and Noise Reduction; built-in
high-speed antenna tuner for RX and TX;
user-friendly DSP Bandwidth controls for
enhanced interference reduction; and exclu-
sive Shuttle Jog tuning controls for fine or
rapid frequence excursions. For operating
efficiency, the FT -920 also has a Digital
Voice Recorder and Electronic Memory
Message Memory Keyer. Providing up to

"Yeah! Shuttle Jog, ASP --
with a 33MIPS* processor-
-fastest on the market."

"Looks like
Yaesu did it again!"

FT -920
All -Mode HF/6m Transceiver

100W of adjustable power output on all
amateur bands from 160 through 6 meters,
the FT -920 uses rugged, low -distortion
MOS FET final amplifier transistors. SSB,
CW, AM (25W carrier), AFSK, and FSK
are built in, with FM, optional.

All of this, and an ergonomically -
designed front panel --including Yaesu's
renowned Omni-GlowTM display --give you
the highest -performing, HF/6 meter rig in
its price class.

For more details on the new and
different FT -920, call or write for a free
brochure, or better yet: hear the difference
at your dealer today!

YAE Si]
.. Choice of the Worlds top DX' eis

For the latest Yaesu news, hottest products,visit
us on the Internet! httplwww.yaesu.com

The real difference is the
signals you hear- -

northe ones you see.
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http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within
amateur bands. Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check
with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details. Collins is a trademark of Rockwell
International Corporation.
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Features
 High Performance 33 Min'

Digital Signal Processing [DSP) in

all Modes with one touch control
HF + 50 MHz with 100 Watts

Output on all Bands
 New Design MOSFET PA Finals

Built-in High Speed Auto Antenna
Tuner including 50 MHz (Antenna
Tuner works on both RX & TX)

 Auto Notch/Noise Reduction
Control

 Simplified Tuning with Shuttle Jog
Control

 Omni-GiowTM Dual Display with
Twin VFO Knobs

 Separate FET RF Amplifier for
High & Low Bands

 Digital Voice Memory System
 Quick Memory Bank (OMB)

Instant Frequency Memory

System

'Million Instructions Per Second
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State -of -the -Art

DSP Bandwidth Controls

5(141
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FT-1000MP
This HF standout
features a high- f--7- I.

intercept front end
design, EDSP, and
built-in Collins SSB
Mechanical Filter
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